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Executive summary 
The Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the project) is a proposal to mine mineral sands from the 
Fingerboards resource, which lies within the more extensive Glenaladale mineral sands deposit 
(Glenaladale deposit) located in East Gippsland. 

This socioeconomic impact assessment (SEIA) has been prepared to support the environment effects 
statement (EES) for the project.  

The SEIA involved conducting a baseline characterisation to describe the key socioeconomic 
characteristics of the people living in proximity to the project and more broadly in the shires of East 
Gippsland and Wellington. Members of the local community were engaged to understand what they 
value about their area, what appeals to them about living there and what concerns they have about 
the project. This information formed the basis of an assessment of how the community could be 
impacted by the project.  

A risk-based approach was used to assess potential project impacts and the management measures 
needed to avoid or reduce the likelihood of impacts occurring, or the consequence, if they were to 
occur. 

The project 
The proposed project plans to produce over eight million tonnes (Mt) of heavy mineral concentrate 
(HMC) consisting of heavy minerals such as zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth minerals (monazite 
and xenotime) from the unconsolidated sediments of the Glenaladale deposit. The project is located 
in East Gippsland Shire, with associated infrastructure extending into Wellington Shire.  

The mining method is open cut dry mining using conventional earthmoving equipment with 
progressive backfilling of the mine void with tailings. The ore will initially undergo onsite processing 
before being magnetically separated into magnetic and non-magnetic concentrate and exported for 
secondary processing in southeast Asia or China. The project will operate 24-hours-a-day, seven-
days-a-week and have a total project footprint of approximately 1,675 ha. 

Baseline characterisation 
Settlements and towns close to the project are diverse in size and character. Some consist of a small 
number of scattered residences whereas others are located around a town centre with services and 
facilities such as shops, schools, recreation areas and accommodation. These towns and settlements 
have a fairly stable population with a median age higher than that for Victoria. The majority of 
residents live in owner occupier households on rural residential living and farming properties.  

The East Gippsland and Wellington shires are more broadly characterised by ageing and growing 
populations. In East Gippsland Shire, the population is projected to grow by 28% between 2011 and 
2031 and in Wellington Shire by 16% over the same period. This growth is likely due to the region 
being popular as a place to retire. House prices are relatively low compared with the state average 
and have been trending upwards in both shires since 2000, reflecting a growing demand for property.  

The agri-food sector is significant for the East Gippsland Shire economy. Food manufacturing and 
production are fundamental drivers of the regional economy. Wellington Shire’s economy consists of 
well-established, export-oriented industries including oil and gas, defence, agribusiness, 
manufacturing and construction. 

East Gippsland and Wellington shires are well serviced by social and community infrastructure, and 
demand for health services is high. A range of community facilities are available in both shires, 
including arts and cultural facilities and sporting and recreation facilities. Residents are involved in 
community groups, clubs and associations which provide opportunities for social interaction.    
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Socioeconomic values and impact assessment 
The impact assessment involved an assessment of the potential for the project to impact on 
socioeconomic values in and around the project area and held within the broader region. Where 
relevant, the SEIA has drawn on the information in, and findings of, several other technical studies 
prepared for the EES, including on air quality, noise, groundwater and surface water, human health, 
agriculture, horticulture, cultural heritage, traffic and transport, economics, and land use and planning. 

Community members have expressed that they value living in a quiet, peaceful environment 
unaffected by noise, dust and artificial light. Residents living adjacent to the project area are likely to 
experience the greatest change to their views and character of the landscape around them. They will 
also experience the greatest change in amenity from noise and dust associated with the project. 
These changes could impact on the way in which these residents identify, and interact with, their local 
area. Controls will be put in place by the project to reduce the extent and effect of changes in amenity 
on residents and their lifestyle.  

Community members living near the project value living in a close, supportive community where they 
know the people around them. Some community members have expressed concern that the project 
has created a division between those who support it and those who don’t.  

Conflicting views about the project have the potential to impact on community cohesion and influence 
how residents interact with each other socially and engage with their community through, for instance, 
involvement in local groups and associations. Research conducted by the CSIRO indicates that 
community cohesion and social interaction are two underlying drivers of community wellbeing along 
with the level of services and facilities provided. Given this, initiatives that promote inclusiveness, 
community spirit and dialogue are important for improving community cohesion. 

Kalbar will work closely with East Gippsland and Wellington Shire councils on opportunities to 
encourage social interaction and support community events and initiatives that encourage social 
interaction through its community fund. These, and other management measures, are expected to 
help improve community interaction. Impacts may still be experienced at some level within the local 
community, particularly within some of the small settlements and towns closest to the project.  

Community members have expressed that they have a strong connection to the land, and some have 
raised concern that ground disturbance associated with the project will change their connection to the 
land. The physical disturbance of land for mining and change in landscape has the potential to impact 
on the connection that landholders within the project area and surrounds have with their land, 
particularly during active mining. The progressive rehabilitation of exposed areas and return of the 
land to its former agricultural land use may assist some landholders in the project area and surrounds 
in re-establishing a connection with their land. For others, this connection may be permanently 
modified.  

Kalbar will implement measures to reduce the likelihood that landholders within the project area and 
surrounds experience a change to their connection to the land. Such measures will involve continuing 
to engage with stakeholders after the EES is submitted to enable local knowledge, priorities and 
expertise to contribute to the approvals process, conducting progressive rehabilitation to return the 
land to its former agricultural land use, and holding individual meetings with landholders within, and 
adjacent to, the project area to understand what specific controls can be adopted to minimise 
potential impacts on their property.  

Community members have raised that they value the employment and income generated by the local 
agricultural industry and some have expressed concern that the project will jeopardise this. The SEIA 
has specifically considered potential project impacts on the productivity of agricultural or forestry 
operation adjacent to it, and within a radius of 10 km. 

The SEIA outlines the risk of loss of life and/or injuries within the project area and/or in adjoining 
areas from a bushfire starting and spreading outside the project area. The assessment also 
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considered the risk of a loss of property, business, forestry or agricultural assets in adjoining areas 
from a bushfire starting and spreading within and outside the project area. 

The project also has the potential to impact on socioeconomic values of the project area and wider 
region including those relating to healthy people, safe roads, access and connectivity, water, 
recreation, local businesses, crops and livestock, livelihoods, employment and training, well-serviced 
community, property values and housing availability and affordability. For example, impacts relating to 
stress associated with potential health effects from the project, a decline in water quality used for 
drinking and diminished value of businesses reliant on tourists.  

Project economics 
Development of the project has the potential to generate socioeconomic opportunities for community 
members living and working in the Gippsland region. Opportunities are likely to be created for 
procurement and employment in East Gippsland and Wellington shires and the broader Gippsland 
region. Such opportunities will bring positive economic benefits such as increased income and 
workforce participation.  

The project is expected to generate direct employment for 200 people during construction and 
200 people during operations. At least another 200 indirect jobs are expected to be generated within 
the region during operations, as a result of the project requiring goods and services, such as 
maintenance contracts, IT support, sanitation services, engineering and fabrication services, and 
ancillary professional services. The net economic benefit to Victorian suppliers who supply the project 
is estimated to be $209.4 million.  

In total, the net economic benefit from the project is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present 
value terms. This includes $158.9 million in direct benefits to the state of Victoria and $234.41 million 
in indirect benefits associated with higher wages and benefits to local Victorian suppliers. 

Economic modelling predicts that if the project is approved, gross state product will peak at 
$375 million higher in 2022 compared to if the project is not approved. Real gross state income for 
Victoria is projected to peak at $246 million and employment at 189 full time equivalent in 2022.  

Between 2020 and 2035, gross regional product is predicted to increase in the Gippsland region by 
just over $1.4 billion in net present value terms. The economic modelling predicts that over the same 
period, gross regional income will be just over $2 billion in net present value terms.  

Kalbar has committed to maximising economic opportunities for the local area and Gippsland region 
from the project. The company will continue to engage and work collaboratively with industry bodies 
such as Industry Capability Network and Growing Regional Opportunities for Work Gippsland to 
identify and build the capacity of local suppliers to supply goods and services to the project. Kalbar 
has also committed to continuing to engage and work collaboratively with education and training 
providers and employment and apprenticeship support networks that operate in the Gippsland region 
to promote and support local employment on the project.  

The assessment concludes that the project has the potential to generate impacts and opportunities for 
residents adjacent to the project area, residents of the surrounding settlements and people working in 
or travelling through the project area and living in the broader landscape. People living, working or 
travelling in the broader region also have the potential to experience negative impacts and positive 
opportunities from the project.  

 

 

 

1 Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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1. Introduction 
The Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the project) is a proposal to mine mineral sands from the 
Fingerboards resource, which lies within the more extensive Glenaladale mineral sands deposit 
(Glenaladale deposit) located in East Gippsland. Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (Kalbar) proposes to mine 
areas of enriched grades of mineral sands occurring close to the ground surface within the project 
area.  

The project represents the first phase of mineral sands production (about 20 years) from the 
Glenaladale deposit. Figure 1.1 shows the location of the project. 

Coffey Services Australia Pty Ltd (Coffey) has prepared this socioeconomic impact assessment 
(SEIA) to support the Environment Effects Statement (EES) for the project.  

1.1. Project overview 
The proposed project plans to produce over eight million tonnes (Mt) of heavy mineral concentrate 
(HMC) consisting of valuable minerals such as zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth minerals 
(monazite and xenotime) from the unconsolidated sediments of the Glenaladale deposit. The project 
is located in East Gippsland Shire.  

The mining method is open cut dry mining using conventional earthmoving equipment with 
progressive backfilling of the mine void with tailings. The ore will initially undergo onsite processing 
before being magnetically separated into magnetic and non-magnetic concentrate and exported for 
secondary processing in southeast Asia or China. The project will operate 24-hours-a-day, seven-
days-a-week and have a total project footprint of approximately 1,675 ha. 

1.2. Study objectives 
This SEIA has been prepared to inform the preparation of the EES of the potential socioeconomic 
implications of the project. In particular, the purpose of this SEIA is to characterise the existing 
socioeconomic environment within and surrounding the project area and identify and assess potential 
socioeconomic impacts and opportunities associated with the project.  

The scope of the SEIA is based on the EES scoping requirements prepared by the Department of 
Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP). The key scoping requirements relevant to this 
SEIA are:  

Evaluation objective: To achieve the best use of available mineral sands resources, in an 
economic and environmentally sustainable way, including while maintaining viability of other 
local industries. 

Key issues: 

• Best use of land’s resources considering environmental, agricultural and forest values.  

• Potential impacts on the existing local industries, businesses and landholders.  

Evaluation objective: To minimise potential adverse social and land use effects, including on 
agriculture, dairy, irrigated horticulture, tourism industries and transport infrastructure. 

Key issues: 

• The potential for dislocation due to severance causing reduced access to farm land, 
businesses, social networks, community facilities and the Mitchell River National Park. 
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• Potential for adverse effects on the existing and future land and beneficial uses, including
agricultural, dairy, irrigated horticulture, forestry, tourism and local businesses.

• The potential for changes to the existing infrastructure in the project area and in its vicinity,
particularly the proposed changes to water supply and irrigation network, power transmission
lines and local and regional roads or rail.

The key objectives of this SEIA have been developed to meet the scoping requirements and are to: 

• Characterise the socioeconomic conditions of the areas potentially affected by the project.

• Describe local landowner and community attitudes towards the project.

• Describe community values, particularly those living close to the project area.

• Assess potential socioeconomic impacts and opportunities associated with the project.

• Propose measures to minimise potential socioeconomic impacts and maximise potential
opportunities associated with the project.

1.3. Legislative context 
1.3.1. Legislation 
Victorian legislation relevant to this SEIA includes: 

• The Environment Effects Act 1978 (Vic) which requires that an EES be prepared in
accordance with the scoping requirements, exhibited for public comment and assessed by the
Minister for Planning.

• The Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990 (Vic) which regulates mining
activities, compels rehabilitation of mine sites, and sets out the requirements for paying
compensation to landowners for the acquisition of land and the effects of mining. This act also
includes an ongoing requirement that mining proponents consult with impacted communities.

• The Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986 (Vic) which sets out compensation criteria
for the acquisition of the land that supplements the compensation criteria in the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990.

• The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 which requires the
Minister to consider social and economic matters.

• The Planning and Environment Act 1987 which requires that the effects on the environment
are considered and provide for explicit consideration of social and economic effects when
decisions are made about the use and development of land.

1.3.2. Guidelines 
A number of guidelines and policy documents are also relevant to this SEIA. These include: 

• The Ministerial Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects under the Environment
Effects Act 1978 (DSE, 2006). This guideline outlines the need for an EES to assess the social
implications of a project on affected communities and the potential for significant economic
effects on local areas, the region, nation and key industry sectors.

• Community Engagement Guidelines for Mining and Mineral Exploration in Victoria (DJPR,
2019) provide guidance on the requirements for community engagement under the Mineral
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act, and the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) (Mineral Industries) Interim Regulations 2018 (Vic). The guidelines provide
practical advice on consultation requirements, how to develop community engagement plans,
and different models of community engagement.
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• Enduring Value – the Australian Minerals Industry framework for sustainable development 
(MCA, 2015) provides guidance to companies on how to put the International Council on 
Mining and Metals’ 10 Principles of Sustainable Development into practice and seeks to assist 
companies in meeting community expectations and maximising long-term project benefits for 
the community. 

• East Gippsland Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications (East 
Gippsland Shire, 2013) provide guidance to stakeholders in identifying and addressing the 
potential positive and negative social impacts of proposed developments and significant 
changes in policy. The guidelines are an incorporated document of the Municipal Strategic 
Statement (MSS) and apply to proposed developments where the East Gippsland Shire is the 
responsible authority.  

1.4. Project area 
The term ‘project area’ is used in this assessment to refer to the area potentially disturbed by project 
activities. The project area is 1,675 ha bisected by the Bairnsdale-Dargo Road located approximately 
20 km west of Bairnsdale, the regional service centre, in East Gippsland Shire. Infrastructure 
associated with the project such as water pipelines, powerlines and road upgrades are located 
outside of the project area in East Gippsland and Wellington shires and Latrobe City.  

The main land use in the project area is grazing (sheep and cattle). Other land uses in the project 
area include timber plantations, rural residential properties and public roads (Matrix Planning, 2020). 
Two dwellings are located within the project area, with one currently being used as a site office, and 
the other is unoccupied. Both dwellings have been purchased by Kalbar and will be uninhabited 
during construction, operation and closure of the project.  

1.5. Study area 
Study areas are defined to delineate areas potentially affected by a project. The SEIA study area 
incorporates East Gippsland and Wellington shires and Latrobe City where project activities and the 
bulk of the associated infrastructure will be located (Figure 1.2). In some cases, data are reported on 
a regional level for comparative purposes and where social and economic impacts have the potential 
to extend to the broader Gippsland region. 

East Gippsland Shire is in south-east Victoria, between 280 km and 550 km from Melbourne city 
centre. The shire covers an area of approximately 20,931 km2. Wellington Shire is located west of 
East Gippsland Shire, between 130 km and 205 km from the Melbourne city centre. The shire covers 
an area of 10,924 km2.  

Latrobe City is located south-west of both East Gippsland and Wellington shires, between 120 km and 
145 km from Melbourne city centre and covers an area of approximately 1,426 km2. All study area 
localities are within the Gippsland region which covers an area from the edge of metropolitan 
Melbourne to the New South Wales border.  

For the purpose of this study, the Gippsland region refers to the Gippsland Commonwealth Electoral 
Division located in eastern Victoria. The region covers an area of approximately 33,054 km2 from the 
New South Wales border in the north-east, to Port Albert in southwest Victoria, and incorporates East 
Gippsland Shire, Wellington Shire and Latrobe City.  
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2. Methods
This chapter describes the methods used to undertake the SEIA. The first stage of the process is to 
identify the scope of the assessment, based on the scoping requirements. The assessment process 
then seeks to identify and characterise socioeconomic values in the study area, identify potential 
project impacts on these values, and assess the impacts using a risk-based approach. Where 
required, management measures are then identified, and the impacts that remain are re-assessed.  

Each of these SEIA stages has been informed by the outcomes of stakeholder engagement, including 
the issues and concerns raised by the community. 

2.1. Understanding community issues and concerns 
Stakeholder engagement carried out since the inception of the project and through the EES process 
by Kalbar and specialists has provided essential information to inform the preparation of the SEIA. 
This information has helped to provide an understanding of: 

• Existing socioeconomic conditions of the project area and surrounding region to inform the
baseline characterisation.

• What the local community values about their area and what places are important to them to
inform the impact assessment and identification of management measures.

• Attitudes towards the project and areas of community concern relating to the project to inform
the impact assessment and identification of management measures.

• Potential socioeconomic impacts from the project to inform the impact assessment and
identification of management measures.

• Community concerns about the future of their area to inform the impact assessment and
identification of management measures.

• What benefits (if any) the community views the project as providing.

2.1.1. Overview of community engagement activities 
An understanding of community concerns about the project has also been informed by questions and 
comments raised at a community values workshop held in March 2018, a community meeting in July 
2018, interviews with landholders adjacent to the project area in 2018, and community surveys 
conducted by Kalbar in 2017 and 2018.  

In December 2018, 11 landholders within 1 km of the project area were contacted to ask whether they 
would participate in an interview with Coffey staff. Eight of these landholders accepted the invitation. 
Six interviews were conducted in person on 5 or 6 December 2018 and a further two were conducted 
by phone on 10 and 13 December 2018. The interview questions centred around what landholders 
saw as the potential impacts from the proposed development and how these could be minimised, 
what they value about living in their area, how they use the local road network for the movement of 
stock and machinery, how they use local facilities and what their views were on the proposed 
installation of a roundabout at the Fingerboards intersection and loss of access to this area during 
active mining. Interviews lasted approximately half-an-hour and were conducted in Lindenow. The 
interview questions are provided in Appendix A. 

Five horticultural producers and four nearby grazing and dairy operators along with representatives 
from the East Gippsland Food Cluster were consulted as part of the agricultural assessment 
(Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). Landholders were asked questions relating to their property, farming 
operations, concerns about the project, and how the local road network is used for the movement of 
livestock and machinery. Landholders were also asked questions that provided information relevant to 
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the SEIA, including what brought them to live in the area, what is important to them about where they 
live, and what their concerns are about the future of the area, and specifically about the project.  

Further information on these interviews, including questions asked is provided in the Agricultural 
Impact Assessment (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). 

2.1.2. Community surveys 
In a 2017 community survey conducted by Kalbar, respondents were asked about their awareness of 
and views on the project and what they considered important for the assessment of the project. The 
survey was advertised in the local newspapers East Gippsland News and Bairnsdale Advertiser, 
made available on Kalbar’s website and emailed to community members registered on Kalbar’s 
stakeholder email database which at this time had over 500 contacts. The survey received 
263 responses and provided some insight into the community’s perceptions of the project. It is one of 
many tools that have been used to understand the community’s level of awareness and views on the 
project.  

In 2018, Kalbar commissioned an independent survey (Consentium, 2018) to understand the level of 
awareness that community members living in Wellington and East Gippsland shires had about the 
project and the EES process. The survey also sought to understand community members’ views on 
the project. Approximately 150 residents (28% response rate) participated in the survey. The survey 
included the towns of Bairnsdale, Calulu, Wuk Wuk or Flaggy Creek, Glenaladale or Fernbank, 
Lindenow, Lindenow South or Walpa, Paynesville, Eagle Point, Raymond Island or Newlands Arm. 

Key findings from these surveys are presented in Section 4.2.7. 

2.2. Engagement with key agencies and service providers 
Engagement with key agencies and service providers in the region such as East Gippsland and 
Wellington shires, tourism authorities, health service providers and training providers was conducted 
to understand current usage patterns and constraints of existing services. Input was also sought from 
these key agencies and service providers on how they considered that the project could impact on 
areas such as the demand for services and infrastructure and tourist visitation in the area.  

Table 2.1 provides a summary of the engagement conducted with key agencies and service providers 
as a part of the SEIA, including the issues discussed. Coffey also contacted local housing service 
provider UnitingCare Gippsland for input on the current demand for housing in the region, but this 
organisation did not provide comment. 

A workshop was also held on 5 December 2018 with officers from East Gippsland and Wellington 
shires and Coffey and Kalbar representatives to receive input and feedback from the councils on the 
draft SEIA. Further written comments were received from the councils following the meeting.  

Table 2.1 Engagement with key agencies and service providers 

Name  Representative(s) Engagement 
method(s) 

Issues discussed 

East 
Gippsland 
Shire 
Council 

Stephen Kleinz, 

Nicole Reynolds, 

Kate Nelson, 

Aaron Hollow, 

Wayne Richards, 

Paul Holton. 

Phone 
conversations 

Workshop 
(5 December 
2018) 

The workshop with councils discussed the 
draft SEIA report, including: 
• The SEIA method.  

• Existing socioeconomic conditions within 
the shires.  

• Socioeconomic values used in the 
assessment and key potential impacts and 
opportunities from the proposed 
development.  
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Name  Representative(s) Engagement 
method(s) 

Issues discussed 

• Council feedback and input on the 
following areas: employment and training, 
socioeconomic values, potential impacts 
on traffic and transport, amenity, tourism, 
Indigenous heritage, clean green 
environment and mechanisms to manage 
and monitor potential impacts. 

Wellington 
Shire 
Council 

Geoff Hay, 

Andrew 
Wolstenholme, 

Mark Coleman. 

Phone 
conversations 

Workshop 
(5 December 
2018) 

The workshop with councils discussed the 
draft SEIA report, including: 
• The SEIA method.  

• Existing socioeconomic conditions within 
the shires.  

• Socioeconomic values used in the 
assessment and key potential impacts and 
opportunities from the proposed 
development.  

• Council feedback and input on the 
following areas: employment and training, 
socioeconomic values, potential impacts 
on traffic and transport, amenity, tourism, 
Indigenous heritage, clean green 
environment and mechanisms to manage 
and monitor potential impacts. 

East 
Gippsland 
Marketing 
Inc. 

Hayley Hardy, 
Stakeholder and 
Relationship 
Manager and the 
associated board 
of East Gippsland 
Marketing Inc. 

Questions 
provided via 
email 

• Short term accommodation and occupancy 
rates for the region. 

• Capacity of short-term accommodation 
within the area and its ability to 
accommodate workers on the project. 

• How they see potential businesses could 
benefit from the project and how these 
benefits could be maximised. 

• Potential for the project to deter tourists 
from visiting the area/returning to the area. 

Business & 
Tourism 
East 
Gippsland 
Inc. 

Janet Burton, 
Executive Officer 
and the associated 
board of Business 
& Tourism East 
Gippsland. 

Questions 
provided via 
email 

• Short term accommodation and occupancy 
rates for the region. 

• Capacity of short-term accommodation 
within the area and its ability to 
accommodate workers on the project. 

• How they see potential businesses could 
benefit from the project and how these 
benefits could be maximised. 

• Potential for the project to deter tourists 
from visiting the area/returning to the area. 

Gippsland 
Lakes 
Community 
Health 
(GLCH) 

Sue Data, CEO Phone 
interview 

• Existing demand for health services 
provided by GLCH and any issues meeting 
this demand. 
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Name  Representative(s) Engagement 
method(s) 

Issues discussed 

• Feedback on the potential for workers on 
the project to increase demand for 
services. 

• Initiatives that could be undertaken to 
manage potential increases in demand for 
services. 

Bairnsdale 
Regional 
Health 
Service 
(BRHS) 

Robyn Hayles, 
CEO 

Phone 
interview 

• Existing demand for health services 
provided by BRHS and any issues meeting 
this demand. 

• Feedback on the potential for workers on 
the project to increase demand for 
services. 

• Initiatives that could be undertaken to 
manage potential increases in demand for 
services. 

Gippsland 
& East 
Gippsland 
Aboriginal 
Co-
Operative 
Ltd 
(GEGAC) 

Jamie Williamson, 
CEO 

Phone 
interview 

• Existing demand for housing within the 
Gippsland region and any issues meeting 
this demand. 

• Feedback on the potential for workers on 
the project to increase demand for 
housing. 

• Levels of employment among the 
Aboriginal community in Gippsland and 
existing barriers to employment. 

• Initiatives that could be undertaken to 
manage potential increases in demand for 
housing and/or increase opportunities for 
Aboriginal employment on the project.  

Community 
Housing 
Ltd 

Grant McNeill, 
Manager 
Homelessness 
Services. 

Phone 
interview 

• Existing demand for housing within the 
Gippsland region and any issues meeting 
this demand. 

• Feedback on the potential for workers on 
the project to increase demand for 
housing. 

• Initiatives that could be undertaken to 
manage potential increases in demand for 
housing. 

Federation 
Training 

Joe Rettino and 
Fiona Forster. 

Survey 
questions 

• Courses/training programs they offer in the 
region that are relevant to potential 
employees of the project. 

• Where they see the shortages in VET 
graduates in the region to meet 
employment demands. 

• What factors are driving these shortages. 

• Feedback on what Kalbar could do to 
improve opportunities for local people to 
gain training and/or employment on the 
project. 
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Name  Representative(s) Engagement 
method(s) 

Issues discussed 

AGA 
Apprentice
-ships Plus 

Janet Robertson, 
David Ward, 
Vanessa Griffin, 
Grant Sarloea. 

Survey 
questions 

• Courses/training programs they offer in the 
region that are relevant to potential 
employees of the project. 

• Where they see the shortages in VET 
graduates in the region to meet 
employment demands. 

• What factors are driving these shortages. 

• Feedback on what Kalbar could do to 
improve opportunities for local people to 
gain training and/or employment on the 
project. 

Sale 
College 

Janet Robertson, 
Justin Henderson. 

Survey 
questions 

• Courses/training programs they offer in the 
region that are relevant to potential 
employees of the project. 

• Where they see the shortages in VET 
graduates in the region to meet 
employment demands. 

• What factors are driving these shortages. 

• Feedback on what Kalbar could do to 
improve opportunities for local people to 
gain training and/or employment on the 
project. 

Maxima Michael Jones. Survey 
questions 

• Courses/training programs they offer in the 
region that are relevant to potential 
employees of the project. 

• Where they see the shortages in VET 
graduates in the region to meet 
employment demands. 

• What factors are driving these shortages. 

• Feedback on what Kalbar could do to 
improve opportunities for local people to 
gain training and/or employment on the 
project. 

Mission 
Australia 

Lisa Watson. Survey 
questions 

• Courses/training programs they offer in the 
region that are relevant to potential 
employees of the project. 

• Where they see the shortages in VET 
graduates in the region to meet 
employment demands. 

• What factors are driving these shortages. 

• Feedback on what Kalbar could do to 
improve opportunities for local people to 
gain training and/or employment on the 
project. 
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2.3. Scoping the assessment 
The scoping phase of the SEIA involved preliminary identification of potential socioeconomic issues, 
impacts and opportunities associated with the project. The aim of this process is to identify the range 
of issues and impacts that need to be investigated and what baseline information about 
socioeconomic values will be needed to undertake the impact assessment.  

Scoping was informed by a review of background information on the project, outcomes of stakeholder 
engagement undertaken to that point, including minutes from stakeholder meetings. This information 
helped to understand community perceptions about the project and key areas of concern. Other 
technical specialists involved in preparing assessments to support the EES were also consulted. The 
scoping of potential socioeconomic issues, impacts and opportunities associated with the project was 
an iterative process that continued throughout the SEIA. 

2.4. Characterising the socioeconomic baseline  
The baseline characterisation aimed to describe the existing socioeconomic environment of the study 
area, including key socioeconomic characteristics of the people within it and their living conditions. 
Baseline information was collected from stakeholder engagement and a range of secondary sources. 
Information on the existing socioeconomic conditions of the project area and surrounding region was 
gathered through discussions with officers at East Gippsland and Wellington shire councils, health 
service providers, tourism bodies, training providers and community members.  

Information on stakeholder views on the project was obtained from a review of minutes from 
stakeholder sessions, an analysis of responses to Kalbar’s 2017 community survey and input 
provided by community members at the community values workshop. Secondary information was 
gathered from sources such as the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2016 census, local policies 
and strategies, state government publications, newspaper articles and other specialist studies being 
conducted for the EES. Information was obtained from the most recent sources available.  

2.5. Identifying values  
Values of relevance to assessing social and economic impacts of the project were identified including 
community values, values relating to local and regional economic growth and housing availability and 
affordability and cultural values.  

2.5.1. Community values 
Community values are qualities of the social environment that are important to people and conducive 
to individual wellbeing. Understanding what local community values are is an important part of a SEIA 
in that it forms the basis of an assessment of how the community could be impacted by a planned 
intervention (IAIA, 2003).  

A community values workshop was conducted on 20 March 2018 at Lindenow Hall (6:30 p.m.to 
8:00 p.m.) to help understand local community values (plates 2.1 to 2.3). 

East Gippsland Shire was contacted for suggestions on how best to engage with the local community 
on what they value about their local area. The shire suggested that that seven local community 
groups be contacted, and provided contact details for: 

• Glenaladale Hall and Recreation Reserve Committee. 

• Glenaladale Landcare. 

• Glenaladale Country Fire Association. 

• Fernbank Hall and Reserve Committee. 

• Fernbank Country Fire Association. 
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• Glenaladale Cricket Club. 

• Mine Free Glenaladale. 

In addition, Kalbar suggested that the following local community groups be contacted: 

• East Gippsland Advocacy Group.   

• Lindenow Football Netball Club.  

• Lindenow Lions Club. 

• Lindenow and District Progress Association. 

• Lindenow South/Glenaladale Cricket Club. 

Each of these groups were contacted in early February 2018 to ask if they would participate in the 
community values workshop. The workshop was also advertised in local newspapers East Gippsland 
News and Bairnsdale Advertiser and targeted at residents of Glenaladale, Lindenow and surrounding 
settlements and towns.  

The workshop was attended by 50 people from the local community, including adjacent landholders, 
and community members from surrounding towns such as Walpa, Glenaladale, Fernbank, Lindenow 
and Iguana Creek. Representatives from Glenaladale Country Fire Association, Fernbank Hall and 
Reserve Committee, Mine Free Glenaladale and East Gippsland Advocacy Group were also in 
attendance. Other groups and towns may have been represented at the workshop, but some 
attendees chose to not register their details.  

An independent facilitator was used to facilitate the workshop and two representatives from Coffey 
were also in attendance. The independent facilitator was identified by Kalbar and had no known 
affiliation to the project or the local community. Coffey representatives attended the workshop to 
provide an overview of the SEIA process and respond to queries raised on the study. The presence of 
these Coffey representatives is acknowledged to have potentially affected the responses provided by 
community members at the workshop. 

The workshop involved participants working in small groups to provide input on what is important to 
them about their town and community. The facilitator introduced the session and explained the 
purpose and format. A representative from Coffey then provided an overview of what the SEIA would 
consider and how information gathered from the workshop would be used to inform the assessment.  

The facilitator then invited attendees to work in small groups for 30 minutes to provide input on the 
following three questions:  

• What appeals to you about living here? Attendee responses are summarised in Section 5.9 of 
this report. 

• What local places are important to you and why? Attendee responses are summarised in 
Section 5.9 of this report. 

• What are your concerns about the future of your area? Attendee responses are summarised in 
Section 4.2 of this report. 

Capture sheets were provided to each group to record their responses. The facilitator and 
representatives from Coffey moved around the room during the small group activity to provide 
guidance as required. Following the small group work, representatives from each group shared with 
all attendees some of their responses to the above questions. A representative from Coffey then 
provided an overview on the next steps in relation to the SEIA process. Workshop participants were 
then given the opportunity to ask questions. Where a response to a question could not be provided, it 
was taken on notice. 

In addition to the small group work, workshop attendees were encouraged to mark-up maps of the 
project area and broader study area that were pinned around the hall with notes on various features 
and/or places of importance to them (see Plate 2.2 and Plate 2.3)  
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One community member who was unable to attend the workshop provided written feedback on the 
night to a Coffey representative on what they value about their area. Following the workshop, the 
information gathered was reviewed by Coffey to identify potential themes. Notes from the workshop 
providing a high-level summary of community input and questions and answers were then made 
available on the project website. Further information on the outcomes of this workshop is provided in 
Section 4.3.2. 

Some attendees of the workshop expressed concern that they were not provided with enough notice 
of the workshop. Additional input was therefore invited from the community on what they value about 
their area through advertisements in local newspapers following the workshop. Feedback was 
subsequently received from one further member of the local community in the month following the 
meeting. Input from landholder consultation conducted as a part of the Agriculture Impact Assessment 
(Hamilton SierraCon, 2020) was also used to inform the identification of community values.  

The information provided at the workshop, including information recorded on capture sheets, sticky 
notes on maps and recorded questions and comments was reviewed and analysed. Responses on 
values and local places of importance were grouped into categories or themes. For example, a 
number of attendees raised that they value the quiet, peaceful environment, dark night sky and clean 
air. These responses were grouped into the theme of amenity and wellbeing. Further information on 
the community values is provided in sections 4.3.1 and 5.9. 

Concerns raised about the future of the local area were reviewed and analysed and informed an 
understanding of key community concerns relating to the project. Questions asked at the workshop 
about the EES and the project more generally were recorded and responded to by Kalbar in a notice 
placed on the project website.   

2.5.2. Socioeconomic values 
In addition to the community values identified by the local community, other socioeconomic values 
were identified by Coffey to inform this assessment. These are based on the EES scoping 
requirements and were also informed by the Lindenow and District Community Plan (East Gippsland 
Shire Council, 2014). A combined list of socioeconomic values was then prepared by Coffey which 
incorporates the community values and other socioeconomic values.  

The community was asked to provide input on the socioeconomic values and the approach to the 
SEIA at a Kalbar organised community meeting on 17 July 2018 at Lindenow Hall (7:00 p.m. to 
10:00 p.m.). The purpose of the meeting was to provide an update and seek input on some of the 
technical studies being prepared for the EES, including the SEIA. The meeting was advertised in local 
newspapers and attended by over 80 people from the local community, including adjacent 
landholders, and residents of surrounding towns. Some of these attendees also attended the values 
workshop in March 2018. Some of the people represented at the meeting were from the settlements 
and towns close to the project area including Glenaladale, Wuk Wuk, Fernbank and Lindenow. Some 
attendees chose not to register their details and it is not known whether all settlements and towns in 
proximity to the project were represented at the meeting.  

A Coffey representative provided an overview of the purpose and scope of the SEIA, preliminary 
findings of the baseline assessment, and the socioeconomic values that had been established. 
Following the presentation attendees were asked to work in small groups and comment on whether 
these values had been captured correctly and record any questions and comments regarding the 
scope, purpose, method, initial findings and next steps relating to the study. 

Comments and questions received on the socioeconomic values, the SEIA approach and/or 
presentation are outlined in Section 4.3.2.  

Questions and comments raised at the workshop were recorded by a facilitator of each small group 
and/or attendees themselves. Following the session all notes were compiled and responses provided 
by relevant specialists and Kalbar. Table notes and responses were then placed on the project 
website. Further questions or comments were invited via the project email address.  
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2.5.3. Cultural values 
GLaWAC was invited to provide a statement of cultural values for the activity area as a part of the 
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment (ALA, 2020) prepared for the EES. This was requested to 
inform an understanding of intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage values associated with the area. 
However, no statement of cultural values was provided by GLaWAC during the preparation of the 
cultural heritage report. 

Andrew Long and Associates (ALA) and Kalbar held a workshop with GLaWAC on 15 March 2019 to 
provide an overview of the EES technical study findings and respond to concerns and queries raised 
by Traditional Owner groups. Further details on this workshop are provided in Section 4.1. 

2.6. Identifying and assessing impacts  
The impact identification phase involved a review of the potential socioeconomic issues, impacts and 
opportunities identified during the scoping phase. These issues, impacts and opportunities were then 
refined based on the findings of the baseline characterisation, key areas of concern identified by 
community members and the socioeconomic values. 

A risk-based approach was then used to assess potential project impacts on the identified 
socioeconomic values. The risk assessment method was based on the principles of risk management 
described in Australian Standard / International Organisation for Standardisation 31000:2018 Risk 
management – Guidelines and its companion document HB 203:2012 Managing environment-related 
risk. 

The risk assessment determined the likelihood of harm to the socioeconomic values from project 
activities and the consequence for the value if harm was to occur. Where appropriate, potential 
impacts were categorised into receptor groups to distinguish where different levels of impact may be 
experienced, acknowledging that people within each of these receptor groups may not experience 
project impacts in the same way.  

The receptor groups include: 

• Adjacent residents, including those within 2 km of the project area. 

• People living in the towns and settlements within 10 km2 of the project area. 

• People working in or travelling through the project area or living in the broader landscape. 

• People living, working or travelling in the broader region including East Gippsland, Wellington 
and South Gippsland shires and Latrobe City. 

The risk assessment matrix adopted is presented in Table 2.2. The criteria used to assess likelihood 
and consequence are presented in Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 respectively. The consequence criteria 
presented in Table 2.4 are a guide and reflect multiple although not necessarily mutually exclusive 
factors used to identify consequence ratings.  

The impact likelihood and consequence levels were determined through professional judgement of 
specialists in SEIA and analysis of the findings of other relevant specialist studies prepared for the 
EES (Table 2.5). The impact assessment was also informed by the outcomes of engagement 
conducted for the SEIA and more broadly for the project.  

  

 

 

2 A distance of 10 km was selected from the project area, as it represents an area with similar land uses and 
patterns of settlement.  
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Table 2.2 Risk assessment matrix  

 Likelihood 
Rare Unlikely Possible Likely Almost 

certain 

C
on

se
qu

en
ce

 

Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive 

Negligible Very low Very low Very low Low Moderate 

Minor Very low Low Low Moderate Moderate 

Moderate Low Low Moderate High High 

Major Low Moderate High Major Major 

Extreme Moderate High Major Major Major 
Source: Adapted from AS/ISO31000:2018 

Table 2.3 Likelihood criteria 

Descriptor Description 

Rare A hazard, event and pathway is theoretically possible on this project, has occurred once 
elsewhere but not anticipated over the duration of the project activity, project phase or 
project life. 

Unlikely A hazard, event and pathway exists and harm has occurred but is unlikely to occur over the 
duration of the project activity, project phase or project life. 

Possible A hazard, event and pathway exists and harm has occurred, and may occur over the 
duration of the project activity, project phase or project life. 

Likely A hazard, event and pathway exists and harm has occurred, and is likely to occur at least 
once over the duration of the project activity, project phase or project life. 

Almost 
certain 

A hazard, event and pathway exists and harm has occurred, and is expected to occur more 
than once over the duration of the project activity, project phase or project life. 

Table 2.4 Consequence criteria 

Descriptor Description 

Negligible A temporary or short-term (less than three months) impact localised to towns surrounding 
the project area including Fernbank, Glenaladale and Lindenow that will resolve itself in the 
short-term without intervention. 

Minor A temporary or short-term (three to six months) impact localised to towns surrounding the 
project area including Fernbank, Glenaladale and Lindenow that can be effectively 
managed with standard management measures or controls. 

Moderate A short to medium-term (6 to 12 months) impact that extends beyond the area of 
disturbance to Bairnsdale. Specific management measures or controls may be required to 
effectively manage changes to the community values which may be medium to long term. 

Major A medium to long-term (one to five years) impact that extends to the towns such as 
Stratford, Briagolong, Paynesville and Bruthen or has a long-term impact on affected 
communities. Specific management measures are required to effectively manage changes 
to the community values which may be long term. 

Extreme A long-term and potentially irreversible (greater than five years) impact that extends across 
the East Gippsland region. Design modification or specific controls to reduce the 
consequence of occurrence required to manage the impact. 

Positive A positive improvement in the value over the short-, medium- or long-term. 
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Table 2.5 Technical studies that informed the preparation of the SEIA  

Specialist study  EES 
appendix 

Relevant issues and impacts for the SEIA 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Traffic and Transport Impact 
Assessment (Arup roads) 

07 • Potential for impacts on road and rail safety and 
travel times. 

• Measures that can be adopted to manage traffic 
and transport impacts. 

Stage Two Air Quality and 
Greenhouse Gas Assessment for the 
Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
(Katestone Environmental) 

04 • Dust deposition rates.  
• Measures that can be adopted to manage dust 

emissions. 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands EES 
Noise and Vibration Assessment 
(Marshall Day Acoustics) 

05 • How sensitive receptors will experience noise 
and vibration impacts from the project. 

• Measures that can be adopted to manage noise 
emissions and vibration impacts. 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (Urbis) 

09 • How sensitive receptors will experience visual 
impacts from the project, including night 
lighting.  

• Measures that can be adopted to manage 
potential visual impacts. 

Fingerboards Project Agriculture 
Impact Assessment (Hamilton 
SierraCon) 

10 • Community values relating to agriculture. 
• Value of agricultural production to the local 

area. 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Horticultural Impact Assessment 
(RMCG) 

11 • Potential for the project to impact on the ‘clean 
green’ image of the region and in turn, growers’ 
livelihoods. 

• Measures that can be adopted to manage 
potential impacts on horticultural industry. 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment 
(Andrew Long + Associates) 

12 • How cultural heritage sites and values will be 
impacted by the project.  

• Measures that can be adopted to manage 
potential cultural heritage impacts. 

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Rehabilitation (Landloch) 

14 • Measures that can be adopted to manage 
potential rehabilitation impacts.  

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Land Use and Planning Impact 
Assessment (Matrix Planning) 

08 • Current land uses within the project study area.  
• How current land use will be impacted by the 

project.  

Fingerboards Mineral Sands 
Groundwater and Surface Water 
Impact Assessment (Coffey) 

03 • Potential impacts of the project on groundwater 
and surface water in the project study area.  

• Measures that can be adopted to manage 
potential groundwater and surface water 
impacts.  

Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project 
Human Health Risk Assessment 
(Coffey) 

15 • Potential impacts of the project on human 
health in the project study area.  
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2.6.1. Bushfire risk assessment 
A bushfire risk assessment was undertaken to characterise the existing bushfire hazard within and 
immediately surrounding the project area; and to evaluate potential bushfire behaviour as a result of 
the project. The risk assessment was based on the Western Australian Guidelines for Preparing a 
Bushfire Risk Management Plan (DFES, 2015). This assessment framework differs from the approach 
implemented for the SEIA. The risk matrix used to assess bushfire risks is presented in Table 2.6, and 
the likelihood and consequence criteria adopted for the assessment are presented in Table 2.7 and 
Table 2.8. Refer to Appendix C for additional details on the bushfire risk assessment.  

Table 2.6 Bushfire risk assessment matrix 

Likelihood 

Consequence 

Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 

Unlikely Low Low Medium High 

Possible Low Medium High Very high 

Likely Medium High Very high Extreme 

Almost certain High Very high Extreme Extreme 

Table 2.7 Bushfire risk assessment likelihood criteria 

Likelihood Description 

Unlikely Fires occur infrequently and are not expected to spread and reach assets. 

Possible Fires occur frequently, but are not expected to spread and reach assets. 

Likely Fires occur infrequently, but if they do occur are expected to spread and reach assets. 

Almost certain Fires occur frequently and are expected to spread and reach assets. 
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Table 2.8 Bushfire risk assessment consequence criteria 

Consequence Health and safety 
impacts 

Impacts on services, community, cultural and 
environmental assets 

Impacts on property and business; financial 
impacts 

Minor No fatalities. Near misses 
or minor injuries with first 
aid treatment possibly 
required. 

• No persons are displaced. 

• Little or no personal support required.  

• Inconsequential or no damage to assets, with little or no 
specific recovery efforts required beyond the immediate 
clean-up. 

• Inconsequential or no disruption to community. 

• Inconsequential short-term damage to infrastructure or 
disruption of service delivery. 

• Inconsequential or no financial loss. 

• Government sector losses managed within 
standard financial provisions.  

• Inconsequential business disruptions. 

Moderate • Isolated cases of serious 
injuries, but no fatalities. 

• Some hospitalisation 
required, managed within 
normal operating 
capacity of health 
services. 

• Isolated cases of displaced persons who return within 
24 hours. 

• Personal support satisfied through local arrangements. 

• Community functioning as normal with some inconvenience. 

• Isolated cases of short to mid-term failure of infrastructure 
and disruption to service delivery.  

• Isolated cases of damage to environmental or cultural 
assets, one-off recovery efforts required, but with no 
permanent adverse effects to asset. 

• Localised damage to assets that is rectified by 
routine arrangements. 

• Local economy impacted with additional 
financial support required to recover. 

• Government sector losses require activation of 
reserves to cover loss. 

• Disruptions to businesses lead to isolated 
cases of loss of employment or business 
failure. 

Major • Isolated cases of 
fatalities. 

• Multiple cases of serious 
injuries.  

• Significant hospitalisation 
required, leading to 
health services being 
overstretched. 

• Large number of persons displaced (more than 24 hours 
duration).  

• Significant resources required for personal support. 

• Community only partially functioning. Widespread 
inconvenience, with some services unavailable. 

• Significant damage to assets, with ongoing 
recovery efforts and external resources 
required. 

• Local or regional economy impacted for a 
significant period of time with significant 
financial assistance required. 
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Consequence Health and safety 
impacts 

Impacts on services, community, cultural and 
environmental assets 

Impacts on property and business; financial 
impacts 

• Mid to long-term failure of significant infrastructure and 
service delivery affecting large parts of the community. Initial 
external support required.   

• Significant damage to environmental or cultural assets that 
require major rehabilitation or recovery efforts. 

• Localised extinction of native species. This may range from 
loss of a single population to loss of all of the species within 
the management plan area (for a species which occupies a 
greater range than just the management plan area).   

• Significant impact across industry sectors 
leading to multiple business failures or loss of 
employment. 

Catastrophic • Multiple cases of 
fatalities. 

• Extensive number of 
severe injuries.  

• Extended and large 
number requiring 
hospitalisation, leading to 
health services being 
unable to cope. 

• Extensive displacement of persons for extended duration. 

• Extensive resources required for personal support. 

• Extensive damage to assets that will require significant 
ongoing recovery efforts and extensive external resources. 

• Community unable to function without significant support.  

• Long-term failure of significant infrastructure and service 
delivery affecting all parts of the community. Ongoing 
external support required. 

• Permanent damage to significant environmental or cultural 
assets. 

• Regional or State economy impacted for an 
extended period of time with significant 
financial assistance required.  

• Significant disruptions across business sectors 
leading to widespread business failures or loss 
of employment. 
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2.6.2. Case studies 
Information was collected on the socioeconomic impacts experienced in other communities where a 
mineral sands mine is operating. Discussions were held with council officers to obtain relevant 
insights and comment about these projects, as little information is available publicly following their 
approval. 

Projects were selected based on their similarities with the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project, such 
as locations on and/or close to agricultural land. Although each project, the community within which 
they operate, and so the impacts, will be different, the information obtained is useful to inform an 
understanding of how socioeconomic impacts may be experienced from similar projects.  

Six councils were contacted for feedback on how socioeconomic impacts were experienced in their 
communities. Three of these councils did not feel that they could comment. Table 2.9 lists the 
agencies contacted and the responses received.   

Projects were selected based on their potential similarities with the Fingerboards Project (for example 
located on and/or in proximity to agricultural land). Councils were asked to self-select an appropriate 
person within the council for Coffey to speak with to understand how potential socioeconomic impacts 
from a mineral sands mine or associated infrastructure have been experienced in their community. 
Coffey spoke with or received email correspondence from council officers in the following roles: 
Director Health and Planning, Manager Economic Development and Tourism, Mining Liaison Officer 
and Senior Development Officer. 

Table 2.9 Case study information 

Organisation name Project Issues discussed / response 

Mildura Rural City 
Council (Victoria) 

Former Murray Basin Stage 2 
Mineral Sands Project  

Council advised that they were not 
able to respond. Referred to Regional 
Development Victoria. 

Shire of Serpentine 
(Western Australia) 

Keysbrook Mineral Sands Mine No response provided. 

Shire of Murray (Western 
Australia) 

Keysbrook Mineral Sands Mine Socioeconomic impacts experienced 
relating to tourism, property prices, 
availability of social services, 
community cohesion, connection to 
land, employment and amenity. 

Wentworth Shire Council 
(New South Wales) 

Gingko Mineral Sands Mine Socioeconomic impacts experienced 
relating to tourism, property prices, 
demand for short-term 
accommodation, availability of social 
services, community cohesion, 
connection to land, employment and 
amenity. 

Shire of Capel (Western 
Australia) 

Gwindinup Mineral Sands Mine Council advised that they are not 
aware of any complaints or negative 
community impacts from the mine but 
did not feel they could comment 
further. 
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Organisation name Project Issues discussed / response 

Southern Grampians 
Shire (Victoria) 

Hamilton mineral sands 
separation plant associated with 
Douglas Mineral Sands Mine 
(Horsham Rural City) and 
subsequently the Murray Basin 
Stage 2 Mineral Sands Project 

Discussed socioeconomic impacts 
experienced relating to tourism, 
property prices, availability of social 
services, community cohesion, 
connection to land, employment and 
amenity. 

2.7. Management measures and residual impact 
assessment 

Management measures were identified to reduce the likelihood or consequence of potential impacts 
occurring. Additional management measures were identified for impacts assessed as having a risk 
ranking of major, high or moderate with only standard controls applied. The residual impact 
assessment presented in this SEIA assumed the effective implementation of management measures. 
Justification is provided to demonstrate how the management measures serve to reduce the risk 
ranking. Management measures are based on experience from other mining projects and where 
appropriate have been drawn on from other technical studies being completed for the EES and 
recommendations made by key agencies and community members. 

2.8. Limitations 
In preparing this SEIA, Coffey has relied on information from a range of secondary sources. Except 
where stated, Coffey has not attempted to verify the accuracy or completeness of this information. 
Coffey has critically considered data provided for its assessment and not included data of 
questionable origin or accuracy. If the information is subsequently found to be incorrect or incomplete, 
the findings outlined in this report may change.  

The lack of available data has, in some instances, created limitations for the SEIA. For example, due 
to their small size, limited specific census data was available on the settlements and towns within 
10 km of the project area. Limited data was available on the availability of rental housing across the 
study area.  

Another study limitation relates to the lack of information on GLaWAC’s cultural heritage values. No 
statement of cultural heritage values was provided by GLaWAC during the preparation of the Cultural 
Heritage Impact Assessment (ALA, 2020). The assessment of how intangible Indigenous cultural 
heritage values associated with the area could be affected is therefore limited. 

Limited information was obtained about actual socioeconomic impacts experienced by other 
communities where a mineral sands mine has operated. Only three of the councils contacted were 
able to comment on projects in their communities.  
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3. Project description 
The Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the project) is located in East Gippsland, Victoria and 
involves mining of mineral sands from the Fingerboards resource, which lies within the more 
extensive Glenaladale deposit. Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (Kalbar) proposes to mine areas of 
enriched grades of mineral sands occurring close to the ground surface within the project area. Kalbar 
proposes to construct, operate, rehabilitate and (ultimately) close the mineral sands mine and 
associated infrastructure that form the project. 

The Glenaladale mineral sands deposit occurs within unconsolidated sediments and contains heavy 
minerals such as zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth minerals (monazite and xenotime). The 
proposed project area is approximately 1,675 hectares (ha), of which about 1,350 ha is proposed to 
be directly disturbed by mining and infrastructure over the life of the project. 

The mineral resource estimate for the Fingerboards resource contains 1.19 billion tonnes (Bt) of ore at 
0.5% zircon, 1.4% titanium minerals and 0.05% rare-earth minerals. Kalbar plans to produce eight 
million tonnes (Mt) of magnetic and non-magnetic heavy mineral concentrate (HMC) from 170 Mt of 
ore for up to 20 years. The mine life includes approximately two years for construction and 
commissioning and 15 years of production at full capacity (12 Mt/year) followed by closure activities 
(decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure). Final closure may require an additional five years 
of management.  

Figure 3.1 shows the general arrangement for the proposed mine and associated infrastructure. 

3.1. Mining and mineral processing 
Mining is proposed to be a 24-hour, 365 days-a-year operation, using conventional earthmoving 
machinery, conveying systems, and a dry, strip mining method.  

The ore will be sent to two mining unit plants (MUPs), mixed with water to form a slurry, and pumped 
to a wet concentrator plant (WCP). At the WCP, the slurry will undergo initial processing to produce 
HMC and non-economic mineral sands tailings. The HMC will then be separated using wet high 
intensity magnets to produce magnetic and non-magnetic concentrates. The concentrates will be 
exported for further processing in mineral separation plants in Asia into commercial products such as 
zircon and rutile. The concentrates will be stockpiled at a loading facility adjacent to the WCP before 
being transported to port via road and rail. 

3.2. Transportation 
The new rail bridge over the Avon River at Stratford is due to be completed in 2021, prior to 
commencing transport of HMC from the project. Kalbar’s preferred transport option is to build a 
purpose-built rail siding close to the project area at Fernbank East and to use a private haulage road 
within the infrastructure corridor to access this siding from the project area (Fernbank East rail 
scenario). The alternative to a nearby purpose-built rail siding would be to upgrade the existing rail 
siding in Bairnsdale (Bairnsdale rail scenario). This option would involve haulage of HMC via 
Bairnsdale-Dargo Road and Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to the Princes Highway and then to 
Bairnsdale. For both options, concentrate will be transported by rail from the rail siding to the Port of 
Melbourne. 

In the event that the upgrading of the Avon River rail bridge is delayed, approximately half of the 
concentrate will be transported in bulk by road from the mine site to Port Anthony or the adjacent 
Barry Beach Marine Terminal, and the remaining concentrates will be transported in containers from 
the project area to the existing rail siding in Maryvale. Containerised concentrate will be transported 
by rail from the Maryvale rail siding to the Port of Melbourne (road and rail scenario).  
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No more than 40 trucks containing concentrate, either for bulk or container shipments, are expected 
to leave the project area every 24 hours. 

Figure 3.2 shows the proposed transport routes. 

3.3. Tailings 
Overburden and tailings (non-economic sand, silts and clay) from mining and primary processing will 
be returned progressively to the mine void as the working face advances. Coarse sand tailings will 
initially be deposited in an area off the mine path (Perry Gully) for storage. After approximately four 
months, when the mine void has enough capacity, coarse sand tailings will be deposited into the mine 
void. 

Fines tailings (less than 38 µm) will initially (for approximately four and a half years) be deposited into 
a constructed temporary tailings storage facility (TSF) on the future mine path. As mined out areas of 
the void become available, the fines tailings will be placed in contained cells within the mine void. The 
fines tailings stored in the temporary TSF will be placed within the mine void prior to the mining of the 
ore under the facility. 

Mined cells will be progressively backfilled with tailings and covered with overburden (including 
manufactured subsoil) and topsoil. The land will then be returned to pre-mining land use and 
capability, native vegetation, or other agreed post-mining land use.  

3.4. Water and power supply 
Approximately 3 GL of water will be required on an annual basis for processing, dust suppression and 
rehabilitation. Water for the project will be sourced from surface water (winterfill from the Mitchell 
River) and groundwater from the Latrobe Group Aquifer (from a proposed borefield within the 
infrastructure options area).  

The power demand for the MUPs and WCP is estimated at 9,000 kilovolt-ampere (kVA) and will be 
supplied from the national 66 kV grid. During construction, power will be sourced from diesel 
generators, and during operations and closure from the 66 kV network. 

Infrastructure to support the project will be located in the infrastructure options areas, which includes 
an infrastructure corridor extending from the WCP south to a proposed new rail siding at Fernbank 
East, groundwater borefield, pump station options on the Mitchell River, water pipeline options, 
Bairnsdale rail siding options, road diversion corridor, roundabout assessment area, and road 
maintenance and upgrade areas, as shown in Figure 3.3. The infrastructure corridor will contain a 
private haulage road to the Fernbank East rail siding, a powerline corridor (containing 66 kV and 
22 kV powerlines) and a pipeline carrying groundwater to the project area from the borefield.   

3.5. Workforce requirements 
Kalbar will appoint a contractor to execute the construction phase of the project, which will last up to 
two years. The on-site and off-site construction workforce is estimated to be up to 200 people (with a 
maximum daily workforce of up to 130 people expected on-site) and will include approximately 
10 Kalbar staff. Workforce numbers will vary throughout the different stages of construction. Where 
possible, construction workers will be employed from the local area.  

The operations workforce is likely to consist of about 200 people. Kalbar expects to source most of 
the workforce locally, with the opportunity to train personnel once the mine is operational. Specialist 
skills and previous experience are required for positions such as mine manager, mining and 
metallurgical engineers, geologist and environment, health and safety personnel. 
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These roles are likely to be sourced from both within and outside the local area. Around half the 
workforce will be contractors associated with mining activities and the transport of the heavy mineral 
concentrates. 

Scheduled maintenance and shutdown activities may require additional contractors during operations. 
No on-site accommodation is needed for these contractors. Depending upon the nature of the 
activities, up to 35 additional contractors may be required during maintenance and shutdown. 

Construction and operation hours will be 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week. The construction and 
operations workforce will work across two 12-hour shifts, typically from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and 
6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. 

Adequate accommodation is expected to be available in nearby towns (Stratford, Sale and 
Bairnsdale) for non-local construction workers. No construction camp will be required. Contractors 
and employees may be transported by bus from neighbouring towns to the mine site, which will 
reduce road traffic and the area required for vehicle parking. The project will not rely on fly-in-fly-out 
workers. 

Table 3.1 and 3.2 provides a breakdown of the jobs by employment type for construction and 
operations.  

Table 3.1 Project workforce requirements for construction 

Employment type Number of jobs 

Kalbar employees 
Project management 10 

Engineers 10 

Supervisors and planners 10 

Mining contractors 50 

Electricians 10 

Mechanical fitters 10 

Instrumentation and IT 10 

General construction labourers 90 

Total 200 

The majority of those employed on the project during operation are expected to be from Gippsland. 
Kalbar’s People Policy (2019b) commits the company to attracting, recruiting, developing and 
retaining staff who demonstrate their shared values and have or can develop the skills required. 
Kalbar’s Stakeholder Relations Policy (2019c) commits to recruit locally where possible and work in 
partnership with communities to foster local economic development. 

Table 3.2 Project workforce requirements for operations 

Employment type Number of jobs 

Kalbar employees 
Management and administration 17 

Mining operations 13 

Production 21 

Engineering 8 

Stores 4 

Total Kalbar employees 63 
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Employment type Number of jobs 

Contractors 
Mining unit 8 

Equipment operators 68 

Maintenance and day crew 19 

Supervisors 5 

Truck drivers 30 

Total contractors 130 
Total jobs 193 

Deloitte (2017) has estimated that flow-on employment from mining is a one to two multiplier for every 
direct job created depending on the location and type of mining. This indirect employment is 
generated through demand for goods and services that is produced in other sectors from the demand 
generated by the mining activity. Kalbar has conservatively estimated that the project will indirectly 
create a further 200 jobs during operation of the project through the supply of goods and services to 
the project.  

Kalbar’s Local Content Guidelines (Appendix B) outline the company’s commitment to supporting and 
engaging local suppliers whenever possible. The company aims to source most of their goods and 
services locally. Kalbar’s Local Content Guidelines include a commitment to comparing tenders using 
a formula that weights local content in the assessment according to the location of their business, as 
follows: 

• Zone 1: businesses located within East Gippsland and/or Wellington shires. 

• Zone 2: businesses located within the greater Gippsland region within 200 km of the point of 
delivery including the areas of South Gippsland Shire Council, Latrobe City, Baw Baw Shire 
Council and Bass Coast Shire Council. 

Kalbar has conducted a review of local services and supplies available to support the construction, 
operation, and closure (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure) of the project. Table 3.3 
shows the services and supplies required by the project that can be sourced from the Gippsland 
region, from towns such as Bairnsdale, Sale and Traralgon. The only key services not able to be 
sourced in the region include drilling and port services.  

Table 3.3 Services and supplies available in the Gippsland region to support the project 

Project phase Services and supplies 

All phases • Fencing and security. 

• Logistics. 

• Communications and IT support. 

• Cleaning and catering services. 

• Accommodation. 

• Land surveying. 

• Contractors – earth moving, electrical and mechanical. 

Construction • Civil and concreting contractors. 

• Fabrication. 

• Quantity surveying. 

• Engineering including road and geotechnical. 
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Project phase Services and supplies 

• Scaffolding. 

• Process control and instrumentation. 

Operation • Mining supplies. 

• Mining and haulage contractors. 

• Heavy mobile equipment. 

• Engineering including road and geotechnical. 

• Process control and instrumentation. 

• Equipment hire. 

• Rehabilitation chemicals. 

• Rehabilitation and agriculture services. 

Closure • Civil contractors. 

• Scrap metal dealers. 

• Quantity surveying. 

• Scaffolding. 

Source: Kalbar Operations Pty Limited, 2018 

3.6. Project economics 
An economic impact assessment was completed by BAEconomics (2020; Appendix D) to assess the 
potential positive and negative economic impacts as a result of the project.  

Revenue over the life of the project is expected to be over $4.9 billion at forecast prices and exchange 
rates. The project is currently estimated to generate a total net cash flow of over $1 billion over the life 
of the mine. Capital expenditure to establish the project will be approximately $200 million. 

Based on its net present value, operation of the project is estimated to provide $158.9 million in direct 
benefits to the state of Victoria from taxes, royalties and producer surplus (BAEconomics, 2020). 

Economic modelling conducted by BAEconomics (2020) predicts that if the project is approved, gross 
state product will peak at $375 million higher in 2022 compared to if the project is not approved. Real 
gross state product for Victoria is projected to peak at $246 million and employment at 189 full time 
equivalent (FTE) positions in 2022.  

Between 2020 and 2035, the project is predicted to increase gross regional income in the East 
Gippsland region by just over $1.4 billion in net present value terms (BAEconomics, 2020). The 
economic modelling predicts that over the same period, gross regional income will be just over 
$2 billion in net present value terms. While the increase in employment in the region will average 
93 FTE. 

The project is expected to generate direct employment for 200 people during construction and 
200 people during operations. These jobs will generate approximately $20 million annually in wages. 
The net economic benefit to local workers from employment during operation of the project is 
estimated at $25 million. This benefit is based on the higher wages earned on the project (on average 
$101,882 per annum for workers) when compared to the average wage earned in alternative 
employment in the region (on average $49,543 per annum) (BAEconomics, 2020). 

At least another 200 indirect jobs are expected to be generated within the region during operation, as 
a result of the project requiring goods and services, such as maintenance contracts, IT support, 
sanitation services, engineering and fabrication services, and ancillary professional services. The net 
economic benefit to Victorian suppliers who supply the project is estimated to be $209.4 million.  
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In total the net economic benefit from the project is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present value 
terms. Direct benefits are expected to be $158.9 million to the state of Victoria and $209.4 million in 
indirect benefits associated with higher wages and benefits to local Victorian suppliers (BAEconomics, 
2020).  
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4. Community response to the project 
A range of methods and tools have been used to consult and engage with the community and other 
stakeholders as a part of the EES process and through preparation of the SEIA. The Consultation and 
Stakeholder Engagement Report (Coffey, 2020a) identifies the stakeholders that have participated in 
this process, the methods and tools used to engage with them, and the key issues raised. Information 
is also provided on how the stakeholder engagement process has evolved according to the phase of 
the EES process, information needs of stakeholders and learnings along the way.  

This chapter summarises key feedback and concerns raised by the Gunaikurnai, adjacent landholders 
and other members of the broader community in relation to the project. The chapter outlines how key 
areas of community concern have assisted in informing the preparation of the SEIA report. 
Information is also summarised on how queries and concerns raised by the community and other 
stakeholders in relation to the SEIA have been responded to.  

4.1. Gunaikurnai feedback and key concerns 
The study area is situated within Kurnai or Gunai/Ganai peoples (hereafter referred to as the 
Gunaikurnai) territory (ALA, 2020). Today, the Gunaikurnai people are represented by the 
Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal Corporation (GLaWAC).  

GLaWAC were consulted as a part of the Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment process (ALA, 2020). 
On 15 March 2019, ALA and Kalbar held a workshop with GLaWAC to provide an overview of the 
findings of the EES technical studies and respond to concerns and queries raised by Traditional 
Owner groups. The meeting was run by GLaWAC but open to the broader community of Traditional 
Owner groups identifying as Gunaikurnai peoples but not necessarily registered with GLaWAC. This 
included representatives of GEGAC.  

Key areas of concern identified based on notes from this meeting related to: 

• Broader impacts from the project on the environment, agriculture and public health: included 
concerns relating to the potential to pollute waterways, disturb cultural heritage and impact on 
native animals.  

• Exploration, mining and rehabilitation processes: included queries and concerns relating to the 
equitable supply of water for all water users in the local area. 

• Need for adequate engagement: included concerns relating to how GLaWAC is engaged 
about the project.  

• Impact on culture and the ability to maintain culture: included concerns relating to impacts on 
areas used by Elders for camping and sourcing food. 

• Access to economic opportunities if the mine proceeds: included queries relating to what 
training and employment opportunities will be available for Aboriginal people on the project. 

4.2. Community feedback and key concerns 
This section provides a summary of feedback and key concerns raised by community stakeholders 
about the project through engagement activities conducted as a part of this SEIA, the Agriculture 
Impact Assessment (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020) and for the project more generally. 

These have been grouped into the following themes: 

• Health, public safety and wellbeing. 
• Economic. 
• Community wellbeing and connection to the land. 
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• Water. 
• Biodiversity. 
• Other concerns. 

4.2.1. Health, public safety and wellbeing 

Health impacts of dust and radiation 

Some community stakeholders have raised concerns about the potential health impacts of dust 
generated from the project on nearby residents and crops. This relates to the potential inhalation of 
dust containing naturally occurring radiative material (NORM) and respirable crystalline silica from the 
physical disturbance of land.  

Heightened stress and uncertainty 

Some stakeholders, particularly landowners directly affected by the project including those with land 
in the project area and those living close to it, indicated that the project had created a sense of 
uncertainty in their lives and led them to question things such as how much to invest in their 
properties in the short term. Some of these residents have also questioned whether they will stay in 
their current residences if the project is approved. 

A number of residents have raised that they are experiencing heightened levels of stress associated 
with this sense of uncertainty and concerns relating to the potential health impacts of the project. 

Some residents have expressed that involvement in the land acquisition and/or EES process has 
created stress.  

Community cohesion  

Some residents felt that the project has divided the community and created a division between those 
who support it and those who are against it. This division in the community relates, in part, to some 
landowners having lifestyle properties and others farming and residing there.  

The division also relates to some stakeholders whose land is within the project area and are seen to 
benefit from the project and other local residents who feel they will receive no direct benefits, but 
experience impacts, and are against the project.  

Noise 

Some community stakeholders, including landholders living adjacent to the project area, have 
expressed concern over the potential for operational noise from the project affecting their amenity. 
Concerns relate to noise from the movement of trucks and machinery and ground disturbance. 

Reduced security 

Some stakeholders have indicated that they are worried about the potential for the project to impact 
on security in the local area and peoples’ sense of security. They have expressed concerns that the 
influx of new people to the area associated with the construction and/or operation of the project could 
lead to an increase in crime in the area and heightened levels of concern over safety. 

Increased bushfire risk 

Some residents have indicated that they can see the potential for the project to increase the risk of 
bushfires in the local area through operation on total fire ban days and destruction of the local fire 
defence line at the Fingerboards intersection. 
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Reduced public safety from increased vehicle movements 

The potential for increased heavy vehicle movements associated with the project to affect public 
safety has been raised as a concern. Of particular concern is the potential for increased heavy vehicle 
movements on local roads increasing the risk of a traffic accident. 

Amenity and access issues associated with increased traffic 

Some stakeholders, particularly those with lifestyle properties, have indicated that they are concerned 
that amenity impacts of the project (relating to noise and dust emissions and artificial light) could 
affect the lifestyle that they enjoy in their local area. They have also expressed concern that the 
project could impact on the visual amenity of the area.  

Some community stakeholders have indicated that they are concerned about heavy vehicle traffic 
during project construction and operations impacting on the amenity of their local area and access to 
their properties.  

Another issue raised by community stakeholders related to the potential for changed traffic conditions 
associated with the project to affect their access to the Mitchell River National Park and Dargo.  

4.2.2. Economic 

Impacts on property values 

Community stakeholders have expressed concern over the potential for the project to affect local 
property values, particularly properties in proximity to the mine. This relates to potential impacts on 
the value of agricultural land and rural residential properties. Similarly, the lack of compensation for 
people whose land is not directly affected by the mine was raised as an issue. 

Loss of agricultural land and income 

The loss of agricultural land and income from agriculture have been raised as issues by some 
residents. Some highlighted that generations of family members have farmed in the area and raised 
concern that the project would reduce the potential for farming by future generations.  

Others have highlighted the economic importance of agricultural production to the region, state and 
nation. They have expressed concern over potential income losses from dust generated during 
project operations, including dust containing elevated levels of radioactive materials, impacting on 
nearby farms, particularly vegetable farms. Some vegetable growers have raised concerns about their 
image and sales being impacted by community perceptions of vegetables being affected by dust from 
the mine. Some stakeholders have also indicated that they do not see employment opportunities 
generated by the project for the local community, as outweighing those potentially lost through 
agriculture. 

Competition with farming and/or tourism 

Some residents have raised concerns that the project has the potential to impact on the image and 
amenity of the region as a tourist destination and source of fresh produce. In particular, they 
expressed concern that potential environmental impacts associated with the project such as dust, the 
disturbance of NORM and contamination of water resources could change the way that visitors and 
consumers perceive and engage with the region, including popular tourist destinations such as the 
Gippsland Lakes.  

Some residents have also expressed concern that the project could create increased competition for 
labour and impact on farms and other local businesses. 
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4.2.3. Connection to the land 

Impacts on places of heritage significance 

The potential for the project to impact on local places of Indigenous and historic significance has been 
raised as a concern. Some people have expressed a connection to these places and a concern that 
their aesthetic, scientific, historic, spiritual and/or social value could be impacted by the project. 

Ability of future generations to enjoy the area 

Another area of concern raised relates to potential environmental and social impacts of the project 
and how these will influence the ability of future generations to enjoy the area as much as current and 
past generations. Related to this is the desire to continue their family history and traditions in the area. 

Several community stakeholders have indicated that they do not support any form of mining in the 
local area. Some of these stakeholders have participated in stakeholder engagement activities for the 
project whereas others have expressed their lack of support for mining in any form in the local area 
and chosen not to participate in engagement activities. Other stakeholders have indicated that they 
would prefer it if the mine was not being built in their area but understand that the resource dictates 
where the project is. 

4.2.4. Water 

Impacts on water supply 

The project proposes to use winterfill water from the Mitchell River as well as groundwater from the 
Latrobe aquifer. Concerns have been expressed about the potential for the project’s water supply 
requirements to affect water security in the area and impact on surface water and groundwater 
supplies used for agriculture, horticulture and domestic use. Concern has also been raised that Kalbar 
could push the price up for water for other licenced water users and make it difficult for them to afford 
to buy water.  

Impacts on water quality 

A number of residents have raised concerns over the potential for the project to impact on water 
quality in the Mitchell River, tank water and dam water as a result of dust generated during mining 
operations and site runoff. The Mitchell River is a major source of water for drinking and irrigation in 
the local area and is also a valued place for its heritage listing, fishing, swimming and other 
recreational activities.  

Concerns have also been raised over potential impacts on the Gippsland Lakes and Ramsar wetlands 
downstream of the project from discharges and sediment.  

Biodiversity 

Some members of the local community have raised concerns about the impact of the project on 
biodiversity. These concerns relate to the potential depletion or loss of species and habitat and/or the 
degradation of protected places such as the Mitchell River National Park and Gippsland Lakes. 

4.2.5. Other concerns 

Rehabilitation and the legacy of the mine 

Concerns have also been raised over Kalbar’s ability to effectively rehabilitate the land and return it to 
its former land use and productivity levels. Similarly, some residents expressed concern over the 
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legacy of the mine following closure if the project is sold to another company or Kalbar goes into 
receivership, and the potential for landowners to be left with clean-up costs. Some community 
members have also claimed that few mines in Victoria have been closed and handed back to the 
government or previous landholders and expressed concern over this. 

Lack of confidence in stakeholder engagement and/or approvals processes 

A key concern for some stakeholders is Kalbar itself and how it conducts its engagement activities. 
There is a feeling from some members of the community that Kalbar does not respect the landowners 
or the local community. Some stakeholders have also indicated that they lack trust in Kalbar and the 
approvals process. 

Livestock health and wellbeing 

A concern raised among some of the community stakeholders, particularly those with agricultural 
properties close to the project area, related to the potential for noise, vibration, dust and lighting 
emissions to impact on the health and/or wellbeing of livestock. Some community members 
expressed concern that these emissions could affect the way in which livestock feed and 
subsequently affect farming productivity and economic returns from livestock farming.  

4.2.6. Issues and concerns raised by landholders living close to 
the project  

Coffey held one-on-one interviews with eight landholders within approximately 1 km of the project 
area in December 2018. When asked at these meetings about what issues and concerns they had 
about the project, the most common responses from these landholders related to: 

• Health impacts from dust. 

• Uncertainty created by the project. 

• Dust and noise emissions affecting agricultural production and livestock wellbeing. 

• Noise affecting amenity of the area. 

• The ability to successfully rehabilitate the land. 

• Enforcing management conditions on mine owners and operators, especially if mine ownership 
changes. 

• Water quality and security. 

• Community division and stress. 

• Biodiversity impacts. 

• Change in traffic conditions affecting livestock and machinery movement and access to 
Mitchell River National Park and Dargo. 

• Decrease in property values. 

• Appeal of the area as being a quiet and pristine place may be lost. 

In consultation conducted as a part of the Agricultural Impact Assessment (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020) 
and in one-on-one meetings with Kalbar, landholders within the project area also raised concerns 
about the effectiveness of the final rehabilitation process and their ability to return the land to its 
former agricultural land use and productivity levels.  

Concern was also raised over how the project had already affected community cohesion in the area 
and had the potential to change the ‘general feel of the local area’ due to the movement of heavy 
vehicles, influx of construction workforce, earthmoving and mining operations (Hamilton SierraCon, 
2020).  
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4.2.7. Responses to community surveys 
Respondents to Kalbar’s community survey in 2017 were asked about their awareness of, and views 
on, the project and what they considered important for the assessment of the project. Survey 
respondents demonstrated a high level of awareness of the project (93.5% of respondents had heard 
of it).  

When asked to rank the importance of a series of environmental and socioeconomic issues relevant 
to the project, the most common responses related to: 

• Protection of water quality in rivers, streams and lakes. 

• Opportunities for local businesses. 

• Investment in the East Gippsland economy. 

• Creation of local employment. 

• New industries for East Gippsland. 

Key areas that respondents felt were important for the assessment of the project, related to: 

• How jobs will be generated for local residents. 

• How socioeconomic opportunities associated with the project (such as support for local 
sporting clubs and training) will be maximised for local residents. 

• Rehabilitation and how this will be conducted progressively during mining and following mine 
closure. 

The need for regular engagement with the local community was also raised including providing 
regular information to assist in developing a better understanding of the project and its potential 
environmental and social impacts.  

When asked to provide feedback on the project, the most common responses related to being: 

• Supportive of the potential for local employment generation and other economic benefits that 
the project will bring, for instance to local businesses. 

• Supportive of the project generally and keen to see it up and running provided that 
environmental and social impacts are effectively managed.  

• Not supportive of mining occurring on agricultural land in East Gippsland. 

When asked to choose from a series of statements about what best described their attitude to mining 
(noting that respondents could choose more than one response), the most commonly selected 
responses were ‘I support mining subject to proper environmental controls’ (47%) and ‘I support 
mining that brings regional economic benefits’ (35%). Following this, 34% of respondents selected the 
response ‘I support the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Mine’ and 33% of respondents selected the 
response ‘I oppose the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Mine’.  

Key findings from the 2018 Kalbar commissioned independent survey (Consentium, 2018) of 
relevance to the SEIA include: 

• Employment was the most common perceived potential benefit from the project for the broader 
community (51%) with only 12% feeling that this would be a personal benefit. 

• The most common perceived potential impacts from the project at a community level related to 
general environmental impacts (13%), water resource impacts (11%), increased traffic (11%) 
and loss of productive/agricultural land (11%).  

• Those living in Bairnsdale and surrounds were more likely to identify potential project impacts 
at a community level than those living in other parts of the shires. Community-level impacts 
identified related to traffic (21%), general environmental impacts (18%), loss of productive/ 
agricultural land (16%), water resource impacts (15%) and impacts on crops/livestock (15%).  
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• People living in Bairnsdale and surrounds were more likely to identify potential project impacts 
at a personal level than those living in other parts of the shires. These personal level impacts 
identified relate to water resource impacts (16%), traffic impacts (13%), general environmental 
impacts (12%) and dust (10%). 

• When asked whether the potential benefits of the project outweighed the potential impacts, 
22% of respondents indicated that they did not. 

• One-third (32%) of respondents felt that the project is important for the future prosperity of the 
region, 35% did not feel that it was important and 22% were in the middle. 

4.3. Informing the SEIA 
This section provides a summary of how queries and concerns that were raised by the community in 
relation to the SEIA have been responded to. A summary is also provided on how key areas of 
community concern have assisted in informing the SEIA report. 

4.3.1. Socioeconomic values 
Attendees at the community values workshop on 20 March 2018 provided a range of input on what 
they value about their local area. Responses on values and local places of importance were grouped 
into categories or themes and used to establish a list of socioeconomic values. Potential project 
impacts on these values were then assessed through the SEIA (see Section 6). 

Feedback received from community members on the socioeconomic values at the 17 July 2018 
meeting was as follows: 

• Values identified are generally representative. 

• Agree values are accurate.  

• Local values generally representative. 

• Obvious that mining will destroy values. 

When landholders adjacent to the project area were asked in interviews in December 2018 whether 
they had any comments on the identified socioeconomic values, participants outlined values that were 
consistent with those identified at the March 2018 workshop. One landholder interviewed by phone 
indicated that he was not familiar with these values and was provided with a copy for review and 
comment. No further response was received.   

4.3.2. Comments and questions raised on the SEIA 
Table 4.1 provides a summary of comments and questions raised about the SEIA and/or presentation 
at the July 2018 meeting, along with the response provided, and/or information on how this issue has 
been as addressed in the SEIA.  

Table 4.1 Questions and comments raised on the SEIA at 17 July 2018 community meeting, and response  

Question/comment raised Response provided / how addressed in SEIA 

Why were the socioeconomic 
impacts of the project not explained 
in the presentation? 

The presentation provided an overview of the major issues under 
consideration, the community values as identified through 
previous consultation and the range of potential socioeconomic 
impacts. The socioeconomic impact assessment is still being 
prepared. 
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Question/comment raised Response provided / how addressed in SEIA 

Want to see tangible information on 
how mining impacts on land and 
house prices. 

Noted. The EES will assess the potential for the project to impact 
on property values as part of the socioeconomic study. 
Compensation arrangements with landowners will be in 
accordance with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 
Development) Act.  

The potential for the project to impact on property values is 
discussed in Section 6.6.1 of this report. 

Population growing because it is 
quiet and for lifestyle reasons. 

Noted. The SEIA discusses that the natural amenity of the area 
attracts people seeking a place for lifestyle reasons. See 
sections 5.4 and 5.9. 

Have they assessed the 
psychological effects of the proposed 
mine – what will they do about it if it 
were to go ahead? 

The SEIA will draw on the findings of other studies being 
completed for the EES to consider the potential for the project to 
impact on the health and well-being of community members. 
Mitigation measures will be identified to reduce the potential for 
these effects to be experienced. See Section 6.1.1. 

How does the study relate to those 
people in the immediate vicinity of the 
mine as opposed to the broader 
community? 

The SEIA will assess the potential for project impacts to be 
experienced by nearby residents and the wider community. It is 
noted that some impacts are likely to be experienced differently 
by community members living close to the project and those living 
in the wider community. See sections 2.6 and 6. 

Why not more local community focus 
in the statistics on economic and 
social characteristics? E.g., 
Wellington shire stats not 
represented. 

The SEIA outlines the socioeconomic characteristics of East 
Gippsland and Wellington shires. While there is limited statistical 
information available at the local community level, information 
has also been included on some socioeconomic characteristics of 
the settlements and towns in proximity to the project. Refer to 
sections 5.3 and 5.4. 

Was no reflection/mention of 
intensive vegetable industry 500 m 
from project area. 

The presentation made mention of the importance of agriculture 
to the local economy and mentioned that further investigations on 
impacts would include “Loss of crops (including horticultural 
crops) or reduced productivity”. The agricultural impact 
assessment and SEIA will assess the potential for project impacts 
on this industry. A separate horticultural impact assessment was 
also commissioned following this meeting. The findings of the 
assessment are drawn on in this SEIA (see sections 6.3 and 6.4). 
The importance of the horticultural industry to the regional 
economy is also discussed in Section 5.6.1. 

Is modelling on socioeconomic taking 
into account the wide “tourism 
catchment” (extending to Metung, 
Lakes, Sale, etc.). 

The landscape and visual impact assessment is considering the 
visual impact of the project when viewed from a range of 
viewpoints. Studies such as the SEIA will also consider the 
potential for the project to diminish the value of agriculture and 
businesses that are reliant on tourists. 

Mitigation measures will be proposed through these studies to 
reduce potential impacts, including on those who are visiting the 
area. See section 6.3. 

Need just the community that will be 
impacted, need to look wider. Did not 
cover economics or impact of mine. 

The EES must consider the environmental, economic and social 
aspects and potential impacts of the project. The economic 
impact assessment will include quantification of local and regional 
impacts of the project, both positive and negative. 
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Question/comment raised Response provided / how addressed in SEIA 

The socioeconomic impact assessment will consider how 
socioeconomic values (e.g., relating to livelihood, wellbeing, 
lifestyle) have the potential to be impacted by the project. See 
sections 6.1, 6.3 and 6.4. 

How can we ensure that the 
landowners directly affected are able 
to provide input? Kalbar needs to 
make sure that all owners/occupants 
within close proximity are consulted. 

Over the past three years, Kalbar has approached all landowners 
within the project area and many of those in surrounding areas. 
Substantial consultation and discussion has occurred with some 
landowners, while others have preferred not to participate. 
Consultation with landowners is an ongoing process. 

Kalbar wrote directly to all landowners within 2 km of the project 
boundary to arrange meetings to allow landowners to raise any 
specific questions about the preliminary findings of the technical 
studies and to ensure that any concerns are addressed in the 
further work. A number of meetings were subsequently held. 

In addition, landholders within 1 km of the project area were 
consulted as a part of the SEIA process in December 2018. 
Concerns raised by these landholders are outlined in 
Section 4.2.6. 

How are the socioeconomic impacts 
assessed and measured, how will 
people be able to have input 
regarding the socioeconomic 
impacts? 

Socioeconomic impacts are being assessed using an established 
risk assessment methodology, where risks are identified and 
rated according to ‘likelihood’ and ‘consequence’. Mitigation 
measures are then considered and a ‘residual’ risk is established. 
This methodology is established practice in environmental and 
social impact assessment and will be fully documented in the 
report. 

A community workshop was held on 20 March 2018 to gather 
community input on what they value about their area and inform 
the socioeconomic values. Feedback on these values was sought 
at the community meeting on 17 July 2018 (see Section 2.5.2). 
Further community input is invited on the studies being prepared 
to inform the EES. The final EES will be subject to a formal public 
exhibition process where submissions on the report and the 
technical appendices will be invited. 

Is there a workforce development 
plan? How do we ensure local 
participation and training for local 
people to back fill for skilled workers 
moving to mine jobs? 

Kalbar is engaging with local employment and training providers 
to develop a strategy for workforce training and employee 
recruitment. This will include consultation with other employers, 
including those in the agricultural sector, to ensure that the 
employment and training benefits of the project are shared, and 
that local and regional workforce implications of the project are 
understood, and strategies developed for managing workforce 
development. See sections 6.3 and 6.4. 

Known psychological issues with 
FIFO worker on both workers and the 
community. 

Employment opportunities for FIFO 
workers – not for locals. Mining 
experience is not necessarily 
transferable across mining industries. 

Kalbar is not proposing to employ fly-in, fly-out (FIFO) workers on 
the project. The FIFO model applies in remote regional areas 
where local housing, community infrastructure and services are 
generally unavailable or inadequate for the workforce. It is 
expected that people employed on the project will live locally thus 
contributing to the local economy and community. 

Mineral sands mining employs a range of general and technical 
skills. The skills required include general equipment operators, 
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Question/comment raised Response provided / how addressed in SEIA 
drivers, site managers and many other employee categories that 
are likely to be available locally. Kalbar has already received 
expressions of interest from trades, equipment operators and 
other skilled workers from the region who are currently working 
elsewhere and wish to come home to work. See sections 3.5 and 
6.4.3. 

4.3.3. How community concerns were addressed in the SEIA 
Table 4.2 provides a summary of concerns raised during community engagement for the EES more 
broadly as well as the SEIA, and where they have been addressed as a part of the SEIA.  

Table 4.2 Summary of community concerns and where addressed in the SEIA 

Issue / concern raised Where addressed in SEIA 

Potential health impacts Section 6.1.1. Healthy people 

Amenity impacts from noise Section 6.1.4. Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle; 
Noise and vibration 

Reduced security from influx of new people Section 6.1.6. Cohesive community 

Increased bushfire risk Section 6.1.2. Safe community  

Reduced public safety from increased vehicle 
movements 

Sections 6.1.3. Safe roads and 6.1.5. Access and 
connectivity 

Impacts on property values Sections 6.6.1. Property values and 6.6.2. Housing 
availability and affordability 

Loss of agricultural land and income Sections 6.2.2. Connection to land, 6.4.1. Crops 
and livestock and 6.4.2. Livelihoods 

Competition with farming and/or tourism Sections 6.3.2. Local businesses, 6.4.1. Crops and 
livestock and 6.4.2. Livelihoods 

Community cohesion and lifestyle Sections 6.1.6. Cohesive community, 6.1.4. 
Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle and 6.5.1. 
Well-serviced community 

Impact on culture Section 6.2.1. Connection to country 

Impacts on places of heritage significance Section 6.2.2. Connection to land 

Heightened uncertainty Section 6.1.1. Healthy people 

Future generations enjoyment of the area Section 6.2.2. Connection to land 

Impacts on biodiversity Section 6.2.4. Recreation  

Impacts on water supply Section 6.2.3. Water Quality 

Impacts on water quality Section 6.2.3. Water Quality  

Economic opportunities Sections 6.3.1. Local and regional economy and 
6.4.3. Employment and training 

Rehabilitation and legacy Section 6.9. Closure 

Stakeholder engagement and approvals process Sections 6.1.1. Healthy people  

Livestock health and wellbeing Section 6.4.1. Crops and livestock 

Enforcing management conditions Sections 6.9. Closure and 6.8. Compliance 
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5. Existing socioeconomic environment 
This chapter describes the existing socioeconomic environment within which the project will be 
constructed, operated and closed.  

5.1. Social context 
The study area is situated within Kurnai or Gunai/Ganai peoples (hereafter referred to as the 
Gunaikurnai) territory who occupied an area of East Gippsland between Wilson’s Promontory and the 
New South Wales border (ALA, 2020). Today the Gunaikurnai people are represented by GLaWAC. 
The project area is located within the traditional territory of the Brabralung people, one of five clans of 
the Gunaikurnai (ALA, 2020). The Gunaikurnai people, represented by GLaWAC, have been 
recognised as native title holders for a large area of Gippsland (including the project area) by the by 
the National Native Title Tribunal (ALA, 2020).  

The Gunaikurnai people are understood to have moved around the region according to the season. 
During the spring and summer months seasonal coastal and lake resources such as birds, eels and 
mullet were exploited as well as plant foods (for example kangaroo apples). Autumn and winter were 
spent in the hinterland hunting kangaroo, koalas and wombats and collecting vegetable roots 
(ALA, 2020). The combined effect of disease, conflict and dispossession resulted in the number of 
Gunaikurnai people living in the region rapidly declining after European contact (ALA, 2020).  

European settlement of the Gippsland region began in 1839 and progressed quickly despite 
difficulties in accessing this region (ALA, 2020). By 1844, around 330 settlers were in the district 
together with 2,000 cattle and 62,000 sheep. Pastoral land was used predominantly for cattle and 
sheep. In the 1830s, the first land selectors moved into East Gippsland and the Gippsland Lakes and 
by 1844 the majority of the open grazing land of the Gippsland plains had been occupied. By 1920, 
East Gippsland was making approximately 60% of the hewn beams and 25% of railway sleepers in 
Victoria.  

Bairnsdale and the surrounding region were some of the earliest settled areas of Victoria due to the 
proximity of the Mitchell River and importance of Bairnsdale as an agriculture centre.   

5.2. Environmental context 
The majority of land within the Gippsland region is public land occupied by state forests and national, 
coastal and marine parks (EGCMA, 2013; WGCMA, 2012). The bulk of private land within the region 
has been cleared for agriculture and is used for grazing, dairy, meat production, forestry and irrigated 
horticulture. 

Land capability in the region is variable with the most productive land located on the Mitchell River 
floodplain, river terraces and gullies (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). The Lindenow Valley of the Mitchell 
River are a high-value irrigated vegetable production area. 

The study area contains a number of natural assets. The Mitchell River National Park is located 
approximately 10 km north of the project area within East Gippsland Shire. Significant features within 
the park include the Mitchell River, a State Heritage River, the Den of Nargun (a shallow cave under a 
small waterfall which is valued by the Gunaikurnai people) and other small caves of local geological 
and cultural significance, sites of state geological significance associated with the Mitchell River and 
its tributaries, rainforest communities of national significance and a number of rare and threatened 
flora and fauna species and habitats supporting threatened fauna species (Parks Victoria, 1998).  

The Gippsland Lakes system is a Ramsar-listed wetland located approximately 28 km south-east of 
the project area within East Gippsland Shire. The wetland is over 60,000 ha in area and includes 
three main waterbodies - Lake Wellington, Lake King and Lake Victoria (EHP, 2020). Briagolong 
State Forest is 8 km north-west of the project area. These natural assets draw tourists to the area for 
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a range of outdoor activities such as bushwalking, cycling, boating and scenic drives. Retirees are 
also attracted to the area due to the proximity of these natural assets and scenic landscape. No 
commercial tourist attractions are located in the immediate area of the project,  

Parts of East Gippsland were affected by bushfire in February 2014, including the project area and 
surrounding areas. A bushfire along the Fernbank–Glenaladale Road resulted in the loss of two 
houses in Glenaladale (Dow et al., 2014) and burnt through paddocks and forestry plantations 
causing extensive damage to farms and other local infrastructure. Evidence of the bushfire within the 
project area remains today including burnt trees and fence posts. 

In the summer of 2019/20, large areas of East Gippsland were impacted by bushfires. Several large 
fires burnt to the north and east of the project area. At their closest point, these fires were 
approximately 20 km to the northeast of the project area. The project area and immediate surrounds 
were unburnt, although the impacts and trauma experienced by the East Gippsland community are 
likely to change the local community’s perception of bushfire risk. This change may result in an 
increased expectation around how fuel loads are managed and bushfire risk is mitigated by Kalbar for 
the project. 

The Fingerboards intersection contains information on bushfire survival, including the district 
emergency assembly area at the Glenaladale Recreation Reserve. Some community members also 
reported using it as an informal meeting place during the 2014 bushfire. These bushfires burned out 
of control near Bairnsdale and Orbost, and further east between the Snowy River and the New South 
Wales border (Cariotis, 2014).  

Existing ambient noise levels in the project area and surrounds are typical of rural environments. Key 
sources of noise include local traffic, farm machinery, aircraft, livestock and natural sources such as 
the wind and wildlife (MDA, 2020).  

The existing landscape is an elevated plateau above the Mitchell River floodplain. The plateau is 
dissected by numerous creeks and gullies, which form undulating landforms. The land in and 
surrounding the project area is a highly modified agricultural landscape with farm buildings and 
infrastructure, and intersected by roads and power lines (Urbis, 2020). The Eastern Highlands are 
visible from high points and the edge of the plateau. The undulating terrain and trees block views to 
the distant mountains from other parts of the project area and surrounding area (Urbis, 2020). 

No residential water restrictions are in place in East Gippsland (East Gippsland Water, 2018) despite 
lower than average rainfall across much of Gippsland in 2017. On 26 February 2019, East Gippsland 
Water announced that it would cease extracting water from the Mitchell River in the coming days 
following a number of weeks where the amount of water pumped had been cut back. The Bureau of 
Meteorology reported parts of East Gippsland being severely deficient in rainfall in 2018 with a couple 
of sites having their lowest total rainfall on record or lowest total rainfall for at least 30 years (Bureau 
of Meteorology, 2018). 

5.2.1. Policy context 

East Gippsland Planning Scheme 

The East Gippsland Planning Scheme is the mechanism used to manage land use planning in the 
shire. It contains both, the standardised State based Planning Policy Framework and the Local 
Planning Policy Framework. The Local Planning Policy Framework contains the municipal strategic 
statement, comprised of a vision statement, objectives and strategies. Some of the objectives and 
strategies include: 

• Clause 14.03-1 Resource exploration and extraction 
 Objective 1: To encourage exploration and extraction of natural resources in accordance 

with acceptable environmental standards.  
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− Strategy: Provide for the long-term protection of natural resources in Victoria. Protect 
the opportunity for exploration of natural resources where this is consistent with overall 
planning considerations and acceptable environmental practice. Ensure planning 
schemes do not impose conditions on the use or development of land that are 
inconsistent with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990, the 
Greenhouse Gas Geological Sequestration Act 2008, the Geothermal Energy 
Resources Act 2005, or the Petroleum Act 1998. Develop and maintain buffers around 
mining and quarrying activities.   

• Clause 21.07-2 Heritage 
 Objective 1: To foster recognition, appreciation and protection of heritage, both natural and 

cultural, including Aboriginal heritage. 

− Strategy 1.1: Encourage the development of historic places to take into account their 
special values. 

• Clause 21.07-3 Sustainable development 
 Objective 1: To ensure that future development contributes to the achievement of liveable, 

productive and sustainable communities in East Gippsland. 

− Strategy 1.1: Ensure new development and land use applications consider potential 
positive and negative social impacts on the community. 

− Strategy 1.2: Require proposals for new development, land use, infrastructure and 
changes in policy to consider social impact through the preparation of social impact 
comments and/or assessments as identified in the East Gippsland Shire Council 
Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications. 

• Clause 21.09-1 Commercial 
 Objective 1: To ensure that future development contributes to and enhances East 

Gippsland’s identity, aesthetic quality, and economic diversity. 

− Strategy 1.2: Facilitate development of administrative, cultural, recreational and 
community services within Bairnsdale central business district. 

• Clause 21.09-2 Industry 
 Objective 1: To encourage the development of a range of industries, including service 

industries, in appropriate locations or adjacent to all major towns. 

− Strategy 1.3: Encourage development of an area to the west of Bairnsdale for major 
industrial enterprises. 

− Strategy 1.7: Ensure that land developed for industrial uses provides an attractive and 
efficient location for businesses and does not detract from the appearance and 
amenity of the surrounding area. 

 Objective 2: To expand the number and range of employment opportunities in rural 
industries. 

− Strategy 2.1: Ensure that high quality agricultural land (identified through land 
capability mapping and other studies) is protected from inappropriate subdivision or 
development. 

− Strategy 2.3: Support value-adding and primary produce/ resource processing 
industries. 

− Strategy 2.8: Encourage exploration for and development of mineral resources. 

• Clause 21.09-3 Tourism 
 Objective 1: To develop and promote East Gippsland as a major tourist destination. 

− Strategy 1.2: Encourage nature-based tourism. 
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− Strategy 1.3: Encourage the tourism potential of public land – including National Parks 
and reserves – in the region and facilitate appropriate access to a wide range of 
natural attractions for visitors. 

Wellington Planning Scheme 

The Wellington Planning Scheme provides a framework to guide decision-making regarding land use 
and development in the Wellington Shire. The scheme sets objectives for land use and planning in the 
shire and provides the means for implementing State, regional and local land use and development 
policies. Relevant objectives set out in the Wellington Planning Scheme include: 

• Clause 14.03-1 Resource exploration and extraction 
 Objective 1: To encourage exploration and extraction of natural resources in accordance 

with acceptable environmental standards.  

− Strategy: Provide for the long-term protection of natural resources in Victoria. Protect 
the opportunity for exploration of natural resources where this is consistent with overall 
planning considerations and acceptable environmental practice. Ensure planning 
schemes do not impose conditions on the use or development of land that are 
inconsistent with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990, the 
Greenhouse Gas Geological Sequestration Act 2008, the Geothermal Energy 
Resources Act 2005, or the Petroleum Act 1998. Develop and maintain buffers around 
mining and quarrying activities.   

• Clause 21.15-2 Sustainable land management 
 Objective 1: To achieve ecological sustainable management of rural land, particularly in 

relation to the agricultural, timber and other industries that rely on the Shire’s natural 
resources. 

− Strategy 1: Limit non-agricultural uses and subdivision on high quality agricultural land. 

− Strategy 3: Encourage the exploitation of mineral and stone resources only where it 
can be demonstrated that the environmental impact of such activity is minimised and 
is conditional on a plan for the appropriate rehabilitation of the sites. 

• Clause 21.17 Economic development 
 Objective 1: To expand and diversify the regional economy and increase employment. 

− Strategy 1: Support the establishment of new industries and businesses, and the 
expansion of existing operations in appropriate locations.  

− Strategy 2: Support new and innovative rural and other industries to help achieve a 
diverse regional economy. 

 Objective 2: To generate employment within a framework of ecologically sustainable 
development. 

− Strategy 1: Support business enterprises which utilise the Shire’s natural resources in 
a sustainable manner. 

− Strategy 2: Ensure commercial, retail and industrial development minimises the 
impacts of their operations on the community and the local environment. 

− Strategy 4: Provide and maintain appropriate buffer areas between industrial and 
residential land. 

• Clause 21.17-2 Agriculture 
 Objective 3: To promote and develop opportunities for value addition industries, plantation 

timber production, eco-tourism and cultural tourism. 

− Strategy 1: Encourage development which adds to and diversifies existing agricultural 
activities. 
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• Clause 21.17-5 Tourism 
 Objective 1: To encourage the development of tourism around the Shire’s natural 

environment, and cultural and heritage assets. 

− Strategy 2: Facilitate high quality tourist use and development which links to the 
agricultural economy, natural environment, and heritage of the Shire. 

− Strategy 5: Promote the natural environment as a strength for the Wellington 
community and its visitors, particularly through sustainable eco-tourism. 

• Clause 22.03 Heritage Policy 
 Objective 1: To provide direction as to the appropriate manner to undertake works in 

heritage places. 
 Objective 2: To encourage a community climate of respect for, and appreciation of, 

Wellington Shire’s heritage, including buildings, gardens, trees, and other features of 
importance. 

− Policy: Encourage the conservation of places of heritage significance. This includes 
places of individual local significance as well as buildings or features that contribute to 
the significance of a place. 

− Policy: Encourage the restoration of features that contribute to the significance of 
heritage places. 

− Policy: in considering an application to develop, or re-zone land, the responsible 
authority will have regard to the Aboriginal cultural resource management grid map 
and guidelines provided by Aboriginal Affairs Victoria. 

East Gippsland Shire Council Revised Council Plan 2017 – 2021 

The East Gippsland Shire Council Revised Council Plan 2017-2021 (2017a) was developed by the 
shire with input from numerous stakeholders to assist in achieving the council’s vision that East 
Gippsland be the most liveable region in Australia. The plan outlines how the council will build on the 
region’s strengths and attributes by identifying a series of priorities and goals, and the strategies to be 
implemented to achieve them. The key areas identified for achieving council’s vision are: 

• Strong communities. 

• A liveable region. 

• A growing region of opportunities. 

• Good governance. 

• Responsive services. 

The plan identifies traditional major industries in the region as agriculture, forestry, tourism, hospitality, 
fishing, timber, education and health care services. Emerging industries are identified as food 
manufacturing and processing. The plan also recognises that the region has significant mining 
potential. 

The plan identifies that the East Gippsland economy faces several challenges, including those 
relating to growing income inequality, barriers associated with job mobility, ageing infrastructure, 
attracting and retaining employees and an ageing population.  

Wellington Shire Council Plan 2017 – 2021 

The Wellington Shire Council Plan 2017 – 2021 (Wellington Shire Council, 2016) was developed by 
following consultation with the community. The plan identifies six key areas of focus over the four-year 
period to guide resources and effort towards achieving the council’s vision for ‘happy people, healthy 
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environment and thriving communities in the heart of Gippsland’ (Wellington Shire Council, 2016). The 
six key areas are: 

• Communities. 

• Services and infrastructure. 

• Natural environment. 

• Lifelong learning. 

• Economy. 

• Organisation. 

One of the strategies in the plan relates to providing a supportive investment environment that 
encourages new development and jobs. Mining is not specifically mentioned in the plan.  

Wellington 2030 Community Vision 2017 

The Wellington 2030 Community Vision (Wellington Shire Council, 2017a) is a document developed 
to set out the council’s vision. The original Vision 2030 document was developed in 2008 and 
subsequently updated in 2017, following extensive community consultation. The five key themes 
outlined in the plan are (Wellington Shire Council, 2017a): 

• Communities: ‘We know and support each other and have a strong sense of community and 
belonging. Diversity is respected and there are many social and community activities providing 
opportunities for all people to interact. We strive for good health, feel safe in our communities 
and are prepared for natural disasters’. 

• Services and Infrastructure: ‘Wellington has a built environment that is sustainable, 
appropriate, accessible and responsive to the community. Transport connects people to 
communities and places. Events and services support our strong communities’. 

• Natural environment: ‘Wellington’s natural environment and landscape is clean, diverse, 
beautiful, accessible and protected’. 

• Lifelong learning: ‘Wellington has a broad choice of local training, education and holistic 
learning and development options that lead to meaningful employment and personal 
fulfilment’. 

• Economy: ‘Wellington has a wealth of diverse industries providing employment opportunities 
for all. There is growth in the Wellington population and economy which is balanced with the 
preservation of our natural environment and connected communities’. 

Mining is not specifically mentioned in the plan.  

East Gippsland International Tourism Action Plan 2016 – 2018 

The East Gippsland International Tourism Action Plan 2016 – 2018 was developed by Visit Gippsland 
(East Gippsland Shire Council, 2015) with input from stakeholders including East Gippsland Shire 
Council. The purpose of the plan is to assist in improving the regional tourism industry and the 
international tourist experience in the region.  

The plan has several areas of focus, with the two primary areas being increasing visitor length of stay 
and encouraging year-round visitation and visitation to multiple sites within East Gippsland (dispersal). 
Mining is not specifically mentioned in the plan.  
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East Gippsland Well Placed for Wellbeing – Partnering for Healthier and More 
Connected Communities in East Gippsland (2017 – 2021) (Health and 
Wellbeing Plan)  

The East Gippsland Health and Wellbeing Plan (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017e) outlines the 
council’s approach to improving the health and wellbeing of residents across the shire. The four focus 
areas are safe families and communities, being active and eating well, protecting health (reducing 
harmful alcohol and drug use), and resilient and connected communities.  

Some of the initiatives to be implemented in relation to the four focus areas include: 

• Upgrading the Bairnsdale Aquatic and Recreation Centre.  

• Implement the Bairnsdale Sporting Facility Plan: A study is being undertaken to ascertain the 
most appropriate mix of sporting facilities to service the community now and in the future. The 
study is in its initial stages. 

• Council and Emergencies Project: Participation in the Victorian Government’s project to 
enhance the council’s capability and capacity to manage emergencies. 

• Gippsland Virtual Visiting Project: The project aims to allow people in aged care facilities to 
communicate with friends and family using the internet and video conference technology.  

Healthy Wellington (2017 – 2021) (Health and Wellbeing Plan) 

The Wellington Health and Wellbeing Plan (Wellington Shire Council, 2017f) identifies four priorities 
for improving the health and wellbeing of Wellington Shire residents. These four priorities are 
improving mental wellbeing, improving gender equality, improving healthy living, and addressing 
climate change. Each of these priorities is broken down into focus areas, with associated desired 
outcomes, and current and target measures detailed.  

Some of the initiatives being implemented to meet the objectives of the health and wellbeing priorities 
include: 

• Port of Sale Cultural Hub and Precinct Project: To be known as the Wellington Centre, the 
facility will include an art gallery, library, visitor centre, surrounding parklands and an upgraded 
skate park. 

• Garden for Life Project: A section of the Sale Botanical Gardens will be dedicated to the 
project, which aims to represent the importance plants play in our lives and how they support 
us. 

• EduCloud Project: A superfast Wi-Fi platform to enhance learning opportunities and increase 
learning independence.  

Lindenow and District Community Plan 2013 – 2018 

The Lindenow and District Community Plan 2013 – 2018 (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2014) was 
developed by the Lindenow and District Progress Association and East Gippsland Shire to help focus 
resources on the issues that matter to the community. The plan identifies community priorities, 
desired outcomes and strategies and actions required to achieve these outcomes. The focus areas 
identified within the plan include:  

• Liveability: An active, healthy and safe community with services that support community 
diversity and connectivity. 

• Sustainability: A sustainable, healthy and diverse natural environment combined with a built 
environment that is sensitive to the region’s natural attributes. 
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• Governance: A community with a unique identity, characterised by strong leadership and 
organisations which are open and accountable. 

• Productivity: A progressive community that encourages business and agriculture to thrive and 
develop sustainably. 

Mining is not specifically mentioned in the plan.   

East Gippsland Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development 
Applications (2013) 

East Gippsland Shire’s Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications (East 
Gippsland Shire Council, 2013) were developed to assist stakeholders in identifying and addressing 
the potential positive and negative social impacts of proposed developments and significant changes 
in policy. The objective is to ensure that social considerations are an integral part of these proposed 
developments and changes. The guidelines are an incorporated document of the Municipal Strategic 
Statement (MSS) and apply to proposed developments where the East Gippsland Shire is the 
responsible authority.  

The document sets out principles and processes for social impact assessment (SIAs) and managing 
social impacts. The principles applying to Council’s approach to social impact assessments outlined in 
the guidelines are as follows (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2013;6): 

• Developments will be socially sustainable. 

• Policies and infrastructure will contribute to building sustainable communities in East 
Gippsland. 

• Inform balanced decision making for planning. 

• Decision making will be transparent and honest. 

• Produce net community benefit, taking accounting of the differing needs across gender and 
the age spectrum.   

• Acknowledge and respect diversity. 

• Balance the interactions between social, economic, environmental and cultural aspects of 
community life. 

• Be supported by practical and timely strategies which are able to manage and/or prevent any 
potential negative impacts and maximise opportunities for potential positive impacts. 

• Engage the community and other stakeholders.  

• Assess the range of social impacts, particularly as they affect the most vulnerable groups in 
the community and the impact for future generations. 

The guidelines identify that SIAs have three broad functions, as follows: 

• Identifying social issues and potential social impacts relevant to particular policies for particular 
communities and circumstances (see sections 4 and 6 of this SEIA). 

• Assessing those impacts, in terms of their magnitude, duration, and the probability of their 
occurrence (see Section 6 of this SEIA report). 

• Recommending measures that will reduce negative impacts and enhance positive impacts of a 
decision (see Section 6 of this SEIA report). 

The guidelines also include a SIA matrix to guide how social impacts are assessed and mitigation 
strategies are applied. Table 5.1 provides an outline of key elements of the framework and a cross-
reference to where this is discussed in the SEIA report. This indicates that all key elements of the SIA 
assessment framework in the guidelines have been addressed in the report. In particular, the report 
provides information on the population characteristics and community infrastructure as a part of the 
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baseline characterisation (Section 5). Information on potential socioeconomic impacts from the project 
and associated mitigation measures relating to community functioning, economic development, the 
natural environment and perceptions of community are discussed as a part of the impact assessment 
(Section 6). 

Table 5.1 East Gippsland Shire (2013) social impact assessment framework and relevant SEIA section 

Social impact assessment framework element Corresponding section of this SEIA report 

Population characteristics Section 5.5. 
Demographic characteristics Sections 5.5.1. to 5.5.3. 

Social characteristics Sections 5.5.3., 5.5.4., 5.5.5., 5.5.7. and 5.5.8. 

Health characteristics Section 5.5.5. 

Special needs, e.g., disability Section 5.5.6. 

Community infrastructure Sections 5.7. and 6.5. 
Accommodation and housing Sections 5.5.8. and 6.6. 

Community facilities to support a range of activities Sections 5.7.4. and 6.5.1. 

Community services, including relevant government 
services 

Sections 5.7.1., 5.7.2., 5.7.3. and 5.7.5. 

Intensive services – specialist treatment facilities Section 5.7.2. 

Education facilities  Section 5.7.1. 

Transportation Sections 5.8., 6.1.3. and 6.1.5. 

Sport and recreation Section 5.7.4. 

Community functioning Sections 6.1. and 6.2. 
Cohesion impacts Section 6.1.6. 

Identity and culture, including historical aspects Section 6.2.1. and 6.2.2. 

Health and wellbeing Sections 6.1.1. and 6.1.4. 

Needs of particular groups Sections 6.2.1., 6.4.3. and 6.6.2. 

Social equity – displacement, needs of 
disadvantaged groups 

Sections 6.4.3., 6.5.1. and 6.6.2. 

Community safety and law and order issues Sections 6.1.2. and 6.1.6. 

Economic development Sections 6.3. and 6.4. 
Employment Sections 6.4.2. and 6.4.3. 

Local economic impacts Sections 6.3.1., 6.3.2. and 6.4.2. 

Natural environment Section 6.2. 
Open space Sections 6.2.2. and 6.2.4. 

Specific local concerns Sections 6.2.1. and 6.2.2. 

Community consultation Sections 2.1., 4.2. and 6.1. 
Perceptions of community Sections 6.1.4 and 6.4.1. 
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5.3. Local and regional towns 
5.3.1. Adjacent residences 
Forty-nine private dwellings (R1 - R49) are located within the project area and 2 km from the edge of 
the project area (Figure 5.1). Three of these dwellings (R2, R3 and R4) are owned by Kalbar and will 
be unoccupied during construction, operation, rehabilitation and closure (decommissioning, 
rehabilitation and post-closure) of the project and a further dwelling (R36) is an old unoccupied shack. 
The remaining 45 dwellings will be occupied over the life of the project. 

5.3.2. Other sensitive receptors close to transport routes 
This section summarises the type and location of sensitive receptors close to transport routes and 
proposed transport infrastructure.  

Sensitive receptors located on different sections of the transport routes include: 

• Lindenow Primary School (Bairnsdale-Dargo Road) and Lindenow South Primary School 
(Lindenow-Glenaladale Road) located approximately 25 to 50 m from these roads respectively. 

• Residential dwellings, Bairnsdale Christian Community School and St Mary’s Primary School 
and Nagle College, Riviera Christian Centre and Redcourt Homestead located approximately 
150 m to 1 km from Princes Highway when heading west to Bairnsdale from the intersection of 
Lindenow-Glenaladale Road. 

• Residential dwellings, Bairnsdale Main Motel, Bairnsdale Motor Inn, Bairnsdale Cemetery and 
Bairnsdale Racecourse located between 15 m and 1.5 km from Racecourse Road within and 
in proximity to Bairnsdale. 

• Residential dwellings, five short-term accommodation establishments, Stratford Highway Park, 
Uniting Church Stratford, Gravel Reserve at Providence Ponds and the town of Stratford 
located between 10 to 650 m from the Princes Highway when heading east to Stratford from 
the intersection of Lindenow-Glenaladale Road.   

• Residential dwellings, 11 short-term accommodation establishments, three schools, the Sale 
Baptist Church and Sale showgrounds and camping located between 25 to 400 m from the 
Princes Highway between Stratford and Sale. 

• Residential dwellings, four churches, 19 short-term accommodation establishments, four 
schools, recreational facilities, Fulham Correctional Centre, Federation Training Fulham 
Campus, Latrobe Regional Hospital and the towns of Sale, Wurruk, Kilmany, Rosedale, 
Traralgon East, Traralgon and Morwell are located between 10 to 800 m from Princes Highway 
between Sale and Princes Drive, Morwell. 

• Residential dwellings, six schools, five churches, recreational facilities, health services, 
12 short-term accommodation establishments, the Sale Swing Bridge and the Beloka Kelpie 
Stud are located between 10 m and 1.5 km from the South Gippsland Highway between Sale 
and Port Anthony.  

Another 13 residential dwellings are located within 3 km of the proposed Fernbank East rail siding 
located south of the project area (Figure 5.1).  

5.4. Local settlements and towns 
Nine settlements and towns are located within a 10 km radius of the project area (see Figure 1.1), 
each with a distinct identity. Some residents have a strong family history of farming in the local area 
and others have moved to the area more recently for lifestyle reasons.   
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Most people in these settlements and small towns are Australian-born and speak only English at 
home. The bulk of residents live in owner occupier households on rural residential living and farming 
properties.  

Glenaladale (1.5 km north of the project area) is a settlement with a population of 61 people, with 
approximately 30 scattered residences, a community hall, recreation reserve, playground and Country 
Fire Authority facilities. Stockdale is located 10 km west of the project area with a population of 
55 people, with approximately 25 scattered residences and a recreation reserve. Iguana Creek 
(3.5 km north of the project area) has a population of 44 people and consists of approximately 
18 scattered residences. Fernbank (7 km south of the project area) is a settlement with a population 
of 152 people, with about 70 scattered residences and a bed and breakfast. The Old School Bed and 
Breakfast is located in the former Fernbank School on Fernbank–Glenaladale Road. Woodglen (3 km 
north-east of the project area) is a settlement with scattered residences and a population of 
43 people. The Woodglen Campus, which forms part of Lindenow Primary School is located within the 
settlement on Woodglen Road. Wuk Wuk (5 km northeast of the project area) is a settlement with a 
population of 88 people, with scattered residences and a caravan park (ABS, 2016). 

Walpa (over 3 km east of the project area) is a settlement with a population of 154 people and 
approximately 64 residences. Some of these residences are scattered, while others located within a 
more structured settlement with houses on town allotments. Lindenow (6 km east of the project area) 
is a town with a population of 449 people. The town has a primary school, Lindenow Primary School 
(located on Main Road), kindergarten, community hall, general store, post office, café, hotel, farm 
supplies business, recreation facilities, short-term accommodation and approximately 185 residences. 
The Long Paddock Café on the main street of Bairnsdale–Dargo Road is one of several 
establishments across East Gippsland offering high-quality locally sourced food and wine. Lindenow 
South (5 km southeast of the project area) is a small town with a population of 434 people and 
approximately 160 residences. The town has a general store, primary school, Lindenow South 
Primary School (located on Lindenow–Glenaladale Road), and recreation facilities. A local winery, 
Lightfoot & Sons is located near Lindenow. 

Bairnsdale is a regional service centre located approximately 20 km east of the project area in East 
Gippsland Shire, and is the largest town close to the project area. The population of Bairnsdale is 
14,728 people (ABS, 2016) with a median age of 44. The town has a range of facilities and services 
including health services, kindergartens, primary and secondary schools (including Bairnsdale 
Christian Community School located on Bairnsdale–Dargo Road and St Mary’s Primary School 
located on Hope Avenue), a TAFE, recreation facilities, arts and cultural facilities, shops, cafes, 
restaurants and short-term accommodation. Arts and cultural facilities include the Krowathunkooloong 
Keeping Place, a museum which houses a range of artefacts, arts and information on the Aboriginal 
history and culture of East Gippsland and the East Gippsland Art Gallery. Bairnsdale hosts a range of 
festivals and events including the East Gippsland Food, Wine and Beer Festival at Bairnsdale 
Racecourse.   

Other towns in proximity to the project area include Briagolong, Stratford and Maffra in Wellington 
Shire (located between 20 and 30 km southwest of the project area). Briagolong has a population of 
1,081 people (ABS, 2016) and consists of a small number of shops, recreation facilities, cafes and 
short-term accommodation. The town has art galleries and open studios, seasonal markets, a winery 
and shops selling antiques, craft supplies and glass art, and is home to the Briagolong Film Festival 
over the June long weekend. 

Stratford has a population of 2,617 people (ABS, 2016). The town has a range of shops, cafes, 
restaurants, recreation facilities, short-term accommodation, arts and cultural facilities and an arts trail 
and sculpture walk which aims to showcase the arts and festive culture of the town. Stratford hosts 
the Shakespeare on the River Festival from 23 April each year, a two-week festival with a range of 
live performances (Wellington Shire Council, no date). Stratford is home to a mid-1800s homestead 
known as Strathfieldsaye, which is maintained by Melbourne University, and is open for public 
visitation three times a year. A local initiative has also started in Stratford called the Garden for 
Community, which allows visitors to purchase fruit and vegetables or swap their own garden produce. 
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Maffra has a population of 5,280 people (ABS, 2016) and a range of facilities and services including 
health services, two primary schools, one secondary school, recreation facilities, cafes and 
restaurants and short-term accommodation.  

The townships of Briagolong and Stratford are locally regarded for their environmental, arts and 
culture identity. Just outside Stratford is the 56 ha Knob Recreation Reserve, which includes sections 
of the Bataluk Cultural Trail, a historic route of Aboriginal people. The park also hosts an annual 
country music festival.  

Sale is located approximately 30 km south-west of the project area in Wellington Shire and has a 
population of 14,646 (ABS, 2016). The town has a range of facilities and services including health 
services, kindergartens, primary and secondary schools, recreation facilities, arts and cultural 
facilities, shops, cafes, restaurants and short-term accommodation. 

In the southeast of the study area (over 30 km from the project area) are the popular tourist towns of 
Lakes Entrance, Metung and Paynesville. These towns are located on the Gippsland Lakes, a popular 
destination for tourists and families for water-based activities. Lakes Entrance is the largest of these 
towns with a population of 9,916 (ABS, 2016). The town has a range of facilities and services 
including health services, kindergartens, primary and secondary schools, recreation facilities, arts and 
cultural facilities, shops, cafes, restaurants and short-term accommodation. Another popular tourist 
destination is Dargo, located approximately 30 km north of the project area north of the Mitchell River 
National Park and popular for camping, fishing, hunting, motorbike riding and four-wheel driving. 

5.5. Demographic profile 
This section provides a demographic snapshot of the study area and describes the population size, 
age profile, education and training, health, cultural diversity and relative advantage/disadvantage 
within the area. 

5.5.1. Population size and growth 
The towns and settlements within 10 km of the project area are characterised by small populations. In 
2016, the smallest settlement in proximity to the project area was Woodglen with a population of 
43 people.   

In larger towns close to the project area, such as Lindenow and Lindenow South, the 2016 population 
varied between 449 people (Lindenow) and 434 (Lindenow South). Between 2011 and 2016 the 
populations of these towns have remained fairly stable. The largest change occurred in Lindenow 
South which experienced a population decline from 549 people in 2011 to 434 people in 2016 (ABS, 
2016). 

In 2016, the population of East Gippsland Shire was 45,040 and the population of Wellington Shire 
was 42,983.  

Both the East Gippsland and Wellington shires experienced population growth between 2011 and 
2016. Population projections for the study area over the period 2011 to 2031 are summarised in 
Table 5.2 and show that growth is likely to continue in both East Gippsland and Wellington shires. The 
Gippsland region has grown steadily in line with Victorian trends and is expected to continue to grow 
based on projections to 2031 (Table 5.2), likely due to the region being popular as a place to retire. 
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Table 5.2 Population projections in the study area 

Municipality/region 2011* 2016* 2021† 2031† Average 
annual 
growth 

(2011-31) 

East Gippsland 
Shire 

42,196 45,040 48,316 53,418 1.1% 

Wellington Shire 41,440 42,983 44,843 47,690 0.7% 

Gippsland region 138,091 143,033 - - - 

Victoria 5,354,042 5,926,626 6,861,925 8,114,286 2% 
Source: *ABS, 2016; †DELWP, 2019b  

Table 5.3 East Gippsland and Wellington Shires have a significantly higher Indigenous Australian and 
Torres Strait Islander population, representing 2.9% and 1.5% of the populations respectively, when 
compared to the Victorian average (0.8%).  

Table 5.3 Indigenous/Torres Strait Islander population within the study area 

Municipality/region Number Percentage 

East Gippsland 1,288 2.9% 

Wellington Shire 640 1.5% 

Victoria 47,788 0.8% 
Source: ABS, 2016 

5.5.2. Age distribution and gender 
Age and gender characteristics provide an indication of the general character of a community, as well 
as its existing and future needs.  

In 2016, the median age in the majority of settlements in proximity to the project area was higher than 
the Victorian median of 37 years, but fairly consistent with that reported for the Gippsland region as a 
whole (44). Similarly, the median age of the population in larger towns in proximity to the project area, 
such as Lindenow and Lindenow South was 44, which is fairly consistent with that of Wellington Shire 
(43) and the broader Gippsland region. 

Table 5.4 shows the percentage of the population within East Gippsland and Wellington shires who 
are of a working age is considerably lower than that for Victoria, while the senior population is 
considerably higher, suggesting an ageing population. The median age in East Gippsland Shire is 50, 
notably higher than that of the Gippsland region and Victoria (44 and 37 years respectively) and is 
accompanied by a lower proportion of dependent children (Table 5.4).  

Table 5.4 Age profile in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Total Dependent 
children % (0 
to 14 years) 

Workforce age 
% 

(15 to 64 years) 

Seniors % 
(65+ years) 

Median 
age 

East Gippsland Shire 45,040 15.9% 55.9% 28.2% 50 

Wellington Shire 42,983 17.7% 62.1% 20.2% 43 

Gippsland region 143,033 17.5% 60.8% 21.7% 44 

Victoria 5,926,626 18.2% 66.2% 15.6% 37 
Source: ABS, 2016 
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The natural amenity of the study area attracts people seeking a place to retire, is offset by an exodus 
of younger people seeking higher education or employment opportunities in Melbourne (East 
Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c).  

Settlements within 10 km of the project area recorded a slightly higher percentage of males than 
females (for example 54% males and 45.9% females within Lindenow South). The gender distribution 
across the study area is more even and generally consistent with the Victorian average although 
Wellington Shire recorded a slightly higher percentage of males than females, as shown in Table 5.5.  

Table 5.5 Gender distribution (2016) 

Municipality/region Total Male Female 

East Gippsland Shire 45,040 49.1% 50.9% 

Wellington Shire 42,983 50.5% 49.5% 

Gippsland region 143,033 49.4% 50.6% 

Victoria 5,926,624 49.1% 50.9% 
Source: ABS, 2016 

5.5.3. Family structure and household composition 
The way in which households and families are structured can indicate the character of the built 
environment, along with the social relationships within the community. In relation to dwelling types, 
separate houses were the only dwelling type recorded in the settlements within 10 km of the project 
area and the predominant type of housing across the study area. A separate house is defined by the 
ABS as a house separated from other dwellings by a space of at least half a metre. Both East 
Gippsland Shire and Wellington Shire recorded higher proportions of separate dwellings compared to 
the state average. Broader state trends are moving towards units and apartments. 

The proportion of family households within the settlements in proximity to the project area is fairly 
mixed (with data available). A family is defined by the ABS as two or more persons, one of whom is at 
least 15 years of age, who are related by blood, marriage (registered or de facto), adoption, step or 
fostering, and who are usually resident in the same household. For example, in Lindenow South, 
79.7% of households identified as living in family households whereas in Walpa, 57.8% identified as 
living in family households. A number of these settlements recorded a household size of 2.4 people 
(for instance Lindenow, Fernbank, Woodglen and Walpa) which is slightly higher than for East 
Gippsland Shire more generally where the average household size is 2.2 people. The proportion of 
family households in East Gippsland Shire and Wellington Shire is slightly lower than the state 
average (66.7% and 67.7% respectively compared with 70.8% for Victoria), but fairly consistent 
across the region (Table 5.6).  

Table 5.6 Dwelling and household type (2016) 

Municipality/region Total occupied 
dwellings 

Proportion of 
separate houses 

Proportion of family 
households 

East Gippsland Shire 17,567 91.7% 66.7% 

Wellington Shire 16,090 92.7% 67.7% 

Gippsland region 54,453 91% 67.2% 

Victoria 2,112,699 73.2% 70.8% 
Source: ABS, 2016 

The percentage of couple families living with children in East Gippsland and Wellington shires is lower 
than the Victorian average (32.6% and 39.0% respectively compared to 46.3% for Victoria), as shown 
in Table 5.7. The most common family composition in the study area was couple families living 
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without children, likely attributable to the ageing population and exodus of younger people to 
Melbourne for higher education or employment opportunities. 

Table 5.7 Family composition and average household size (2016) 

Municipality/region Average 
household 

size 
(people) 

Couple 
family with 
no children 

(%) 

Couple 
family with 

children 
(%) 

Single 
parent with 

children 
(%) 

Other 
family (%) 

East Gippsland 
Shire 

2.2 51.8 32.6 14.5 1.1 

Wellington Shire 2.3 45.4 39.0 14.3 1.2 

Gippsland region 2.3 45.6 37.1 16.1 1.2 

Victoria 2.6 36.5 46.3 15.3 1.8 
Source: ABS, 2016 

5.5.4. Education and training 
The percentage of people with Year 12 or equivalent attainment in East Gippsland and Wellington 
shires was 34.4% and 34.8% respectively in 2016, as shown in Table 5.8. Across the Gippsland 
region Year 12 or equivalent attainment has increased from 28.8% of the population in 2011 to 35.5% 
in 2016 but is still below the Victorian average of 56.5%. In 2016, just under 30% of the population of 
East Gippsland Shire had attained a secondary education to year 10 and above. Approximately 14% 
of people in East Gippsland Shire have a bachelor’s degree. This percentage is similar to Wellington 
Shire (14.4%) and the Gippsland region (14.9%), but well below the Victorian average (27.3%).  

Table 5.8 Education attainment 

Municipality/region Year 12 (or 
equivalent) 
attainment 

Bachelor’s 
degree 

Graduate 
diploma or 
graduate 
certificate 

Postgraduate 
degree 

East Gippsland 
Shire 

34.4% 13.8% 3.1% 2.4% 

Wellington Shire 34.8% 14.4% 3% 2.5% 

Gippsland average 35.5% 14.9% 3.2% 2.9% 

Victorian average 56.5% 27.3% 4% 8.9% 
Source: ABS, 2016 

A 2010 survey found that 17.2% of Year 12 students in the Gippsland region who had been offered a 
tertiary education position had deferred the position (DEEWR, 2013). In comparison, 9.8% of students 
across Victoria deferred their position in the same year. While there are a range of reasons students 
may defer opportunities in Vocational Education and Training (VET) and higher education, it is often 
necessary for students in the Gippsland region to move away from home to access higher education. 
The cost of travel, relocation and accommodation can be a significant barrier to participation in tertiary 
education (DEECD, 2012).  

5.5.5. Health and public safety 
The top causes of death in both East Gippsland and Wellington shires are malignant cancers, 
followed by cardiovascular disease (GPHN, 2016a; GPHN, 2016b). Table 5.9 shows the percentage 
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of people reporting high blood pressure in East Gippsland and Wellington shires is higher than the 
state average, as are alcohol related deaths per 10,000 of the population. Life expectancy levels 
across the two shires are slightly lower than the Victorian average. 

Table 5.9 Health statistics for East Gippsland and Wellington Shire (2016) 

Municipality 
/ region 

% children 
fully 

immunised 
at 1 year of 

age 

% people 
reporting 

high 
blood 

pressure 

% 
people 

with 
Type 2 

diabetes 

Life 
expectancy 

(Male/ 
Female) 

Fertility 
rate 

Teenage 
fertility 

rate 

Alcohol 
related 

death rate 
per 

10,000 

East 
Gippsland 
Shire 

92.6 28 3.8 78.4/83.3 2.4 23.3 2.5 

Wellington 
Shire 

93.1 28 6.6 78.0/83.1 2.1 18.1 2.5 

Victoria 92.9 24 5 80.3/84.4 1.8 10.4 1.5 
Source: PHIDU, 2018; GPHN, 2016a; GPHN, 2016b 

Other key health and community wellbeing indicator statistics for East Gippsland Shire reported in the 
East Gippsland Health and Wellbeing Plan (2017e) include: 

• The shire has the fifth highest rate of family incidents within Victorian local government areas. 

• Over 54.4% of adults are overweight or obese and 9% of adults report heart disease, one of 
the highest rates in Victoria. 

• Bairnsdale is in the top seven regional significant areas in Victoria with the greatest increase in 
drug use and possession incidents between 2011 and 2015.  

• The Shire has a higher percentage of males who smoke compared to Victoria (18%).  

• Over 10% of the adult population (13%) consume alcohol at levels likely to cause harm, 
compared to 9% in Victoria. 

• When residents were asked if people in their neighbourhood were willing to help each other, 
87% of respondents agreed, compared to 74% for Victoria. 

• Approximately 75% of residents believe they live in a close-knit community, significantly higher 
than Victoria-wide (61%).  

• Close to 10% of residents (9%) reported experiencing high to very high levels of psychological 
distress, compared to 13% in Victoria. 

Some key health and community wellbeing indicator statistics for Wellington Shire as reported in the 
Wellington Health and Wellbeing Plan (Wellington Shire Council, 2017f) include: 

• Over 10% of the population (11.7%) reported experiencing high to very high psychological 
distress, compared to 14% for Victoria. 

• Half of the residents surveyed reported feeling valued by society, compared to 53% for 
Victoria. 

• Over 40% of the population (42%) believe they can trust other people, compared to 39% in 
Victoria. 

• The VicHealth assigned gender equality score was 28.5% compared to 35.7% for Victoria 
(with a lower score indicating less gender equality). 

• Family violence was 18.9 per 1,000 people in the shire compared to 12.4 per 1,000 in Victoria.  
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• The percentage of adolescents and children who are overweight or obese across the Shire is 
slightly higher than it is across Victoria (54% and 50% respectively). 

• Adolescents and children are slightly more likely to be sufficiently physically active in the Shire 
compared to those across Victoria (44% and 41% respectively).  

• Smoking prevalence throughout the adult community is 14% compared to 10% across Victoria. 

Across East Gippsland and Wellington shires, people reporting asthma is 2 to 3% higher than it is for 
Victoria, while the percentage of people reporting Type 2 diabetes is higher in Wellington Shire (6.6%) 
compared to East Gippsland Shire (3.8%) and Victoria (5.0%). 

In 2019, Wellington and East Gippsland shires had 6,816 and 6,883 criminal incidents per 100,000 
people, respectively. This rate is considerably higher than the Victorian average of 5,873 per 100,000 
people. The most common offences in both shires were theft and assault and related offences (Crime 
Statistics Agency, 2017).  

5.5.6. Special needs 
Table 5.10 shows that the percentage of people in East Gippsland and Wellington shires who need 
assistance with a core activity3 is similar to that reported for Victoria as a whole. 

Table 5.10 Summary of need for assistance within the study area (2016) 

 Municipality/region Percentage of people with need for assistance 
with core activity 

East Gippsland Shire 6.8 

Wellington Shire 6 

Victoria 5 
Source: ABS, 2016; PHIDU, 2018 

5.5.7. Relative socioeconomic advantage and disadvantage  
The Gippsland region has a number of areas with a moderate level of socioeconomic disadvantage, 
characterised by lower levels of income, lower educational attainment, employment in unskilled 
occupations and dwellings without motor vehicles. 

The Socio-Economic Indices for Areas (SEIFA) highlight the relative socioeconomic advantage or 
disadvantage of localities and provides an indicator of their vulnerability to change.  

SEIFA scores within the study area are shown in Figure 5.2 and Table 5.11. A lower index score 
reflects a higher level of disadvantage in contrast with the national average of 1,000. 

  

 

 

3 Refers to a person’s need for assistance in one or more of the three core activity areas (self-care, mobility, 
communication) due to a disability, long-term health condition (six months or greater) or old age.  
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Table 5.11 Index of relative socioeconomic disadvantage within the study area 

Local Government Area / Statistical Area 2 Index score  
 (based on Australian score = 1000) 

Local government area 
East Gippsland Shire 958.2 

Wellington Shire 974.1 

Rest of Victoria excluding Geelong 970 

Statistical area 2 
Alps – East/Bruthen – Omeo/ Orbost/ Paynesville* 966 

Bairnsdale/ Lake King/ Lakes Entrance 952 
*Includes over 100 ABS state suburbs including the settlements within 10 km of the project area (Fernbank, Glenaladale, 
Iguana Creek, Lindenow, Lindenow South, Walpa, Woodglen, Wuk Wuk).  
Source: .idcommunity, 2011; GPHN, 2016a and PHIDU, 2018 

Both shires were found to have indices below the national average of 1,000, indicating they are 
slightly to moderately disadvantaged relative to other local level government areas in Australia. An 
index below 900, indicates a relatively high measure of disadvantage. When compared against the 
rest of Victoria (excluding greater Melbourne and Geelong), the index score for Wellington Shire is 
slightly higher indicating that residents are slightly more advantaged than regional Victoria as a whole.  

At the Statistical Area 2 (SA2) level for Alps – East/Bruthen – Omeo/ Orbost/Paynesville the SEIFA 
scores were slightly higher than those for Bairnsdale/Lake King/Lakes Entrance. The SEIFA scores 
for Statistical Area 1 level shown in Figure 5.2 indicates that the settlements within 10 km of the 
project area are slightly advantaged.  

5.5.8. Housing and accommodation 

Property and rental prices 

Larger towns in proximity to the project area, such as Lindenow and Lindenow South have higher 
proportions of houses that are owned outright and owned with a mortgage compared to Victoria, as a 
whole (ABS, 2016). This indicates stable and slightly less mobility when compared to the state 
average. Lindenow recorded the highest proportion of fully owned houses out of these towns at 
45.8%. 

A similar trend is evident across East Gippsland and Wellington shires which also have higher 
proportions of houses owned outright compared to Victoria as a whole (Table 5.12). East Gippsland 
Shire recorded the highest proportion of fully owned households (45%). 

Table 5.12 Households and tenure in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Total occupied 
dwellings 

Rented  Owned with 
mortgage 

Fully 
owned 

Other 

East Gippsland Shire 17,567 22.5% 27.9% 45.0% 0.8% 

Wellington Shire 16,090 23.2% 33.6% 39.4% 0.8% 

Gippsland region 54,453 24.0% 32.4% 39.6% 0.7% 

Victoria 2,112,699 28.7% 35.3% 32.3% 0.8 
Source: ABS, 2016 

Housing prices are relatively low in the study area compared with the state average (Table 5.13) In 
general, median property prices have been trending upwards in both shires since the year 2000, 
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reflecting a growing demand for property (Figure 5.3). In 2018, approximately 920 houses were sold 
in East Gippsland Shire and 820 in Wellington Shire (DELWP, 2019a). 

Monthly mortgage repayments in larger towns in proximity to the project area, such as Lindenow, 
Lindenow South, Briagolong and Stratford varied from a low of $1,162 in Briagolong to a high of 
$1,343 in Stratford in 2016 (ABS, 2016). The median weekly rent varied from a low of $220 in 
Lindenow to a high of approximately $250 in Stratford and Lindenow South.  

Across the study area more generally and the Gippsland region, monthly mortgage repayments are 
relatively consistent, yet lower than the state average (Table 5.13). This indicates that properties 
within the study area are more affordable to buy compared to the Victorian median. While in the 
12 months to June 2019 the median weekly rent across Gippsland increased 6.4%, across regional 
Victoria, Gippsland had the highest proportion of affordable new lettings (59.6%) (DHHS, 2019) 
(Table 5.14).  

Table 5.13 Median mortgage repayments in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Monthly mortgage repayments 

East Gippsland Shire $1,293 

Wellington Shire $1,300 

Gippsland region $1,300 

Victoria $1,728 
Source: ABS, 2016 

Table 5.14 Median rental costs and mortgage repayments in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Weekly rent payments Monthly mortgage 
repayments 

East Gippsland Shire $220 $1,293 

Wellington Shire $210 $1,300 

Gippsland region $210 $1,300 

Victoria $325 $1,728 
Source: ABS, 2016 

Housing availability 

The website realestate.com.au (REA Group Ltd, 2019) provides a listing of properties available for 
rent or to purchase in Australia. A locality specific search was undertaken for the study area during 
May 2019. Across the study area, approximately 121 properties were available for rent and an 
additional 2,439 properties were available for purchase at this time (May 2019). While this indicates 
availability of long-term accommodation options within the study area, between March 2018 and 
March 2019 there was a 14.4% decline in the number of new lettings across the Gippsland region 
(DHHS, 2019). This trend is consistent across regional Victoria with all regions recording an annual 
decline in the number of new lettings (between 7.6% and 14%).  

Community Housing Ltd indicated that the rental market in the region is currently small and very 
competitive (McNeill, pers. com., June 2019). Demand for their services, which include providing 
affordable housing and crisis housing, has generally remained fairly static over the years, although 
some seasonal fluctuation does occur. The majority of Community Housing Ltd’s clients are on a 
pension or benefits. Indigenous people in the region reportedly face particular difficultly in sourcing 
rental accommodation. Anecdotal information provided by BTEG (Business & Tourism East 
Gippsland) (pers. comm., 2019) indicates that rental accommodation in Bairnsdale has a vacancy rate  
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of 1 to 2%. Anecdotal information provided by GEGAC (Williamson, pers. com., February 2019) 
indicates that there are often long waiting lists for rental accommodation in the local area but houses 
for sale are often on the market for some time before being sold. GEGAC also indicated that the rate 
of homelessness among the local Indigenous community is on the rise (Williamson, pers. com., 
February 2019). 

Short-term accommodation 

During the construction and operations phases, workers are expected to will live locally or source 
accommodation in nearby towns such as Stratford, Sale and Bairnsdale. Accommodation such as 
hotels, motels, caravan parks and guesthouses is anticipated to be predominantly used during 
construction to accommodate short-term contractors from outside the region. 
A number of short-term accommodation establishments are present in the towns and settlements in 
proximity to the project area. These include boutique hotels offering a small number of rooms and 
caravan and camping sites (Table 5.15). Short-term accommodation is also available in private 
houses in a number of these small towns and settlements through Airbnb.  

Table 5.15 Short-term accommodation establishments in small towns and settlements in proximity to 
project area 

Establishment Location Capacity 

Old School Bed and Breakfast Fernbank Self-contained for up to three adults. 

Alter Ego Church Stay Lindenow Two rooms. 

Wuk Wuk Caravan Park (currently 
closed) 

Wuk Wuk Twelve caravan and camping sites. 

Coonawarra Farm Resort Near Glenaladale Campsites for over 300 people. 

Echo Bend Camping Park Iguana Creek Caravan and camping sites for 85 
people; four on-site caravans. 

Table 5.16 outlines the short-term accommodation establishments in the larger towns in proximity to 
the project area (Lindenow, Lindenow South, Briagolong and Stratford).  

Table 5.16 Short-term accommodation establishments in larger towns in proximity to project area 

Establishment Location Capacity 

Stratford Motel Stratford 11 rooms 

Stratford on the River Tourist Park Stratford 12 cabins and 33 camping sites 

Old Bank B&B Stratford Stratford 5 rooms 

Farm stays are also available at farms in and surrounding these towns, such as Deep Creek Gully 
farm stay cottage, as are private houses through websites such as Airbnb. Bairnsdale has a range of 
accommodation options including hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, serviced apartments and 
caravan parks. 

Across the study area, short-term accommodation includes hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, 
caravan parks and serviced apartments (Table 5.17). BTEG and East Gippsland Marketing Inc. 
(EGMI) have advised that a listing of short-term accommodation in the region is not available.  
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Table 5.17 outlines the number of short-term accommodation facilities4 with more than 15 beds in the 
region based on the most recently available data (ABS, 2016). This indicates that in the first quarter of 
2016, there were 786 rooms within the Lakes tourist region5 with a room occupancy rate of 64.3%. 
Across the Gippsland tourist region6, 1,223 rooms had a room occupancy rate of 42.2% in the first 
quarter of 2016.  

Table 5.17 Short-term accommodation in the study area* 

Town / 
tourist 
region 

Total 
no. 

December quarter 2015 March quarter 2016 
No. 

rooms 
No. bed 
spaces 

Room 
nights 
avail. 

Room 
occ. rate 

(%) 

No. 
rooms 

No. bed 
spaces 

Room 
nights 
avail. 

Room 
occ. rate 

(%) 

Lakes 25 784 2,206 72,128 57.0 786 2,209 71,526 64.3 
Bairnsdale 8 214 535 19,688 50.7 215 537 19,565 52.2 
Lakes 
Entrance 

11 444 1,258 40,848 62.6 444 1,285 40,404 70.4 

Gippsland 38 1,219 3,396 112,148 42.7 1,223 3,406 111,199 42.2 
*Includes establishments with 15 or more rooms only. Data presented for only those towns in the study area with available 
information.  
Source: ABS, 2016 

The majority of short-term accommodation within East Gippsland Shire is situated in Lakes Entrance, 
Metung, Paynesville and Lake Tyers. A review of census data for Lakes Entrance (ABS, 2016) 
indicates that during the fourth quarter of 2015 and first quarter of 2016 room occupancy rates were at 
62.6% and 70.4% respectively.  

Anecdotal information provided by East Gippsland Shire indicates that holiday accommodation in 
these towns is scarce at peak times such as Christmas and Easter (Kleinitz, pers. com., July 2017). 
During these times of the year, Council reported that accommodation in these areas is approximately 
90% full whereas on average during the rest of the year they are approximately 60% full (Kleinitz, 
pers. com., July 2017).  

Consultation with BTEG and EGMI (2019) indicates that vacancy rates in in most parts of East 
Gippsland (other than Bairnsdale) is seasonal and in high demand during the summer months.   

In Bairnsdale, short-term accommodation mid-week is used heavily by business and commercial 
travellers with vacancy rates higher on weekends (BTEG and EGMI, 2019). In the March 2016 quarter 
Bairnsdale had 215 rooms and a room occupancy rate of 52.2% (ABS, 2016). 

In Wellington Shire, anecdotal information indicates that short-term accommodation in towns such as 
Sale and Longford which are in proximity to RAAF Base East Sale and Longford gas plant are busiest 
between Monday to Friday with business travellers and contractors (Hay, pers. com., March 2018). 
On weekends and school holidays towns closer to the coast such as Sale receive increased numbers 
of tourists. A review of census data indicates that in the first quarter of 2016 Sale had 312 rooms and 
a room vacancy rate of 44.3%. 

 

 
4 Includes hotels, motels, guest houses, serviced apartments, holiday flats or units, caravan parks, visitor/backpacker hostels. 
5 The Lakes tourist region is made up of Statistical Areas Level 2s (SA2s) Alps – East, Bairnsdale, Bruthen – Omeo, Lake King, 
Lakes Entrance, Orbost, Paynesville. 
6 The Gippsland tourist region is made up of SA2s Alps – West, Churchill, Drouin, Foster, Korumburra, Leongatha, Longford - 
Loch Sport, Maffra, Moe – Newborough, Morwell, Mount Baw Baw Region, Rosedale, Sale, Trafalgar, Traralgon, Warragul, 
Wilsons Promontory, Yallourn North – Glengarry, Yarram 
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In 2016, the Gippsland region recorded a small decline in room occupancy rates of 0.6% for 
establishments across the region (Tourism Victoria, 2016).  

The most popular type of short-term accommodation in the region is caravan/camping 
accommodation. In 2014, 33% of overnight visitors stayed in caravan/camping accommodation 
followed by 29% in hotel/motel/motor inn accommodation and 1% in guest house/bed and breakfast 
facilities (Tourism Victoria, 2015a).  

Land values 

In 2017, the median price of agricultural land in the East Gippsland Shire was $5,778 per hectare and 
$7,879 per hectare in Wellington Shire. The median price of agricultural land across the Gippsland 
region increased by 15.4% in 2017, following a decline of 3.8% in 2016 (Rural Bank and Rural 
Finance, 2018).  

5.6. Economic profile 
This section outlines key economic drivers and trends in East Gippsland and Wellington shires and 
the broader Gippsland region.  

5.6.1. Regional economy 
Between 2017 and 2018, East Gippsland Shire recorded a 5.9% increase in gross regional product 
(GRP), while Wellington Shire also recorded a 5.9% increase in GRP (Remplan, 2019a; Remplan 
2019b). East Gippsland Shire has experienced a relatively consistent upward trend in GRP over the 
past decade. In comparison, Wellington Shire has faced periods of downturn, specifically between 
2012 and 2014. No data are available on why this downturn occurred. Anecdotal information suggests 
it may have been associated with a decline in beef prices during this period (Hay, pers. com., 
March 2018). 

The East Gippsland economic development strategy (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c) provides 
focus growth areas and aims to drive employment opportunities across the Shire. The focus growth 
areas include manufacturing, construction, agriculture, forestry, fishing, retail, health services and 
tourism. The strategy also outlines a focus on maximising the opportunities in the mining industry for 
local businesses and the community, including the following actions relating to mining (East 
Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c; 11): 

Maximise the opportunities in the mining industry for local businesses and the community and 
implement the recommendations from the Economic Opportunities in Mining study. 

Continue strong relationships developed with key mining investors, and use Memoranda of 
Understanding to maximise environmental, social and economic outcomes, including 
community benefits, commitment to local employment and positive legacy projects. 

Work with the mining sector to support appropriate mining activities and act as the point of 
contact for potential future mining investors, engage with local contractors to communicate the 
opportunities mining projects will provide and support any Environmental Effect Statement 
processes managed by state Government 

Currently, the agri-food sector is of great significance to East Gippsland Shire, with food 
manufacturing and production being fundamental drivers of the regional economy. In terms of output, 
manufacturing is East Gippsland Shire’s leading sector ($740.997 million), followed by construction 
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($632.572 million), agriculture, forestry and fishing ($572.994 million) and real estate services 
($504.261 million) (Remplan, 2019a7).  

The value of regional exports generated by the East Gippsland economy is estimated at $1.453 billion 
per annum which is largely comprised of manufacturing ($476.058 million), agriculture, forestry and 
fishing ($432.591 million), accommodation ($108.200 million) and construction ($88.746 million) 
(Remplan, 2019a). The same industries are also major contributors to the regional import market 
estimated at $1.181 billion (Remplan, 2019a). 

Wellington Shire’s economy consists of well-established, export-oriented industries including oil and 
gas as well as defence, agribusiness, manufacturing and construction. In terms of output, construction 
is Wellington Shire’s leading sector ($1,086.068 million), followed by mining (which includes oil and 
gas) ($956.062 million), agriculture, forestry and fishing ($806.773 million) and manufacturing 
($771.550 million) (Remplan, 2019b).   

The value of regional exports generated by the Wellington Shire economy is estimated at 
$2.902 billion which is largely comprised of mining ($932.720 billion), agriculture, forestry and fishing 
($565.449 million) and manufacturing ($514.121 million) (Remplan, 2019b). These three industries 
and construction ($306.901 for regional imports) are also the major contributors to the regional import 
market, estimated at $1.840 billion (Remplan, 2019b). 

Key economic growth areas identified in the Wellington Shire Economic Development Strategy (East 
Gippsland Shire Council, 2017b) include the manufacturing and tourism sectors, as well as the 
potential to expand into new economic activities leveraging from the National Broadband Network. 

The 2019/20 East Gippsland bushfires are very likely to have a significant impact on the regional 
economy, although the extent, magnitude and duration of the impact cannot be quantified at the 
current time. The loss of life, property and livelihoods, combined with the impacts to tourism, will likely 
change the economic profile of the region and potentially increase the significance of the project to 
East Gippsland’s economy. 

The following sections discuss how particular sectors of the economy are performing in the study area 
and the contribution they make to the economic performance of the shires and broader region. 

Tourism 

Approximately 83% of land in East Gippsland Shire is publicly owned, mainly as state forests, and 
national and coastal parks, and nearly all of this remains covered in native vegetation. The region has 
several natural assets including declared ‘heritage rivers’, Ramsar-listed wetlands and national parks 
and reserves from subalpine environments to the coast (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017b).  

The Gippsland Lakes is a major tourist destination for families and popular for water-based activities 
such as boating, sailing, fishing, swimming and kayaking. Other popular destinations in the study area 
include the Snowy River situated in the Snowy River National Park and Alpine National Park, Point 
Hicks Lighthouse in the Croajingolong National Park, Mitchell River Silt Jetties at Eagle Point, the 
Australian Alps, Ninety Mile Beach and the Buchan Caves. The Melbourne to Sydney Coast Drive 
along the Princes Highway also passes through East Gippsland Shire. Nature-based tourism is an 
important component of the total tourism industry in the region, and cycling is a fast-growing and high-
yield tourist activity (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c). 

The tourism industry attracted 1.1 million visitors to East Gippsland in 2016, most of whom were 
domestic and overnight visitors (629,000) followed by domestic day-trip visitors (477,000) and then 
international visitors (32,000). In 2014, 12% of all domestic overnight visitors to regional Victoria came 

 

 

7 Economic output is based on data sourced from years 2011 to 2016 averaged per annum. 
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to the Gippsland region (Tourism Victoria, 2015b). Across the Gippsland region the number of 
domestic overnight visitors, domestic daytrips and international overnight visitors declined in the year 
2018 by 6.2%, 4.6% and 4.3% respectively (Tourism Research Australia, 2018). 

Despite the drop-in visitation, tourism across the Gippsland region was estimated to be worth 
$785 million to the region’s economy in direct and indirect GRP in 2016-17 (Tourism Research 
Australia, 2018). In 2015, tourism within the Lakes tourist region contributed $344 million to the 
region’s economy (Tourism Research Australia, 2015b). During the same period, tourism in the 
Gippsland tourist region contributed $495 million to the region’s economy (Tourism Research 
Australia, 2015a). In 2014, the most common reasons for visiting the Gippsland region were for 
holidays or leisure (56%) and to visit friends and relatives (31%) (Tourism Victoria, 2015b). Compared 
to all domestic overnight visitors to regional Victoria, visitors to the Gippsland region are more likely to 
go to the beach, visit national parks, undertake bushwalks, rainforest walks, water activities and 
sports or go fishing (Tourism Victoria, 2015b). 

The Gippsland region is seen as an area with great tourist potential, especially if it can increase the 
awareness of its nature-based experiences. The ‘inspired by Gippsland’ campaign which focuses on 
intrastate and interstate markets supports this approach by focusing on diverse and inspiring nature 
experiences and the benefits of exploring Gippsland (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c). 

Agribusiness 

The Gippsland region contains significant areas of agricultural land which support the production and 
export of dairy, beef, horticultural products and timber. Beef production is East Gippsland’s number 
one agricultural output; however, cereals and grains and horticulture are not far apart in second and 
third place respectively, with dairy the fourth most significant sector (East Gippsland Shire Council, 
2017c). In 2010/11, the farmgate value of food produced in the Gippsland region was estimated at 
$1.5 billion and employment within the industry over 16,000 (McGuinness, 2014). 

Across the Local Agriculture Region (combined ABS areas of Bairnsdale and Bruthen-Omeo), the 
total gross value of agriculture in 2015/16 was $169.2 million (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). This 
represents approximately 71% of the value of agriculture in East Gippsland Shire, 8.3% of the value 
of agriculture across the Gippsland region and 1.3% of Victorian agriculture. The major agricultural 
production recorded for the Local Agriculture Region in 2011 was beef, sheep meat, milk, wool, 
vegetables (French and runner beans, sweet corn, broccoli, lettuce, and other vegetables), hay, 
nursery plants and other livestock (plates 5.1 to 5.3).  

Some potential exists for inaccuracy in aggregated data, given that ABS data are self-reported by 
agricultural producers. Consultation with representatives from the vegetable industry indicated that 
the ABS total value of production for the local vegetable industry in 2015/2016 ($62.6 million) was 
less than actual. The Horticulture Impact Assessment (RMCG, 2020) indicates that the gross value of 
vegetable crops produced in the Lindenow Valley alone in 2015/2016 was over $62 million. 
Agriculture Victoria indicated that local vegetable industry estimates of the farmgate value of local 
production is around $120 million per annum.  

Food produced in the region is exported throughout Australia and internationally, particularly to Asia. 
The Gippsland Food Plan was developed in response to the important contribution that food 
production makes to the regional economy and the opportunity it presents in terms of future economic 
growth (McGuinness, 2014). It aims to drive decision making on investment in the food industry by 
Regional Development Australia Gippsland, government and industry. 

The Gippsland region also has a growing boutique production and processing industry that is 
employing increasing numbers of people and attracting tourists to the region (Buchan Consulting, 
2010; East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c). This includes regionally made fresh produce and wines, 
boutique beers, olive oils, preserves and a range of other produce. Establishments such as Bullant 
Brewery in Bruthen offer gourmet food experiences to tourists and local residents, as do the 
numerous wineries and farmers’ markets across the region including Lightfoot & Sons a local winery, 
located near Lindenow. 
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Horticultural farm in proximity to project area
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The Gippsland region has some of the most productive forests in Victoria, however in recent years the 
amount of timber available for logging in the region has fallen due to factors such as the creation of 
old-growth reserves and price competition in the woodchip market from Vietnam and Thailand.  

This put pressure on the Gippsland timber mill in Heyfield, formerly owned by Australian Sustainable 
Hardwoods, who stated that timber supply offers from the state-owned VicForests were not 
commercially viable (Willingham, 2017b). The state government subsequently bought the business to 
avoid its closure and maintain the industry and jobs in the region (Willingham, 2017a).  

Seafood 

Lakes Entrance has one of Australia’s largest fishing fleets which catches approximately $30 million of 
sustainably caught seafood each year. The industry contributes an estimated $200 million annually to 
the Victorian economy (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c). 

Mining 

The Stockman Base Metals Project which consists of two copper-zinc-lead-silver-gold rich deposits is 
located in the Victorian Alps approximately 60 km by road north-east of Omeo. While not currently a 
key source of employment, if the project proceeds, operation of the mine is estimated to increase East 
Gippsland’s GRP by $680 million and increase average annual employment in the region by 210 jobs 
(direct and indirect jobs) over the proposed life of the project (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017c). 
The Stockman Base Metals Project was assessed through the EES process and requires a work plan 
in accordance with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act.  

Other potential mining projects located in the region that have the potential to increase GRP and 
employment in the region include the Nowa Nowa iron ore mine to the east of Bairnsdale and Oroya 
Mining’s copper project in the Eastern Lachlan Fold Belt near Orbost (East Gippsland Shire Council, 
2017c). 

Local businesses 

East Gippsland’s Open for Business Strategy aims to ‘create a warm and positive environment that 
supports business and economic development and enables streamlined and effective decision 
making to encourage business and economic growth in East Gippsland’ (East Gippsland Shire 
Council, 2017c). Wellington Shire is also committed to supporting business expansion and new 
business initiatives. The shire also has a team with knowledge, connections and experience to assist 
with business establishment and growth (Wellington Shire Council, 2017b).  

While no data could be obtained on the performance of local businesses across the study area, 
observations and anecdotal information obtained through discussions with East Gippsland and 
Wellington shires indicate that occupancy rates for commercial premises are fairly stable (Hay, pers. 
comm., March 2018). Local businesses in some towns such as Bairnsdale and Sale receive fairly 
steady trade throughout the year while businesses in towns such as Lakes Entrance and Metung 
receive more irregular trade and are more reliant on tourists (Hay, pers. comm., March 2018). 

5.6.2. Employment and income 
In 2016, the proportion of the labour force looking for work in the settlements within 10 km of the 
project area was lower than the study area more generally and the state average. For example, 
Lindenow, Lindenow South and Fernbank all recorded unemployment rates of 5% or less (4.5%, 3.3% 
and 5% respectively).  

In 2016 unemployment rates in both the East Gippsland Shire (6.4%) and Wellington Shire (6.2%) 
were consistent with the Victorian average (6.6%), yet lower than the regional average (7.4%) (ABS, 
2016) (Table 5.18). In June 2018, the unemployment rate for East Gippsland Shire was 8.2% and in 
Wellington Shire it was 6.3%, higher than the Victorian unemployment rate of 5.3% (Department of 
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Jobs and Small Business, 2018). This level is equivalent to approximately 1,700 people being out of 
work. In June 2018, the unemployment rate in the Latrobe City Council area was 9.5% (equivalent to 
approximately 3,500 being out of work) due to the closure of a number of assets in the area. In 
Wellington Shire the unemployment rate was 6.4% in 2018.  

Managers, technicians, trades workers, and professionals were the main occupation types in the 
study area, in line with the Victorian trend (ABS, 2016) (Table 5.18). 

Table 5.18 Unemployment levels and occupation types in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Proportion of labour force 
unemployed 

Type of occupation 

East Gippsland Shire 6.4% Managers (15.1%) 

Wellington Shire 6.2% Managers (16.6%) 

Gippsland region* 7.4% Managers (13.6%) 

Victorian average* 6.6% Managers (13.5%) 
Note: *Employment industries and occupation given for Gippsland region and Victorian average are not necessarily the top 
industries for the areas, they have been shown as a comparison against the top industries for the shires. 
Source: ABS, 2016 

Table 5.19 shows that the unemployment rate among people identifying as Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander within the study area was substantially lower than it was for Victoria overall. This 
unemployment for the study area rate is understood to be due to a range of factors including the lack 
of rain and seasonal nature of some of the work available in the region, including in horticulture and 
fishing (Williamson, pers. com., February 2019). 

Table 5.19 Unemployment levels among Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people in the study area 
(2016) 

Municipality/region Proportion of labour force unemployed 

Wellington Shire  8.80% 

East Gippsland Shire  8.69% 

Victoria 14% 
Source: ABS, 2016 

A number of the settlements within 10 km of the project area recorded slightly higher median weekly 
income levels compared to those recorded for East Gippsland Shire overall. For example, the median 
individual weekly income for Lindenow was $582 and in Fernbank it was $589 compared to $506 for 
East Gippsland Shire.  

Overall, people living in Wellington Shire recorded slightly higher median weekly income levels 
compared to residents of East Gippsland Shire and the Gippsland region (Table 5.20). Median 
individual income levels in Wellington Shire are approximately 13% lower than the Victorian average.   

Table 5.20 Median weekly income in the study area (2016) 

Municipality/region Median individual 
income ($/weekly) 

Median family 
income ($/weekly) 

Median household 
income ($/weekly) 

East Gippsland Shire 506 1,192 935 

Wellington Shire 562 1,409 1,101 

Gippsland region 545 1,351 1,058 
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Municipality/region Median individual 
income ($/weekly) 

Median family 
income ($/weekly) 

Median household 
income ($/weekly) 

Victoria 644 1,715 1,419 
Source: ABS, 2016 

In 2010, East Gippsland and Wellington shires commissioned research into the employment needs of 
the civil construction, construction (residential and commercial/industrial), food (including food 
processing and fruit and vegetable growing) and transport and logistics industries (Buchan 
Consulting, 2010). Common concerns relating to the workforce identified across these sectors were 
the ageing workforce and difficulty in attracting young people.  

A number of reasons were given to explain the difficulty in attracting young people to these sectors 
including perceptions of the industry, insurance costs for young drivers, a lack of interest in the sector, 
and the exodus of young people from the region. Representatives from the food and civil construction 
sectors expressed difficulty in recruiting managers and professionals noting that they often need to be 
recruited from outside the region. The construction and transport sectors highlighted difficulties in 
recruiting tradespersons due to younger tradespersons leaving the region and a loss of tradespersons 
to higher paid jobs in other sectors such as mining. The civil construction and construction sectors 
identified that skill shortages were affecting the operations of their businesses (Buchan 
Consulting, 2010).  

Across Australia, the agricultural sector faces skills and labour shortages at all training and skill levels 
(RMCG, 2020). The remote and rural nature of agricultural and horticulture production with 
comparatively low levels of remuneration contributes to these labour shortages (RMCG, 2020). In 
East Gippsland, there is a shortage of young people working in and entering the agrifood sector which 
has led to a reliance on temporary foreign workers (Deliberate Practice, 2015). The Eastern 
Gippsland Sustainable Workforce Solutions Feasibility Study prepared by Deliberate Practice (2015) 
states that: 

Existing social issues are compounded by findings indicating many young people are unwilling 
to work in the agrifood sector due to perceptions the work is ‘dirty’ and careers in the sector are 
‘dead end’. 

In the mining sector, the Mineral Council of Australia has reportedly warned that there will be skills 
shortages by 2020 because of low levels of enrolments in engineering and geology degrees 
(Hays, 2019). 

In Victoria, Hays (2019) has identified that there is a shortage of candidates in the mining and 
resources industry, particularly for blue-collar workers. Demand for diesel mechanics, boilermakers, 
mechanical fitters, all-round operators, superintendents, quarry managers and operations managers 
are noted as being particularly high. Hays (2019) report that the increased number of construction 
projects in the state are drawing candidates from the resources and mining sector and further 
contributing to the skills shortage in mining. 

A 2012 Department of Employment survey looked into the recruitment experiences of employers in 
East Gippsland Shire. The occupations that required a bachelor’s degree or higher vocational 
education and training (VET) qualification that employers most commonly reported as being difficult to 
fill within the Shire were chefs, advertising and marketing professionals, electricians, motor mechanics 
and architectural, building and surveying technicians. Those within the lower skilled occupations that 
were reported by employers as being the most difficult to fill were cooks and gaming workers 
(DET, 2014). 

A Department of Education and Training Jobs and Training Needs Report for Gippsland (2017) 
identified the need for additional VET graduates to meet anticipated 2018 employment demands 
across a number of occupations within the region. Those of relevance to this project include: 
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• Construction and mining labourers. 

• Road and rail drivers. 

• Electricians. 

• Some information and communications technology occupations. 

• Mobile plant operators. 

• Specialist managers.  

• Some engineering occupations. 

Discussions with training providers also indicates that there is currently a shortage of trainers in the 
region including in the civil and construction areas. There is also a growing demand for the civil 
construction and Worksafe licensing courses due to the significant public works being carried out by 
government and demand for people with these skills. One training provider also identified the need for 
additional VET graduates in the region in engineering and electrotechnology (Allen, pers. com., 2019). 

The Gippsland Regional Workforce Plan (KPMG, 2016) identified that the energy and mining industry 
has a number of gaps relating to its workforce. Consultation conducted as a part of the development 
of the plan identified that the key gaps relate to: 

• The need for a stronger pipeline of professional, skilled and full-time employees. 

• Limited training opportunities relating to energy and mining in the region and lack of 
awareness among young people of the employment opportunities in this sector. 

• Many students interested in this sector leave to study in Melbourne and do not necessarily 
return to the region to work. 

Relevant courses offered in the region through Federation University include Bachelor of Engineering 
Technology (Civil), Bachelor of Civil and Environmental Engineering (Honours), Bachelor of 
Engineering Technology (Mechanical), Bachelor of Mechatronic Systems Engineering (Honours), 
Master of Engineering Science (KPMG, 2016). 

Anecdotal information provided by GEGAC (Williamson, pers. com., 2019) indicates that a number of 
local Indigenous youth who have undertaken further education are leaving the area and moving to 
Ballarat or Melbourne for employment. 

5.6.3. Key sources of employment 
The main sources of employment in East Gippsland Shire in 2016 were aged care residential services 
(4.8%), supermarket and grocery stores (3.2%) and primary education (3.1%) (ABS, 2016). The East 
Gippsland’s fishing industry is the largest employer of this sector in regional Victoria with fish catches 
being supplied to markets in Melbourne and Sydney.  

Other notable sources of employment include the vegetable industry and tourism sector (Hamilton 
SierraCon, 2020). The agriculture, forestry and fisheries sector accounts for 9.75% of the 
16,539 people working in East Gippsland (Remplan, 2019a). Food manufacturing and production are 
key drivers. As outlined in Section 6.4.2, the East Gippsland agri-food sector relies heavily on 
temporary foreign workers, who are supplied by labour hire contractors, to meet their seasonal 
workforce demand (Deliberate Practice, 2015). Patties is a major local employer with 550 employees 
in East Bairnsdale. 

In 2016, the top employers by industry in Wellington Shire were dairy cattle farming (5.9%), hospitals 
(5.4%) and primary education (3.0%) (ABS, 2016). Top employers in the Shire include RAAF Base 
East Sale, ExxonMobil (through its Esso/BHP joint venture), Murray Goulburn and Fulham Prison. 
Employment opportunities at RAAF Base East Sale have increased in recent years with the 
expansion of the base. Works have included construction of student accommodation and training 
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facilities for the AIR5428 pilot training project at a cost of more than $200 million (Gippsland 
Times, 2016).  

The key differences in employment between the two shires are that Wellington Shire has a higher 
share of jobs in agriculture and defence whereas East Gippsland Shire has higher shares in 
manufacturing, and in tourist-related accommodation and food (Buchan Consulting, 2010). 

5.7. Social and community infrastructure 
5.7.1. Educational infrastructure and services 
Educational services within the nine settlements and towns within a 10 km radius of the project area 
include Lindenow South Primary School, Lindenow Primary School, including the Woodglen Campus 
and Lindenow & District Kindergarten. 

A range of childcare services and preschools are available in the study area (in the order of 60) 
including long day care, occasional childcare and kindergartens. In May 2019 childcare service 
providers (long day care) and kindergartens located in Bairnsdale, Sale and Stratford were contacted 
to understand current levels of availability. Six childcare centres and six kindergartens contacted 
indicated that they currently had some availability, two childcare centres and three kindergartens 
indicated that they had no availability and five centres could not be contacted or were unable to 
provide this information8. Community led programs are also available to support active learning and 
socialisation and include playgroups, reading days, arts and crafts events and sporting programs 
(Wellington Shire Council, 2017c). 

Table 5.21 shows that East Gippsland Shire has a number of primary schools and secondary schools 
as well as a specialist school, a well-established TAFE sector, tertiary courses through partnerships 
with universities, a community-education hub and a range of specialist education and training facilities 
linked to industry and trades training (East Gippsland Shire Council, undated). Wellington Shire has a 
number of primary schools, secondary schools and a specialist school (DET, 2014) (Table 5.21). 
Between May and June 2019, primary and high schools across the study area were contacted to 
understand current levels of availability. Of the 65 schools contacted, 44 indicated that they had 
availability (most of these schools indicated that they had availability at all year levels) at all year 
levels, one school indicated that they had no availability and 20 schools could not be reached. 

Table 5.21 List of education services in the study area 

Municipality Type of education service Number of education 
services 

East Gippsland Shire  Primary schools 27 

Secondary schools 7 

Specialist schools 1 

Tertiary institutions 2 

Wellington Shire  Primary schools 25 

Secondary schools 3 

Specialist schools 1 

Tertiary institutions 2 

 

 

8 Some centres offer both childcare and kindergarten programs.  

http://www.wellington.vic.gov.au/Living-in-Wellington/Family-and-Child-Services/Childcare-Kindergartens-and-Schools
http://www.eastgippsland.vic.gov.au/files/1dd5edc4-dd82-4018-9013-a07d00ba4aa6/head_east_web_version.pdf
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Enrolments in rural Victorian schools are trending down, with 10 small schools having closed in rural 
Victoria between 2009 and 2014 (Twomey, 2014). While data on school enrolments in the study area 
is limited, Meerlieu Primary School, located approximately 21 km south of the project area was closed 
in 2015 due to a lack of enrolments (Twomey, 2014). In contrast, anecdotal information suggests that 
enrolments in other schools in the study area, such as in proximity to the recently expanded RAAF 
Base East Sale, have been strong (Hay, pers. com., March 2018). 

Federation University Australia (formed by Monash University Gippsland and Ballarat University) is 
located in Churchill, 20 km from Traralgon and offers courses in the arts, business, education, 
engineering, science, medicine and nursing. 

In 2016, 60 private training providers were present across the Gippsland region, 24 adult community 
education providers and six TAFE providers (DET, 2017). One local training provider, Federation 
Training, has campuses in Bairnsdale and Sale. Some of the courses offered by training providers in 
the region are relevant to potential employees on the project, including in engineering trades, 
electrotechnology trades, civil construction, carpentry, plumbing, WorkSafe licencing and industry 
recognised programs and business. Federation Training advised that they could see additional 
demand in the civil construction and WorkSafe licensing courses due to the significant amount of 
public works being carried out by government (Federation Training, pers. comm., 2019). 

5.7.2. Healthcare infrastructure and services 
No health services are located within 10 km of the project area. The closest health services are in 
Stratford and Bairnsdale.  

A range of health care services are available across the Gippsland region. These include acute 
medical and surgical, outpatient, aged care, disability support, women’s health, dentists, optometrists, 
acupuncture, chiropractors, natural therapy, orthodontists, physiotherapists, podiatrists, psychologists, 
and allied services (Wellington Shire Council, 2017f). 

Bairnsdale Regional Health Service (BRHS) Hospital is the primary hospital servicing East Gippsland 
Shire and the closest to the project area (approximately 24 km east south-east). The hospital has 
75 acute beds and offers a range of services including a 24-hour emergency department, acute 
medical and surgical care, dialysis and oncology treatment, geriatric evaluation and management, 
maternity services, palliative care, outpatient services, obstetric services, inpatient rehabilitation and 
community health services (Bairnsdale Regional Health Service, 2017). In 2014, the hospital received 
$2 million from the Victorian Government to accommodate additional beds and improve service 
efficiency (DHS, 2014). 

Additional hospitals in East Gippsland Shire include Orbost Hospital and Omeo Hospital 
(approximately 100 km and 78 km respectively from the project area). Orbost hospital has less than 
50 beds and offers domiciliary care, nursing home care, obstetrics services and a dialysis unit 
(Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2019). Omeo Hospital has four acute/subacute beds and 
offers low level acute and subacute medical services (Aspex Consulting, 2017). Outreach services are 
also available in most towns. 

The Shire is serviced by 13 medical clinics, four nursing services, aged care facilities and an array of 
visiting specialists and surgeons. In 2017, the $5.26 million Brabuwoolong Medical Centre opened in 
Bairnsdale. The Aboriginal health centre provides general practice consulting rooms, triage, meeting 
rooms and a dental centre (Chester and Wyatt, 2017) 

Existing general practitioners across East Gippsland are understood to be having difficulty in meeting 
current levels of demand due to difficulties recruiting doctors in the area (Medson and Hayles, pers. 
com., January 2019 and February 2019). In 2015, there were 1.2 general practitioners per 1,000 
people in East Gippsland Shire and 1.3 per 1,000 people in Wellington Shire which is generally 
consistent with the state measure of 1.2 (DHHS, 2017a; DHHS, 2017b).  

http://www.wellington.vic.gov.au/Living-in-Wellington/Family-and-Child-Services/Health-Services
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BRHS is also experiencing difficulty meeting current levels of demand for primary care services such 
as dental, physiotherapy, diabetes support and community and allied health (Hayles, pers. com., 
February 2019) and Gippsland Lakes Community Health (GLCH) indicated that they are experiencing 
difficulty in meeting demand for allied health services. The closest medical service centres and dental 
clinics to the project area are in Bairnsdale, with seven medical service centres and six dental clinics. 
At the time of calling each of these service centres and clinics in January 2019, five of the seven 
medical centres were accepting new patients, one centre was not accepting new patients and a 
further centre was only taking maternity patients or family members of existing patients. Five of the six 
dental clinics were taking new patients and one clinic could not be contacted. 

GLCH provides a range of allied health, aged and disability, medical and nursing and social support 
and counselling services across the Gippsland region. In Bairnsdale, there is a higher demand for 
some family support services through GLCH such as family violence support than the service can 
support (Medson, pers. com., January 2019). GLCH’s general practice service operates out of Lakes 
Entrance only and is currently not taking any new patients but other general practices in the town are 
(Medson, pers. com., January 2019). 

Three hospitals are located in Wellington Shire run by Central Gippsland Health Service; Heyfield 
Hospital, Maffra District Hospital and Gippsland Base Hospital. These are located approximately 
35 km to 55 km from the project area and have a combined capacity of 74 acute beds (Central 
Gippsland Health Service, 2017). Services offered at the hospitals include a 24-hour emergency 
service (Gippsland Base Hospital), acute medical and surgical care, cardiology, dialysis, oncology and 
maternity and paediatric services. Central Gippsland Health Service also manages Stretton Park in 
Maffra, a low care hostel consisting of a number of independent living units. 

Wellington Shire is serviced by nine medical clinics, aged care facilities, a low care hostel and 
specialist health centres including the Central Gippsland Aboriginal Health Service (Ramahyuck 
District Aboriginal Corporation). The Central Gippsland Aboriginal Health Service offers primary health 
care through two general practice clinics, a dental clinic and several outreach clinics across the wider 
region. Services include oral and ear health, midwifery, child and family support, health promotion and 
a range of allied health services (Wellington Shire Council, 2017e). Maternal, child, aged and 
disability health services are available through the Central Gippsland Health Service and Yarram and 
District Health Service (Wellington Shire Council, 2017e). 

A range of mental health services are available across the study area. Latrobe Regional Hospital is 
the main provider of mental health services in Gippsland and has a range of specialist and residential 
mental health services for children, adolescents and adults, including the elderly. It has a community 
mental health team located in Bairnsdale along with a prevention and recovery centre (Latrobe 
Regional Hospital, 2015). Psychologists are also available through BRHS and in private practices 
located in Bairnsdale, Maffra and Sale. Support services including Headspace Bairnsdale and Lifeline 
Gippsland also provide counselling and other services. 

Demand for health services in East Gippsland Shire is high. The rate of hospital inpatient separations 
(episodes of admitted patient care) per 1,000 population is among the highest in Victoria, as is the 
rate that people present to emergency departments (556 and 416 respectively compared to 420 and 
259 for Victoria). The Victorian target for emergency department patients treated within time9 is 80% 
(VAHI, 2018). Between October and December 2018, BRHS treated 80% of patients within time in 
their emergency department. State-wide, in the same period the number was 72%. Consultation with 

 

 

9 Refers to the number of patients (triage Categories 1–5) treated in emergency departments who were treated 
within the desirable 'time to treatment' excluding those who left at their own risk without treatment, those who left 
after clinical advice regarding treatment options and those who were deceased on arrival. 
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BRHS as a part of this SEIA indicates that they are currently generally able to meet this state target 
(Hayles, pers. com., February 2019). 

Emergency department presentations grew 3.5% between 2004/05 and 2014/15 in the Shire and is 
expected to continue to grow at a rate of 3.2% per year between 2014/15 and 2026/27 (DHHS, 
2017a). Acute bed occupancy rates within the BRHS Hospital varies between 90 and 92% (Hayles, 
pers. com., February 2019). The ambulance call-out rate in East Gippsland Shire of 20 per 
1,000 people (Code 3 low acuity) is high compared to the Gippsland region (18) and Victoria (8) 
(GPHN, 2016a). In 2015, 15.3 per 1,000 people in East Gippsland Shire were registered as mental 
health clients, compared to the state measure of 11.9 per 1,000 people (DHHS, 2017a). This 
indicates that demand for mental health services is slightly higher in East Gippsland Shire compared 
to Victoria overall. 

The rate of emergency department presentations per 1,000 population in Wellington Shire is high 
compared to the state measure (420.2 and 263 respectively in 2015) (DHHS, 2017b). Emergency 
department presentations in the shire between 2004/05 and 2014/15 grew by 3.3% and this is 
expected to continue to grow at a rate of 2% per year between 2014/15 and 2026/27 (DHHS, 2017b). 
The rate of hospital inpatient separations per 1,000 population is slightly higher than the state 
measure (491.3 and 441.6 respectively). In 2015, 14.8 per 1,000 people in Wellington Shire were 
registered as mental health clients, compared to the state measure of 11.9 per 1,000 people (DHHS, 
2017b). This indicates that as in Wellington Shire, demand for mental health services is slightly higher 
compared to Victoria overall.  

5.7.3. Emergency services 
Emergency services are provided to ensure public safety and health through preventative actions and 
responding to emergency situations. These services include police, fire, state and shire emergency 
and ambulance services. 

Police services 

The closest police stations to the project area are located in Bairnsdale (approximately 26 km east) 
and Stratford (approximately 29 km southwest). The police station in Bairnsdale operates on a 
24-hour basis and offers 10 specialty services whereas the Stratford police station is a one-person 
police station that operates a more limited service. Sale and Maffra police stations also provide 
24-hour police services. Bruthen (one-person station) and Lakes Entrance police stations offer limited 
services (Victoria Police, 2017). 

Fire services 

East Gippsland and Wellington shires are located in Country Fire Authority (CFA) regions 11 and 10 
respectively. The CFA headquarters of region 11 and 10 are Bairnsdale and Sale respectively. The 
closest fire station to the project area is located in Glenaladale. Fire stations are also located at 
Lindenow (located in Lindenow), Hillside, Flaggy Creek, Munro, Sarsfield and Fernbank (CFA, 2017). 
In 2016, there were 3,722 operational volunteers in the Gippsland region and 2,007 non-operational 
(support) volunteers (Victorian Government Data Directory, 2014). 

Ambulance services 

Ambulance Victoria branches are distributed across much of the eastern region of Victoria with 
varying levels of staff present within each branch. Ambulance stations situated in proximity to the 
project area include Bairnsdale, Heyfield, Maffra, Sale and Paynesville. Average Code 1 response 
times in 2013/14 ranged from approximately 16 minutes from the Sale station to over 18 minutes from 
Heyfield station (State of Victoria, 2015). 
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State emergency services 

The Victorian State Emergency Service is a volunteer-based government organisation that works to 
ensure the safety of Victorian communities by responding to emergencies and disasters across the 
state. Bairnsdale and Stratford are the closest towns to the project area with State Emergency Service 
units, with the Bairnsdale unit being the key regional office in the area (Victorian State Emergency 
Services, 2016). 

Shire emergency services 

East Gippsland and Wellington shires have Municipal Emergency Management Plans (MEMP) as 
required under Section 20(1) of the Emergency Management Act 1986 (Vic). The MEMPs address the 
prevention of, response to and recovery from emergencies within East Gippsland and Wellington 
shires such as fire, heatwave and floods. Wellington Shire Council has a Community Emergency 
Planning Guide to support local communities who want to take an active role in planning for, 
responding to and recovering from significant emergencies that have the potential to impact on their 
community (Wellington Shire Council, 2017d). East Gippsland Shire Council has assisted 
communities to develop a series of Local Incident Management Plans to ensure residents and visitors 
know where to go, what to take and what to expect if a major incident affects the area (East 
Gippsland Shire Council, 2017b). 

5.7.4. Community facilities and groups 
Community facilities in the settlements and towns within 10 km of the project area include community 
halls, recreation reserves and facilities and playgrounds (Figure 5.4). 

Table 5.22 lists the range of community facilities available to residents of the study area. These 
include cultural and arts facilities such as libraries, museums and art galleries and sporting and 
recreation facilities including pools, parks and reserves, and walking tracks (Plate 5.4 and Plate 5.5).  

Table 5.22 Community facilities, and groups within the study area 

Locality Culture and arts 
facilities 

Sporting and 
recreation facilities 

Community groups and clubs 

East 
Gippsland 
Shire 

• Libraries  
• Public hall 
• Historical museum 
• Cultural museum 
• Cultural trails 
• Live performance 

venues 
• Art galleries 

• Parks and reserves 
• Aquatic centres 
• Outdoor swimming 

pools 
• Skate parks 
• Fishing platforms 
• BMX tracks 
• Marinas 
• Boat ramps 
• Gymnasiums 
• Walking and cycling 

tracks 
• 4WD tracks 
• Archery parks 
• Mini golf courses 
• Horse riding trails 

• Athletic and sports clubs 
• Cycling clubs 
• Social clubs 
• Craft groups 
• Archery club 
• Lawn bowls clubs 
• Golf club 
• RSL clubs 
• Board riders club 
• Community bands 
• Theatre groups 
• Youth groups 
• Senior citizens groups 
• Historical society 
• Community choirs 
• Landcare groups 
• Community garden group 
• Scouts and sea scouts 
• Army cadets 
• Girl Guides 
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Locality Culture and arts 
facilities 

Sporting and 
recreation facilities 

Community groups and clubs 

• Dance groups 
• Surf lifesaving clubs 
• Croquet club 
• Fishing and angling groups 
• Environmental groups 

Wellington 
Shire 

• Art galleries 
• Entertainment 

centres 
• Botanic gardens 
• Public halls and 

community centres 
• Libraries 
• Leisure venues 

• Parks and reserves 
• Wildlife sanctuary 
• Skate parks 
• Tennis courts 
• Sports hall 
• Swimming pools 
• Walking and cycling 

tracks  

• Girl Guides and Scouts 
• Historical societies 
• Landcare group 
• Woodcraft group 
• Cricket club 
• Boat clubs 
• Calisthenics club 
• Taekwondo club 
• Toastmasters club 
• Bowls club 
• Yacht club 
• 4WD club 
• Croquet club 
• Show jumping club 
• Tennis club 
• Bicycle club 
• Walking groups 
• Community bands 

Residents of the settlements and small towns in proximity to the project area are involved in a range 
of community groups, clubs and associations. A number of settlements and towns have sporting 
teams that compete against rival teams in neighbouring towns and associated clubs which provide an 
outlet for social interaction. These include cricket, football, netball and tennis clubs. 

Other residents in proximity to the project area are active in the local arts community which is strong 
in towns such as Stratford and Bairnsdale and/or nature conservation groups such as the Glenaladale 
Landcare Group. Outdoor recreation groups and activities such as horse riding, fishing and hunting 
are also popular in the local area.  

The Glenaladale Hall is used by residents for local community meetings and events and managed 
and maintained by a committee made up of community representatives. A playgroup operates out of 
the Woodglen Campus associated with Lindenow Primary School. A number of local residents are 
also involved in the CFA. 

Community groups also operate out of the larger towns close to the project area and provide 
opportunities for community members to interact and socialise. These include Indigenous groups, 
sporting groups, recreational groups, conservation groups, religious groups, community action 
groups, Rotary and Lions clubs, arts and cultural groups, school and playgroups, youth and seniors’ 
groups, halls and park committees of management and disability support groups.  

Local community events and activities also provide opportunities for residents to interact and 
socialise. In the larger towns in proximity to the project area these include farmers markets in towns 
such as Lindenow, Stratford and Bairnsdale, Lindenow Art and Craft Show, the Shakespeare on the 
River Festival in Stratford and the East Gippsland Food, Wine and Beer Festival in Bairnsdale. 
Community activities are also held in a range of venues such as local halls and libraries with groups 
including school children and seniors. 
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Table 5.23 outlines the places of worship across the study area. These places of worship can provide 
avenues for social interaction and are sometimes available for use for community meetings and 
events. 

Table 5.23 Places of worship with the study area 

Locality  Places of worship  
Wellington Shire • Plymouth Brethren Christian Church 

• Sale Baptist Church 
• Anglican Church of Australia 
• St Mary’s Catholic Church 
• Sale Columba’s Uniting Church 

East Gippsland Shire • Anglican Parish of Lakes Entrance and Metung 
• Bairnsdale Church of Christ 
• Bairnsdale Uniting Church 
• St Andrews Uniting Church 
• Lakes Entrance Baptist Church 
• Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses 
• Cann River Seventh Day Adventist Church 
• Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses 
• Anglican Church of Australia 
• River Church Orbost – Australia Christian Churches 
• Buchan Uniting Church 
• St Mary’s Catholic Church 
• Anglican Church of Australia 
• Bairnsdale Baptist Church 
• Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s Witnesses 
• Bairnsdale Seventh Day Adventist Church 

5.7.5. Utilities and services 
This section outlines key public utilities and services within the study area. 

Water 

Water management authorities in the study area include Southern Rural Water and East Gippsland 
Water. Southern Rural Water manages bulk water allocations and irrigation schemes. East Gippsland 
Water is the potable water supplier and wastewater treatment authority. The East Gippsland 
Catchment Management Authority is responsible for managing natural assets across 2.2 million ha of 
land, lakes and coastal waters in south east Victoria.   

Southern Rural Water operates irrigation districts in Maffra, Bacchus Marsh and Werribee and 
provides water services to over 10,000 customers over an area of 88,000 km2 (Southern Rural Water, 
2017). East Gippsland Water provides water and wastewater services to 25,400 customers along nine 
separate water supply systems (East Gippsland Water, 2017). East Gippsland Water’s service spans 
approximately 21,000 km2 from Lindenow, through to Bairnsdale, Paynesville, Lakes Entrance and on 
to Mallacoota near the New South Wales border, as well as up to the Victorian Alps (East Gippsland 
Water, 2017). 

The Mitchell River is East Gippsland’s largest water supply system and services the communities of 
Bairnsdale, Paynesville, Lindenow, Lindenow South, Eagle Point, Newlands Arm, Raymond Island, 
Banksia Peninsula, Granite Rock, Wy Yung, Bruthen, Sarsfield, Nicholson, Johnsonville, Swan 
Reach, Metung, Lakes Entrance, Lake Bunga, Lake Tyers, Lake Tyers Beach and Nowa. Drinking 
water for these communities is drawn from the Mitchell River at Glenaladale at a rate of up to 
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35 megalitres a day and pumped to the Woodglen water storage basins situated 2.5 km from 
Glenaladale (East Gippsland Water, 2017). The water is treated at the Woodglen Water Treatment 
Plant before distribution to the water reticulation network. 

Electricity 

Electricity transmission and distribution in East Gippsland is owned and operated by AusNet Services 
who are responsible for the high voltage transmission of power throughout eastern and north-eastern 
Victoria. The project area is serviced by distribution power lines. A 66 kV transmission line runs 
adjacent to the Princes Highway. 

Bairnsdale Power Station, a 94 MW gas-fired power station owned and operated by Alinta Energy, 
operates as a peaking power station and provides support to the electricity network to ensure system 
security (Alinta Energy, 2017). 

Gas 

Reticulated gas is currently unavailable in the study area except in Sale and Bairnsdale. ELGAS 
supply LPG gas bottles to homes and businesses throughout the region (ELGAS, 2017).  

Waste 

Waste management within the East Gippsland and Wellington shires is carried out by the respective 
councils. East Gippsland Shire provides kerbside garbage, recycling and organic waste services. The 
closest landfill to the project area is located in Bairnsdale. There are also several waste transfer 
stations throughout the Shire, with the closest waste transfer station to the project area located at 
Lindenow (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2017d). Wellington Shire also provides kerbside garbage 
and recycling services, landfills and waste transfer stations, along with farm waste services 
(Wellington Shire Council, 2017g).  

Internet 

According to 2016 ABS census data, 74.7% of households in the East Gippsland Shire have internet 
access at their dwelling. This level of access is below the Gippsland region average of 77.3% and the 
Victorian average of 83.7%. Home internet access in the Wellington Shire (77.7%) is similar to the 
Gippsland region average. 

5.8. Transport and access 
The project area is accessed by the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road from Bairnsdale and the Lindenow–
Glenaladale Road and Fernbank–Glenaladale Road from the Princes Highway. The Princes Highway 
is the main transport route through East Gippsland. The South Gippsland Highway joins the Princes 
Highway at Sale.  

Both Bairnsdale–Dargo Road (west; extending between Kings Road and Lindenow–Glenaladale 
Road) and Lindenow–Glenaladale Road have low traffic volumes (less than 1,000 average weekday 
daily returns) (Arup, 2020). Bairnsdale–Dargo Road (east; extending between Lindenow–Glenaladale 
Road and Main Road) has low to moderate traffic volumes with 3,200 average weekday daily returns 
(Arup, 2020). The Princes Highway (east and west of Lindenow–Glenaladale Road) has moderate 
traffic volumes (over 5,000 average weekday daily returns).  

The preferred route to/from the rail siding in Maryvale is via Princes Drive and Alexanders Road. 
Princes Drive in Maryvale acts as a connector to the Princes Highway and has relatively high traffic 
volumes (approximately 13,100 average weekday daily returns). Traffic movements on Princes Drive 
are likely to be associated with local vehicle movements within or between the towns of Morwell and 
Traralgon (Arup, 2020). Alexanders Road is located between industrial and farming zones. Traffic 
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volumes along this road are moderate and likely to be largely associated with the car mechanics 
located on it.  

A range of bus services operate within and surrounding the project area including school bus 
services, regional bus services and regional coach services. These include school bus services on 
Fernbank–Glenaladale Road, Bairnsdale–Dargo Road, Lindenow–Glenaladale Road and Princes 
Highway (Arup, 2020). School buses generally operate between 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 3:20 p.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. on school days. 

East Gippsland is serviced by the Gippsland Line which runs between Melbourne and Bairnsdale. The 
rail line runs through Fernbank and Lindenow South and operates a service four times a day on 
Monday to Saturday and twice on Sunday (Arup, 2020). The rail line is also used for freight services 
which vary according to demand. 

The Victorian government is building a new bridge over the Avon River at Stratford, which is expected 
to be completed in 2021, as part of a $1.6 billion regional rail package announced by the Federal 
Government in 2017. The package also includes funding to duplicate the track between Moe and 
Traralgon which will enable more train services to run to Bairnsdale (Arup, 2020). 

Bairnsdale, Marlo and Mallacoota have public airports. Private airports are located in Lakes Entrance, 
Benambra, Gelantipy, Delegate, Noorinbee (Cann River), Orbost, West Sale. Other small private 
airports are also scattered across East Gippsland and Wellington shires (East Gippsland Shire, 2015). 
A RAAF air force base is also located at East Sale. 

In 2016, the majority of work journeys by the population of East Gippsland and Wellington shires were 
by car (71.0% and 70.3% respectively) with only a small percentage of the population using public 
transport (1% and 0.7% respectively). In comparison, 68.3% of work journeys were made by car 
across Victoria and 12.6% by public transport in 2016. Work journey data takes into account people 
who worked at home, did not travel to work and did not state their mode of travel. That is, out of those 
who actually travel to work, the percentage who use a car is likely to be much higher than reflected in 
these figures. 

When asked about their awareness of how the local road network is used for the movement of 
livestock and machinery as a part of the agricultural assessment, landholders interviewed advised that 
there is little roadside movement of livestock and only infrequent transport of farm machinery across 
the project area (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). In consultation with Coffey and Kalbar five landholders 
reported moving machinery such as tractors and droving sheep or cattle on roads within and 
surrounding the project area including the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road and Fernbank–Glenaladale Road. 
The frequency of this movement varies from daily to a couple of times a year depending on the 
landholder.  

5.9. Socioeconomic values 
Community values are qualities of the social environment that are important to people and conducive 
to individual wellbeing (see Section 2.5). Members of the local community including landholders 
adjacent to the project area and community members from surrounding towns were consulted to 
identify what they value about their area and what appeals to them about living there. They were also 
asked about what local places are important to them and why. These responses were then 
summarised into themes and along with other values of relevance to an assessment of social and 
economic impacts, used to establish socioeconomic values for this SEIA (Table 5.23).  

An assessment was then conducted on potential project impacts on the identified socioeconomic 
values. This considered the likelihood of harm to the socioeconomic values and consequence if harm 
was to occur. 
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Table 5.23 Socioeconomic values 

Theme Socioeconomic 
value 

Description 

Health, public safety 
and wellbeing 

Healthy people A healthy living environment not exposed to harmful 
substances such as air pollution, dust and chemicals. 

Safe community A crime-free community where people know each other, 
care and support one and other, and feel safe. 

Safe roads Roads that are well constructed and maintained to 
enable safe travel by all road users. 

Amenity, wellbeing 
and rural lifestyle 

Quiet, peaceful environment not affected by noise, dust 
and artificial light. Living in a rural community who enjoy 
the agricultural or country setting. 

Access and 
connectivity 

Access to and connection with social networks, places of 
work and recreation (e.g., schools and sporting clubs). 

Cohesive 
community 

The social and cultural fabric that keeps the community 
together and makes people feel supported and involved. 
Places that facilitate community cohesion include local 
sports areas and facilities and the Fingerboards, an area 
located at the intersection of Bairnsdale–Dargo Road 
and Fernbank–Glenaladale Road which has local 
historical significance because of its association with 
past grazing (ALA, 2020) and is used as a community 
meeting place.  

Connection to and 
use of the land 

Connection to 
country 

The connection that residents have to local places of 
Indigenous and historic cultural value.  

Connection to land The bond that people have with the land. This may be 
associated with a spiritual connection, family history in 
the area, work on the land and/or involvement in the 
land and environmental management. It includes local 
places of historic and cultural heritage significance such 
as the Fingerboards, Den of Nargun, gateway to Dargo, 
agricultural land, wildlife corridors, silt jetties associated 
with the Gippsland Lakes and peoples’ properties. 

This may also include views and ambience of the area 
including views over the Lindenow Valley. 

Water quality Drinking water and water for agriculture sourced from 
the Mitchell River, drinking water sourced from rainwater 
tanks.  

Recreation Access to protected natural environments such as the 
Mitchell River National Park, Crown land reserves and 
other areas of protected native vegetation, Ramsar 
wetlands, Gippsland Lakes and associated silt jetties. 

Economy and local 
businesses 

Local and regional 
economy 

A thriving local and regional economy including a 
community supported sustainable agricultural industry.  

Local businesses A community of progressive businesses that encourage 
sustainable business development that is sensitive to 
the environment and supportive of water security for the 
agricultural industry. 
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Theme Socioeconomic 
value 

Description 

Livelihoods, 
employment and 
training 

Crops and livestock All types of crops (such as grain, horticulture and 
viticulture) and livestock (such as sheep, cattle and 
goats). Healthy natural environment and high-quality 
horticultural produce and agricultural land. 

Livelihoods Any source of income such as employment, business, 
farming and tourism. 

Employment and 
training 

Ability to source local employment and training. 

Infrastructure and 
services 

Well-serviced 
community 

Good access to health, education and community 
services within the community. This includes local 
schools, medical facilities and local sports areas and 
facilities that support community health and wellbeing. 

Housing and 
accommodation 

Property values Maintaining the value of agricultural land and rural 
residential properties. 

Housing availability 
and affordability 

Ability to source local housing that is affordable. 

The first theme of values is health, public safety and wellbeing. This theme encompasses values 
relating to amenity, community cohesion and security. A number of community members who 
attended the March 2018 workshop expressed that they value living in a close, supportive community 
where they know the people around them, feel healthy and safe. Local places including sporting and 
recreation areas and the Fingerboards are important places for social interaction and community 
meetings.  

The theme connection to and use of the land encompasses community values relating to lifestyle, 
views, relationship to the land and use of land and water resources. Community members indicated 
that they value their access to protected natural environments such as the Mitchell River National 
Park for recreation purposes and to maintain a relationship with nature. The Mitchell River in particular 
is important as a source of water for drinking and agriculture and also for recreation purposes. Local 
Landcare groups are important for maintaining these as are projects such as the Lindenow Valley 
Water Security Project. Some community members have strong family ties to the area due to multiple 
generations of family members who have lived and farmed there. Direct experience working on the 
land in agriculture and / or environmental management has also led community members to 
experience a strong connection to the land around them. Other community members, including those 
who have moved to the area for lifestyle reasons, enjoy the picturesque views provided by the 
undulating landforms.  

Some residents of the local community and surrounds have indicated that they value and feel a 
connection to local places of historic and cultural heritage significance such as the Fingerboards (see 
Plate 5.6) and Den of Nargun. While they are not necessarily the traditional owners of the land, they 
feel a social and/or spiritual connection to these places.  

The theme economy and local businesses relates to having a thriving local and regional economy and 
profitable local businesses. The Lindenow and District Community Plan identifies that the community 
values business development that is sensitive to the environment and supportive of water security for 
the agricultural industry (East Gippsland Shire Council, 2014). 

The theme livelihoods, employment and training relates to being able to source an income and 
support family members. Community members expressed that they value being able to work in the 
local area and in some cases, generate their own income. They also indicated that they value the 
employment provided by the local agricultural industry, including the horticultural industry. A number 
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of residents value what they sometimes refer to as the clean green environment that surrounds them, 
which includes the natural environment including old red gum trees, and horticultural produce grown 
in the local area. Some residents adjacent to the project area indicated that local roads such as 
Bairnsdale–Dargo Road are used for running and cycling along. 

The theme infrastructure and services relate to community values on access a range of services in 
the local area including health, education, community and recreation services.  

The final theme relates to housing and accommodation. Community members want to preserve the 
value of their properties. They also value being able to source affordable accommodation in the local 
area. 

Coffey also asked for feedback on the socioeconomic values in the one-on-one interviews with eight 
landholders within approximately 1 km of the project area in December 2018. A number of these 
landholders indicated that they value: 

• The Mitchell River. 

• Water quality. 

• Amenity of the local area, including living in a quiet area, particularly at night.  

• Local jobs which encourage young people to stay in the area and support local businesses. 

• Living in a safe community. 

• Landscape of the local area. 

• Their connection to the land. 

• The local horticultural and agricultural industries. 
These responses indicate that the values held by adjacent landholders are similar to those of the 
surrounding community. 

5.10. Cultural values 
As no statement of cultural values was provided by GLaWAC during the preparation of the cultural 
heritage report limited information on cultural values is available to inform this assessment. 

ALA (2020; pg. 167) make the following observations in the Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment in 
relation to intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage values associated with the area: 

The present study has, at this time, not identified any specific intangible Aboriginal cultural 
heritage values associated with the activity area. Further, the scope of the information obtained 
to inform the significance assessment has been limited to informal discussions with the 
Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners in the field and based on prior cooperation.  

However, based on their prior experience and having worked with Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners 
over many years, the authors are aware that Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners hold known and 
presently unknown Aboriginal cultural heritage places in extremely high regard. They identify these 
places as evidence of past Aboriginal occupation and use of the area and see them as an important 
source of information about their pre-contact past. On previous occasions they have said that cultural 
significance is not only measured by the tangible aspects of cultural heritage places such 
archaeological sites, but that it also incorporates the natural and landscape values of the region within 
which the cultural heritage places and artefacts are located.  
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6. Impact assessment and mitigation 
This chapter presents the findings of the impact assessment drawing on community concerns (see 
Section 4.2), the socioeconomic values (see Section 5.9) and the findings of other technical studies 
being prepared for the EES.  

As outlined in Section 5.2.1, the impact assessment is consistent with the assessment framework set 
out in the East Gippsland Social Impact Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications (2013).  

The impact assessment focuses on potential socioeconomic impacts and opportunities associated 
with construction and operation of the project. Section 6.9 outlines potential impacts and opportunities 
associated with closure (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure) drawing on information 
contained in the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Mine Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (refer to EES 
Attachment C). 

A series of mitigation measures are outlined to assist in managing potential impacts on 
socioeconomic values. The process for implementing these mitigation measures will be detailed in the 
Social Management Plan that will be prepared for the project prior to construction commencing in 
consultation with key stakeholders such as East Gippsland and Wellington shire councils and Earth 
Resources.  

6.1. Health, public safety and wellbeing 
This section considers the potential for the project to impact on values relating to health, public safety 
and wellbeing and assesses how these impacts may be experienced and managed. Potential health 
effects associated with the project are discussed, including how increased stress levels could impact 
on individual wellbeing and lifestyle.  

The SEIA considers how potential stressors associated with the project could affect health and 
wellbeing (such as concerns relating to health effects, exposure to the land acquisition and access 
processes and/or EES process and changes in amenity). The Human Health Risk Assessment 
(HHRA; Coffey, 2020c) outlines potential health impacts associated with contaminants that may be 
released to the environment from project activities.   

6.1.1. Healthy people 
The change in land use from agriculture to mining may raise concerns about potential health effects 
which in turn could lead to increased stress levels in some community members. For example, 
concerns may relate to potential health effects associated with the bioaccumulation of naturally 
occurring radioactive materials and/or dust deposition and the potential to inflame an existing 
condition or propensity (such as asthma).  

The Stage Two Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Assessment (Katestone, 2020; pg. viii) found that: 

Ground-level concentrations of PM2.5, respirable crystalline silica, heavy metals and dust 
deposition rates due to operations during Year 5, Year 8 or Year 12 operations with standard 
mitigation measures and ambient background concentrations are predicted to comply at all 
sensitive receptors. 

The Tier 1 screening assessment conducted as a part of the HHRA (Coffey, 2020c) determined that 
future exposure to the contaminants of potential concern in air, groundwater and surface water, soil or 
sediments would not be substantially different to the baseline conditions. The assessment concludes 
that the: 

risk profile to the identified receptors of concern is considered to be low and acceptable. 
(Coffey, 2020c; pg. 93) 
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Involvement in, or exposure to, the land acquisition and access processes and/or EES process and 
changes in amenity also have the potential to lead to increased levels of stress in some community 
members and affect their wellbeing. In interviews with eight of the landholders living within 1 km of the 
project area (Coffey, 2020a), all except one (who uses the property on the weekend only) noted that 
the project had created stress and/or uncertainty in their lives. Similar concerns were also raised in 
broader community consultation conducted as a part of the EES.  

Some community members, including landholders within the project area and those adjacent to it, 
have raised concerns that the project has created a sense of uncertainty in their lives (see 
Section 4.2.1). It has led them to question how much to invest in their properties in the short-term and 
whether they will be able, or want to, remain in their current residence should the project be approved. 
Associated with this is the concern raised by some community members that stakeholder engagement 
conducted as a part of the EES has not provided them with adequate opportunity for input. It is also 
acknowledged that changes in amenity associated with for example, increased noise emissions, 
views of the project and/or a change in landscape have the potential to lead to increased stress in 
some community members. 

While different people will respond to these and other concerns in different ways, a heightened sense 
of uncertainty has the potential to create stress and affect individual wellbeing, particularly for those 
who are directly affected by, or living adjacent to, the mine. Some of these residents have indicated 
that this has already led to changes in how they run their property, for example avoiding expenditure 
on certain farm infrastructure as it may be removed if the project is approved.  

The prolonged uncertainty associated with long planning and environmental approval process is 
always a challenge for those potentially affected by developments. To limit the impacts of this 
uncertainly on local communities, measures are currently being adopted, and others are proposed, to 
reduce the potential for residents to experience stress and uncertainty from the project and build their 
resilience. These include measures to reduce the likelihood that residents adjacent to the project area 
and those living in surrounding towns experience this stress and uncertainty from the project. To date 
these have included: 

• Community access will be provided to transparent information on potential project impacts, 
and the process of the EES, land access and acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, newspaper advertisements and website information. 

• An environmental review committee will be established to involve the community in reviewing 
the environmental performance of the project throughout its life. The environmental review 
committee will be established in cooperation with Earth Resources Regulation prior to 
construction commencing to review the environmental performance of the project. The 
committee will be chaired by an independent stakeholder and be made up of a range of 
stakeholders such as members of the community, community groups, local and/or state 
government, Indigenous groups, small businesses, immediate neighbours and Kalbar. Kalbar 
will regularly review and seek community and stakeholder feedback on the operation of this 
group. 

• A community reference group will be established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during project construction and operations. The group 
will be chaired by an independent stakeholder and be made up of a range of stakeholders 
such as members of the community, community groups, Indigenous groups, immediate 
neighbours and Kalbar. Kalbar will regularly review and seek community and stakeholder 
feedback on the operation of this group. 

• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent residents to discuss any issues or concerns. 

• The stakeholder engagement plan and associated activities will be regularly reviewed and 
adapted based on community feedback to ensure that the community has a range of avenues 
to receive information on the performance of the project.  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions.  
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Additional measures to be adopted include: 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and Wellington Shire councils will be maintained for 
opportunities to encourage social interaction. 

• A community fund will be established to support community events and initiatives that 
encourage social interaction. As an example, in 2019 Kalbar was a major sponsor of Football 
Netball East Gippsland Inc.  

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be made available at regular intervals on the 
project website along with information on how any peaks or exceedances have been 
responded to.  

Providing residents with ongoing access to information on potential project impacts and the land 
acquisition and EES processes and involving them in monitoring the environmental performance of 
the project, if approved, will assist them in making informed decisions. Nevertheless, it is likely that 
some residents, particularly those living adjacent to the project, will experience heightened levels of 
uncertainty and stress during construction and/or operations phases as they have the potential to 
experience direct impacts. Views of the project from their property could reinforce these concerns. 
While these adjacent residents are likely to respond to this in different ways, some of these residents 
are likely to experience stress and this in turn could result in changes to how they live and/or run their 
property. 

A number of residents in surrounding towns and settlements are acknowledged to have expressed 
feeling heightened levels of stress during the EES process. These residents are unlikely to 
experience direct impacts from the project. This stress is expected to decline over time for a number 
of these residents, through for example providing transparent information on the project and 
involvement in monitoring the environmental performance of the project.  

Should the project be approved, landholders within the project area will be compensated for any 
hardship and the loss of infrastructure and land in accordance with the Mineral Resources 
(Sustainable Development) Act and the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act.  

Table 6.1 outlines the risk assessment for socioeconomic values relating to healthy people. 
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Table 6.1 Risk assessment summary: Healthy people 
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Residents adjacent to 
the project area stress 
associated with 
potential health effects 
from the project and/or 
exposure to the land 
access process/EES 
process and/or changes 
in amenity 

C, 
O 

• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and 
acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, 
newspaper advertisements and website 
information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20).  

• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 

• The community engagement plan and 
associated activities will be regularly reviewed 
and adapted based on community feedback so 
that the community has different ways to 
receive information on the performance of the 
project (SE05).  
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A community fund will be established 
to support community events and 
initiatives that encourage social 
interaction such as sporting teams and 
community festivals (SE04).  
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• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the 
project website along with information on how 
any peaks or exceedances have been 
responded to (SE02).   

Residents within 10 km 
of the project area 
experience acute health 
disease or condition 
from stress associated 
with potential health 
effects from the project 
and/or exposure to the 
land access process, 
EES process and/or 
changes in amenity 

C, 
O 

• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and 
acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, 
newspaper advertisements and website 
information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20).  
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• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 

• The community engagement plan and 
associated activities will be regularly reviewed 
and adapted based on community feedback so 
that the community has different ways to 
receive information on the performance of the 
project (SE05).  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the 
project website along with information on how 
any peaks or exceedances have been 
responded to (SE02).   

Community concern 
that the stakeholder 
engagement process 
and/ or approvals 
processes do not 
provide adequate 
opportunity for input 
leads to disengagement 
and/or increased stress 

P, 
C 

• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES 
(SE08). 

• The community engagement plan and 
associated activities will be regularly reviewed 
and adapted based on community feedback so 
that the community has different ways to 
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h One-on-one meetings will be held with 
adjacent landholders on a regular basis 
to provide project updates and discuss 
any issues of concern (SE57). 
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among adjacent 
residents and those 
within 10 km of the 
project area 

receive information on the performance of the 
project (SE05).  

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20).  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 

*Note: management measures have been abbreviated throughout the report and are detailed in full in EES Attachment I. 
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6.1.2. Safe community  
The findings of other relevant technical studies completed for the EES indicate that the project poses 
limited offsite risks to community safety except for potentially increasing the risk of a bushfire and road 
accident. This section outlines potential impacts to the socioeconomic value of safe community 
associated with any increased bushfire risk from the project. Section 6.1.3 discusses the potential 
impacts on road safety. While relevant to the discussion on a safe community the community 
identified safe roads as a separate community value. 

The bushfire risk assessment completed by ELA (2020; Appendix C) considered the potential for 
project works to increase the spread of a bushfire started outside the project area and increase the 
likelihood of a bushfire starting within the project area. 

Part of the eastern and western portions of the project area are located within the Bushfire 
Management Overlay. All of the project area is mapped as a Bushfire Prone Area. Part of the project 
area was subject to bushfires and grassfires previously. Potential sources of fire ignition in this 
landscape include lightning, arson, escaped agricultural burns, accidental ignition (such as from hot 
works) and powerline contact.   

The last major fires to directly impact the project area occurred in January 2014. These were the Mt 
Ray – Boundary track fire and Glenaladale – Limpyers 3 fire which resulted in property losses. Both 
fires were reported as fast-moving, with extensive short and long-distance spotting (EMV, 2014). The 
2019/20 East Gippsland bushfires resulted in loss of life, property and livelihoods in the region, 
although did not directly affect the project area. The East Gippsland community are likely to need time 
and resources to recover from the impacts of these bushfires. 

The landscape with the greatest fire risk in proximity to the project is to the south-west, west and 
north-west of the project area. These areas contain fire prone native forest, pine and blue gum 
plantations and grassy woodland vegetation (ELA, 2020). ELA (2020; pg. 8) states that: 

A fire starting in this landscape under adverse conditions (hot dry westerly to north-westerly 
winds) has the potential to support the development and spread of a large bushfire towards the 
mine site. On the western boundaries adjoining pine plantation, eucalypt plantation and native 
forest and woodland, there is a potential for direct flame, radiant heat and ember attack 
impacts. The potential for a bushfire to travel through the western part of the project area will be 
restricted by the development of tailings and water storage areas, clearing for site access roads 
and staged development of the mining void and other infrastructure.   

Once the project area is rehabilitated, regeneration of the western extent as native forest and 
woodland will increase the risk of a bushfire to a level similar to pre-development, and additional 
controls will need to be applied. 

ELA (2020) found that there was less of a fire risk in the eastern part of the project area, as the 
landscape to the north, east and through to the south contains a mix of horticulture and grazing 
enterprises, which are unlikely to support a large fire. This area is less susceptible to high intensity 
bushfire impacts and may be subject to grassfires (if grasses are left ungrazed and cure). 
Infrastructure within the project area such as roads will reduce the potential for a fire to move through 
the eastern extent.  

Once the project area is returned to its pre-mining land use, ELA (2020) found that the bushfire risk 
would return to current pre-development levels. 

ELA (2020) found that the potential for adverse fire impacts from a fire starting on and spreading from 
the project area is greatest in the western portion of the project area. Without appropriate controls in 
place, a fire starting on the western part of the project area has the potential to spread to the south or 
south-west under adverse north-north westerly winds. The bushfire may then spread into the 
adjoining plantation areas and native vegetation, and potentially result in off-site impacts.  
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The regeneration of the western extent of the project area as native forest and woodland and the 
exclusion of grazing after rehabilitation will require the implementation of on-going controls to manage 
the risk of a bushfire such as planned burning, slashing, access trails and fire break management. 

Should a fire start in the eastern extent of the site, the active management of adjoining areas for 
agriculture will assist reducing the potential for a fire to spread over a large area. 

ELA (2020) has proposed controls to reduce the likelihood of project works increasing the spread of a 
bushfire started outside the project area and starting a bushfire within the project area: 

• Bushfire protection objectives must be achieved in the completed development in relation to: 
 Landscape, siting and design. 
 Defendable space (including firebreaks) and design/construction standards. 
 Water supply. 
 Emergency access and egress. 
 Emergency communications and collaborative planning with external private and public 

stakeholders.  

• A bushfire management plan covering construction, operation and closure (decommissioning, 
rehabilitation and post-closure) will be prepared as a component of the Fingerboards 
Emergency Plan. This will detail the bushfire mitigation, awareness, preparedness and 
response actions which will be required to be implemented for the mine’s construction, 
operation and rehabilitation phases. Mitigation and response measures within this plan will 
relate to: 
 Designing and constructing buildings within the plant site in accordance with 

AS 3959:2018 Construction of buildings in bushfire-prone areas. 
 Establishing an asset protection zone around plant, fuel storage areas, administration 

areas and other habitable spaces. 
 Keeping electricity transmission lines well clear of vegetation and inspecting and 

maintaining these assets at least annually. 
 Maintaining appropriate fire breaks. 
 Administering hot work under an internal hot work procedure. 
 Maintaining mobile equipment in good working order. 
 Not undertaking clearing operations during periods of severe, extreme or catastrophic fire 

danger. 
 Equipping all work areas with suitable fire extinguishers and indicating their location with 

appropriate signage. 
 Storing hydrocarbons and other flammable or combustible materials within appropriately 

constructed hydrocarbon storage areas only, with suitable fire extinguishers and signage. 
 Equipping all mobile equipment with appropriate communication equipment. 

Additional detail on these fire controls is provided in the risk management plan prepared as a part of 
the draft work plan for the project. The draft work plan is included as Attachment B to the 
Fingerboards EES. The bushfire management plan will be prepared in consultation with East 
Gippsland and Wellington shires and emergency service providers. 

ELA (2020) found that project works such as hotworks and rehabilitation have the potential to 
increase the risk of a bushfire occurring within the project area. Controls implemented during 
construction and operation, such as the use of water carts and presence of firefighting equipment on 
site would improve the ability to respond to a bushfire if it did occur.  
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Some community members have expressed concern that the project will increase the risk of bushfires 
in the local area (see Section 4.2.1). These concerns are acknowledged to have the potential to affect 
the behaviour and lifestyle of people living adjacent to the project area and in settlements within 
10 km of the project area. Community concern relating to bushfires may also be heightened in the 
local area due to recent direct experience of a bushfire in 2014 and the 2019/20 East Gippsland 
bushfires. While different people are likely to respond in different ways, these concerns and lived 
experiences have the potential to lead some residents to, for example, take additional precautions to 
prepare their property for bushfire. For others, it may lead to decisions to leave their property. 
Providing the community with regular updates on how bushfire mitigation measures are being 
adopted on site will be important in improving community confidence that bushfire risks are being 
effectively managed. 

Table 6.2 outlines the risk assessment for socioeconomic values relating to a safe community. 
Consequence and risk ratings align with the terminology outlined in Section 2.6.1 as used in the 
Bushfire Risk Assessment Report (see Appendix C). For completeness, the equivalent risk ratings 
that align with the risk assessment terms used in Section 2.6 is provided in parentheses.   
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Table 6.2 Risk assessment summary: Safe community 
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Fire initiated onsite 
spreads offsite resulting 
in impacts to health and 
safety; community and 
environmental assets; 
and/or property and 
businesses 

C, 
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• A fire and emergency management sub-plan 
will be prepared and implemented that 
includes site-specific bushfire mitigation 
measures, awareness actions, preparedness 
levels and fire response procedures for the 
site. The plan will be prepared in consultation 
with East Gippsland and Wellington shire 
councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 
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• Incentives will be provided to 
encourage employees to become 
emergency services volunteers. For 
example, Kalbar will pay its 
employees for their time to attend 
training and respond to incidents on 
behalf of these organisations (SE11). 

• Regular community updates will be 
provided on how bushfire mitigation 
measures are being adopted on site 
(SE09). 
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Fire initiated onsite 
resulting in impacts to 
health and safety; loss of 
assets and/or business 
disruption 

C, 
O 

• A fire and emergency management sub-plan 
will be prepared and implemented that 
includes site-specific bushfire mitigation 
measures, awareness actions, preparedness 
levels and fire response procedures for the 
site. The plan will be prepared in consultation 
with East Gippsland and Wellington shire 
councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 
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• Incentives will be provided to 
encourage employees to become 
emergency services volunteers. For 
example, Kalbar will pay its 
employees for their time to attend 
training and respond to incidents on 
behalf of these organisations (SE11). 

• Regular community updates will be 
provided on how bushfire mitigation 
measures are being adopted on site 
(SE09). 
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Fire initiated offsite 
spreads onsite resulting 
in impacts to health and 
safety; loss of assets 
and/or business 
disruption 

C, 
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• A fire and emergency management sub-plan 
will be prepared and implemented that 
includes site-specific bushfire mitigation 
measures, awareness actions, preparedness 
levels and fire response procedures for the 
site. The plan will be prepared in consultation 
with East Gippsland and Wellington shire 
councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 
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• Incentives will be provided to 
encourage employees to become 
emergency services volunteers. For 
example, Kalbar will pay its 
employees for their time to attend 
training and respond to incidents on 
behalf of these organisations (SE11). 

• Regular community updates will be 
provided on how bushfire mitigation 
measures are being adopted on site 
(SE09). 
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* Risk ratings align with bushfire risk assessment framework outlined in Section 2.6.1. Equivalent risk ratings that align with the risk assessment presented in Section 2.6 are provided in brackets.  
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6.1.3. Safe roads 
The increase in heavy vehicle movements and change in road conditions during construction and 
operations have the potential to change driving conditions for drivers, other vehicle occupants (including 
students using school buses), pedestrians and cyclists and with it, their behaviour. As described in 
Section 3.2, three transport options were assessed for the project: 

•  Preferred option: Road transport to the purpose-built Fernbank East rail siding and rail to Port 
of Melbourne. 

•  Preferred alternative: Road transport to the existing rail siding at Bairnsdale and rail to Port of 
Melbourne. 

•  Least-preferred alternatives: 
– Road transport to Port Anthony or Barry Beach Marine Terminal. 
– Road transport to the Maryvale rail siding and rail to Port of Melbourne. 

This section outlines how these impacts may be experienced under the Fernbank East rail scenario, 
Bairnsdale rail scenario, and the road and rail scenario. 

The expected daily return vehicle movements during project construction and operations are 
presented in Table 6.3. The number of vehicle movements will be the same under the Bairnsdale rail 
scenario and the road and rail scenario, although the routes used by vehicles will differ under the two 
scenarios. The preferred Fernbank East rail scenario will involve minimal interaction with public roads 
and as such, impacts are likely to be experienced differently.  

Table 6.3 Return vehicle movements during construction and operations 

Vehicle type Daily return vehicle movements 
during construction 

Daily return vehicle 
movements during operations 

Light vehicles 130 120 

Heavy vehicles 20 40 

Total 150 160 

Access to the mine site for vehicles will be provided via a private road adjacent to the intersection of 
Chettles Road and Fernbank–Glenaladale Road. A dedicated access road will be constructed in the 
project area from Fernbank–Glenaladale Road. Arup (2020) has identified that the risk of a traffic 
accident occurring is greater during the operations phase compared to the construction phase due to 
the smaller number of heavy vehicle movements during construction. 

Arup (2020) identified that an increase in B-double traffic (a B-double is a truck and trailer 
combination consisting of a prime mover coupled to two trailers) associated with the operation of the 
project could lead to the accelerated deterioration of road pavement. Some pavement deterioration is 
predicted along a number of roads under the Bairnsdale rail scenario and the road and rail scenario. 
Where any pavement damage occurs and requires immediate treatment, Kalbar will undertake 
remedial pavement works as agreed with the responsible road authority. No deterioration of public 
road pavement is expected under the Fernbank East rail scenario, as all B-double movements will be 
along the purpose-built private haulage road.  

Fernbank East rail scenario  

Under the preferred option (Fernbank East rail scenario), potential impacts relating to pedestrians and 
school bus travel will be avoided, as a purpose-built rail siding south of the project area will be 
constructed and used. This option also avoids Lindenow South. The residual risk to residents living 
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within 10 km of the project area experiencing a change in behaviour or lifestyle due to road safety 
concerns has been assessed as low under this option.  

Mitigation measures proposed in the traffic and transport assessment (Arup, 2020) will assist in 
reducing the potential for adjacent residents to experience lifestyle impacts related to road safety. 
Kalbar will engage with all adjacent landholders in advance of construction and operation 
commencing to discuss any concerns that these residents have, and how they will work to maintain 
road safety. Kalbar will also liaise with transport contractors on opportunities to adopt similar 
technology to that used in trucks and school buses on the Douglas Mineral Sands Project.  

Bairnsdale rail scenario 

Under this option, the volume of heavy vehicle traffic along three key roads in Bairnsdale (Racecourse 
Road, Forge Creek Road and Bosworth Road) will increase by 143%, 14% and 27% respectively. The 
increased heavy vehicle traffic along Racecourse Road is expected to increase the risk to pedestrians 
of being involved in a crash during major public events at the Bairnsdale Racecourse, particularly 
during event weekends.  

Arup (2020) proposed controls to reduce the potential for a traffic accident, including:  

• Avoid peak hours and school bus operation hours for oversize and overmass vehicle 
movements.  

• Build new intersections, including new intersections that have been created by diverted roads, 
to Austroads standards. 

• Where roadworks require closure of roads, identify alternative routes in consultation with East 
Gippsland Shire Council and VicRoads to provide the public with adequate access at all times. 

• Prepare and implement a project travel plan that encourages personnel to travel to and from 
the mine site by bus, or to carpool, to reduce light vehicle movements around the project area. 

• Prepare a traffic management plan in accordance with the guidelines given in Division 8 – 
Traffic Management Plans of the Road Management Act 2004, Worksite Safety – Traffic 
Management Code of Practice and AS 1742.3 – Traffic control Devices for Works on Roads. 

Adjacent residents’ concerns relating to road safety may contribute to them making lifestyle changes 
such as driving their children to and from school on a long-term basis instead of catching the school 
bus.  

During operations, trucks associated with the Douglas Mineral Sands Mine are understood to have 
travelled every 12 to 15 minutes on some school bus routes in the Southern Grampians Shire (Koch, 
pers. com., February 2019). Southern Grampians Shire advised that the transport contractor used a 
tracking device in trucks and school buses to identify school buses on the road and alerted truck 
drivers to pull over when a school bus was in proximity to them. This approach provided community 
members with greater confidence in letting their children to continue to travel on school buses 
throughout operations (Koch, pers. com., 2019). 

Under this scenario, the increase in project-related heavy vehicle movements may also affect the 
behaviour and lifestyle of some adjacent residents and people living in settlements within 10 km of the 
project area. In addition, the lifestyle impact on people working in or travelling through the project area 
or living in the broader landscape has been assessed as moderate due to the potential increased 
safety risks for pedestrians during public events at Bairnsdale Racecourse.  

Road and rail scenario 

Under the road and rail scenario, Arup (2020) identified changes to road conditions that have the 
potential to increase the risk of a traffic accident. When returning to the site along Bairnsdale–Dargo 
Road heavy vehicles will be traveling uphill, likely at low speeds. This change introduces some risk 
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that other vehicles will try to overtake them on the approach to the crest of the hill. At the intersection 
of Lindenow–Glenaladale Road and Princes Highway, the number of heavy vehicle movements 
turning right from Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to Princes Highway (40 heavy vehicles per day) is 
likely to cause excessive slowing of traffic and safety concerns for general traffic, especially during 
school holiday periods and long weekends when there is increased traffic.  

The project is also expected to increase the daily volume of heavy vehicle traffic in Lindenow South. 
Under this scenario heavy vehicle traffic movements through Lindenow South will increase by 108% 
(80 vehicle movements). This is expected to result in an increased risk of pedestrians being involved 
in a crash, especially during times when there is likely to be a higher amount of pedestrian activity on 
and near public roads, such as during a football match at Lindenow South football ground, or during 
school times (Arup, 2020). Other key towns including Lindenow, Fernbank and Bairnsdale are 
expected to experience no change in the number of vehicle movement during operations under the 
road and rail scenario.  

Many of the controls to reduce the potential for a traffic accident under the Bairnsdale rail scenario 
also apply to the road and rail scenario.  

In an interview with Coffey (December, 2018), one adjacent landholder expressed concern about their 
safety when running on the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road should there be additional project related vehicle 
movements. They also indicated that project-related heavy vehicle movements on these roads and 
associated concerns relating to the safety of children waiting for the school buses and/or driving on 
these roads may lead to some residents deciding to drive their children to school instead of letting 
them catch the school bus.  

Other residents adjacent to the project area may alter their lifestyle to reduce travelling on, or walking 
near, these roads due to safety concerns and/or concerns regarding increased travel times due to 
project related vehicle movements. For example, some residents could choose to not participate in or 
allow their children to participate in a football match at Lindenow South football ground or decide that 
they do not want to watch a match due to concerns relating to pedestrian safety on Lindenow–
Glenaladale Road. As participation in sporting teams and associated clubs provide an outlet for social 
interaction, this has the potential to impact on community cohesion.  

As both the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road and Lindenow–Glenaladale Road are already approved B-double 
routes, residents adjacent to the project area are already familiar with living near and travelling on 
roads with heavy vehicles, although not at the scale being proposed by the project. For a number of 
these residents adjacent to the project area, this familiarity with living near and travelling on roads with 
heavy vehicles is likely to assist them in gaining increased confidence over time in driving and/or 
walking near these roads. The behaviour of heavy vehicle drivers associated with the project is also 
likely to influence whether they gain increased confidence in driving and/or walking near these roads 
over time.  

The residual risk of adjacent residents experiencing a change in lifestyle due to concerns relating to 
safety and/or increased travel times under the road and rail scenario has been assessed as 
moderate.  
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Table 6.4 Risk assessment summary: Safe roads 

Potential impact 
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Adjacent residents and 
those living in the 
towns and settlements 
within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
a change in lifestyle 
due to concerns 
relating to road safety 
and/or increased travel 
times (Bairnsdale rail 
scenario, road and rail 
scenario) 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements 
will avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared 
and implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020).  
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h • The need for a cycleway/foot path on 
Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to 
provide greater protection for cyclists 
and pedestrians on this road within 
the township will be investigated as a 
part of the traffic management plan 
(SE13). 

• Prior to construction and operation, all 
residents adjacent to affected roads 
will be engaged with to discuss any 
concerns they have and how road 
safety can be maintained (SE12).  

• Transport contractors will be engaged 
on opportunities to adopt vehicle 
management systems which enable 
drivers to detect school buses (SE56). 
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People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a change in 
lifestyle due to 
concerns relating to 
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Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements 
will avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 
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on opportunities to adopt vehicle 
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road safety and/or 
increased travel times 
(road and rail scenario) 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared 
and implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 

Adjacent residents and 
those living in the 
towns and settlements 
within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
a change in lifestyle 
due to concerns 
relating to road safety 
and/or increased travel 
times (Fernbank East 
rail scenario, 
Bairnsdale rail 
scenario)  

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements 
will avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared 
and implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
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e • Prior to construction and operation, 
all residents adjacent to affected 
roads will be engaged with to discuss 
any concerns they have and how 
road safety can be maintained 
(SE12).  

• Transport contractors will be 
engaged on opportunities to adopt 
vehicle management systems which 
enable drivers to detect school buses 
(SE56). 
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Potential impact 
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provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 

People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a change in 
lifestyle due to 
concerns relating to 
road safety and/or 
increased travel times 
(Bairnsdale rail 
scenario) 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements will 
avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

• Lindenow-Glenaladale Road will be upgraded 
to incorporate boom gates (TT13).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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h If Bairnsdale Siding is utilised, Bairnsdale 
Racing Club and East Gippsland Shire 
will be engaged regarding when public 
events are held at Bairnsdale Racecourse 
and the measures that can be adopted to 
improve pedestrian safety (SE14). 
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6.1.4. Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle 
The project has the potential to impact on amenity and community and individual wellbeing through 
the temporary change in land use from agriculture to mining and the physical disturbance of land (up 
to 443 ha at any one time). Site preparation works, mining operations and processing of the ore 
(including vegetation clearance, topsoil stripping, removal of overburden, mining and processing the 
ore) have the potential to change the amenity that some residents experience and impact on their 
rural lifestyle.  

As a part of case study information collected for this SEIA, council officers in other jurisdictions were 
asked about community complaints received relating to amenity impacts from the Keysbrook mineral 
sands mine, Hamilton Mineral Separation Plant and Ginkgo mineral sands project. Feedback from 
these council officers was as follows: 

• Officers at the Shire of Murray indicated that operators of the Keysbrook Mineral Sands Mine 
do receive community complaints from time to time regarding amenity. These are managed by 
a formal Stakeholder Interaction Policy and Procedure and a 24-hour seven-days-a-week 
widely communicated mobile number. They also advised that the site has not had any 
substantial complaints since January 2018 (Cain, pers. comm., 2019). 

• The officer at Wentworth Shire was not aware of one complaint being received by council 
regarding amenity impacts from the mine but nearest sensitive receptor is 10 to 12 km away 
(Ross, pers. comm., 2019). 

• The officer at Southern Grampians Shire was aware of only one complaint being received from 
a resident located 1 km from the mineral separation plant relating to noise who moved to the 
area post-approval (Koch, pers. comm., 2019). 

Noise and vibration 

Modelling conducted by MDA (2020) as a part of the noise assessment for the EES indicates that 
certain residences within 1 km of the project area have the potential to experience noise impacts from 
the project. MDA (2020) predicts that noise levels will decline over 1 km from the project area due to 
the additional attenuation provided by distance. 

During construction, noise modelling (MDA, 2020) indicates that the Noise from Industry in Regional 
Victoria (NIRV) recommended noise level for the night time period of 36 dB Leff10 will be achieved at all 
sensitive receptors with noise control measures in place.  

Night time construction noise levels were also assessed against EPA Publication 1254 which 
recommends that noise from construction is inaudible inside habitable rooms with open windows. 
MDA (2020) has predicted that construction noise levels during the night are likely to be inaudible 
inside habitable rooms with windows open at seven residences within 1 km of the project area with 
appropriate noise control measures in place.  

Predicted construction noise levels may be, or are likely to be, audible inside habitable rooms with 
windows open at a further six residences within 1 km of the project area with noise control measures 
in place. This situation is considered an exceedance of the EPA Publication 1254 night criteria, that 
requires inaudibility inside dwellings at night. Kalbar will be required to adopt additional noise controls 
to achieve compliance with these criteria. MDA (2020; pg. 58) states that: 

 

 

10 Leff  refers to the noise emitted from a commercial, industrial or trade premises, adjusted if appropriate for 
character and duration and determined in accordance with State Environment Protection Policy (Control of Noise 
from Commerce, Industry and Trade) No. N-1 (MDA, 2020). 
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The estimated internal construction noise levels that would be audible inside dwellings assume 
that windows at receivers are open, habitable rooms during the night period are facing the 
direction of construction activity, and weather conditions increase noise levels, resulting in the 
highest noise levels at receivers. Should these assumptions not be the case, noise levels are 
likely to be significantly lower.  

With noise mitigation in place, operation phase noise levels are predicted to comply with NIRV 
recommended maximum noise levels for the day and evening period. At night time the modelling 
predicts that with noise controls in place, noise levels will comply with NIRV recommended levels 
(MDA, 2020). The noise model is conservative, predicted noise levels would be lower in practice, 
however, noise levels at sensitive receptors would be confirmed prior to commencing construction 
and operations (MDA, 2020). 

The findings of the noise assessment indicate that those residents living adjacent to the project area 
will experience the greatest change in amenity from noise emissions associated with construction and 
operation of the project. This is likely to impact on the quiet peaceful environment that a number of 
these adjacent residents have expressed that they enjoy and in turn, impact on their lifestyle. The way 
in which residents respond to this change in amenity is likely to vary according to the individual. Some 
people may make small changes in behaviour (such as keeping windows closed at night) while it may 
influence others to decide to move to another location.  

Conducting regular engagement with these residents during construction and operations will assist in 
informing how they are adapting to these changes and whether additional controls should be 
considered. As residents living adjacent to the project area may experience and respond to these 
changes in amenity differently, Kalbar will need to meet with these residents individually to discuss 
whether additional controls should be considered and the nature of these. 

The residual risk of residents living adjacent to the project area experiencing impacts on rural lifestyle 
from noise emissions associated with ground disturbance has been assessed as moderate 
(Table 6.5). While the scale of impact is fairly limited, the duration of the impact is likely to be 
prolonged given the 20-year life of the project.  

The residual risk of residents in the surrounding settlements experiencing impacts on rural lifestyle 
from the project due to noise has been assessed as low.  

During all phases of the project, no activities, such as piling or blasting, are proposed that could 
typically generate significant ground vibration. Sources of vibration disturbance from the project will 
include the operation of loaders, compactors and dozers. The predicted peak particle velocity (PPV) 
vibration levels from these heavy machinery sources is approximately 0.14 mm/s at a distance of 
100 m from the plant operation. The nearest dwelling to the project is located approximately 145 m 
from the project boundary. The Australian and New Zealand Environment Council (ANZEC) guidelines 
recommend a long-term regulatory goal value of 2 mm/s. Accordingly, the risk of changes in amenity 
associated with vibration from project related activities impacting on the lifestyle of adjacent residents 
and those within 10 km of the project area has been assessed as low (Table 6.5). 

Kalbar will be required to conduct environmental monitoring in accordance with legislative 
requirements throughout the life of the project. This information will be issued to regulatory authorities 
and the environmental review committee for review. Dust and noise monitoring results will also be 
made available at regular intervals such as once a month on the project website along with 
information on how any peaks or exceedances have been responded to. The air quality data will be 
prepared by an independent party.  

Traffic noise 

Under the preferred transport option (Fernbank East rail scenario), potential traffic noise impacts on 
sensitive receptors will be avoided, as B-double trucks transporting the HMC will travel along a 
purpose-built haulage road from the mine site to the proposed Fernbank East rail siding.  
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MDA (2020) predicts that noise levels from B-double trucks using the haulage road to the new 
Fernbank East rail siding south of the project area in the infrastructure corridor will comply with NIRV 
recommended day and evening noise levels at all sensitive receptors. During the night time period, 
noise levels are predicted to marginally (+1 dB) exceed the NIRV recommended levels at three 
sensitive receptors, R1, R52 and R60 closest to the proposed rail siding during night time train 
loading activities. Haulage activities are not proposed to occur at night. Kalbar will be required to meet 
NIRV recommended noise levels through implementing appropriate noise mitigation including 
construction of screening should night time loading of HMC occur. 

The non-preferred transport options include the Bairnsdale rail scenario and the road and rail 
scenario. The former would use the existing rail siding in Bairnsdale, with 40 return B-double trips per 
day via Bairnsdale–Dargo Road, Lindenow–Glenaladale Road, Princes Highway, Racecourse Road, 
Forge Creek Road and Bosworth Road. The road and rail scenario would involve about 20 return B-
double trips per day between the mine and Port Anthony or Barry Beach Terminal, the same number 
between the mine and the existing rail siding in Maryvale (and then train freight to the Port of 
Melbourne). Both non-preferred options would require truck movements to operate 24-hours-a-day, 
seven-days-a-week on public roads for the life of the operations to meet the product tonnage output. 

Modelling of noise from project-related vehicle movements (MDA, 2020) under the non-preferred 
options predicted that noise levels will be between 1 dB and 7 dB higher than baseline noise levels at 
the three measurement sites in Lindenow South and Walpa, along the non-preferred HMC transport 
routes. While MDA (2020) states that this ‘is significantly lower than the 12 dB threshold specified by 
the New South Wales Road Noise Policy…’ sensitive receptors along this HMC transport route option 
may experience reduced amenity associated with the increase in traffic.  

MDA (2020; pg. 80) also states that: 

In terms of context, dwellings located closer to the project footprint on typically quieter roads 
may be more likely to notice the project truck traffic, whereas dwellings located along 
Lindenow-Glenaladale Road may be less likely to notice the project truck traffic, given their 
exposure to higher levels of ambient noise and higher average traffic counts. 

MDA (2020) modelling of traffic noise levels along the non-preferred HMC transport routes also 
indicates that average noise levels are expected to be below the 60 LAmax11 to 65 LAmax sleep 
disturbance criteria. In terms of short-term maximum noise levels, MDA (2020) found that large 
articulated truck pass-by events are likely to be higher than these criteria at dwellings located 
approximately 80 m from the road, for both project related vehicles and existing trucks. The change in 
amenity has the potential to impact on individual wellbeing and lifestyle. While different people are 
likely to respond to this change in amenity in different ways, it may lead some residents to change 
their behaviour through, for example, closing windows and or spending less time outdoors at their 
property. For others, it may lead to decisions to leave their property. The Guidelines for Community 
Noise 1999 (WHO, 1999) provide a health-based framework with limits and values to address 
potential impacts of noise on human health.  

People travelling along, or working in proximity to, the non-preferred HMC transport route could also 
experience increased noise emissions. People working on machinery such as tractors are unlikely to 
hear noise from project-related vehicle movements. Similarly, those travelling along the proposed 
transport routes are unlikely to hear noise from project-related vehicle movements as noise from their 
own vehicle is likely to mask that from other vehicles.  

Another non-preferred transport option would use the Maryvale rail siding. This siding is within an 
existing dedicated freight terminal at Australian Paper Mill used to load train carriages. The nearest 

 

 

11 Refers to the maximum noise level emitted during a specified time period. 
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identified noise-sensitive receptors to the mill are 1.5 km away. MDA (2020) concluded that the 
project is unlikely to significantly increase existing noise emissions from the site. 

Management measures will be put in place to reduce the likelihood that residents, workers and other 
road users experience noise impacts from project-related vehicle movements. Kalbar will undertake 
ongoing consultation with affected residents located along the non-preferred transport route (should 
this option be pursued), to identify any need for alternative or additional noise control measures 
depending on each individual situation. Scheduling of HMC haulage via Lindenow South will also 
avoid school bus routes during times of school bus movements (i.e., 7:30 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 
3:20 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. on school days). 

With these, and other controls in place, the residual risk of residents along the proposed (non- 
preferred) HMC transport route experiencing impacts on individual wellbeing and lifestyle from noise 
associated with project related vehicle movements has been assessed as moderate (Table 6.5).  
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Table 6.5 Risk assessment summary: Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle - noise and vibration 
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Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience impacts on 
rural lifestyle from noise 
emissions associated 
with ground 
disturbance 
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Key noise mitigation measures include: 

• Noisier activities will be scheduled for less 
sensitive times of day where practicable and 
works will be limited as much as practicable 
during the night and at weekends (NV17). 

• Mobile plant items will be fitted with broadband 
reversing signals to avoid tonal characteristics 
associated with traditional reversing beepers at 
nearby sensitive receptors (NV10). 

• Earth bunds will be constructed to control noise 
such that noise levels from the target sources 
are controlled to achieve site compliance with 
EPA guidelines (NV12).   

• Manageable processes, such as ‘push-back’ 
mining operations, will be implemented to 
optimise the existing terrain to provide 
maximum natural noise attenuation (NV19).  

• The sides of the wet concentrator plant (WCP) 
will be partially clad on the sides closest to 
noise-sensitive areas to comply with NIRV 
recommended noise levels (NV14).  
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h • Plant will be turned off when not in use 
(NV23). 

• Temporary acoustic barriers will be 
deployed to reduce noise levels 
generated from booster pumps used 
to pump slurry throughout operations 
(NV03). 
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For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment 
(MDA, 2020). 

People living in the 
towns and settlements 
within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
impacts on rural 
lifestyle from noise 
emissions associated 
with ground 
disturbance 
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O 

Key noise mitigation measures include: 

• Noisier activities will be scheduled for less 
sensitive times of day where practicable and 
works will be limited as much as practicable 
during the night and at weekends (NV17). 

• Mobile plant items will be fitted with broadband 
reversing signals to avoid tonal characteristics 
associated with traditional reversing beepers at 
nearby sensitive receptors (NV10). 

• Earth bunds will be constructed to control noise 
such that noise levels from the target sources 
are controlled to achieve site compliance with 
EPA guidelines (NV12).   

• Manageable processes, such as ‘push-back’ 
mining operations, will be implemented to 
optimise the existing terrain to provide 
maximum natural noise attenuation (NV19).  

• The sides of the wet concentrator plant (WCP) 
will be partially clad on the sides closest to 
noise-sensitive areas to comply with NIRV 
recommended noise levels (NV14).  
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For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment 
(MDA, 2020). 

Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience impacts on 
individual wellbeing and 
lifestyle from noise 
associated with 
construction related 
vehicle movements 

C • A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented in accordance with relevant 
regulatory guidelines (TT02). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the 
project website along with information on how 
any peaks or exceedances have been 
responded to (SE02). 
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h • Consultation with affected residents 
located in the vicinity of the site will be 
conducted during the project to 
investigate any need for alternative 
noise control measures depending on 
each individual situation (e.g., acoustic 
treatment for dwellings) (NV15). 
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Residents along the 
proposed non-preferred 
HMC transport route 
experience impacts on 
individual wellbeing and 
lifestyle from noise 
associated with project 
related vehicle 
movement 

O • A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented in accordance with relevant 
regulatory guidelines (TT02). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the 
project website along with information on how 
any peaks or exceedances have been 
responded to by Kalbar (SE02). 
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h • Project vehicles will be driven to the 
speed limit and in a careful manner, 
avoiding strong acceleration/ 
deceleration, and restricting the use 
of compression brakes to situations 
where justified on safety grounds, 
such as along long downhill slopes 
(NV29). 
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project area experience 
lifestyle impacts from 
vibration associated 
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• Plant, machinery and vehicles will be 
maintained in accordance with manufacturers’ 
specifications to minimise emission of noise 
(NV24). 
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with the use of loaders, 
compactors and dozers 
in the project area 
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Dust 

Particulate matter with a diameter less than 10 microns (PM10 and PM2.5) and dust deposition from 
land disturbance pose a risk to amenity and/or well-being which in turn could affect the lifestyle that 
residents enjoy. Katestone Environmental (2020) states that amenity impacts from dust emissions 
may include a short-term reduction in visibility, a build-up of particulate matter on surfaces within 
homes resulting in the need to clean more regularly, soiling of washing and the build-up of particulate 
matter on the rooves of housing. Potential impacts from dust deposition on rainwater tanks are 
discussed in Section 6.2.3. 

Katestone Environmental (2020; pg. viii) found that  

…dust deposition rates due to operations during Year 5, Year 8 or Year 12 operations with 
standard mitigation measures and ambient background concentrations are predicted to comply 
at all sensitive receptors. 

And 

Ground-level concentrations of PM10 due to Year 5, Year 8 and Year 12 operations with 
standard and additional mitigation measures and ambient backgrounds are predicted to comply 
with the PEM objective at all sensitive receptors. 

Standard and additional mitigation measures proposed by Katestone Environmental (2020) include, 
but are not limited to, ceasing certain activities when real-time monitoring indicates that trigger levels 
near key sensitive receptors have been reached, or scheduling activities to avoid excessive dust 
emissions during forecast adverse weather conditions.  

These findings indicate that dust deposition rates and ground level concentrations of PM10 will comply 
with relevant legislative requirements with management measures in place. Residents adjacent to the 
project area have the greatest potential to experience a change in amenity from dust emissions 
associated with the project. This change could in turn, lead to impacts on their lifestyle. Individuals are 
likely to respond differently to any changes in amenity from dust emissions but it may lead some 
residents adjacent to the project area to keep their windows closed, spend less time outdoors on their 
property and/or to dry washing indoors. For other adjacent residents, concerns relating to dust 
emissions may contribute to them making greater lifestyle changes such as leaving their property.  

During stakeholder engagement conducted as a part of this SEIA, a number of residents adjacent to 
the project area expressed concern over the potential for dust emissions associated with the project 
to cause health impacts. While the level of PM10 tends to be associated with amenity impacts rather 
than health impacts (Katestone Environmental, 2020), for some of these residents seeing dust 
emissions from the project could trigger concerns relating to health, and lead to associated lifestyle 
impacts. 

In addition to the mitigation measures proposed in the Stage Two Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas 
Assessment for the Fingerboards Project (Katestone Environmental, 2020), Kalbar will actively 
consult with adjacent residents and work to involve them in monitoring the environmental performance 
of the project in a bid to increase understanding and confidence in the monitoring results. This could 
be achieved through:  

• Engagement with all adjacent landholders in advance of construction and operations 
commencing to discuss any concerns that these residents have and how they will work to 
minimise dust emissions. 

• Establishment of an environmental review committee to involve the community in reviewing the 
environmental performance of the project throughout its life.  

• Establishment of a community reference group to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project construction, operations, and closure 
(decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure).  
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With these controls in place, the residual risk of adjacent residents experiencing lifestyle impacts 
associated with dust emissions from the project has been assessed as moderate (Table 6.6).  

Katestone Environmental (2020) states that dust deposition rates in areas outside the model domain 
used in the assessment are expected to be lower than dust deposition rates predicted at the sensitive 
receptors. Based on this, residents in the settlements and towns within 10 km of the project area are 
unlikely to experience a change in lifestyle from dust deposition associated with the project.  
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Table 6.6 Risk assessment summary: Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle - dust 
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on rural lifestyle 
associated with 
dust emissions from 
ground disturbance 
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• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  
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excavation and transport of 
overburden and product, will be 
scheduled to avoid excessive dust 
emissions during forecast adverse 
weather conditions (principally high 
winds) (AQ14). 

• Activities will be restricted, as 
required, on days when modelling 
predicts exceedances of air quality 
criteria at one or more sensitive 
receptors. Activities to be restricted 
will include overburden extraction and 
haulage, ore extraction and grading of 
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• All adjacent landholders will be 
engaged prior to construction and 
operations to discuss any concerns that 
these residents have and dust 
emissions will be minimised (SE15).  
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Visual 

Views of the project have the potential to impact on individual wellbeing, sense of place and lifestyle 
of people living adjacent to the project area. Artificial lighting from the project has the potential to 
impact on adjacent residents, those living in surrounding settlements as well as those travelling 
through these areas. Urbis (2020; pg. v) states that: 

The visual impact of the project will be transitional, with the process of progressing mining 
fronts, in conjunction with progressive restoration, resulting in the area of disturbance of the 
project being relatively limited at any point in time, and reducing the amount of time that any 
individual viewpoint will be exposed to the project. 

Viewpoints within 2.5 km of the project area were assessed by Urbis (2020) as being the most 
sensitive to views of the project. The impact will be the highest for a period of approximately 
30 months from the start of operations and then decline to low during progressive rehabilitation.  

The proposed removal of at least 679 large trees (EHP, 2020) also has the potential to change the 
local landscape and impact on residents’ sense of place and lifestyle. 

A range of landscape management will be put in place to minimise the potential for these residences 
to experience a change in amenity from views of the project and changes to the landscape, including: 

• Construct visual bunds and establish screen plantings at strategic locations around the 
perimeter of the project area. 

• Cladding buildings and constructing roofs with non-reflective materials of a colour that mimics 
those found in the landscape to reduce visual contrast with the landscape setting. 

• Locating fixed buildings to take advantage of existing screening vegetation and plan vegetation 
screening to minimise future visual impacts.  

• Place temporary visual bunds to screen internal mine void operations.  

With these and other controls in place, Urbis (2020) found that four sensitive receptors within 1 km of 
the project area, where topography or vegetation does not impede views, have the potential to 
experience moderate to high visual impacts at full development of the project and/or when activities 
are occurring in close to them. 

Based on this, residents adjacent to the project area have the greatest potential to experience 
impacts on their sense of place and lifestyle due to changes in amenity from views of the project. 
People are likely to respond to this change in visual amenity in different ways. For some it may alter 
where they spend time on their property particularly during the 30-month period when mining 
operations are closest to them. For others it may lead to decisions to leave their property. It is also 
acknowledged that while visual bunds will assist in screening the mining works they will also create a 
change in the landscape that could impact on the lifestyle and sense of place that residents adjacent 
to the project area enjoy. The residual risk of residents adjacent to the project area experiencing 
wellbeing and lifestyle impacts from views of the project or changes to the landscape has been 
assessed as moderate.  

Urbis (2020) found that the highest sensitivity viewpoints occur within a 2.5 km radius of the project 
area with the sensitivity of viewers progressively declining beyond this. Based on this, the residual risk 
of residents in settlements surrounding the project area experiencing lifestyle impacts due to views of 
the project from their residence has been assessed as low.  

People travelling on the diverted sections of the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road and Fernbank–Glenaladale 
Road including residents and tourists will also experience views of mining related activities. Both 
roads are popular scenic driving routes for tourists. The residual risk of people working in or travelling 
through the project area or living in the broader landscape experiencing lifestyle impacts due to views 
of the project from these roads has been assessed as moderate. Some of these residents, workers or 
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tourists may change their route of travel to avoid views of the project whereas others may not be 
bothered by the change in view. 

Urbis (2020) found that the project will not be visible from valued community places and popular 
tourist destinations such as the Mitchell River, Den of Nargun and Bluff Lookout (all located within the 
Mitchell River National Park). 

Urbis (2020) assessed that the Fernbank East rail siding south of the project area would have a low 
visual prominence from the closest residence and not be apparent from other locations.   

Artificial lighting will be used during construction and operations to illuminate active construction 
areas, haul roads, mine infrastructure and active mining areas at night. Lighting sources will include 
permanent lights, lighting associated with active mining areas and vehicle mounted lights on trucks, 
loaders and bulldozers (Urbis, 2020). Apart from street lights in the nearby settlements and towns, 
trucks and cars on the local road network and farm machinery operating at night, there are currently 
no significant sources of artificial light in the local area or surrounds and some community members 
have indicated that a dark night sky is part of what they enjoy about living in a country area. One 
resident adjacent to the project area is understood to enjoy astrophotography and has expressed 
concern over artificial lighting from the project.  

Urbis (2020) found that direct views to project light sources will be obscured by vegetation and 
shielded by stockpiles from most locations in the area. Views to light sources may be possible from 
some residences and roads when mining operations are in progress in proximity to these viewpoints 
(Urbis, 2020). Management measures to be put in place to reduce the effect of night lighting on local 
residents and visitors, including: 

• Designing fixed lighting on plant and buildings to reduce the potential for light spill through 
measures such as focussed/targeted lighting and installation of shields or baffles.  

• Scheduling of works wherever possible during daylight hours to avoid night-time activities in 
areas directly visible from nearby residences. 

• Construct visual bunds and establish screen plantings at strategic locations around the 
perimeter of the project area.  

The findings of the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (Urbis, 2020) indicate that some 
residents adjacent to the project area may have views to direct lighting sources when mining 
operations are in progress close to them and experience some reflection off the cloud base from light 
spill from vehicles and stationary work lights. Individuals may respond to this change in visual amenity 
in different ways. For some, it may result in them having to travel to another location near the property 
for recreational activities such as star gazing and astrophotography, particularly when mining 
operations are closest to them. For others it may influence decisions to leave their property. The 
residual risk of night lighting associated with the project impacting on the lifestyle of residents 
adjacent to the project area has been assessed as moderate. 

While views to direct lighting sources will largely be shielded, due to the absence of significant light 
sources in the existing local area or surrounds, a slight glow from mining operations may be visible in 
the sky from various locations in the surrounding area such as the accessible mountain tops in the 
Mitchell River National Park (Urbis, 2020). The residual risk of people living in surrounding 
settlements and those working and travelling through the project area or living in the broader 
landscape experiencing lifestyle impacts associated with views to lighting sources has been assessed 
as low (Table 6.7).   
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Table 6.7 Risk assessment summary: Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle - Visual 
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the project area 
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and lifestyle impacts 
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lighting from it 
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Key visual and landscape mitigation measures 
include: 

• Landscape coloured and non-reflective 
cladding will be used on building infrastructure 
(VL03).  

• Fixed lighting on infrastructure will be designed 
to reduce potential for light spill (VL02).  

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped 
to reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, 
with a natural appearance (VL08). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Urbis, 2020).  
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cladding will be used on building infrastructure 
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project and/or night 
lighting from it 

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped 
to reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, 
with a natural appearance (VL08). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Urbis, 2020). 

screen project activities from sensitive 
viewpoints (VL01).  

People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a lifestyle 
impacts due to views 
of the project from 
roads such as 
Bairnsdale-Dargo 
Road and Fernbank-
Glenaladale Road 
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Key visual and landscape mitigation measures 
include: 

• Landscape coloured and non-reflective 
cladding will be used on building infrastructure 
(VL03).  

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped 
to reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, 
with a natural appearance (VL08). 
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6.1.5. Access and connectivity 
The 19 landholders within the project area are likely to experience disruptions to agricultural 
operations including restrictions accessing some parts of their properties during construction and 
operations. This may necessitate the sale of livestock or securing an agistment during this time 
(Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). For forestry plantations within the project area it will involve harvest 
before mining and replanting after final rehabilitation and recovery.  

Landholders within the project area will be compensated for the loss of access in accordance with the 
Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act and the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act.  

The project also has the potential to change local access to and connectivity with social networks, 
places of work and recreation and with it, create severance impacts. Road deviations or closures 
surrounding the project area have the potential to reduce the efficiency of farming practices on 
properties by changing how paddocks can be used and temporarily disrupting how stock and produce 
can be transported to market.  

Similarly, other road users may be disrupted by road closures or changed road conditions caused by 
the project which alter access to recreation areas or community facilities. The existing Fingerboards 
intersection will be permanently relocated 1 km south and upgraded to a four-arm roundabout as well 
as mining through this area which will result in the loss of access to this location during active mining. 
Increased heavy vehicle movements on roads such as Lindenow–Glenaladale Road could inhibit 
residents from participating in or going to watch a football match at Lindenow South football ground, 
although it is noted that roads such as this is already an approved B-double route.  

Road treatment and upgrade works and increased vehicle movements on haulage roads during 
construction and operations of the project also have the potential to increase travel times for people 
living, working or travelling in proximity to the project area.  

The traffic impact assessment (Arup, 2020) has identified that some public roads will need to be 
temporarily and/or permanently diverted, realigned, re-constructed and/or upgraded for the project. 
For instance, Bairnsdale–Dargo Road, Fernbank–Glenaladale Road and Careys Road will require 
upgrades or deviation, which will necessitate temporary road closures and cause traffic disruptions.  

Controls will also be put in place to mitigate the potential impacts of these changed road conditions on 
other road users, including local farmers, including:  

• Where roadworks require closure of roads, identify alternative routes in consultation with East 
Gippsland Shire Council and VicRoads to provide the public with adequate access at all times.  

• Avoid roadworks affecting the Princes Highway during peak times of year such as public 
holidays, wherever possible. 

With these and other traffic management measures outlined in Section 6.1.3 in place, the residual risk 
of changed road conditions reducing the efficiency of farming practices has been assessed as low. 
The residual risk of changed road conditions and the physical disturbance from mining affecting local 
access to and connectivity with social networks and places of work and recreation such as the Den of 
Nargun and Dargo has also been assessed as low. Except for the information display at the existing 
Fingerboards intersection, current levels of access to all community facilities and recreation areas will 
be maintained at all times during project construction and operation. 
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Table 6.8 Risk assessment summary: Access and connectivity 
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Changed road 
conditions reduce the 
efficiency of farming 
practices and result in 
reduced income 
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Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 
• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 

implemented (TT02).  
• New intersections and road upgrades will be 

constructed to Australian standards and satisfy 
the relevant road authority (TT11). 

• Local council and regulators will be engaged to 
identify alternative routes where road closures 
are required for roadworks (TT17).  

• Roadworks affecting Princes Highway will be 
scheduled to minimise closure duration and 
avoid peak periods (TT21).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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• Local council and regulators will be engaged to 
identify alternative routes where road closures 
are required for roadworks (TT17).  

• Roadworks affecting Princes Highway will be 
scheduled to minimise closure duration and 
avoid peak periods (TT21).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 

Bairnsdale rail and road and rail 
scenarios) (TT01). 

• Current levels of access to national 
parks and other natural assets will be 
maintained (SE18).  
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6.1.6. Cohesive community 
The project has the potential to create divisions in the community between those who support it and 
those who oppose it. These divisions have the potential to impact on community cohesion. The influx 
of workers from outside the project area and surrounds during construction and operations also has 
the potential to alter how community members interact with each other. Community members who 
participated in the community values workshop and stakeholder engagement for the SEIA expressed 
that they value living in a close, supportive community and some indicated that they felt that the 
project had already created divisions. Some residents adjacent to the project area indicated that they 
may relocate if the project goes ahead. Other residents indicated that the employment opportunities 
generated by the project may assist in encouraging existing residents to stay in the community or 
encourage some people who have left the area in search of employment to return. 

Stakeholder engagement conducted as a part of this SEIA and more broadly for the EES indicates 
that the project has elicited a range of responses from community members. Firmly entrenched and 
conflicting views about the project have the potential to result in community division and influence how 
residents interact with each other socially and engage with their community. For instance, it may 
change the ways in which adjacent residents of those in settlements and small towns in proximity to 
the project area participate in community groups, clubs and associations that operate in the local area 
and provide opportunities for social interaction. 

Impacts on community cohesion have the potential to differ between construction and operations. The 
construction workforce will largely be itinerant with contractors expected to come and go as they 
complete different components of work over the up to two-year construction period. The influx of these 
itinerant workers from outside the project area and surrounds has the potential to lead to newcomers 
bringing unwanted behaviours. Some local residents may change their behaviour, for example taking 
extra precautions to lock gates or windows on their property.  

Criminal incidents across the study area occur at a rate that is slightly higher than the Victorian 
average (Crime Statistics Agency, 2017). However, the local community has reported that their area is 
largely crime-free and they feel safe because they know each other. Mitigation strategies will assist in 
encouraging positive interactions with the community and respect for existing values, such as 
employing workers from the local area where possible, requiring recent police checks as a part of the 
recruitment process, adopting an employment code of conduct, pre-employment screening and fit for 
work procedures.  

Kalbar will also establish and implement a complaints management procedure, including a process for 
recording, investigating, resolving and responding to any complaints made. A 24-hour seven days a 
week telephone complaints line will be established prior to construction commencing for community 
members and other stakeholders to report any complaints that they have relating to works during 
construction, operations, and closure (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure). The 
complaints line will be publicised on Kalbar’s website, at the mine site and more broadly within the 
community such as in local newspapers and on local noticeboards.  

With these and other mitigation measures in place, the residual risk of construction workers bringing 
unwanted behaviours into the area has been assessed as low. Any impacts will be temporary in 
nature due to the short-term period of construction. 

During operations the workforce is more likely to consist of local workers and to a lesser extent, 
non-local workers who move to the area by themselves or with their families and stay in the area for 
an extended period of time. These workers are more likely to integrate into the local area in 
comparison to the construction workforce. Adopting the mitigation strategies as outlined above for the 
construction workforce will help to encourage positive interactions with the community. In addition, 
supporting community events and initiatives that encourage social interaction such as sporting teams 
and community festivals will assist in residents forming positive interactions. 

The Fingerboards intersection is a community meeting place which will be directly impacted by the 
project, particularly during active mining when there will be a loss of access to this location and 
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permanent changes to this intersection. In consultation conducted for the SEIA, a mixed response 
was received from residents interviewed regarding loss of this area as a community meeting place 
during active mining. While some residents expressed concerns, others indicated that the key issue 
for them was maintaining their road access. 

The project may lead to increased participation from the operation workforce on local sporting and 
recreation clubs, which contribute to social interaction in the area. While anecdotal information from 
Wentworth Shire on the experience of the Ginkgo Project indicates that shift work did inhibit some 
project workers from participating in local sporting teams, those with a keen interest in sport did 
participate (Ross, pers. comm., 2019). The fact that workers on the Ginkgo Project were 
accommodated in a camp may also have limited their participation in such teams. Non-local workers 
associated with the Hamilton Mineral Separation Plant reportedly joined local sporting clubs and 
teams (Koch, pers. comm., 2019).  

The nature of the shift work on the project (12-hour shifts on a four-panel roster) may limit 
participation. All operations workers will reside in local communities and there is greater potential to 
develop social networks and connections to the local area. Those non-local workers who move to the 
area with their families are likely to have a range of opportunities to develop social networks as a 
family through, for example, school activities and children’s sporting events. 

A recent CSIRO study of trends in community wellbeing and local attitudes to coal seam gas 
development (Walton and McCrea, 2018) found that community cohesion and social interaction were 
two of the underlying drivers of community wellbeing, along with the level of services and facilities 
provided. This finding indicates that initiatives that promote inclusiveness, community spirit and 
dialogue will be important to reducing community division and encouraging community wellbeing. 
Measures that should be adopted by Kalbar include: 

• Continue to engage with stakeholders in accordance with the stakeholder engagement plan to 
provide timely, consistent, and open engagement throughout the EES process and beyond. 

• Maintain close dialogue with East Gippsland and Wellington Shire councils on opportunities to 
encourage social interaction. 

• Establish a community fund to support community events and initiatives that encourage social 
interaction such as sporting teams and community festivals. A committee made up of 
representatives from the local community and Kalbar will be established to review potential 
funding initiatives with preference given to community initiatives in the local area. As an 
example, in 2019 Kalbar was a major sponsor of Football Netball East Gippsland Inc.  

• Provide timely responses to any community complaints raised in line with Kalbar’s complaints 
procedure.  

• Provide incentives for workers on the project to participate in the local community. For 
example, this may involve offering to purchase employees uniforms for local sporting teams, 
funding local fishing competitions and/or fielding a sporting team to play against other local 
business teams in local sporting competitions. 

• Work with East Gippsland Shire Council to review and update the Lindenow Community Plan. 

With these and other management measures in place, the residual risk of the project creating 
divisions in the local community and affecting community cohesion has been assessed as high. It is 
considered likely that these impacts will be experienced at some level within the local community, 
particularly adjacent residents and some of the small settlements and towns in proximity to the 
project. Residents in the wider community and surrounding region are considered less likely to 
experience these community divisions due to their distance from the project. 

The higher incomes being earned on the project by the operations workforce compared to elsewhere 
in the local community has the potential to create divisions due to potential concerns over income 
disparity. This in turn could impact on how non-local workers are able to integrate into the community. 
A local employment framework will be developed with procedures for achieving transparent 
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recruitment, equal opportunities and equitable employment conditions. Kalbar will also work with the 
local chamber of commerce to establish incentives for new residents to buy locally and support local 
community initiatives and events to reduce the potential for community division. With these and other 
mitigation strategies in place, the residual risk of these divisions occurring due to income disparity has 
been assessed as moderate (Table 6.9).   

Kalbar will conduct ongoing monitoring of the origin of employees and contractors and the origin of 
employees to receive formal training by Kalbar and review this on an annual basis.  
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Table 6.9 Risk assessment summary: Cohesive community  
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Divisions among 
adjacent residents over 
those who support the 
project and those who 
are against it affect 
community cohesion 
and subsequently, 
community wellbeing 

C, 
O 

• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES process 
(SE08). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in reviewing 
the environmental performance of the project 
throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

• The review and update the Lindenow and District 
Community Plan will be discussed with the East 
Gippsland Shire Council (SE23). 
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(SE24).  
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Divisions among people 
living within 10 km of the 
project area over those 
who support the project 
and those who are 
against it affect 
community cohesion 
and subsequently, 
community wellbeing 
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• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES process 
(SE08). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in reviewing 
the environmental performance of the project 
throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

• The review and update the Lindenow and District 
Community Plan will be discussed with the East 
Gippsland Shire Council (SE23). 
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• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in reviewing 
the environmental performance of the project 
throughout its life (SE19).  
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against it affect 
community cohesion 
and subsequently, 
community wellbeing  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

• Incentives will be provided for 
personnel to participate in local 
community activities and organisations 
(SE24).  

Decline in community 
cohesion due to the 
influx of workers from 
outside the project area 
engaging in unwanted 
behaviour in the local 
community 

C • An employment code of conduct, pre-employment 
screening and fit for work procedures will be 
developed and implemented (SE25). 

• A community complaints procedure will be 
developed and implemented (SE26). 
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Community division over 
income disparity 
between those 
employed on the project 
and those employed in 
other sectors of the local 
area 
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A local employment and procurement guideline will 
be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 
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• Incentives for new residents to buy 
locally will be established, working work 
with the Chamber of Commerce and 
local industry representative groups 
(SE30). 

• Capacity and capability of the local 
community will be built through 
implementing training courses (SE31). 
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6.2. Connection to and use of the land 
The change in land use and the physical disturbance of land during construction and operation of the 
project have the potential to impact on community identity. The temporary change in land use from 
agriculture to mining and the physical disturbance of land could alter the way in which people interact 
with and connect with their local environment including recreational areas and places of cultural 
heritage and historic heritage significance. 

Each of these potential impacts are discussed further below. 

6.2.1. Connection to country 
As outlined in Section 5.10, no statement of cultural heritage values was provided by GLaWAC as a 
part of the Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment (ALA, 2020). Such a statement would have informed 
an understanding of how the project could impact on intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage values and 
more broadly on the Gunaikurnai, as traditional custodians of native title over the land which will be 
mined by the project. No formal assessment has been conducted in this SEIA on how the 
Gunaikurnai’s connection to country could be impacted by the project. Instead, high-level 
observations are made on how potential impacts could be experienced.  

Based on ALA’s prior experience and work with Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners, it is understood that 
the Gunaikurnai hold Aboriginal cultural heritage places (known and unknown) in extremely high 
regard. ALA (2020) has observed that the Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners see these places as 
evidence of prior Aboriginal occupation and use of the area and as a key source of information about 
their pre-contact past.  

ALA (2020) has also pointed to previous occasions when the Gunaikurnai Traditional Owners have 
said that cultural significance incorporates the natural and landscape values of the region and not just 
the tangible aspects of cultural heritage places. 

The assessment of impacts to places of cultural heritage significance contained in the Cultural 
Heritage Impact Assessment (ALA, 2020) identified a moderate to high residual risk of impacting three 
known Aboriginal cultural heritage sites within the project area through ground disturbance. These 
sites include a scarred tree and two stone artefact scatters. The scarred tree could not be identified 
during the cultural heritage site survey and was presumed to have been destroyed during the 
2014 bushfire (ALA, 2020). The project also has the potential to impact on unknown Aboriginal 
cultural heritage values within the project area through ground disturbance. 

Ground disturbance associated with the project has the potential to impact on the Gunaikurnai’s 
connection to country and change how they identify with the land. It is also acknowledged that the 
change in land use, landscape and certain views associated with the project could impact on the 
Gunaikurnai’s connection to country. Further engagement with the Gunaikurnai is required in the form 
of a cultural values workshop or other appropriate forum to better establish the cultural heritage 
values held by these Traditional Owners and how they may experience project impacts. 

6.2.2. Connection to land 
Members of the local community and surrounds have expressed that they have a bond with the land 
due to a strong family history of farming in the area, their own experience of farming on the land 
and/or a spiritual connection to it. Others indicated that their connection to the land stems from 
involvement in environmental management work in their local area through groups such as Landcare 
or on their own properties.  

Ground disturbance associated with open void mining is likely to impact on the connection that 
landholders within the project area and adjacent residents have with their land, particularly during 
active mining. While the progressive rehabilitation of exposed areas and return of the land to its 
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former agricultural land use may assist some landholders in the project area and surrounds in re-
establishing a connection with their land, for others this connection may be permanently modified. 
This may result in a range of behavioural changes. For example, some residents may decide they no 
longer want to participate in local environmental and land management groups such as Landcare. For 
others it may lead to decisions to leave their property. 

A range of management measures will be adopted to reduce the likelihood that landholders within the 
project area and surrounds experience a change to their connection to the land. These include: 

• Engaging with stakeholders through the EES process to encourage participation and input in 
the EES process, so that local knowledge, priorities and expertise can contribute to the 
process and outcome. 

• Establish a community reference group to provide a point of liaison and communication with 
the local community during project construction and operations. 

• Holding individual meetings with landholders within the project area and adjacent to it to 
understand whether site specific measures can be adopted (such as avoiding particular areas 
of their property) to minimise impacts. 

With these, and other management measures in place the residual risk of these landholders 
experiencing a loss of connection to their land has been assessed as moderate. 

Some community members have raised concern that future generations of local residents will not be 
able to enjoy the area as much as they have due to the presence of the project. This aspect is difficult 
to assess and is likely to be influenced by several factors. Such factors include Kalbar demonstrating 
that they are meeting their commitments and approval conditions, returning the land to its former 
agricultural land use, and providing a range of opportunities for community members to provide input 
and voice their concerns.  

Some community members have raised concern that the project will result in the loss or depletion of 
flora and fauna species and/or habitat and with it, impact on their connection to the land. The 
ecological impact assessment prepared for this EES (EHP, 2020) documents potential impacts of the 
project on terrestrial and aquatic flora and fauna values. With management measures in place, key 
impacts on ecological values within the surveyed sections of the project footprint include removal of: 

• Up to 188.50 ha of remnant vegetation (not including native vegetation to be removed within 
the unsurveyed portion of the project area). 

• Approximately 763 large trees (scattered and within patches of native vegetation) and 130 
small scattered trees. 

• Approximately 1.74 ha of the nationally significant Grassy Woodland and Associated Native 
Grassland ecological community. 

• Approximately 11.57 ha of the State significant Forest Red Gum Grassy Woodland ecological 
community. 

• Known individuals of three State significant flora species. 

• Known habitat for fauna species of national, State and regional significance.  

• Known and potential habitat for a range of flora and fauna species of national, State and 
regional significance (EHP, 2020). 

EHP (2020) has assessed that the project has a low to high residual risk of impacting on ecological 
values in the project area. Different people may be affected by these impacts on ecological values in 
different ways, influenced by factors such as their proximity to the project area, family history in the 
area and involvement in environmental management work in the area.  

As outlined in the ecological impact assessment (EHP, 2020), management measures will be adopted 
to minimise impacts to ecological values, such as clearly demarcating areas approved to be disturbed 
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to restrict vegetation clearing to approved areas only, conducting fauna pre-clearance surveys and 
planning for and conducting vegetation clearance and other activities that may fragment and/or isolate 
areas of potential habitat to minimise the potential for habitat loss. With these and other management 
measures in place, the residual risk of a loss or depletion of flora/fauna species and/or habitat 
impacting on the community connection to the land has been assessed as low (Table 6.10). 

Heritage 

As outlined in Section 4.2.3, some residents have raised concern over the potential for the project to 
impact on local places of Indigenous and historic heritage significance. They have expressed a 
connection to these places due to a spiritual connection, family history in the area, work on the land 
and/or involvement in the land and environmental management and a concern that they could be 
impacted by the project. These places include valued local locations such as the Fingerboards 
intersection and Den of Nargun. 

The Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment prepared for the EES (ALA, 2020) identified that there is a 
moderate to high residual risk of impacting three known Aboriginal cultural heritage sites within the 
project area through ground disturbance. The project also has the potential to impact on unknown 
Aboriginal cultural heritage values within the project area through ground disturbance. No registered 
places or objects of historical significance were identified within the project area (ALA, 2020). While 
not a registered place of historical significance, the Fingerboards intersection was a traditional 
meeting area for early settlers and is valued by local residents as a meeting place. The intersection 
will be impacted by road works, the installation of a roundabout and lighting, as well as mining through 
this area.  

The residual risk of local residents experiencing a reduced connection to the land and change in 
identity due to the removal or displacement of cultural heritage sites has been assessed as a part of 
this SEIA as being low. The project will directly impact on three registered Aboriginal heritage sites. In 
addition, the Fingerboards intersection, which has local heritage value, will be permanently changed.  

A cultural heritage management plan will be prepared in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 
2006 and include site-specific management measures to avoid or mitigate impacts to Aboriginal 
cultural heritage sites. Measures will include implementing a salvage collection of registered surface 
artefacts, cultural heritage inductions for personnel involved in ground disturbance, and a chance 
finds protocol. Kalbar will maintain access to the Fingerboards information signage throughout project 
construction and operation.  

Access to, and use of, other sites of heritage significance in surrounding areas such as the Den of 
Nargun and World War II memorials will remain unchanged.  

6.2.3. Water quality 
Residents adjacent to the project area and in the wider community have indicated that they value 
being able to source clean drinking water from the Mitchell River and their rainwater tanks. They have 
expressed concern that dust generated during mining operations could impact on the quality of their 
drinking water.  

A baseline rainwater tank assessment of rainwater collection, distribution and storage systems at 11 
selected residential properties was undertaken in August and September 2019. Based on average 
concentrations, the HHRA found no exceedances of the adopted health screening criteria for drinking 
water (Coffey, 2020c).  

Using dust deposition rates predicted as a part of the air quality assessment (Katestone 
Environmental, 2020), Coffey (2020b) assessed the potential for the project to impact on the quality of 
water in rainwater tanks as a part of the HHRA. The key finding was: 
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The maximum predicted dissolved concentrations of metals in harvested rainwater in an off-site 
tank, associated with project related dust, is predicted to be negligible (<1 x 10-10 mg/L per 
year) (Coffey, 2020c; pg. 82). 

The HHRA assessed the potential impact of dust deposition in dams from project activities and found 
that: 

Given the predicted dust deposition rates are within acceptable levels, the actual exposure 
increase to metals or radionuclides would be minimal where filters are in place for sensitive 
water uses such as drinking or domestic purposes. Baseline data indicates that even where 
dam or surface waters are in contact with ore body soils, all results complied with the Australian 
drinking water guidelines (refer to SGS (2020) and Coffey (2020c) for further detail) (Coffey, 
2020c; pg. 83).   

The Groundwater and Surface Water Impact Assessment (Coffey, 2020b) found that with appropriate 
mitigation measures in place, the residual risk of impacts on the surface water values of the Mitchell 
River would be low. Measures include implementing an adaptive management strategy in consultation 
with stakeholders that includes triggers for remedial action for both surface water quantity and quality. 
The risk of a decline in water quality used for drinking from dust deposition leading to a loss of access 
to Mitchell River water has been assessed as low.  

Regardless of these findings, concerns relating to the contamination of water in rainwater tanks or the 
Mitchell River may lead to changes in behaviour. For example, some residents, particularly those in 
close to the project area, may start to regularly test their water or avoid drinking water collected in 
rainwater tanks. Concerns relating to water quality may lead other residents to move to another 
location. Involving the community in water quality monitoring through groups such as the 
environmental review committee and the community reference group, and providing access to water 
quality data at regular intervals through the project website, are likely to assist in improving community 
confidence that water quality is being maintained. Kalbar will also undertake ongoing monitoring of 
baseline rainwater tanks to detect any changes in water quality that are potentially attributable to 
project activities.   

Potential impacts on water quality in the Mitchell River are discussed further in the Groundwater and 
Surface Water Impact Assessment prepared for the EES (Coffey, 2020b).  

6.2.4. Recreation 
Local residents have expressed that they value the access that they have to protected natural 
environments such as the Mitchell River and associated national park. The change in land use from 
agriculture to mining has the potential to impact on community members access to these recreational 
areas through road closures or changed road conditions.  

While the project will alter the local road network that provides access to protected natural 
environments such as the Mitchell River National Park, access to these areas will be maintained 
during the construction and operations phases. No road works will occur on roads used to access 
areas such Den of Nargun and Dargo including Wy Yung Calulu Road and Friday Creek Road. Based 
on this, the residual risk of lost or diminished access to natural resources used for recreation has 
been assessed as moderate (Table 6.10). 
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Table 6.10 Risk assessment summary: Connection to land and use of the land  
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Landholders within the 
project area and/or 
residents adjacent to it 
experience a change in 
connection to their land 
due to the physical 
disturbance of the land 
and change in landscape 
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• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES 
process (SE08).  

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20).  
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backfilled, and rehabilitation will be 
progressive to re-instate pre-mining 
landforms and re-establish vegetation 
(VL05). 

• Local landholders will be engaged on 
how land is rehabilitated to ensure 
compatibility with future stocking 
requirements (SE32). 
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that future generations 
of residents will not be 
able to enjoy the area 
as much as past 
generations due to the 
presence of the project 
leads to increased 
stress 
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• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and 
acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, 
newspaper advertisements and website 
information (SE01). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  
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People’s connection to 
the land changed and 
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Indigenous cultural 
heritage sites 
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A cultural heritage management plan will be 
prepared and implemented in accordance with the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic) and Aboriginal 
Heritage Regulations 2018 (Vic). The plan will 
include site-specific management and salvage 
procedures (e.g., collection of surface artefacts 
and excavation of archaeological sites of 
significance) (CH01). 
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that the project will 
result in the loss or 
depletion of flora/fauna 
species and/or habitat 
and impact on their 
connection to the land. 
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• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and 
the process for the EES, land access and 
acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, 
newspaper advertisements and website 
information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

Key biodiversity mitigation measures include: 

• Staff/contractor inductions will incorporate an 
environmental component signed off by a 
suitably qualified representative (e.g., site 
environmental advisor/specialist) (TE12).  
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rehabilitation sub-plan to increase 
overall native vegetation cover in the 
project area, native vegetation patch 
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• Extent of clearance and buffers around no-go 
areas will be clearly defined to avoid 
disturbance within areas to be retained (TE04).  

• Access tracks expected to experience heavy 
traffic will be located away from areas of high 
ecological sensitivity (TE06). 

For further detail of mitigation measures refer to 
the Biodiversity Impact Assessment (EHP, 2020).  

Peoples' connection to 
land changed from 
diminished access to 
natural resources 
and/or important 
community places, 
associated with the 
change in land use 
from agriculture to 
mining, road closures 
and/or changed road 
conditions 

C, 
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Key biodiversity mitigation measures include: 

• Staff/contractor inductions will incorporate an 
environmental component signed off by a 
suitably qualified representative (e.g., site 
environmental advisor/specialist) (TE12).  

• Extent of clearance and buffers around no-go 
areas will be clearly defined to avoid 
disturbance within areas to be retained (TE04).  

• Access tracks expected to experience heavy 
traffic will be located away from areas of high 
ecological sensitivity (TE06). 

For further detail of mitigation measures refer to 
the Biodiversity Impact Assessment (EHP, 2020). 
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h • Current levels of access to national 
parks and other natural assets will be 
maintained (SE18).  

• Road works will be avoided on roads 
used to access areas such as Den of 
Nargun including Wy Yung Calulu 
Road and Friday Creek Road (SE58). 

• Access will be maintained to the 
Fingerboards information board and a 
similar meeting point re-established 
(SE33). 
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Potential impact 
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Community concern 
that the project will 
result in a decline in 
water quality used for 
drinking from dust 
deposition leading to 
loss of access to this 
water 
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• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

Key air quality mitigation measures include: 

• Water trucks and other suppressants will be 
used in mining area and haul roads to minimise 
dust generation (AQ02).  

• Drop heights will be minimised as far as 
practicable to reduce dust emissions (AQ03).  

• Areas will be cleared in a staged manner, and 
only as required, to reduce dust generation 
(AQ01).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Air Quality Impact Assessment (Katestone, 
2020). 
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e Surface water will be managed through 
an adaptive management strategy that 
includes trigger levels for surface water 
quantity and quality that determine 
when remedial action is required (in 
consultation with affected stakeholders) 
(SW28). 
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6.3. Economy and local businesses 
6.3.1. Local and regional economy  
Over the life of the project, employment averages 180 FTE. The project is expected to generate at 
least a further 200 indirect jobs in the region during operations from goods and services supplied 
(BAEonomics, 2020). Hamilton SierraCon (2020) estimates that there will be a loss of 0.34 to 0.62 of 
an FTE equivalent labour unit associated with the loss in agricultural production (while noting that it is 
difficult to accurately quantify the loss of farm employment due to the reduction in agricultural 
production). This estimate is based on a stocking rate of five to nine dry sheep equivalents (DSE) per 
hectare and the area lost from production, assessed as having a notional livestock carrying capacity 
of around 2,200 to 4,000 DSE. A decline in contractor support for activities such as weed control and 
fertiliser application is also expected on these agricultural properties (reduction of approximately four 
to six weeks of contractor inputs per year.  

In total, the net economic benefit from the project is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present 
value terms. This value includes $158.9 million in direct benefits to the state of Victoria and 
$234.4 million in indirect benefits associated with higher wages and benefits to local Victorian 
suppliers12 (BAEconomics, 2020).  

Economic modelling carried out by BAEconomics (2020) indicates that the total indirect costs of the 
project will be $20.1 million, mostly incorporated into the capital costs. The project is also predicted to 
generate $0.85 million in incremental indirect costs associated with greenhouse gas emissions and 
losses to other industries.  

The modelling predicts that if the project is approved, gross state product will peak at $375 million 
higher in 2022 compared to if the project is not approved. Real gross state income for Victoria is 
projected to peak at $246 million in the same year. Between 2020 and 2035, gross regional product is 
predicted to increase in the East Gippsland region by just over $1.4 billion in net present value terms. 
Over the same period, gross regional income is predicted to be just over $2 billion in net present 
value terms with an increase in employment averaging 93 FTE. 

Hamilton SierraCon (2020) estimates that the project will result in a loss in agricultural gross margin of 
between $57,750 to $83,000 per annum. 

Kalbar has committed to initiatives that maximise opportunities for local businesses to supply goods 
and services to the project and for local people to secure employment on the project. Local and 
regional economic benefits from the project will be maximised through the adoption of these 
commitments.   

6.3.2. Local businesses 

Tourism  

As outlined in Section 5.3.1, the study area contains popular tourist destinations, most of which are 
located on the coast in the south and east of the study area. The most notable destination is the 
Gippsland Lakes and its popular tourist towns including Lakes Entrance, Metung and Paynesville, in 
the southeast of the study area. The Mitchell River National Park is the key tourist destination in 
proximity to the project area (approximately 10 km north of the project area) incorporating the Mitchell 
River and Den of Nargun.  

 

 

12 Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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The project has the potential to diminish the value of businesses that are reliant on tourists due to 
perceptions that mining has detracted from the amenity of the area. These businesses include short-
term accommodation providers, tour operators and eating establishments. The increased demand for 
short-term accommodation from workers during construction also has the potential to impact on the 
availability of this accommodation for tourists, and with it, tourist visitation.  

A small number of businesses in proximity to the project area that are likely to be reliant on tourists 
including the Old School Bed and Breakfast in Fernbank, Wuk Wuk Caravan Park, Coonawarra Farm 
Resort near Glenaladale and Alter Ego Church Stay in Lindenow. Urbis (2020) found that the project 
is unlikely to be visible from the Old School Bed and Breakfast due to its distance from the project 
area and surrounding vegetation and non-apparent from the Coonawarra Farm Resort. Similarly, due 
to their location, modelling conducted as a part of the air quality, and noise and vibration assessments 
indicates that they are unlikely to experience a change in amenity from dust deposition or noise 
(MDA, 2020; Katestone Environmental, 2020).  

Tourists travelling on local roads such as the Fernbank–Glenaladale Road and Bairnsdale–Dargo 
Road may view changes to the landscape as a result of project disturbance and the presence of mine 
infrastructure (Urbis, 2020). Views of the project from nearby tourist destinations such as the Den of 
Nargun will be screened by the local topography (Urbis, 2020). The project is located some 28 km 
from popular tourist towns such as Lakes Entrance, Metung and Paynesville and will not be visible 
from them. The project is also located approximately 30 km north of the popular tourist destination of 
Dargo and is unlikely to be visible from this location.  

Local businesses, including those on the Bairnsdale–Dargo Road in Lindenow, will experience 
increased B-double truck movements should haulage to the Bairnsdale rail siding use this route. 
Bairnsdale–Dargo Road is an approved B-double route used by heavy vehicles associated with 
nearby plantations and horticultural industries.  

The changes in amenity and increase in traffic associated with the project may detract from the 
experience of visitors as they travel through the area. The extent to which the enjoyment derived from 
the experience in the national park or other natural attractions is affected by the perceptions of mining 
impacts will determine the overall experience of these visitors and influence decisions on return visits. 
The increase in heavy vehicle movements associated with the project may detract from the visitor 
experience and deter tourists from stopping in Lindenow. 

Information was sought on the impact on tourism by other mineral sands mines as case studies for 
how such impact may be experienced from the project. The Ginkgo mineral sands mine is located 
approximately 55 km west of Pooncarie in the Murray Basin region of New South Wales. Pooncarie is 
on the Darling River in Wentworth Shire and is often used a stopping point for people visiting Mungo 
National Park and travelling along the Darling River Run touring route. The town also hosts a biennial 
Pooncarie Field Day (VisitNSW, 2019). Wentworth Shire was interviewed as a part of this SEIA. The 
Director of Health and Planning at the shire indicated that the Ginkgo project has had no apparent 
impacts on tourism, with visitation remaining constant since the mine was established (Ross, pers. 
comm., 2019). Similarly, the council officer interviewed from Southern Grampians Shire reported no 
change in tourist visitation numbers prior to and following construction of the Hamilton Mineral 
Separation Plant.   

Feedback was also sought from tourism authorities BTEG and EGMI on the potential for the project to 
deter tourists from visiting the area or returning. BTEG and EGMI indicated that: 

• Should the project proceed, it is critically important that it does not brand East Gippsland as a 
mining region. 

• The area is heavily dependent on having adequate and a high-quality water supply for 
drinking, irrigation and also recreation. 

• Dust generation and potential contaminants in dust are a potential concern to growers, 
residents and tourists. 
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• Traffic will need to be carefully managed particularly during peak tourist periods. Safety is also 
a key concern. 

• Tourism can be impacted by negative publicity about the region. 

• Perception of community conflict has the potential to impact on tourism. 

• East Gippsland is building a reputation as a provider of high-quality food and wines which is a 
strong drawcard for tourists. Potential impacts on the reputation of the Lindenow Valley as a 
source of high-quality fresh produce need to be carefully managed. 

Management measures will be implemented to reduce the potential for the project to diminish the 
value of businesses that are reliant on tourists due to changes in amenity and/or increased traffic. 
Such measures are in addition to those outlined by Katestone Environmental (2020), MDA (2020), 
Urbis (2020) and Arup (2020) and include:  

• Conduct ongoing engagement with tourism authorities including BTEG and EGMI on 
opportunities to promote the region to tourists and minimise any potential impacts of the 
project on the East Gippsland brand. 

• Maintain current levels of access to national parks and other natural assets.   

• Engage with short term accommodation providers to discuss the timing of project works and 
potential peak periods to determine when and where demand is the heaviest and where 
underutilised short-term accommodation may be available. 

With these and other controls in place, the residual risk of the project diminishing the value of 
businesses that are reliant on tourists has been assessed as low. 

The project is expected to temporarily increase demand for short-term accommodation for 
construction workers in the settlements and towns in proximity to the project area and surrounding 
towns including Bairnsdale. While this would have a positive impact for these accommodation 
providers during the two-year construction period it also has the potential to impact on the availability 
of short-term accommodation for tourists.  

In 2016, over 2,000 rooms were available across the Gippsland and Lakes tourist regions (ABS, 
2016). Room occupancy rates for short-term accommodation in these tourist regions in the quarter 
March 2016 (42.2% and 64.3% respectively) indicate that there is adequate availability to support the 
small number of non-local construction workers likely to require such accommodation without 
impacting on availability for tourists. Room occupancy rates for Bairnsdale and Sale, where non-local 
construction workers are expected to seek short-term accommodation, indicate that capacity exists to 
accommodate these workers (44.3% and 52.2% respectively in the March 2016 quarter).  

Bairnsdale and Sale are understood to experience a peak in demand during the week and other 
tourist towns on the coast experience a peak in demand during school holiday periods. Engagement 
with tourism and short-term accommodation providers will be conducted to identify and target 
potentially under-utilised accommodation in the region. The workforce usage of accommodation is 
likely to dip for key holiday periods which will reduce the impact at peak times. BTEG and EGMI have 
expressed that while the project is likely to create accommodation shortages in the immediate area, 
accommodation could be sought from surrounding areas such as Bairnsdale, Stratford and Sale. 
They also indicated that there is a high percentage of holiday homes within East Gippsland and 
owners may be able to make these available for use during construction to reduce pressure on short-
term accommodation (BTEG and EGMI, 2019).  

The use of local workers where possible and consultation with short-term accommodation providers to 
identify under-utilised accommodation and/or opportunities to increase supply (for example by putting 
extra cabins or vans within a caravan site) will assist in managing any small increase in demand 
created by construction workers. The residual risk of the project diminishing the value of tourist reliant 
businesses in settlements and towns in proximity to the project and across the broader study area by 
increasing demand was assessed as low. 
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Local suppliers of goods and services 

Development of the project has the potential to bring procurement opportunities to the study area and 
broader region for businesses supplying goods and services of relevance to the project. This includes 
suppliers of goods and services in areas such as equipment, health, transportation, food, 
accommodation and fertilisers and/or seed.  

Kalbar’s Local Content Guidelines (2019a) include a commitment to purchase local goods and 
services where possible. BAEconomics (2020) has determined that the net economic benefit to local 
suppliers who service the project will be $209.4 million. Opportunities for local suppliers to supply 
goods and services to the project will be maximised through a range of initiatives such as: 

• Support local industry participation by providing industry briefings on what work programs are 
coming up and how businesses can get ready for them. 

• Employment of a local content support coordinator at Kalbar whose role it is to assist with local 
industry capability building and content development, monitoring capital infrastructure 
procurement processes to ensure Kalbar policy to support local industry wherever possible is 
being considered and implemented and enhancing opportunities for local people and 
businesses.  

• Work and liaise with local businesses and employers to understand the potential impact on 
their current and future workforce.  

• Continue to build relationships to promote co-operation between Kalbar and local businesses. 
• Continue working with training providers and Government organisations to address any 

foreseen skill shortages. Work with training providers and Government organisations to format 
and implement new training courses to accommodate skill shortages. 

• Identify skill shortages and areas of training which will be required to allow locals to gain 
qualifications within this area. Continue working with local education providers to format 
nationally recognised courses to accommodate any skill shortages. Encourage and support 
ongoing training through local partnerships with a view to keep abreast of the changing 
landscape of the mining industry. 

• Establish and maintain a database of businesses based in Gippsland with services and 
supplies that could support construction, operations, rehabilitation and closure 
(decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure) of the project. 

• Compare tenders using a formula that weights local content in the assessment.  
• Require tenderers to demonstrate local content and preferentially weight this in the 

assessment. 
• Advertise all tenders in local newspapers and on relevant procurement portals. 
• Advertise in local papers what local businesses can do to get their business ready to supply 

goods and services to the project.  
• Engage and work collaboratively with industry bodies to identify and build the capacity of local 

suppliers to supply goods and services to the project.  
• For instance, Kalbar will continue to engage with industry bodies such as ICN and programs 

such as GROW Gippsland (a collaborative program aimed at strengthening social and 
economic outcomes and increasing job opportunities in the Gippsland region) to: 
 Identify potential local suppliers through Gippsland Business Connect and other databases 

of local suppliers in the region. 
 Run tailored tender workshops for local suppliers on topics such as tender writing for the 

supply of goods and services to the project. 
 Run workshops to assist businesses in retaining their staff. 
 Profile the project and the opportunities available for local suppliers. 
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 Monitor goods and services supplied to the project and review and report on this on an 
annual basis through tools on an analytics platform which collects, analyses and presents 
data on local content.   

 Where appropriate encourage and promote Joint Venture opportunities for local 
contractors/suppliers. 

 Work with contractors and sub-contractors on the project on maintaining consistent 
requirements to Kalbar with regards to local content requirements. 
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Table 6.11 Risk assessment summary: Economy and local businesses 
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Increased 
employment and 
business opportunity 
generated by the 
project leads to local 
and regional 
economic growth 
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• Industry Capability Network (ICN) and GROW 
industry briefings and tender writing workshops 
will be provided (SE45). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
Sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.3 of this SEIA. 
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Diminished value of 
businesses within 
10 km of the project 
area and broader 
region that are reliant 
on tourists due to 
sustained impacts on 
amenity and/or short-
term increased 
demand from the 
project 
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• Tourism authorities, such as Business & Tourism 
East Gippsland and East Gippsland Marketing 
Inc., will be engaged regularly to identify 
economic and business opportunities for the 
region (SE35). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 

Implement management measures to minimise 
potential noise and dust emissions outlined by 
MDA (2020) and Katestone Environmental (2020) 
and traffic impacts (Arup, 2020). 
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e • Current levels of access to national 
parks and other natural assets will be 
maintained (SE18).  

• Local businesses providing short-term 
accommodation will be engaged to 
discuss the timing of project works 
and potential peak periods (SE36).  
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6.4. Livelihoods, employment and training 
The project has the potential to impact on livelihoods, employment and training in a number of ways. 
Community members value being able to work in the local area and in some cases, generate their 
own income. They also indicated that they value the employment provided by the local agricultural 
industry which in this area largely consists of grazing, including the horticultural industry which in the 
Lindenow Valley is vegetable production. 

Concern has been raised by some local residents that the project will result in the loss of agricultural 
land and income from agriculture. Some residents have also raised concerns that the project has the 
potential to impact on the image and amenity of the region as a source of fresh produce and tourist 
destination. Impacts on horticulture, including the potential for the project to impact on the image and 
reputation of the local horticultural industry, have been assessed through the Horticultural Impact 
Assessment (RMCG, 2020). Other potential impacts from the project on agriculture are discussed 
below. 

6.4.1. Crops and livestock 
As outlined in Section 6.2, community members have expressed a strong connection to the land. 
Related to this connection are values associated with high quality agricultural land and the livelihood 
that can be generated from it, and range of crops and livestock that are produced on it.  

Land will be removed from agriculture and forestry throughout the life of the project. This loss will 
directly impact on the 19 landholders within the project area. The Agricultural Impact Assessment 
(Hamilton SierraCon, 2020) states than an average of 443 ha of land will be out of agricultural 
production each year during the 20-year life of the project. This represents an average annual gross 
margin loss of $57,750 to $83,000 per annum and equates to a lost value of production of 
approximately $87,250 to $125,250 per annum. A small loss of employment will also be associated 
with this loss in agricultural production (see Section 6.3.1).  

Landholders within the project area will be compensated for impacts on productivity and livelihood in 
accordance with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act and the Land Acquisition and 
Compensation Act. It is acknowledged though that this temporary loss of agricultural land during the 
life of the project has the potential to impact on these landholders connection to their land and values 
relating to agricultural land and crops and livestock.  

Kalbar expects that access to, and farming will be feasible on parts of landowners properties during 
active mining. The siting of project facilities on Kalbar land will assist in avoiding severance impacts 
(Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). The presence of the project will necessitate that landholders within the 
project area make changes to where and how they farm. Concerns relating to, for example, the health 
and safety of livestock, and changes in access, may impact on whether these landholders continue to 
farm their land during active mining. 

The project has the potential to result in the loss of crops or reduced crop productivity from dust 
deposition. The HHRA (Coffey, 2020c; pg.77) found that: 

A dust deposition rate of 0.1 g/m2 per month was estimated in the crop farming areas 
associated with project activities based on dust modelling (Katestone Environmental, 2020).  
When combined with background dust deposition in this area, the annual measured deposition 
rate of 1.0 g/m2 per month was below the Tier 1 assessment criteria of 4.0 g/m2 per month. 

Some landholders within and outside of the project area have raised concerns about the potential for 
the project to impact on the availability of water (surface and groundwater) used for agriculture. Water 
security is critical for agriculture and horticultural production in the area and it is acknowledged that 
some licenced users are greatly concerned about the potential for the project to jeopardise their water 
security and with it, their livelihood. 
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The project will require water for activities including ore processing, dust suppression, rehabilitation 
and wash-down as well as for drinking water and ablutions. Approximately 3 GL of water is likely to be 
required per annum during project operations. Kalbar is seeking a licenced allocation from Southern 
Rural Water to source winterfill from the Mitchell River as the project’s primary water source. Winterfill 
licences can only be used for the period 1 July to 31 October and cannot be drawn on when flow rates 
in the Mitchell River fall below 1,400 ML per day.  

The Groundwater and Surface Water Impact Assessment prepared for the EES (Coffey, 2020b) 
considers the potential impact of a winterfill licence from the Mitchell River being obtained by Kalbar 
on other winterfill licence holders and year-round licence holders. In relation to potential impacts on 
other winterfill licence holders the report (Coffey, 2020b; pg. 205-206) states that: 

It is recognised that extraction of surface water from the Mitchell River for mine water supply 
could result in the 1,400 ML/day threshold being reached marginally quicker during a period of 
declining stream flow rates. The stream flow records for the Glenaladale station were reviewed 
for the past 10 years to identify days during the winterfill period where an additional 24 ML/day 
allocation would result in the 1,400 ML/day threshold being exceeded where it otherwise had 
not. Of the 3,045 days within the winter-fill period 16 days (or 0.53% of winterfill days) had flow 
rates that would have been reduced below 1,400 ML/day, leading to restrictions.  

Therefore, the likelihood that existing winterfill licence holders (such as the Woodglen ASR 
project) would be impacted during the mine life is Possible. A Minor consequence has been 
assumed for this impact based on the assumption that pumping during higher flow periods 
would allow winterfill licence holder to make up for missed pumping days.  

In relation to potential impacts on year-round licence holders (irrigators) the Coffey report (2020b; 
pg. 206) states that: 

The winterfill threshold of 1,400 ML/day is well above the 185 ML/day flow limit where 
restrictions are enforced on irrigators (SRW, 2014b). Therefore, the likelihood of surface water 
extraction, conducted in line with the winterfill licence conditions, impacting on the year-round 
irrigators is Rare. However, the consequence of an impact to irrigators, however unlikely, would 
be Major. The impact on irrigators is considered to be Low. 

Some landholders have raised concerns over the potential for the project to impact on water quality 
(surface and groundwater) used for agricultural purposes. Within the project area, stock water is 
generally provided from farm dams. A number of groundwater bores in the project area are used for 
both stock and domestic purposes (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). Concerns have been raised over the 
potential for dam water to be contaminated from dust generated during mining operations. Drawing on 
dust deposition rates predicted as a part of the air quality assessment (Katestone Environmental, 
2020), Coffey’s HHRA (Coffey, 2020c) found that dust particulates deposited as a result of project 
activities would sink and form part of the sediments at the bottom of the dam. These sediments 
generally remain undisturbed, except if aquatic animals, such as yabbies, are present.  

The groundwater supply for the project would be from a different aquifer than that used for stock. The 
modelling indicates there will be no impact on water supply from these bores due to mine water 
supply (Coffey, 2020b). 

A range of management measures will be implemented to reduce the risk of crops being lost on 
nearby agricultural properties due to poor water quality and/or insufficient water supply triggered by 
the project. These include, for example: 

• Surface water management infrastructure designed to capture run-off (and eroded sediments) 
should be maintained until such a time that vegetation is fully established and stabilising the 
landscape. 

• Surface water will be extracted from the Mitchell River in line with the conditions, timings, and 
limits detailed in any licence issued by Southern Rural Water. 
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• Groundwater will be extracted from the Latrobe Group aquifer in line with conditions, timings, 
and limits detailed in a licence issued by Southern Rural Water. 

• Implement an adaptive management strategy that includes triggers for groundwater quantity 
and quality for remedial action. 

• Stockpile slope angles will be constructed as low as practicable and seeding or mulch 
materials and contour ripping will be strategically used to stabilise stockpiles, prevent runoff 
and minimise erosion. 

• Suppressants and water will be applied to exposed areas and stockpiles, where rehabilitation 
is not yet practical, to reduce potential for dust generation. In particular, during drier months 
when less rainfall is expected.  

• Areas will be cleared in a staged manner only as required to reduce dust generation by 
minimising the area of exposed ground surfaces at any one time. 

• Speed limits will be implemented and enforced on unsealed project roads to minimise dust 
generation.  

• Drop heights for topsoil and overburden during creation of stockpiles will be minimised as far 
as practicable to reduce dust generation. 

In addition, Kalbar will work within the limits of any groundwater allocation given which are designed 
to protect other licenced users. 
With these and other controls in place, the residual risk of landholders adjacent to the project area or 
those in surrounding towns experiencing reduced productivity in agricultural or forestry operations due 
to a decline in water availability and/or quality has been assessed as low. 
The water trading market is acknowledged to be competitive and entering the market could raise the 
price of water for other licenced users.  

In response to concerns raised by adjacent landholders on the potential for livestock production to be 
impacted by dust and noise emissions, the Agriculture Impact Assessment (Hamilton SierraCon, 
2020) reviewed the findings of available studies on this issue. The findings indicate that livestock 
experienced little or no effect from sonic booms or aircraft noise. A study into the potential for noise 
from music festivals to impact on horses found that horses generally showed little response to the 
noise, except when it was associated with visible stimuli or of an alarming character, such as short 
bursts of high-pitched singing (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020). In general, a number of the studies noted 
that if the noise is familiar and not associated with danger, animal’s responses will become 
moderated.  

Another study referred to in the Agriculture Impact Assessment (Hamilton SierraCon, 2020) 
considered the potential for coal dust associated with a mine to affect the growth of vegetation and/or 
palatability of feed for cattle. This study concluded that coal mine dust did not affect the palatability of 
feed when coal mine dust was present at a level equivalent to a dust deposition rate of 
4,000 mg/m2/day (which is a typical guideline used to protect against amenity impacts).  

Clean green environment 

Many local residents and growers have expressed concern that the project may affect the ‘clean 
green’ image of the region, including produce grown in the Lindenow Valley. As outlined in Section 
6.2.2, they have expressed that they value their access to the natural environment in the area and the 
‘…region’s strong reputation for producing ‘clean’, high quality fresh produce’ (RMCG, 2020). 

The potential for the project to impact on water quality is discussed in Sections 6.2.3.  

The Horticulture Impact Assessment (RMCG, 2020) assessed the potential for the project to impact 
on the ‘clean green’ image of the region and in turn, growers’ livelihoods. This found that (RMCG, 
2020; pg. 3): 
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If a direct offsite impact from the Project was to occur, such as dust or run-off water affecting 
fresh produce quality and safety, this could have an economic effect on producers in the 
region…. However, given the independent technical assessments related to dust and water 
quality, the risk of serious direct offsite impacts is considered to be low. 

The Horticulture Impact Assessment found that several factors affect the buying habits of consumers 
to fresh produce. Research by Nielsen (2015) indicates that consumers prefer fresh, natural and 
minimally processed food, and that sustainably sourced and organic ingredients are very important in 
their purchasing decisions. Food safety related health issues have also been found to influence the 
consumption of fresh produce (Hussain, 2013). For instance, consumers will stop buying a particular 
fresh product or even product type that has been affected.  

Plain or home-brand packaging used by a number of supermarkets (for example, Woolworths Select 
and Coles brand) limits the ability of consumers to readily identify where their produce has come from. 
Fresh salad leaves for example are a major product from the Lindenow Valley. Across Australia, 
88.7% of all fresh salad leaves dollar sales were sold through the major supermarket chains, including 
through plain or home brand pre-packaged lines (Nielson, 2018).  

RMCG (2020) assessed that there was a low residual risk of growers experiencing a loss of market 
for produce due to damage to the region’s reputation. This assessment was based on the current 
operation of regional supply chains and markets and provided that Kalbar implements the following 
mitigation: 

• Adhering to work plan conditions.  

• Identifying potential issues and implementing effective solutions through continued 
communication and engagement with the local industry. 

• Encourage local growers to obtain EnviroVeg or Freshcare Environmental certification as 
evidence of ‘clean green’ production under an environmental management system. 

• Support an annual local community event to attract visitors to the region, such as a Harvest 
Festival, and/or support the East Gippsland Veg Innovation Day.  

In addition to the economic impacts associated with a potential loss of market for produce, damage to 
the region’s reputation as a producer of high-quality produce has the potential to impact on individual 
and community wellbeing and identity. In particular, the way in which growers and others in the local 
community identify with their local area may change as a result of potential impacts to what is 
sometimes referred to as the clean green environment that surrounds them.  

Community and individual wellbeing may also be affected by any potential impact to the reputation of 
the industry, particularly as a number of areas have been farmed by the same families over multiple 
generations (RMCG, 2020). While different people will respond to these impacts in different ways it 
may affect how some people participate in the local community. It may lead others to decide to 
change or sell their business or leave their property. 

In addition to the management measures outlined by RMCG (2020) above Kalbar will: 

• Engage with growers and seek their interest in Kalbar establishing a working group with 
growers that would meet on a periodic basis and discuss any issues of concern.  

• Establish an environmental review committee to involve the community in reviewing the 
environmental performance of the project throughout its life. 

•  Establish a community reference group to provide a point of liaison and communication with 
the local community during project construction and operations. 
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6.4.2. Livelihoods 
As outlined in Section 6.3.2 the project has the potential to diminish the value of businesses that are 
reliant on tourists and with it, the livelihoods of these business owners. While potential impacts on the 
value of these businesses have been assessed in a separate discussion above it is acknowledged 
that this is directly linked to impacts on the livelihoods of these business owners.  

The project will generate increased vehicle movements including heavy vehicle movements (see 
Table 6.3) and change road conditions on a number of roads along the HMC transport route. This 
increase in project-related vehicle movements and change in road conditions has the potential to 
disrupt the efficient and safe transportation of agricultural goods to market and to workplaces and in 
turn, affect income generated from the sale of these goods. Project-related vehicle movements also 
have the potential to disrupt the movement of livestock and machinery on local roads such as 
Bairnsdale–Dargo Road and Fernbank–Glenaladale Road.   

A range of controls will be adopted to minimise the potential for the project to impact on transport 
networks and use of the road network to support agricultural operations. These include: 

• Encourage the workforce to travel to site by bus or car pool. 

• Where roadworks require closure of roads, identify alternative routes in consultation with East 
Gippsland Shire Council and VicRoads to provide the public with adequate access at all times. 

• Construct diverted and realigned roads to the same or better standard as existing roads. 

• Consulting with all agricultural landholders within 2 km of the project area to understand 
where, when and how the local road network is used for the transport of machinery and stock 
so that strategies can be developed to reduce potential impacts. 

• As a part of the traffic management sub-plan, outline procedures to address potential hazards 
associated with the movement of farm machinery and/or stock on roads used by project-
related vehicle movements.   

With these controls in place, the residual risk of adjacent residents and those within 10 km of the 
project area experiencing livelihood impacts associated with disruptions to the transportation of goods 
and stock to market has been assessed as low (Table 6.13).  

6.4.3. Employment and training  
The project is anticipated to generate 200 direct jobs during construction and 200 jobs during 
operations. A further 200 indirect jobs are expected to be generated in ancillary industries that supply 
the mine.  

As outlined in Section 5.6.2, the unemployment rate for East Gippsland and Wellington shires in 
June 2018 was higher than that for Victoria (8.2%, 6.3% and 5.1% respectively in June 2018; 
Department of Jobs and Small Business, 2018). This level represents some 1,700 people out of work 
in East Gippsland.  

In the Economic Impact Assessment, BAEconomics (2020), states that this suggests that there is a 
large pool of people who are unemployed in East Gippsland and the surrounding region. 

Specialist skills and previous experience will be required for some positions on the mine. These 
include roles such as mine manager, mining and metallurgical engineers, geologists and environment, 
health and safety personnel whereas others will be non-professional such as truck drivers and 
equipment operators. In line with its Local Content Guidelines (Kalbar Operations Pty, 2019a), Kalbar 
intends to source the majority of the project workforce locally and is working internally and with 
employment and training organisations to identify strategies to increase opportunities for local workers 
to gain employment on the project. To date, this has involved: 
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• Engaging with education and training providers and employment and apprenticeship support 
networks that operate in Gippsland including Federation Training, AGA Apprenticeships, 
Maxima, Sale College, Workways and MEGT. The purpose of this engagement has been to 
understand:  
 Where there is a need for additional VET graduates in the region to support employment 

on the project. 
 Some of the key barriers associated with people undertaking training and/or obtaining 

employment in the region and what Kalbar could do to assist in reducing these barriers. 
 What employment, education, training and other support these organisations provide and 

how they connect with businesses. 
 How they could support Kalbar in identifying potential candidates for training or 

employment and support local people in gaining the appropriate training and skills to work 
on the project.  

 How they could support Kalbar in targeting disadvantaged or vulnerable groups such as 
people with a disability, the long-term unemployed and Indigenous people for employment.  

• Becoming a signatory to the Grow Gippsland Compact, as outlined below. 

• Employing a local content support coordinator at Kalbar whose role it is to assist with 
identifying and managing potential training and skills gaps, building relationships with local 
training providers and industry, enhancing opportunities for local people and businesses and 
engaging with lead contractors and supplies to promote maximum local jobseeker 
participation. 

• Attending meetings of the GROW Gippsland Procurement Group.  

• Networking with other local Gippsland employers, suppliers of goods and services and 
potential workers through online forums created by GROW Gippsland to assist in connecting 
employers with local suppliers and potential employees. 

• Engaging with organisations such as GEGAC and the Clontarf Foundation on opportunities for 
local Indigenous people to undertake training on and secure employment and commercial 
opportunities on the project.  

To date, 200 people have registered their interest with Kalbar in working on the project and a further 
129 curriculum vitae (CV) have been received from interested potential applicants. A review of these 
CVs by Kalbar indicates that there is strong interest in working on the project from people local to the 
area. The review indicates that 68 of the 129 CVs received to date are from residents who are local to 
the area. A further 44 CVs are from residents who are from the area but have moved elsewhere due 
to work opportunities who have expressed an interest in returning to East Gippsland if the work 
opportunities are available.   

To better understand the potential to employ people from Gippsland on the project, a review was 
conducted on the extent to which other major employers operating in the region have been able to 
employ locally. Two major employers in the region are ExxonMobil (Longford Plant) and the Australian 
Department of Defence (RAAF Base East Sale). In 2016, 92.3% of the 556 people working in the 
mining industry in Wellington Shire (incorporating the Longford Plant) lived in Wellington Shire 
(Remplan, 2019b). In the same year, 84.6% of the 1,685 people working in public administration and 
safety (incorporating RAAF Base East Sale) lived in Wellington Shire (Remplan, 2019b). This 
indicates that both of these major employers have a workforce that is largely made up of local 
employees.   

In an interview with from Wentworth Shire Council conducted as a part of this SEIA, council officers 
indicated that the proponent of the Ginkgo Mineral Sands Mine, Cristal Mining did not specifically 
target locals when employing people on the mine (Ross, pers. com., February 2019). Local people 
have gained employment on the mine and in associated roles such as administration and food 
catering. Representatives interviewed from Wentworth and Southern Grampians shires also pointed 
to instances where people who had left the area had returned home to work on the mine or mineral 
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separation plant (Ross, pers. com., February 2019; Koch, pers. com., February 2019). On the 
Keysbrook Mineral Sands Mine, all employment on site was targeted at the nearby towns with a 
recruitment policy that gave priority to all applicants residing within a 30-minute commute to the site 
(Cain, pers. com., February 2019).  

Education and training providers were asked what Kalbar could do to assist in improving opportunities 
for local people to secure training and employment on the project. GEGAC were asked what Kalbar 
could do to improve opportunities for local Indigenous people to secure training and employment on 
the project. Table 6.12 summarises their responses and the associated commitments from Kalbar. 

Table 6.12 Input from education and training providers and Kalbar commitments  

Input from education and 
training providers and 
other organisations 

Kalbar commitments 

Support work placement 
programs 

Kalbar will provide opportunities for work placement students on the 
project and will work with education and training providers to identify 
suitable applicants. 

Support the GROW 
Gippsland project 

Kalbar has become a signatory to the Grow Gippsland Compact. This 
commits it to: 

• Endeavouring to increase the local (Gippsland) proportion of our 
organisational spend by 5% by June 30th, 2020. 

• Developing an individualised GROW Gippsland Action Plan with an 
annual statement of outcomes for publication on the GROW Gippsland 
website. 

• Agreeing to share appropriate data to communicate regional 
procurement opportunities and track GROW Gippsland progress via a 
shared measurement framework. 

• Allocating a champion within the organisation to provide accountability 
and to ensure actions are actively worked on and outcomes measured 
and reported. 

• Providing opportunities to grow local small to medium sized businesses 
– either as suppliers to our business, as partners, or as sub-contractors 
– to improve social outcomes. 

• Seeking opportunities to work with social enterprises and Aboriginal 
businesses in the region that deliver social outcomes as part of doing 
business, either directly or as part of our supply chain. 

• Providing employment and work exposure opportunities for targeted job 
seekers in line with business needs and requirements.  

• Collaborating with other GROW members to identify opportunities to 
work together to increase opportunities for people with barriers to work 
and support economic participation in our region. 

• Sharing knowledge and lessons learned, including developing case 
studies and contributing to models for success. 

• Publicly supporting GROW and influencing other organisations to sign 
the Compact and increase their impact on local people and the local 
economy.  
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Input from education and 
training providers and 
other organisations 

Kalbar commitments 

Support apprentice and 
traineeship programs and 
work to attract local 
Indigenous youth 

Kalbar will provide opportunities for apprentices on the project and work 
with support networks such as the Australian Apprenticeship Support 
Network to increase the likelihood that these apprentices will complete 
their program. Kalbar is also committed to identifying skills gaps and 
working with education and training providers to make local training 
programs available in the area to minimise the potential to increase these 
gaps. 

Kalbar will also continue to engage with organisations such as the 
Gunaikurnai Land and Waters Aboriginal Corporation and GEGAC on 
opportunities to encourage local Indigenous youth to conduct training and 
/ or apprenticeships on the project. 

Work with local training 
providers 

Should skill shortages be identified in the local area in particular fields, 
work with local training providers to adapt what training Kalbar offer 
locally to respond to areas of need. 

Provide students with an 
understanding of the breadth 
of employment available on 
the project as many students 
have a fairly undeveloped 
concept of work 

Kalbar will provide local information sessions for potential employees, 
present at local schools and engage with school careers counsellors on 
the range of job opportunities available on the project.  

Take young people, including 
Indigenous young people, on 
tours of the mine site to make 
them aware of the range of 
employment opportunities on 
the project 

Establish a program for schools to tour the mine site to provide 
opportunities for students to learn about mineral sands mining. Work with 
organisations such as GEGAC to run tours of the mine site for local 
young Indigenous people to learn about mineral sands mining. 

Kalbar has also committed to the following to maximise opportunities for local people to gain training 
and/or employment through the project: 

• Form partnerships with and use local labour hire providers for short-term and contract jobs.  

• Provide opportunities for long term unemployed on the project through the use of GROW 
Gippsland targeted employment programs. 

• Maintain a database of people interested in working on the project and proactively promote 
upcoming opportunities with Kalbar to subscribers. 

• Profile a range of people working on the mine (including construction, operations and 
rehabilitation) and/or featured roles on the mine to give people information on the types of 
roles there are and general competencies and skills they require. These would be made into 
information sheets for distribution to education and training providers and employment support 
networks and/or advertised in local newspapers to assist people in getting job ready and in 
raising awareness of the different types of roles that will be established. 

• Work with training providers to establish workforce key competencies.  

• Work with education and training providers to establish a scholarship program to assist local 
young people in obtaining training relevant to the project. 

• Establish Kalbar as an employer of choice in the local area by developing a strong culture and 
providing good working conditions for employees. 
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• Base recruitment and resourcing on the project out of Bairnsdale. 

• Advertise all employment opportunities on the project in local newspapers and via the GROW 
Gippsland network. 

• Engage with the GLaWC and GEGAC on how to increase employment and commercial 
opportunities for local Indigenous people on the project.   

• Continue to engage with employment, education and training providers in the lead up to 
construction and operations phases of the project and on an ongoing basis.  

• Monitor the origin of employees and contractors on the project and review and report on this 
on an annual basis through tools such as an analytics platform which collects, analyses and 
presents data on local content.   

• Adapt rosters where practical to enable employees to continue to be involved in the local 
community. 

• Where appropriate to the role, offer flexible work arrangements to encourage applications from 
women and single parents. 

• Where applicable, use targeted advertising to create a diverse and inclusive workforce. 

• Establish ongoing support and training during the life of the mine. 

Workers on the project have the potential to benefit from higher incomes, training, new skills and 
experience. Workers on the project are expected to earn on average $101,882 per annum. When 
compared to the average wage for the local area of $49,543, the net economic benefit for each 
employee would be $52,339 (BAEconomics, 2020).  

The higher incomes for workers on the project relative to average wages for the local area also has 
the potential to create some social impacts. 

One potential impact is that existing local businesses including agricultural and horticultural industries 
may face difficulties in recruiting and/or retaining staff who, where suitably qualified, may be attracted 
to the higher earning potential on the project. In the case of agriculture, this has the potential to 
disrupt production. As outlined in Section 5.6.2, the agricultural sector is experiencing labour and 
skills shortages across all training and skill levels. A number of the occupations required for the 
project such as equipment operators, maintenance and day crew, supervisors and truck drivers are 
likely to have a similar skill set to workers employed by agricultural and horticultural industries.  

There is a shortage of young people working in and entering the agrifood sector due to perceptions 
about the industry. Several of the commitments outlined above to support local young people in 
securing employment on the project (such as support for work placement and scholarship programs) 
will also assist in managing potential impacts on these sectors. In addition, Kalbar will provide 
opportunities for the long term unemployed and local Indigenous people on the mine site by utilising 
GROW Gippsland targeted employment programs. 

Other local businesses such as electricians and mechanics may also experience difficulty in recruiting 
and/or retaining staff who, where suitably qualified, may be attracted to the higher earning potential on 
the project. Kalbar will prepare a labour force strategy in consultation with local employment networks 
prior to construction commencing. This strategy will include targeted measures to manage potential 
impacts of project employment on other sectors.  
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Table 6.13 Risk assessment summary: Livelihoods, employment and training 
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Damage to the 
region’s reputation as 
a producer of high-
quality produce 
impacts on individual 
and community 
wellbeing and identity 

C, 
O 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

Key horticulture and agriculture mitigation 
measures include: 
• The work plan will be adhered to during 

construction and operation of the project to 
achieve agreed environmental and social 
outcomes (AG04).  

• A joint approach will be developed with local 
horticultural and agricultural producers to identify 
measures to attract and retain a local workforce 
(AG10). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Horticultural Impact Assessment (RMCG, 
2020).  
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e • A working group with growers will be 
established, as agreed with growers, 
and will meet on a periodic basis to 
discuss specific issues of concern 
and potential responses (AG11). 

• Local growers will be encouraged to 
obtain EnviroVeg or Freshcare 
environmental certification as 
evidence of 'clean green' production 
under an environmental 
management system (AG12). 

• An annual local community event will 
be supported that attracts visitors to 
the region, such as a Harvest 
Festival, and/or support the East 
Gippsland Veg Innovation Day 
(AG13).  
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Disruption to the 
efficient and safe 
transportation of 
goods and stock to 
market and/or to 
workplace due to 
increased project 
traffic and/or 
changed traffic 
conditions leads to 
reduced income for 
adjacent residents 
and those within 
10 km of the project 
area 

C, 
O 

 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 
• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 

implemented (TT02).  
• Roadworks affecting the Princes Highway will 

be avoided during peak periods (TT21).  
• Local council and regulators will be consulted 

for alternative routes where road closures are 
required for roadworks (TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020).  
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e All agricultural landholders within 2 km 
of the project area will be consulted to 
understand where, when and how the 
local road network is used for the 
transport of machinery and stock so 
that strategies can be introduced to 
reduce potential impacts (SE37). 
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Increased 
employment 
opportunity in the 
region from project 
generated 
employment and 
goods and services 
supplied to the 
project 
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• Education and training providers will be 
consulted to identify suitable work placement 
applicants and provide opportunities to work on 
the project (SE38).  

• Local applicants will be targeted for employment 
opportunities on the project, working with 
GROW Gippsland and other organisations, 
including to encourage applicants from 
disadvantaged or vulnerable groups (SE39). 

• Opportunities will be provided for apprentices to 
work on the project and work with support 
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GROW industry briefings and tender 
writing workshops will be provided 
(SE45). 
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networks such as the Australian Apprenticeship 
Support Network to increase the likelihood that 
these apprentices will complete their program 
(SE40). 

• Information sessions will be provided for 
potential employees, presentations given at 
career events and local schools, and careers 
counsellors will be engaged on job opportunities 
available on the project (SE41).  

• Partnerships will be formed with local labour hire 
providers to fill short-term and contract jobs 
(SE42).  

• A database of businesses based in Gippsland 
with services and supplies that could support 
construction, operations and closure of the 
project, such as Industry Capability Network 
(ICN) and Gippsland Business Connect, will be 
established and maintained (SE43).  

• A range of people working on the mine 
(including construction, operations and closure) 
and/or featured roles on the mine will be profiled 
to give people information on the types of roles 
available and general competencies and skills 
that are required (SE44). 
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Disruption to 
agricultural practices 
and other industries 
due to increased 
competition for labour 
leads to reduced 
income 

C, 
O 

• Opportunities will be provided for apprentices to 
work on the project and work with support 
networks such as the Australian Apprenticeship 
Support Network to increase the likelihood that 
these apprentices will complete their program 
(SE40). 

• Skill shortages and training requirements will be 
identified to allow local people to gain 
qualifications within these areas. Ongoing 
training will be encouraged and supported 
through local partnerships with a view to keep 
abreast of the changing landscape of the mining 
industry (SE46). 
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e • A labour force strategy will be 
prepared in consultation with local 
employment networks prior to 
construction commencing; including 
targeted strategies to manage 
potential impacts of project 
employment on other sectors 
(SE47). 

• Local applicants will be targeted for 
employment opportunities on the 
project, working with GROW 
Gippsland and other organisations, 
including to encourage applicants 
from disadvantaged or vulnerable 
groups (SE39). 
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6.5. Infrastructure and services 
6.5.1. Well-serviced community 
The increased demand for social services and social and recreational infrastructure during 
construction and operation of the project has the potential to impact on service levels, response times 
and the condition of infrastructure. Workers are likely to use recreational facilities, healthcare services, 
education services (operations only), emergency services and community facilities, particularly in 
larger towns surrounding the project area such as Bairnsdale.  

The study area is well serviced by social services and infrastructure, with the majority situated in the 
larger towns of Bairnsdale, Sale, Maffra and Lakes Entrance. Demand for health services is high in 
East Gippsland Shire and the rate of emergency department presentations in East Gippsland and 
Wellington shires are high compared to Victoria overall (GPHN, 2016a). The ageing population in both 
municipalities will also impact on the demand for social services, including health services in the 
future. As outlined in Section 6.1.2, the level of services and facilities available in a community such 
as schools, health services and recreation areas has been found to be an important driver of 
community wellbeing (Walton and McCrea, 2018).  

The majority of the 200 construction and operation workforce is expected to be sourced from the 
Gippsland region. As a worst case (for the purposes of this study), 200 non-local workers could 
access social services and infrastructure during project construction. Given the temporary nature of 
the construction work (up to two years), those that do temporarily relocate to the area are expected to 
do so on their own. During operation, those non-local workers that do move to the study area are 
likely to do so on their own or with their families. As the regional centre closest to the project, demand 
for social services and infrastructure in Bairnsdale is likely to experience the greatest impact. As non-
local workers are also expected to stay in Stratford and Sale, social services and infrastructure in 
these towns have some potential to be affected.  

The ageing population and existing high levels of demand for health services in the study area are 
factors which will influence how service providers can meet the increased demand for health services. 
Discussions with GLCH (conducted as a part of this SEIA) indicate that in many cases they can adjust 
the level of services they provide according to the population (Medson, pers. com., 2019). For 
instance, government funding for maternal health services is based on the birth rate.  

Discussions with BRHS indicate that an increased demand from non-local workers has the potential to 
put increased pressure on general practitioner services, which are already experiencing difficulty 
meeting current levels of demand (Hayles, pers. com., 2019). This increase in turn has the potential to 
impact on demand for emergency services as people may visit the emergency department in hospital 
for non-critical conditions if they are unable to get an appointment with a general practitioner. 
Increased demand for primary care services from non-local workers, such as dental, physiotherapy, 
diabetes support may also affect the availability of services for local people given that some service 
providers are already struggling to meet current levels of demand. This in turn, has the potential to 
impact on the lifestyle that existing residents enjoy.  

A range of mental health services are available in the study area with demand for these services 
slightly higher in the study area compared to Victoria overall. While a heightened sense of uncertainty 
has the potential to create stress and affect individual wellbeing, particularly for those who are directly 
affected or living adjacent to the mine, different people are likely to respond to these and other 
concerns in different ways. Some people may reach out to existing support services or family 
networks whereas others may make changes to their lifestyle or how they run their property.  

Case study information obtained as a part of this SEIA, indicates that demand for some social 
services increased in the Southern Grampians Shire following construction of the Hamilton Mineral 
Separation Plant (Koch, pers. comm., 2019). During construction, when an itinerant FIFO workforce 
was housed in a construction camp, reportedly there were increases in drug use that required support 
from local social services. In an interview with Wentworth Shire (Ross, pers. com., 2019), the council 
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representative indicated that increased traffic associated with the Ginkgo Project led to an increase in 
the number of traffic accidents and demand for emergency services. The representative of the Shire 
of Murray (Cain, pers. com., 2019) advised that the proponent of the Keysbrook Mineral Sands Mine 
contributed to several emergency services in the area, notably the volunteer bushfire brigade which 
resulted in improved services from the brigades in times of emergency.   

Table 6.14 outlines the suggestions made by health service providers engaged with as part of SEIA 
process to assist in managing potential increases in demand created by non-local workers and the 
associated commitments by Kalbar.  

Table 6.14 Input from health service providers and Kalbar commitments  

Input from health service providers Kalbar commitments 

Early engagement with service providers 
through forums such as the East 
Gippsland Managing Directors Group 
which includes representatives from East 
Gippsland Catchment Management 
Authority, Gunaikurnai Land and Waters 
Aboriginal Corporation and health and 
water services providers. 

Prior to construction commencing engage with health service 
providers through forums such as the East Gippsland 
Managing Directors Group to discuss the timing of project 
works and plan for and respond to potential changes in 
demand.  

Kalbar will continue to engage with local health service 
providers, education providers and relevant support networks 
on a six-monthly basis during construction and operation to 
monitor and identify strategies to manage any potential peaks 
in demand. Should this indicate that targeted strategies are 
required to manage impacts on the demand for particular 
services, such as GP services, Kalbar will develop strategies 
to manage this in consultation with service providers. This 
may include for example, providing workers with an incentive 
to visit a GP outside the area or covering the cost of a GP to 
come to site on a periodic basis.  

Maintain good occupational health and 
safety practices on site. 

Prepare and implement a mine safety plan which outlines how 
works will be conducted safely on site and induct all 
employees and contractors into safe work methods on site.  

Kalbar will also:  

• Maximise opportunities for local workers to gain employment on the project. 

• Engage with local health service providers, including mental health service providers and 
support networks on a six-monthly basis during construction and operations to monitor and 
identify strategies to manage any potential peaks in demand.  

• Investigate best practice, evidence-based health and wellbeing programs in collaboration with 
East Gippsland and Wellington shire councils.   

• Conduct pre-employment medicals and drug testing of potential employees through contracts 
with local hospitals or medical practices.  

Demand for recreational facilities in settlements and towns within 10 km of the project area including 
recreation reserves and facilities and playgrounds have the potential to experience increased usage 
from the influx of non-local workers and their families during operations. Given the small number of 
non-local workers expected to move to the area and their likely location in towns such as Bairnsdale, 
Stratford and Sale, impacts on these facilities are expected to be minimal. Similarly, while some non-
local workers may join local sporting teams, as outlined in Section 6.1.6, they are not expected to do 
so in large numbers.  

Given the range of education services available in the region, current levels of availability and small 
predicted increase in enrolments associated with children of the workforce who move to the area 
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during operations, the project is expected to have a minimal impact on the availability of education 
services for existing local residents. Similarly, the range of child care services and preschools in the 
study area, current levels of availability in those larger towns in proximity to the project area (such as 
Bairnsdale, Stratford and Sale) and small predicted increase in demand for these services from 
children of the non-local workforce indicates that existing services will be able to meet the additional 
demand.  

The increase in project-related vehicles and associated increased risk of accidents has the potential 
to create increased pressure on emergency services. To manage any potential impacts on emergency 
services, Kalbar will engage with East Gippsland and Wellington shires and emergency service 
providers to review the existing capability of emergency services and that required in the future should 
the project be approved. This review will draw on existing MEMPs. Kalbar will also provide incentives 
to encourage employees to become emergency services volunteers. This would involve Kalbar paying 
its employees for their time to attend training and respond to incidents on behalf of these 
organisations. Similar incentives have been offered by other employers such as Iluka to encourage 
their workforce to take on similar volunteer roles. 

With controls such as these in place the risk of the project workforce creating over-stretched 
community services has been assessed as low (Table 6.15).
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Table 6.15 Risk assessment summary: Infrastructure and services  
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Over-stretched 
community services 
(with decreased 
access for people in 
the region) due to 
increased demand 
from the project 
workforce 
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• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29).  

• Pre-employment medicals and drug testing will 
be conducted through contracts with local 
hospitals or medical practices (SE49).   
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operation, to monitor and identify 
strategies to manage any potential 
peaks in demand (SE50).  

• Best practice, evidence-based health 
and wellbeing programs will be 
investigated in collaboration with East 
Gippsland and Wellington shires 
councils (SE64). 
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6.6. Housing and accommodation 
The project has the potential to impact on housing affordability and availability through the influx of 
workers to support the construction and operation of the project. The location of the mine and 
associated infrastructure also has the potential to affect property values.   

6.6.1. Property values 
A range of factors can influence the value of a property. The value of agricultural land can be 
influenced by factors such as planning or legal constraints that apply to it, potential uses of the land, 
it’s classification, location and accessibility to services, soil profile, topography and availability of water 
resources (Australian Property Institute, 2017). The value of lifestyle properties is more likely to be 
influenced by aspects such as the landscape, views and amenity. The economic impact assessment, 
BAEconomics (2020; pg. 20) states that: 

As a result of the minor direct impacts, and the potential for compensation of agricultural land 
users it is unlikely that the Project will have an impact on agricultural land values in the region. 

Discussions with council officers from Wentworth Shire and the Shire of Murray on the Ginkgo and 
Keysbrook mineral sands mines indicate that these projects have not impacted on the value of land 
on surrounding properties. Wentworth Shire has reportedly experienced an increase in the price of 
property in line with the Consumer Price Index. The council officer did not attribute this to the mine 
(Ross, pers. com., 2019). In the Shire of Murray, the council reported that the mine had the potential 
to add to the resale value of the land where mining has occurred due to the improvement in soil on 
land that has been degraded due to years of cattle grazing (Cain, pers. com., 2019). In Southern 
Grampians Shire, construction of the Hamilton Mineral Separation Plant reportedly coincided with an 
increase in property prices in the area. The Council officer interviewed indicated that this increase was 
due to a range of factors (Koch, pers. com., 2019). 

6.6.2. Housing availability and affordability 
This section outlines potential impacts associated with increased demand for housing during the 
construction and operations phases of the project. Potential impacts on businesses offering short-
term accommodation are discussed in Section 6.3.2. 

The construction workforce will largely be itinerant and the timeframe for construction is relatively 
short. The bulk of demand is expected to be for short-term accommodation and to a lesser extent, 
rental accommodation. Construction workers who relocate to the study area are considered most 
likely to do so on their own rather than with their family due to the short-term nature of the work. 
Kalbar has also committed to targeting local employees. As a worst case, for the purpose of this study 
it has been assumed that up to 200 construction workers could source rental accommodation or short-
term accommodation in the study area during the up to two-year construction period. These non-local 
workers are considered likely to stay in larger towns in proximity to the project area such as 
Bairnsdale, Stratford and Sale which are all within 30 km of the project area.  

During the 20-year operational life of the project, the majority of those employed on the project are 
expected to be from Gippsland. As a worst case, for the purpose of this study, up to 200 non-local 
workers and their families could require long-term accommodation in the study area. These workers 
are likely to source long-term accommodation to rent or purchase.   

The increased demand for housing during construction and operations has the potential to affect 
housing availability and affordability in the region and with it, the lifestyle that existing residents enjoy. 
It has the potential to impact on low income groups in particular. The median weekly rent in larger 
towns in proximity to the project area such as Lindenow, Lindenow South, Briagolong and Stratford is 
low compared to the state median. While median weekly rents have increased across the study area, 
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the Gippsland region recorded the highest proportion of affordable new lettings across regional 
Victoria between March 2018 and March 2019 (DHHS, 2017b).  

As outlined in Section 5.5.8, between March 2018 and March 2019 the Gippsland region experienced 
a decline of 14.4% in new lettings (DHHS, 2019). This decline indicates that the region is 
experiencing a shortage in rental accommodation. The representative of Community Housing Ltd 
interviewed for this assessment advised that even a small increase in demand for rental 
accommodation in the region (i.e., 20 to 40 additional people) would likely affect housing availability in 
the local area (McNeill, pers. comm., 2019). In addition, he indicated that an increase in demand for 
short-term accommodation during construction had the potential to impact on the availability of such 
accommodation for people requiring crisis accommodation. Varying levels of rental accommodation 
are available in terms of quality and price in the region. Given income levels, non-local workers who 
move to the area during the construction period are unlikely to be interested in lower-cost rental 
housing. However, given the competitive market, the increased demand for accommodation by the 
construction workforce could affect the availability and affordability of rental and short-term 
accommodation in the local area during construction. 

With appropriate controls in place, including developing a housing strategy in consultation with local 
housing support agencies and East Gippsland and Wellington shires prior to construction 
commencing to identify targeted strategies associated with accommodating the non-local workforce, 
and encouraging workers in long-term accommodation to share, the residual risk of construction 
workers on the project impacting on housing availability and affordability for existing residents has 
been assessed as moderate (Table 6.16). In developing this housing strategy Kalbar will include other 
councils that have experienced an influx of non-local workers such as Bass Coast Shire on potential 
strategies and actions that have assisted in managing potential impacts. For example, it is understood 
that prior to the Desalinisation Project being built in Bass Coast Shire owners of holiday homes in a 
selection of towns were contacted to see if they would be willing to rent their property to desalination 
workers for two years during the construction period (Kerr, 2009). The scheme was designed to target 
people with a second home in the area who spend the majority of their time at other residences. 
Properties rented out to tourists as short-term accommodation was not targeted to avoid potential 
impacts on tourism. Bass Coast Shire reportedly sourced over 600 of these homes throughout the 
region and advertised these on the Council’s website. The website was promoted by the contractors 
building the desalination plant to employees, subcontractors and suppliers (Aquasure, no date). 
Towards the end of the construction period a total of 612 properties were reportedly rented to 
construction workers on this project (Bass Coast Shire, 2012). 

The residual risk of people working in the project area or living in the broader landscape experiencing 
housing availability and/or affordability impacts during operations and displacing vulnerable groups 
has been assessed as low. Relatively low numbers of workers are expected to source long-term 
rental accommodation during operations and many regional centres already have short to medium 
term workers as a component of their housing market. This includes police, doctors and other health 
workers who will often move to these areas for one to three years, rent houses and then move to 
another location. This change-over is likely to already be part of the housing market in regional 
centres that non-local workers on the project can integrate into. Given their income levels, non-local 
workers who move to the area are unlikely to be interested in lower-cost rent housing. In addition, 
some of the non-local workforce are expected to purchase housing in the area rather than rent. 

The adoption of mitigation strategies to encourage local people to gain employment on the project, 
development of a housing strategy in consultation with local housing support agencies and East 
Gippsland and Wellington shires prior to construction commencing to identify targeted strategies 
associated with accommodating the non-local workforce and implementation of these targeted 
strategies will assist in reducing potential impacts on housing availability and affordability for residents 
in the local area.  
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Table 6.16 Risk assessment summary: Housing and accommodation 
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C • A housing strategy will be developed in 
consultation with local housing support agencies 
prior to construction commencing to identify 
targeted strategies associated with 
accommodating the non-local workforce (SE53). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29).  
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construction (SE52). 
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• A local employment and procurement guideline 
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preference to local residents and businesses 
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6.7. Summary 
Table 6.17 provides a summary of the potential impacts on socioeconomic values outlined in 
Section 6. This includes a summary of the risk assessment and the management measures to be 
adopted to reduce potential impacts on socioeconomic values and maximise potential opportunities 
associated with the project. 
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Table 6.17 Summary of impact assessment 
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• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and acquisition 
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meetings, personal meetings, newspaper 
advertisements and website information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  

• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 
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information on the performance of the project 
(SE05).  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the project 
website along with information on how any peaks 
or exceedances have been responded to (SE02).   

Residents within 10 km 
of the project area 
experience stress 
associated with potential 
health effects from the 
project and/or exposure 
to the land access 
process, EES process 
and/or changes in 
amenity 
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• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and acquisition 
in a range of ways, such as through community 
meetings, personal meetings, newspaper 
advertisements and website information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  
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• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 

• The community engagement plan and associated 
activities will be regularly reviewed and adapted 
based on community feedback so that the 
community has different ways to receive 
information on the performance of the project 
(SE05).  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the project 
website along with information on how any peaks 
or exceedances have been responded to (SE02).   
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among adjacent 
residents and those 
within 10 km of the 
project area 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  

• A range of avenues will be provided for those 
with concerns to contact Kalbar to express their 
concerns or ask questions (SE06). 

• Regular meetings will be held with adjacent 
residents to discuss any issues or concerns 
(SE03). 
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13 Risk ratings align with bushfire risk assessment framework presented in Section 2.6.1. For completeness, the equivalent risk ratings that align with the risk assessment 
terminology presented in Section 2.6 is provided in parentheses.   
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and/or property and 
businesses 

in consultation with East Gippsland and Wellington 
shire councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 

training and respond to incidents 
on behalf of these organisations 
(SE11). 

• Regular community updates will 
be provided on how bushfire 
mitigation measures are being 
adopted on site (SE09). 

Fire initiated onsite 
resulting in impacts to 
health and safety; loss 
of assets and/or 
business disruption 
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A fire and emergency management sub-plan will 
be prepared and implemented that includes site-
specific bushfire mitigation measures, awareness 
actions, preparedness levels and fire response 
procedures for the site. The plan will be prepared 
in consultation with East Gippsland and Wellington 
shire councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 
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in consultation with East Gippsland and Wellington 
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• Incentives will be provided to 
encourage employees to become 
emergency services volunteers. 
For example, Kalbar will pay its 
employees for their time to attend 
training and respond to incidents 
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shire councils and emergency service providers 
(BF01). 

on behalf of these organisations 
(SE11). 

• Regular community updates will 
be provided on how bushfire 
mitigation measures are being 
adopted on site (SE09). 

Safe roads 

Adjacent residents and 
those living in the towns 
and settlements within 
10 km of the project 
area experience a 
change in lifestyle due 
to concerns relating to 
road safety and/or 
increased travel times 
(Bairnsdale rail 
scenario, road and rail 
scenario) 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements will 
avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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h • The need for a cycleway/foot path 
on Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to 
provide greater protection for 
cyclists and pedestrians on this 
road within the township will be 
investigated as a part of the traffic 
management plan (SE13). 

• Prior to construction and 
operation, all residents adjacent 
to affected roads will be engaged 
with to discuss any concerns they 
have and how road safety can be 
maintained (SE12).  

• Transport contractors will be 
engaged on opportunities to adopt 
vehicle management systems 
which enable drivers to detect 
school buses (SE56). 
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People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a change in 
lifestyle due to concerns 
relating to road safety 
and/or increased travel 
times (road and rail 
scenario) 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements will 
avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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e Transport contractors will be 
engaged on opportunities to adopt 
vehicle management systems 
which enable drivers to detect 
school buses (SE56). 
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Adjacent residents and 
those living in the towns 
and settlements within 
10 km of the project 
area experience a 
change in lifestyle due 
to concerns relating to 
road safety and/or 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements will 
avoid peak hours and school bus operation 
hours (TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to 
pedestrian safety (TT23).  
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operation, all residents adjacent 
to affected roads will be engaged 
with to discuss any concerns they 
have and how road safety can be 
maintained (SE12).  

• Transport contractors will be 
engaged on opportunities to adopt 
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increased travel times 
(Fernbank East rail 
scenario).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in 
consultation with council and regulators to 
provide the public adequate access at all times 
(TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 

vehicle management systems 
which enable drivers to detect 
school buses (SE56). 

People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a change in 
lifestyle due to concerns 
relating to road safety 
and/or increased travel 
times (Bairnsdale rail 
scenario). 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 

• Oversize and overmass vehicle movements will 
avoid peak hours and school bus operation hours 
(TT06). 

• Speed limits will be revised and driver training 
will be undertaken to minimise risks to pedestrian 
safety (TT23).  

• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented (TT02).  

• Alternative routes will be identified in consultation 
with council and regulators to provide the public 
adequate access at all times (TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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h If Bairnsdale Siding is utilised, 
Bairnsdale Racing Club and East 
Gippsland Shire will be engaged 
regarding when public events are 
held at Bairnsdale Racecourse and 
the measures that can be adopted 
to improve pedestrian safety 
(SE14). 
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Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle – Noise and vibration 

Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience impacts on 
rural lifestyle from noise 
emissions associated 
with ground disturbance 

C, 
O 

Key noise mitigation measures include: 

• Noisier activities will be scheduled for less 
sensitive times of day where practicable and 
works will be limited as much as practicable 
during the night and at weekends (NV17). 

• Mobile plant items will be fitted with broadband 
reversing signals to avoid tonal characteristics 
associated with traditional reversing beepers at 
nearby sensitive receptors (NV10). 

• Earth bunds will be constructed to control noise 
such that noise levels from the target sources 
are controlled to achieve site compliance with 
EPA guidelines (NV12).   

• Manageable processes, such as ‘push-back’ 
mining operations, will be implemented to 
optimise the existing terrain to provide maximum 
natural noise attenuation (NV19).  

• The sides of the wet concentrator plant (WCP) 
will be partially clad on the sides closest to 
noise-sensitive areas to comply with NIRV 
recommended noise levels (NV14).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment (MDA, 
2020). 
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H
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h • Plant will be turned off when not 
in use (NV23). 

• Temporary acoustic barriers will 
be deployed to reduce noise 
levels generated from booster 
pumps used to pump slurry 
throughout operations (NV03). 
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People living in the 
towns and settlements 
within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
impacts on rural lifestyle 
from noise emissions 
associated with ground 
disturbance 

C, 
O 

Key noise mitigation measures include: 

• Noisier activities will be scheduled for less 
sensitive times of day where practicable and 
works will be limited as much as practicable 
during the night and at weekends (NV17). 

• Mobile plant items will be fitted with broadband 
reversing signals to avoid tonal characteristics 
associated with traditional reversing beepers at 
nearby sensitive receptors (NV10). 

• Earth bunds will be constructed to control noise 
such that noise levels from the target sources 
are controlled to achieve site compliance with 
EPA guidelines (NV12).   

• Manageable processes, such as ‘push-back’ 
mining operations, will be implemented to 
optimise the existing terrain to provide maximum 
natural noise attenuation (NV19).  

• The sides of the wet concentrator plant (WCP) 
will be partially clad on the sides closest to 
noise-sensitive areas to comply with NIRV 
recommended noise levels (NV14).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment (MDA, 
2020). 
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e • Plant will be turned off when not 
in use (NV23). 

• Temporary acoustic barriers will 
be deployed to reduce noise 
levels generated from booster 
pumps used to pump slurry 
throughout operations (NV03). 
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Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience impacts on 
individual wellbeing and 
lifestyle from noise 
associated with 
construction-related 
vehicle movements 

C • A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented in accordance with relevant 
regulatory guidelines (TT02). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the project 
website along with information on how any peaks 
or exceedances have been responded to (SE02). 
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H
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h Consultation with affected residents 
located in the vicinity of the site will 
be conducted during the project to 
investigate any need for alternative 
noise control measures depending 
on each individual situation (e.g., 
acoustic treatment for dwellings) 
(NV15). 
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Residents along the 
proposed HMC transport 
route experience 
impacts on individual 
wellbeing and lifestyle 
from noise associated 
with project related 
vehicle movements 

O • A traffic management plan will be prepared and 
implemented in accordance with relevant 
regulatory guidelines (TT02). 

• Dust, noise and water monitoring results will be 
made available at regular intervals on the project 
website along with information on how any peaks 
or exceedances have been responded to (SE02). 
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h Project vehicles will be driven to 
the speed limit and in a careful 
manner, avoiding strong 
acceleration/deceleration, and 
restricting the use of compression 
brakes to situations where justified 
on safety grounds, such as along 
long downhill slopes (NV29). 
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Residents adjacent to 
and within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
lifestyle impacts from 
vibration associated with 
the use of loaders, 
compactors and dozers 
in the project area 

C, 
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Plant, machinery and vehicles will be maintained 
in accordance with manufacturers’ specifications 
to minimise emission of noise (NV24). U
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Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle - Dust 

Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience impacts on 
rural lifestyle associated 
with dust emissions from 
ground disturbance 

C, 
O 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20).  
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H
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h • Certain activities, such as 
overburden excavation and 
transport of overburden and 
product, will be ceased when 
real-time air quality monitoring 
indicates that air quality trigger 
levels have been reached near 
key sensitive receptors (AQ13). 

• Certain activities, such as 
overburden excavation and 
transport of overburden and 
product, will be scheduled to 
avoid excessive dust emissions 
during forecast adverse weather 
conditions (principally high 
winds) (AQ14). 

• Activities will be restricted, as 
required, on days when 
modelling predicts exceedances 
of air quality criteria at one or 
more sensitive receptors. 
Activities to be restricted will 
include overburden extraction 
and haulage, ore extraction and 
grading of roads. Restrictions will 
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be applied to these activities 
conducted across the whole or 
part of the project area where 
required to achieve compliance 
with air quality criteria (AQ20).  

• All adjacent landholders will be 
engaged prior to construction 
and operations to discuss any 
concerns that these residents 
have and dust emissions will be 
minimised (SE15). 

 

Residents within 10 km 
of the project area 
experience impacts on 
rural lifestyle associated 
with dust emissions from 
ground disturbance 

C, 
O 

None applicable.  
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Amenity, wellbeing and rural lifestyle - Visual 

Residents adjacent to 
the project area 
experience wellbeing 
and lifestyle impacts 
from views of the project 

C, 
O 

Key visual and landscape mitigation measures 
include: 

• Landscape coloured and non-reflective cladding 
will be used on building infrastructure (VL03).  
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h • The use of low beam lights on 
vehicles will be promoted except 
in case of emergency or where 
safety is compromised (SE16). 

• Visual bunds and screen 
plantings will be established at 
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and/or night lighting 
from it 

• Fixed lighting on infrastructure will be designed 
to reduce potential for light spill (VL02).  

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped to 
reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, with a 
natural appearance (VL08). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Urbis, 2020). 

locations around the perimeter of 
the project area to visually screen 
project activities from sensitive 
viewpoints (VL01).  

• Affected residents located in 
proximity to the project area will 
be consulted to discuss site 
specific visual impact 
management (SE17). 

People living in the 
towns and settlements 
within 10 km of the 
project area experience 
wellbeing and lifestyle 
impacts from views of 
the project and/or night 
lighting from it 

C, 
O 

Key visual and landscape mitigation measures 
include: 

• Landscape coloured and non-reflective cladding 
will be used on building infrastructure (VL03).  

• Fixed lighting on infrastructure will be designed 
to reduce potential for light spill (VL02).  

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped to 
reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, with a 
natural appearance (VL08). 
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e • The use of low beam lights on 
vehicles will be promoted except 
in case of emergency or where 
safety is compromised (SE16). 

• Visual bunds and screen 
plantings will be established at 
locations around the perimeter of 
the project area to visually screen 
project activities from sensitive 
viewpoints (VL01).  

• Affected residents located in 
proximity to the project area will 
be consulted to discuss site 
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For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Urbis, 2020). 

specific visual impact 
management (SE17). 

People working in or 
travelling through the 
project area or living in 
the broader landscape 
experience a lifestyle 
impacts due to views of 
the project from roads 
such as Bairnsdale-
Dargo Road and 
Fernbank-Glenaladale 
Road 

C, 
O 

Key visual and landscape mitigation measures 
include: 

• Landscape coloured and non-reflective cladding 
will be used on building infrastructure (VL03).  

• Screening vegetation will be planned and 
established around key infrastructure to reduce 
visual impacts (VL06).  

• The final rehabilitated landform will be shaped to 
reflect surrounding agricultural landscape, with a 
natural appearance (VL08). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 
(Urbis, 2020). 
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h Visual bunds and screen plantings 
will be established at locations 
around the perimeter of the project 
area to visually screen project 
activities from sensitive viewpoints 
(VL01). 
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Access and connectivity 

Changed road 
conditions reduce the 
efficiency of farming 
practices and result in 
reduced income 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 
• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 

implemented (TT02).  
• New intersections and road upgrades will be 

constructed to Australian standards and satisfy 
the relevant road authority (TT11). 
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e The intersection of Princes 
Highway and Lindenow-
Glenaladale Road will be upgraded 
to roundabout control to increase 
road safety and avoid excessive 
slowing of traffic due to B-doubles 
turning right from Lindenow-
Glenaladale Road onto Princes 
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• Local council and regulators will be engaged to 
identify alternative routes where road closures 
are required for roadworks (TT17).  

• Roadworks affecting Princes Highway will be 
scheduled to minimise closure duration and 
avoid peak periods (TT21).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 

Highway (if required under the 
Bairnsdale rail and road and rail 
scenarios) (TT01). 

 

Changed road 
conditions and the 
physical disturbance 
from mining affects local 
access to and 
connectivity with social 
networks and places of 
work and recreation 

C, 
O 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 
• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 

implemented (TT02).  
• New intersections and road upgrades will be 

constructed to Australian standards and satisfy 
the relevant road authority (TT11). 

• Local council and regulators will be engaged to 
identify alternative routes where road closures 
are required for roadworks (TT17).  

• Roadworks affecting Princes Highway will be 
scheduled to minimise closure duration and 
avoid peak periods (TT21).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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e • The intersection of Princes 
Highway and Lindenow-
Glenaladale Road will be 
upgraded to roundabout control 
to increase road safety and avoid 
excessive slowing of traffic due 
to B-doubles turning right from 
Lindenow-Glenaladale Road 
onto Princes Highway (if required 
under the Bairnsdale rail and 
road and rail scenarios) (TT01). 

• Current levels of access to 
national parks and other natural 
assets will be maintained 
(SE18). 
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Cohesive community 

Divisions among 
adjacent residents over 
those who support the 
project and those who 
are against it affect 
community cohesion 
and subsequently, 
community wellbeing 

C, 
O 

• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES process 
(SE08). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

• The review and update the Lindenow and District 
Community Plan will be discussed with the East 
Gippsland Shire Council (SE23). 
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h • A community fund will be 
established to support community 
events and initiatives that 
encourage social interaction such 
as sporting teams and community 
festivals (SE04).  

• Incentives will be provided for 
personnel to participate in local 
community activities and 
organisations (SE24).  
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Divisions among people 
living within 10 km of the 
project area over those 
who support the project 

C, 
O 

• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES process 
(SE08). 
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h • A community fund will be 
established to support community 
events and initiatives that 
encourage social interaction such 
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and those who are 
against it affect 
community cohesion 
and subsequently, 
community wellbeing 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

• The review and update the Lindenow and District 
Community Plan will be discussed with the East 
Gippsland Shire Council (SE23). 

as sporting teams and community 
festivals (SE04).  

• Incentives will be provided for 
personnel to participate in local 
community activities and 
organisations (SE24).  

Divisions among people 
living within the broader 
landscape over those 
who support the project 
and those who are 
against it affect 
community cohesion 

C, 
O 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 
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ly
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H
ig

h • A community fund will be 
established to support community 
events and initiatives that 
encourage social interaction such 
as sporting teams and community 
festivals (SE04).  

• Incentives will be provided for 
personnel to participate in local 
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and subsequently, 
community wellbeing  

• Close dialogue with East Gippsland and 
Wellington Shire councils will be maintained to 
identify opportunities to encourage social 
interaction (SE21).  

• Timely responses will be provided to any 
community complaints raised (SE22). 

community activities and 
organisations (SE24). 

Decline in community 
cohesion due to the 
influx of workers from 
outside the project area 
engaging in unwanted 
behaviour in the local 
community 

C  • An employment code of conduct, pre-
employment screening and fit for work 
procedures will be developed and implemented 
(SE25). 

• A community complaints procedure will be 
developed and implemented (SE26). 
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Police checks will be conducted on 
potential personnel (SE28). 
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Decline in community 
cohesion due to the 
influx of workers from 
outside the project area 
engaging in unwanted 
behaviour in the local 
community 

O • An employment code of conduct, pre-
employment screening and fit for work 
procedures will be developed and implemented 
(SE25). 

• A community complaints procedure will be 
developed and implemented (SE26). 
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Police checks will be conducted on 
potential personnel (SE28). 
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Community division over 
income disparity 
between those 
employed on the project 
and those employed in 

C, 
O 

A local employment and procurement guideline will 
be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 
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• Incentives for new residents to 
buy locally will be established, 
working work with the Chamber of 
Commerce and local industry 
representative groups (SE30). 
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other sectors of the local 
area 

• Capacity and capability of the 
local community will be built 
through implementing training 
courses (SE31). 

Connection to land and use of the land 

Landholders within the 
project area and/or 
residents adjacent to it 
experience a change in 
connection to their land 
due to the physical 
disturbance of the land 
and change in 
landscape 

C, 
O 

• Regular updates will be provided to local 
communities on the progress of the EES 
process (SE08).  

• A community reference group will be 
established to provide a point of liaison and 
communication with the local community during 
project construction and operations (SE20). 
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e 

H
ig

h • The mine void will be 
progressively backfilled, and 
rehabilitation will be progressive 
to re-instate pre-mining landforms 
and re-establish vegetation 
(VL05). 

• Local landholders will be engaged 
on how land is rehabilitated to 
ensure compatibility with future 
stocking requirements (SE32). 
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Community concern that 
future generations of 
residents will not be able 
to enjoy the area as 
much as past 
generations due to the 
presence of the project 
leads to increased 
stress 

C, 
O 

• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and acquisition 
in a range of ways, such as through community 
meetings, personal meetings, newspaper 
advertisements and website information (SE01). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20).  
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h • The mine void will be 
progressively backfilled, and 
rehabilitation will be progressive 
to re-instate pre-mining landforms 
and re-establish vegetation 
(VL05). 

• Local landholders will be engaged 
on how land is rehabilitated to 
ensure compatibility with future 
stocking requirements (SE32). 
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• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

People’s connection to 
the land changed and 
with it their identity from 
the removal or 
displacement of 
Indigenous cultural 
heritage sites 

C, 
O 

A cultural heritage management plan will be 
prepared and implemented in accordance with the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 (Vic) and Aboriginal 
Heritage Regulations 2018 (Vic). The plan will 
include site-specific management and salvage 
procedures (e.g., collection of surface artefacts 
and excavation of archaeological sites of 
significance) (CH01). 
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e Collected cultural heritage 
materials will be stored by a 
qualified heritage advisor (CH03). U
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Community concern that 
the project will result in 
the loss or depletion of 
flora/fauna species 
and/or habitat and 
impact on their 
connection to the land 

 

C, 
O 

• Community access will be provided to 
information on potential project impacts, and the 
process for the EES, land access and 
acquisition in a range of ways, such as through 
community meetings, personal meetings, 
newspaper advertisements and website 
information (SE01). 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19).  

Key biodiversity mitigation measures include: 
Po
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e • Prior to clearing, nest boxes will 
be installed in areas of potential 
habitat adjacent to the project 
footprint to compensate for the 
removal of hollow-bearing trees 
and impacts on hollow-dependent 
fauna known or potentially 
present (yellow-bellied sheathtail 
bat, powerful owl, masked owl 
and eastern pygmy possum) 
(TE02). 

• Areas will be revegetated and 
managed in accordance with the 
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• Staff/contractor inductions will incorporate an 
environmental component signed off by a 
suitably qualified representative (e.g., site 
environmental advisor/specialist) (TE12).  

• Extent of clearance and buffers around no-go 
areas will be clearly defined to avoid 
disturbance within areas to be retained (TE04).  

• Access tracks expected to experience heavy 
traffic will be located away from areas of high 
ecological sensitivity (TE06). 

For further detail of mitigation measures refer to 
the Biodiversity Impact Assessment (EHP, 2020). 

rehabilitation sub-plan to increase 
overall native vegetation cover in 
the project area, native vegetation 
patch size and habitat 
connectivity, and to exclude stock 
from such areas (TE09). 

Peoples' connection to 
land changed from 
diminished access to 
natural resources and/or 
important community 
places, associated with 
the change in land use 
from agriculture to 
mining, road closures 
and/or changed road 
conditions 

C, 
O 

Key biodiversity mitigation measures include: 

• Staff/contractor inductions will incorporate an 
environmental component signed off by a 
suitably qualified representative (e.g., site 
environmental advisor/specialist) (TE12).  

• Extent of clearance and buffers around no-go 
areas will be clearly defined to avoid 
disturbance within areas to be retained (TE04).  

• Access tracks expected to experience heavy 
traffic will be located away from areas of high 
ecological sensitivity (TE06). 
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H
ig

h • Current levels of access to 
national parks and other natural 
assets will be maintained (SE18).  

• Road works will be avoided on 
roads used to access areas such 
as Den of Nargun including Wy 
Yung Calulu Road and Friday 
Creek Road (SE58). 

• Access will be maintained to the 
Fingerboards information board 
and a similar meeting point re-
established (SE33). 
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For further detail of mitigation measures refer to 
the Biodiversity Impact Assessment (EHP, 2020). 

Community concern that 
the project will result in a 
decline in water quality 
used for drinking from 
dust deposition leading 
to loss of access to this 
water 

C, 
O 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

Key air quality mitigation measures include: 

• Water trucks and other suppressants will be 
used in mining area and haul roads to minimise 
dust generation (AQ02).  

• Drop heights will be minimised as far as 
practicable to reduce dust emissions (AQ03).  

• Areas will be cleared in a staged manner, and 
only as required, to reduce dust generation 
(AQ01).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Air Quality Impact Assessment (Katestone, 
2020). 
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e Surface water will be managed 
through an adaptive management 
strategy that includes trigger levels 
for surface water quantity and 
quality that determine when 
remedial action is required (in 
consultation with affected 
stakeholders) (SW28). 
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Economy and local businesses 

Increased employment 
and business 
opportunity generated 
by the project leads to 
local and regional 
economic growth 

C, 
O 

• Industry Capability Network (ICN) and GROW 
industry briefings and tender writing workshops 
will be provided (SE45). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
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preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 

Diminished value of 
businesses within 10 km 
of the project area and 
broader region that are 
reliant on tourists due to 
sustained impacts on 
amenity and/or short-
term increased demand 
from the project 

C, 
O 

• Tourism authorities, such as Business & Tourism 
East Gippsland and East Gippsland Marketing 
Inc., will be engaged regularly to identify 
economic and business opportunities for the 
region (SE35). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 

• Implement management measures to minimise 
potential noise and dust emissions outlined by 
MDA (2020) and Katestone Environmental 
(2020) and traffic impacts (Arup, 2020). 
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e • Current levels of access to 
national parks and other natural 
assets will be maintained (SE18).  

• Local businesses providing short-
term accommodation will be 
engaged to discuss the timing of 
project works and potential peak 
periods (SE36). 
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Livelihood, employment and training 

Damage to the region’s 
reputation as a producer 
of high-quality produce 
impacts on individual 
and community 
wellbeing and identity 

C, 
O 

• An environmental review committee will be 
established to involve the community in 
reviewing the environmental performance of the 
project throughout its life (SE19). 

• A community reference group will be established 
to provide a point of liaison and communication 
with the local community during project 
construction and operations (SE20). 

Key measures include: 
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e • A working group with growers 
will be established, as agreed 
with growers, and will meet on a 
periodic basis to discuss specific 
issues of concern and potential 
responses (AG11). 

• Local growers will be 
encouraged to obtain EnviroVeg 
or Freshcare environmental 
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• The work plan will be adhered to during 
construction and operation of the project to 
achieve agreed environmental and social 
outcomes (AG04).  

• A joint approach will be developed with local 
horticultural and agricultural producers to identify 
measures to attract and retain a local workforce 
(AG10). 

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Horticultural Impact Assessment (RMCG, 
2020). 

certification as evidence of 'clean 
green' production under an 
environmental management 
system (AG12). 

• An annual local community event 
will be supported that attracts 
visitors to the region, such as a 
Harvest Festival, and/or support 
the East Gippsland Veg 
Innovation Day (AG13). 

Disruption to the 
efficient and safe 
transportation of goods 
and stock to market 
and/or to workplace due 
to increased project 
traffic and/or changed 
traffic conditions leads 
to reduced income for 
adjacent residents and 
those within 10 km of 
the project area 

C, 
O 

 

Key traffic and transport mitigation measures 
include: 
• A traffic management plan will be prepared and 

implemented (TT02).  
• Roadworks affecting the Princes Highway will 

be avoided during peak periods (TT21).  
• Local council and regulators will be consulted 

for alternative routes where road closures are 
required for roadworks (TT17).  

For further detail on mitigation measures refer to 
the Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment 
(Arup, 2020). 
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e All agricultural landholders within 
2 km of the project area will be 
consulted to understand where, 
when and how the local road 
network is used for the transport of 
machinery and stock so that 
strategies can be introduced to 
reduce potential impacts (SE37). 
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Increased employment 
opportunity in the region 
from project generated 

C, 
O 

• Education and training providers will be 
consulted to identify suitable work placement Li
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employment and goods 
and services supplied to 
the project 

applicants and provide opportunities to work on 
the project (SE38).  

• Local applicants will be targeted for employment 
opportunities on the project, working with GROW 
Gippsland and other organisations, including to 
encourage applicants from disadvantaged or 
vulnerable groups (SE39). 

• Opportunities will be provided for apprentices to 
work on the project and work with support 
networks such as the Australian Apprenticeship 
Support Network to increase the likelihood that 
these apprentices will complete their program 
(SE40). 

• Information sessions will be provided for potential 
employees, presentations given at career events 
and local schools, and careers counsellors will 
be engaged on job opportunities available on the 
project (SE41).  

• Partnerships will be formed with local labour hire 
providers to fill short-term and contract jobs 
(SE42).  

• A database of businesses based in Gippsland 
with services and supplies that could support 
construction, operations and closure of the 
project, such as Industry Capability Network 

tender writing workshops will be 
provided (SE45). 
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(ICN) and Gippsland Business Connect, will be 
established and maintained (SE43).  

• A range of people working on the mine (including 
construction, operations and closure) and/or 
featured roles on the mine will be profiled to give 
people information on the types of roles available 
and general competencies and skills that are 
required (SE44). 

Disruption to agricultural 
practices and other 
industries due to 
increased competition 
for labour leads to 
reduced income 

C, 
O 

• Opportunities will be provided for apprentices to 
work on the project and work with support 
networks such as the Australian Apprenticeship 
Support Network to increase the likelihood that 
these apprentices will complete their program 
(SE40). 

• Skill shortages and training requirements will be 
identified to allow local people to gain 
qualifications within these areas. Ongoing 
training will be encouraged and supported 
through local partnerships with a view to keep 
abreast of the changing landscape of the mining 
industry (SE46). 
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e • A labour force strategy will be 
prepared in consultation with 
local employment networks prior 
to construction commencing; 
including targeted strategies to 
manage potential impacts of 
project employment on other 
sectors (SE47). 

• Local applicants will be targeted 
for employment opportunities on 
the project, working with GROW 
Gippsland and other 
organisations, including to 
encourage applicants from 
disadvantaged or vulnerable 
groups (SE39). 
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Infrastructure and services 

Over-stretched 
community services 
(with decreased access 
for people in the region) 
due to increased 
demand from the project 
workforce 

C, 
O 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29).  

• Pre-employment medicals and drug testing will 
be conducted through contracts with local 
hospitals or medical practices (SE49).   
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e • Local health service providers, 
education providers and relevant 
support networks will be engaged 
with prior to construction, and on 
a six-monthly basis during 
construction and operation, to 
monitor and identify strategies to 
manage any potential peaks in 
demand (SE50).  

• Best practice, evidence-based 
health and wellbeing programs 
will be investigated in 
collaboration with East Gippsland 
and Wellington shires councils 
(SE64). 
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Housing and accommodation 

Increased demand for 
housing and short-term 
accommodation from 
project workforce affects 
housing availability/ 
affordability for residents 
in the region 

C • A housing strategy will be developed in 
consultation with local housing support agencies 
prior to construction commencing to identify 
targeted strategies associated with 
accommodating the non-local workforce (SE53). 

• A local employment and procurement guideline 
will be developed and implemented that gives 
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e Targeted strategies will be 
implemented to reduce potential 
impacts on housing availability and 
affordability during construction; 
including for example working with 
East Gippsland and Wellington 
shires to source holiday homes that 
could be rented to workers during 
the construction period, and/or 
assisting community housing 
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preference to local residents and businesses 
(SE29). 

agencies in securing short-term 
accommodation for use as crisis 
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6.8. Compliance 
An environmental management framework (EMF) has been developed for the project as a part of the 
environment effects statement. This outlines what practices will be put in place to prevent, minimise, 
mitigate or remediate any harmful effects of the project on the environment.  

The EMF includes a series of objectives and indicators relating to social, health and wellbeing 
outcomes and community engagement. Kalbar has committed to auditing compliance with the EMF, 
including compliance with legal and other requirements and organisational commitments.  

6.9. Closure 
The final closure phase (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-closure) of the project has the 
potential to generate socioeconomic impacts and opportunities. Unplanned mine closure could also 
generate socioeconomic impacts.  

This section discusses these potential impacts and opportunities and draws on information contained 
in the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Rehabilitation and Closure Plan (rehabilitation and closure plan) 
which is appended to the work plan and presented with the EES (refer to Attachment J). 

The mine rehabilitation and closure plan provides a framework for the rehabilitation of land used for 
the project. It has been prepared in accordance with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 
Development) Act and the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) (Mineral Industries) 
Regulations 2013. The overarching goals for rehabilitation set out in this plan are to establish 
conditions that are: 

• Safe to humans and the environment. 

• Non-polluting. 

• Geotechnically and erosionally stable. 

• Able to sustain post-mining land uses agreed with stakeholders. 

6.9.1. Potential socioeconomic impacts 
The key socioeconomic impacts relating to the closure (decommissioning, rehabilitation and post-
closure) of the mine relate to the loss of income and employment. As the project transitions from 
operations to closure, opportunities will decline that are associated with the supply goods and 
services to the project and employment. The closure phase is expected to take up to five years. 
During this phase, some employment and procurement opportunities are likely to be associated with 
revegetation and rehabilitation activities. Anecdotal information provided by Southern Grampians 
Shire indicates that on the Douglas Mineral Sands Project some workers employed during operation 
were gaining skills in the progressive rehabilitation which assisted in them staying on and assisting 
during the final rehabilitation phase (Koch, pers. com., 2019).  

A range of measures will be put in place to reduce potential impacts associated with a loss of 
employment and income which will be developed and implemented through a formal project closure 
communications strategy. Kalbar will also provide targeted employee and contractor support to assist 
with the transition to closure. During final rehabilitation, the 19 landholders within the project area will 
also experience similar issues with accessing some parts of their properties as they did during project 
construction and operations. These landholders will be compensated for the loss of access and 
associated impacts on productivity and livelihood in accordance with the Mineral Resources 
(Sustainable Development) Act and the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act.  

The unplanned closure of mining operations will also result in the loss of employment and income for 
businesses supplying goods and services to the project. This may occur temporarily or permanently. 
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Temporary or permanent unplanned closure could be triggered by factors such as political or 
industrial unrest, market factors and natural disasters. In the event of a temporary unplanned closure, 
Kalbar will be required to prepare a suspension plan in accordance with the Mineral Resources 
(Sustainable Development) Act that outlines interim management measures to be adopted. These 
would include measures to reduce the potential for health and safety impacts and environmental harm 
(such as the removal of chemicals, hydrocarbons and other hazardous substances) and measures to 
maintain effective communication about the temporary unplanned closure with employees and service 
providers (Kalbar Operations, 2020).  

In the event of permanent unplanned closure of mining operations, a final closure report will be 
prepared and a formal project closure communications strategy implemented. A review will be 
conducted of the closure cost liability and funds for closure sourced from Kalbar’s closure provision 
accounts.  

Community members have raised concerns over Kalbar’s ability to effectively rehabilitate the land and 
return it to its former land use and productivity levels. The Landloch Fingerboards Mineral Sands 
Project Rehabilitation Recommendations report (Landloch, 2020) indicates that post-closure, stable 
rehabilitated landforms can be achieved that are capable of supporting native ecosystems and/or 
productive agriculture.  

In accordance with the Mineral Resources (Sustainable Development) Act, Kalbar will be required to 
prepare a rehabilitation plan which sets out the issues relating to rehabilitation and actions required to 
be addressed during and following mining operations. The plan will need to be approved by the 
Minister prior to construction commencing.  

Some community members have expressed concern over the legacy of the mine following closure if 
the project is sold to another company or Kalbar goes into receivership, and the potential for 
landowners to be left with clean-up costs. Under Schedule 80 of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable 
Development) Act, the mine operator is required to lodge a rehabilitation bond to cover rehabilitation 
costs should the operator default on its obligations to complete rehabilitation. The value of the 
rehabilitation bond value is determined using the Rehabilitation Liability Self-Assessment method and 
bond calculator and will be approved by the Victorian Minister for Resources. 

6.9.2. Potential socioeconomic opportunities 
The project will develop new infrastructure and upgrades to existing infrastructure to support mining 
operations. This includes construction of a lined freshwater storage dam capable of holding up to 
2.2 GL of water, a water pipeline from the Mitchell River to the freshwater storage dam and from the 
borefield to the freshwater storage dam, a 66 kV powerline and possible construction of a rail siding to 
the south of the project area and east of Fernbank.  

Roads will also be diverted, realigned, re-constructed and/or enhanced prior to mine commencement, 
during operations and as a part of final rehabilitation. Kalbar has committed to turn the area of pine 
plantation within the project area to pasture and native vegetation. Kalbar has also committed to turn 
a 200-ha area between the plant site and the Fingerboards intersection to the endangered native 
grassy woodland EVC and following the cessation of mining subject to the views of other stakeholders 
on how this land will be transferred at closure. Kalbar has engaged a specialist in ecological 
restoration and this will be a feature of rehabilitation and mine closure. 

Depending on the outcomes of discussions with relevant stakeholders, some project infrastructure 
could be left in place following closure for ongoing use by the local community. Former employees of 
the project will benefit from improved skills and experience which is likely to improve their future 
employment opportunities.   
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7. Conclusion 
Kalbar is proposing to mine mineral sands from the Fingerboards resource in East Gippsland. Project 
activities and the bulk of the associated infrastructure will be located in East Gippsland and Wellington 
shires in the Gippsland region. This region contains state forests and national, coastal and marine 
parks, with most private land having been cleared for agriculture and horticulture. Nine settlements 
and towns are located within a 10 km radius of the project area, each with its own distinct identity, 
ranging in size from Woodglen at 43 people to Bairnsdale, a regional service centre, 14,728 people.  

The East Gippsland and Wellington shires are broadly characterised by growing and ageing 
populations. House prices are relatively low compared with the state average although there is a 
growing demand for property and both shires are experiencing economic growth. The agri-food sector 
is of great significance to the East Gippsland Shire economy, with export-oriented industries of 
importance for Wellington Shire’s economy. 

Consultation with members of the local community identifies what it was that they value about their 
area and what appeals to them about living there. A series of socioeconomic values were established 
to inform the assessment of social and economic impacts of the project. Key values relate to health, 
public safety and wellbeing, a connection to and use of the land, and livelihoods, employment and 
training.  

The first theme of health, public safety and wellbeing encompasses values relating to amenity, 
community cohesion and security. A number of community members have expressed that they value 
living in a close, supportive community where they know the people around them, feel healthy and 
safe. The theme connection to and use of the land encompasses community values relating to 
lifestyle, views, relationship to the land and use of land and water resources. Community members 
indicated that they value their strong family ties to the area and access to protected natural 
environments. Finally, the theme livelihoods, employment and training relates to being able to source 
an income in the local area and support family members. A number of community members also 
indicated that they value the employment provided by the local agricultural industry. 

The potential for the project to impact on socioeconomic values was assessed using a risk-based 
approach which aligns with the assessment framework set out in the East Gippsland Social Impact 
Assessment Guidelines for Development Applications (2013).  

The impact assessed as the highest risk relates to the potential for the project to create divisions 
among adjacent residents over those who support the project and those who are against it and affect 
community cohesion and subsequently, community wellbeing. These conflicting views about the 
project have the potential to impact on community cohesion and influence how residents interact with 
each other socially and engage with their community through, for instance, involvement in local 
groups and associations. Kalbar will work closely with East Gippsland and Wellington shires on 
opportunities to encourage social interaction and support community events and initiatives that 
encourage social interaction through its community fund. Measures such as this are likely to assist in 
improving social interaction, although the community will potentially be affected in some areas, 
particularly within some of the small settlements and towns closer to the project.  

Other impacts assessed as being a moderate risk include (but are not limited to) lifestyle impacts 
associated with changes in amenity and/or concerns about road safety and impacts on peoples’ 
connection to land. Open void mining as a part of the project will change the setting of the local area 
from agricultural to mining. Residents adjacent to the project area are likely to experience the greatest 
change to their views and character of the landscape around them. These residents are also likely to 
experience the greatest change in amenity from noise and dust associated with the project (even 
though noise levels, dust deposition rates and particulates are predicted to comply with legislative 
requirements at sensitive receptors). Any changes could impact the way in which these residents 
identify, and interact with, their local area.  
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Under the preferred transport option (Fernbank East rail scenario), potential impacts relating to 
pedestrians and other vehicle travel, including school buses, will be avoided as a purpose-built rail 
siding will be constructed and utilised south of the project area. This option will also avoid any 
potential impacts in Lindenow South. Under the Bairnsdale rail scenario and road and rail scenario, 
those residents living adjacent to the project area, and in the towns and settlements within 10 km, 
have the greatest potential to experience a change in lifestyle due to concerns relating to road safety 
from project vehicle movements.  

The physical disturbance of land for mining and change in landscape has the potential to impact on 
the connection that landholders within the project area and surrounds have with their land, particularly 
during active mining. The progressive rehabilitation of exposed areas and return of the land to its 
former agricultural land use may assist some landholders in the project area and surrounds in re-
establishing a connection with their land. For others, this connection may be permanently modified.  

The project has the potential to generate impacts and opportunities for residents adjacent to the 
project area, residents of the surrounding settlements and people working in or travelling through the 
project area and living in the broader landscape. People living, working or travelling in the broader 
region also have the potential to experience impacts and positive opportunities from the project.  
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11607 - Fingerboards Project - stakeholder 
engagement, December 2018 

Name  

Date & Time  

Location  

 

1. Do you have any concerns about potential impacts of the project? If so, what 
are they?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. Do you have any suggestions on how these potential impacts could be 
minimised? 
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3. Were you involved in the values workshop conducted earlier this year? Do 
you have any comments on the community values identified? Are they 
representative of what you find important about your local area? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

4. Do you use the local road network for the movement of stock and machinery? 
If so, how? Do you have any concerns about the change in road conditions 
being proposed? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. What are your views on the proposed installation of a roundabout at the 
Fingerboards inter-section and loss of access to this area during active 
mining? Do you have any suggestions on how impacts could be minimised?  
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6. Can you describe how you use local facilities such as local recreation areas? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
7. Do you have any other comments or issues you’d like to raise? 
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Kalbar Local Content Guidelines  

 

1. Introduction 
Kalbar Resources Limited (Kalbar) recognises that building relationships and working collaboratively and 
transparently with our local community, government, employees, investors and businesses is critical to our 
long-term success.  Kalbar recognise that part of being a good corporate citizen is to make a positive 
contribution to the local area in which we operate.   This involves a commitment to recruiting and sourcing 
local goods and services locally where possible and to working in partnership with our community to foster 
local economic development. 
These guidelines outline how Kalbar will meet its local content objectives for the Fingerboards Mineral Sands 
Project. 

 

2. Local Content Objectives 
The aim of these guidelines is to make a positive impact on local communities through the construction, 
operations and closure of the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project.  Our activities will strive to enhance the 
socio-economic capacity and wellbeing of our communities and make contributions to the sustainability of 
these communities. 
 
Our objectives focus on the Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project and are: 

 
 Development of the local workforce, at various levels of competencies.  This includes providing 

employment opportunities for locals with relevant skills who are working away and want to return to work 
in the local area; as well as enhancing local capabilities through training, skills and expertise development 
and knowledge transfer 

 Purchasing local goods and services by increasing the participation of local businesses, predominantly by 
creating access to mining contract procurement and incorporating local content into contracts 
 

3. Definitions 
Under these Guidelines, local content is defined as the proportion of the contract that is undertaken or 
sourced locally in East Gippsland and the wider Gippsland Region.  It includes: 

 the source of goods, materials and services 

 the degree to which local suppliers and subcontractors are used 

The Guideline will apply a system of municipalities/distance to determine whether a business or content is 
local: 

 Zone 1 is the East Gippsland and Wellington Shire municipalities 
Zone 2 is greater Gippsland – South Gippsland SC, Latrobe City, Baw Baw SC and Bass Coast SC. In Zone 2, 
‘local’ means within 200 km of the point of delivery 

Local businesses are those that have local office addresses within these zones that are not just postal 
addresses, regardless of whether they have offices elsewhere.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 

4. Application 
Opportunities for local suppliers to supply goods and services to the project will be maximised through a range 
of initiatives such as: 

 Support local industry participation by providing industry briefings on future work programs and how local 
businesses can best prepare 

 Employment of a local content support coordinator, to assist with local industry capability building and 
content development, capital infrastructure and operational procurement processes and to implement 
and enhance opportunities for local people and businesses 

 Work and liaise with local businesses and employers to understand the potential impact on their current 
and future workforce 

 Continue to build relationships to promote co-operation between Kalbar and local businesses 

 Identify skill shortages and areas of training which will be required to enable locals to gain appropriate 
qualifications 

 Work with local education providers to develop nationally recognised courses to accommodate any skill 
shortages 

 Encourage and support ongoing training through local partnerships with a view to keep abreast of the 
changing landscape of the mining industry 

 Establish and maintain a database of businesses based in East Gippsland and Wellington Shire Councils 
and the greater Gippsland region with services and supplies that could support construction, operations, 
rehabilitation and decommissioning of the project. 

 Compare tenders using a formula that weights local content in the assessment. Require tenderers to 
demonstrate local content and preferentially weight this in the assessment 

 Administer, enforce and measure progress against local content contractual expectations. 

 Require that companies supplying goods and services to the project report the value of contracts awarded 
to local businesses to Kalbar. 

 Advertise all tenders in local newspapers and on relevant procurement portals 

 Advertise in local papers what local businesses can do to get their business ready to supply goods and 
services to the project 

 Engage and work collaboratively with industry bodies to identify and build the capacity of local suppliers 
to supply goods and services to the project 

 Engage with industry bodies such as ICN and programs such as GROW Gippsland (a collaborative program 
aimed at strengthening social and economic outcomes and increasing job opportunities in the Gippsland 
region) to: 

 Identify potential local suppliers through Gippsland Business Connect and other databases of 
local suppliers in the region. 

 Run tailored tender workshops for local suppliers on topics such as tender writing for the supply 
of goods and services to the project. 

 Run workshops to assist businesses in retaining their staff. 

 Profile the project and the opportunities available for local suppliers. 

 Monitor goods and services supplied to the project and review and report on this on an annual 
basis through tools on an analytics platform which collects, analyses and presents data on local 
content.   

 Where appropriate encourage and promote Joint Venture opportunities for local 
contractors/suppliers. 

 Work with contractors and sub-contractors on the project on maintaining consistent 
requirements to Kalbar with regards to local content requirements. 



 

 
 

 

5. Review 
These guidelines will periodically be reviewed by Kalbar to ensure they remain consistent with the company’s 
stakeholder engagement policy and continue to meet the stated objectives. 

 
Related documents: 
 Kalbar Stakeholder Engagement Policy 
 Kalbar Code of Conduct 
 Kalbar Community Engagement Plan 

 
Version Doc Category Status Reviewer Approver Approval Date Due for review 

1.0 Management Reviewed 
Regional 
Manager 

CEO 21.5.2019 June 2020 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Kalbar Operations 

From: Eco Logical Australia 

Date: 4 August 2020 Reference: 11607_Kalbar Fingerboards Project 

Subject: Kalbar Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project- Specialist Studies- Bushfire Risk Summary 

 

1 Introduction 

This desktop bushfire risk analysis was prepared for the proposed Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (‘the 

project) proposed by Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (‘Kalbar’). The risk analysis has been undertaken for the 

project area (Figure 1) and is based on a review of relevant project reports and publicly available 

information, including spatial data.  This analysis provides a summary of the existing bushfire hazard within 

and immediately surrounding the project area, and the potential behaviour of a fire: 

• Originating outside the Fingerboards site and burning into the site, and  

• Originating inside the site and moving into surrounding areas beyond the site.   

The bushfire risk ratings derived are reflected in the project risk register, although the risk assessment 

method used in evaluating fire risk differs slightly to the more general method adopted for the Environment 

Effects Statement (EES).  The methods used to characterise fire threat, asset vulnerability, likelihood of fire 

initiation and spread and fire consequences are based on approaches developed specifically for fire risk 

assessment (DFES, 2015). 

2 Assets at risk 

This fire risk assessment has considered a range of assets that could be affected by fire, including human 

settlement and municipal facilities such as places where people live and work (whether on a permanent 

or temporary basis), economic assets, cultural assets and environmental assets (Table 1).  Some facilities 

have been identified as ‘special’ or ‘critical’ risk facilities because they are more vulnerable to fire impacts 

or because effective fire response and recovery depends upon protecting these assets. 

3 Asset vulnerability 

The vulnerability of assets with and surrounding the proposed mining licence area was considered using 

criteria recommended by the WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services (in the absence of more local 

guidelines).  The criteria suggested by DFES are summarised in Table 2.  Using the DFES vulnerability criteria, 

this assessment has conservatively assumed that human settlement assets outside the proposed mining 

licence area should be considered highly vulnerable, while assets within the proposed mining licence area 

have been classified as low vulnerability.  The considerations which informed a ‘high vulnerability’ rating for 

assets outside the proposed mining licence area included: 

• Potential presence of non-permanent residents (for example, tourists) who may not be familiar with 

the locality 

• Possibility of low water availability on some properties 
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• Possible presence of non-able bodied people 

• Likelihood that some dwellings and other structure may not meet contemporary bushfire 

construction standards 

Assets within the proposed mining licence area were considered to have a low vulnerability rating because: 

• Structures will be designed, sited and built to meet contemporary fire protection standards 

• Site will have an adequate water supply for fire suppression and multiple, accessible water storages 

• Site will maintain fire response capability, including both industrial firefighting equipment and 

trained emergency response personnel 

• Project will operate in accordance with a documented fire preparedness and response plan and 

procedures 

Additionally, the mine site will represent a more controlled setting than the general surrounds: people 

working or visiting the mine site will be required to sign in, will be required to complete safety inductions 

and/or training, and will be required to comply with instructions of designated company representatives, 

all of which make emergency response management easier. 

Table 1: Asset descriptions 

Asset 
category Description 

Human 
settlements 
and municipal 
facilities 

Residential areas: urban interface areas and rural properties;  

Places of temporary occupation, including commercial, mining and industrial areas 
located away from towns and population centres (that is, not adjoining residential 
areas).  

Special risk facilities, including hospitals, nursing homes, schools and childcare 
facilities, tourist accommodation facilities,  

Critical risk facilities (those that may be required to respond to a fire emergency), 
including local government administration centres and depots, incident control 
centres, designated evacuation centres, police, fire and emergency services. 

Economic 
assets 

Agricultural assets: pasture, livestock, crops, viticulture, horticulture and other 
farming infrastructure. 

Commercial and industrial facilities: major industry, waste treatment plants, mines, 
mills and processing and manufacturing facilities and cottage industry. 

Critical infrastructure: power lines and substations, water and gas pipelines, 
telecommunications, railways, bridges and wastewater treatments plants. 

Tourist and recreational: Tourist attractions and recreational sites that generate 
significant tourism and/or employment within the local area.  

Commercial forests and plantations 

Drinking water catchments    

Environmental 
assets 

Rare and threatened flora and fauna, ecological communities and wetlands; fire 
sensitive species and ecological communities; nature conservation and research 
sites; areas of high visual amenity 

Cultural assets 
Places of Indigenous heritage or cultural significance; assets recognised by the 
National Trust, Victoria Heritage Register or local planning scheme heritage overlay; 
other assets of cultural value, for example locally significant heritage features, 
community centres and recreation facilities. 
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Table 2: Asset vulnerability criteria (human habitation / occupancy) 

Vulnerability 
category 

Description 

Low 
• Area has had targeted community education programs (impact is visually 

evident). 

• Properties are prepared (for example, Asset Protection Zones maintained, gutters 
are cleaned and flammable objects are located away from hazards and buildings).  

• Adequate access and egress.  

• Residents or owners likely to be able to defend their own property, with minimal 
support from firefighting resources. 

• Adequate water supply. 

• The majority of homes or structures meet current bushfire construction 
standards. 

Moderate 
(general 
assets) 

• Area has had targeted community education programs. 

• Properties are not prepared. 

• Adequate access and egress.  

• Residents or owners likely to be able to defend their own property, with some 
additional support from firefighting resources. 

• Adequate water supply. 

• The majority of homes or structures do not meet the current construction 
standards for building in bushfire prone areas, but are concrete or brick and 
tile/steel construction. 

Moderate 
(special or 
critical risk 
assets) 

• Occupants are from five to 70 years of age and are able bodied persons. 

• Independent living with no outside assistance.  

• Permanent residents. 

• Effective emergency management and/or evacuation plan in place. 

• An alternative bushfire response facility is available or contingency arrangements 
are in place. 

High 
• No recent targeted community education, or such programs have been 

ineffective. 

• Properties are not prepared. 

• Inadequate access or egress. 

• Residents or owners unlikely or unable to defend their own property, significant 
support will be required from firefighting resources. 

• Inadequate water supply. 

• The majority of homes or structures are timber or fibre-cement construction.   

High (special 
or critical risk 
assets) 

• Occupants are under five or over 70 years of age or are non-able bodied persons. 

• Independent living requiring outside assistance or special needs. 

• Seasonal and/or non-permanent populations.   

• Ineffective emergency management and/or evacuation plan in place. 

• Facility is critical to bushfire response. There is no suitable alternative available 
or contingency arrangements are inadequate. 
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4 Fire threats  

4.1 Regional context 

Bushfires account for about 10% of the cost of all major natural disasters in Australia and are associated 

with the greatest loss of life (CSIRO, 2009).  In Victoria, bushfires over the last decade have accounted for 

26% of the cost of natural disasters (Insurance Australia Group Limited 2020).  In the mining sector, fire 

incidents are not the main cause of high risk incidents, but in some jurisdictions remain an important risk. 

In the 2016-2017 reporting period, Queensland surface mineral mines reported fire-related incidents as 

the third most common high risk incident type (after falls and vehicle collisions), comprising about 11% of 

high-risk incidents (DNRM, 2017). 

East Gippsland is a high bushfire risk area. Nearly 80% of East Gippsland comprises public land, a large 

proportion of which consists of forested areas, including State and National Parks, State Forests and 

Conservation Reserves. The risk of forest and woodland fires is commensurately high (Government of 

Victoria, 2017).  Bushfires have caused significant damage in the Shire of East Gippsland on many 

occasions, particularly in 1939, 1965, 1982/83, 1985, 2003, 2006/07, 2011, 2013/14 and 2019/20.  In 

future, the effects of climate change (for example, decreases in rainfall, higher evaporation rates, increases 

in average and extreme temperatures) are likely to exacerbate the existing high bushfire risk in East 

Gippsland. 

The main causes of bushfire ignition are thought to be lightning (accounting for between 25% and 50 % of 

fires) and deliberately lit fires (variously reported to account for between 25% and 50% of fires).  Not all 

deliberately lit fires are malicious.  Unattended or inadequately controlled fires in the open and fuel 

reduction burns are also significant contributors to bushfire risk. 

In comparison with bushfires, structural fires are less significant sources of fire risk.  The Shire of East 

Gippsland reports that during the financial year periods from 2000 to 2017, there were 9,456 responses 

by CFA to fires in East Gippsland, of which 39% involved structure fires. Between 2000 and 2017, call outs 

to structure fires across the municipality averaged about 216 per year.  Over the five financial years to 

2017 there was a decline in structure fires from 280 to 177, a 36% reduction.    

4.2 Industrial context 

There are no readily available consolidated statistics on the occurrence of fire in the Australian mining 

sector.  Studies of the United States mining industry during the period 1990 to 2007 reported the leading 

causes of mine fires as including flame cutting and welding operations, frictional heating and ignitions, 

electrical shorts, mobile equipment malfunctions and spontaneous combustion (Trevits et al, 2009).  These 

findings generally align with the Australian experience.  Recent publications on fire risk in the Australian 

mining sector (Hansen, 2019; Beaumont, 2019) reported that the principal causes of fire (other than 

spontaneous combustion of minerals or gases, which is not relevant to the Fingerboards project) are: 

• Oil, hydraulic oil or diesel on a hot surface. 

• Electrical faults or arcing (‘hot work’). 

• Mechanical failures in fixed or mobile plant, resulting in overheating of machine parts. 

Of these, electrical arcing or shorting is reported to be the main cause of fire on mine sites.  While the 

frequency of mobile plant fires has remained relatively steady in recent times, fire involving fixed plant (for 

example, conveyors or screens) shows an increasing trend.  This has been attributed in part to the 

increased use of plastics in fixed plant which previously would have used only metal construction, and a 

failure to adapt work practices to account for the new material types (Beaumont, 2019).  
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4.3 Local context 

Part of the project area is located within the Bushfire Management Overlay (Figure 1) and all of the site is 

mapped as a Bushfire Prone Area. Potential sources of fire ignition in this landscape include lightning, 

deliberately lit fires, escaped agricultural burns, accidental ignition (such as from hot work) and powerline 

contact. 

Part of the project area has been subject to bushfires and grassfires previously. The last major fires to 

directly impact the project area were the Mt Ray – Boundary track fire and Glenaladale – Limpyers 3 fire, 

which started in January 2014 due to lightning strike and resulted in property losses.  Both fires were 

reported as fast moving, with extensive short and long-distance spotting (EMV 20141). In the summer of 

2019/20, large areas of East Gippsland were impacted by bushfires.  Several large fires burnt to the north 

and east of the project area.  At their closest point, these fires were approximately 20 km from project 

area, to the northeast.  The project area and immediate surrounds were unburnt. 

The western extent of the project area adjoins mature Pinus radiata softwood plantation (‘pine 

plantation’), mature Eucalyptus globulus hardwood plantations (‘blue gum plantations’) and native forest 

and woodlands.  The eastern part of the project area contains and adjoins improved pastures, derived 

native grasslands and patches of remnant/regrowth native vegetation. These fuel hazard types are 

described below in the context of the project and are illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 1: Project location in context of bushfire management overlay 
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Figure 2: Project location, showing dominant vegetation types and nearby residences 

Pine plantations 

Mature and recently thinned pine plantations may contain extreme levels of surface and near surface 

fuels, decaying to approximately 17 to 19 tonnes per hectare for up to three years after thinning. When 

sufficiently dry, these decayed surface fuels, at light to moderate wind speed, can support flame heights of 

3 to 6 m and crown fires at very high wind speeds (in excess of 50 km/h).  Bark in mature stands can also 

contribute to spotting.  Mature un-thinned pine plantations with sufficiently dry litter fuels, can support 

crown fires under relatively light winds (in excess of 10 km/h) which enables rapid fire spread. 

The pine plantations within and adjoining the project area are assumed to be subject to clearfelling 

operations over the life of the project.  Clearfelled plantations contain very high slash fuel levels capable 

of supporting a high intensity fire, which may remain alight for weeks. This risk is present until the slash 

fuels are removed or mulched. 

Summary: The mature pine plantations within and adjoining the project area contain fuels which represent 

a significant bushfire risk. 

Blue gum plantations 

Blue gum plantations begin to accumulate continuous surface fuels from around six years old, and prior to 

this, may act as a firebreak due to low surface fuel levels.  Mature blue gum plantations (more than ten 

years old), such as within and adjoining the project area, have accumulated enough surface fuels to support 

vigorous surface fires and high intensity crown fires. Suspended bark can result in prolific ember attack and 

long-distance spotting.  Following clearfelling, blue gum plantations contain very high levels of surface fuel 

which if sufficiently dry may support a high intensity fire. 

Summary: Over the life of the project, the mature blue gum plantations will be carrying their maximum 

fuel loads prior to and immediately following clearfelling, representing a significant bushfire risk. 
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Native grassy forest and woodland 

Native grassy woodlands and forests within and adjoining the project area are at greatest bushfire risk 

(starting or spreading) in those seasons when ground layer grass growth is vigorous, and biomass is high. 

This vegetation is capable of carrying fires, which under extreme conditions can be of high intensity 

(especially when grass is cured). Higher grass biomass loads can occur when herbivore destocking occurs 

(i.e. cattle).  

Where dense shrub layers are present (which is not the case in open native grassy woodlands), it is 

possible for mid-storey vegetation to act as a fuel ladder and promote canopy fire (if canopies are present) 

and increasing the spotting potential of native vegetation.  However, the risk of crown fires in open native 

grassy woodlands is typically only low to moderate due to relatively low shrub and tree densities in these 

systems (i.e. ~20-50 trees per hectare for open grassy woodlands compared to hundreds or even 

thousands of stems per hectare in commercial timber plantations). 

Summary: Approximately one sixth of the project area (mainly currently occupied by pine and blue gum 

plantations) is proposed to be rehabilitated as open grassy woodland and grassy forests (with livestock 

excluded).  If the density of mid-storey and canopy vegetation in the rehabilitated areas does not exceed 

the characteristically low levels typical of these systems, the fire risk of the post-mining landscape is likely 

to be lower than – or at worst similar to – the existing vegetation structure.  Dependent upon prevailing 

weather conditions, at certain times of the year this vegetation will nonetheless represent a material fire 

risk. It should be noted that it is also likely that native herbivores (e.g. kangaroo, wombats) will restrict 

biomass accumulation of ground layer vegetation in the post-mined restorations and that strategies to 

further manage fuel loads in native restorations would include cool season burns and slashing. 

Improved pastures, derived native grasslands and cropping areas 

The eastern part of the project area adjoins areas which are subject to commercial agriculture, in which 

fuels are actively managed. While patches of remnant and regrowth woodland also occur within the 

landscape, the actively managed surface fuels are generally kept at low levels. 

Summary: The areas adjoining the eastern perimeter of the project area are expected to remain under a 

commercial agricultural land use and therefore, over the life of the project, fuel hazard will remain at 

relatively low levels. 

5 Potential fire behaviour within the project area and broader landscape 

The generally ‘open’ nature of the landscape in the immediate vicinity of the project area and proximity 

to residences means that smoke from a fire ignition would be identified and reported in a relatively short 

time and suppression resources dispatched quickly.  The project area is close to a number of major roads 

and is accessible by multiple all-weather access routes.  The nearest Country Fire Authority fire-fighting 

resources are located at Bairnsdale, Fernbank, Flaggy Creek, Glenaladale, Lindenow, Hillside, Munro and 

Mount Taylor.  The mining operation itself would also maintain fire response capability, including 

industrial fire suppression and response equipment and trained emergency personnel.   

5.1 Potential impacts from a fire burning into the project area 

The landscape fire risk to and from the project area is greatest in the southwest, west and northwest, 

where fire prone native forest, pine and blue gum plantations, and grassy woodland vegetation adjoin the 
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site.  This includes both State Forest, National Park and privately-owned forest and plantation holdings.  

A fire starting in this landscape under adverse conditions (hot dry westerly to northwesterly winds) has 

the potential to support the development and spread of a large bushfire towards the mine site.  On the 

western boundaries adjoining pine plantation, eucalypt plantation and native forest and woodland, there 

is a potential for direct flame, radiant heat and ember attack impacts. 

The potential for a bushfire to travel through the western part of the project area will be restricted by the 

development of tailings and water storage areas, clearing for site access roads and staged development 

of the mining void and other infrastructure.  Once the site is rehabilitated, the establishment of native 

forest and woodland in the western part of the site will elevate the bushfire risk to a level similar to that 

of the pre-mining landscape. 

In the eastern part of the project area, the existing landscape fire risk is lower due to the mix of horticulture 

and grazing enterprises, located to the north, east and through to the south.  These vegetation types are 

unlikely to support a large fire.  This area is less susceptible to high intensity bushfire impacts but may 

support a grassfire if grasses are left ungrazed by stock, and cure in dry conditions. 

The potential for a bushfire to move through the eastern extent of the project area will be limited by 

infrastructure such as roads and pipeline corridors, which will reduce the potential for a fire to successfully 

spread.  At the completion of operations, the intent to return land in the eastern part of the proposed 

mining licence area to grazing.  The proposed post-mining land use will not elevate the bushfire risk above 

pre-development levels. 

Summary: The potential for bushfire impacts (spotting, radiant heat and direct flame contact) is greatest in 

the western part of the project area, which has a large interface with native vegetation, as opposed to 

the eastern extent, which adjoins agricultural enterprises that are of a lower fire risk. The capacity of a fire 

to spread through the project area will be limited by mine infrastructure (such as roads and pipeline 

corridors) and active mining areas. 

5.2 Potential fire impacts from a fire starting on and leaving the project area 

The potential for adverse fire impacts from a fire starting on and spreading from the mine, if mitigation 

measures were not in place, is greatest on the western portion of the project area.  A fire starting here 

without mitigation measures in place, may spread to the south or southwest under adverse north-

northwesterly winds, spreading into the adjoining plantation areas and native vegetation, and could 

potentially result in off-site impacts. The revegetation of the western extent of the proposed mining 

licence area to native forest and woodland after completion of operations, and the exclusion of grazing 

from the revegetated, will require on-going management actions to be implemented (such as planned 

burning or slashing, access trails and fire break management). 

If a fire were to start on the eastern extent of the site, the use of adjoining areas for agricultural 

production will mitigate potential impacts significantly.  This active management would reduce the 

potential for fires to spread over large areas and impact assets from the northeast to south east. 

Summary: If bushfire mitigation measures were not in place, the highest potential for an ignition to start 

within the project area and result in a bushfire which could leave the project area and create offsite 

consequences, is in the west, where vegetation hazard is the greatest. 
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6 Bushfire mitigation requirements for the project area 

The potential for a fire to enter the project area, or to be initiated on site and spread beyond the project 

area, requires that fire protection objectives must be achieved in relation to: 

• Landscape, siting and design 

• Defendable space (including firebreaks) and design/construction standards 

• Water supply 

• Emergency access and egress 

• Emergency communications and collaborative planning with external private and public 

stakeholders 

These requirements should be addressed in a fire preparedness and response plan (‘fire management 

plan’) for the project area, which must be in place from the commencement of construction, and continue 

to be implemented throughout the life of the project.  The fire management plan forms part of a suite of 

plans and procedures developed under the project’s emergency management plan. 

The fire management plan will address fire awareness, preparedness and response procedures and actions 

which will be required to be implemented during the mine’s construction, operation and rehabilitation 

phases.  Procedures to be developed in support of the fire management plan include (but will not be 

limited to): 

• Hot work permitting to reduce the potential for ignitions 

• Suspension or shutdown of tasks which may cause ignition (such as site preparation works 

in vegetated areas) on days of elevated fire danger  

• Bushfire awareness and response procedures, including responses to formal emergency 

alerts issued by authorities 

• Maintaining suppression equipment and plant to respond to spot fires 

• Periodic training drills to test competencies and the effectiveness of emergency 

communications and response systems 

• Implementing planned burning or other fuel reduction measures to reduce overall fuel 

hazard levels 

• Maintaining site infrastructure (such as water supply systems) to assist in a quick response 

to a fire outbreak. 

7 Risk Assessment Framework 

The bushfire risk to the project area was assessed in the context of: 

• Assets and people at risk 

• Vulnerability of at-risk assets and people 

• Local fire hazards, both on the proposed mine site and in nearby surrounding areas 

• The standard mitigation measures that will be implemented as part of the project 

The likelihood of a fire event was assigned using the categorisation method conventionally used by 

emergency planning organisations (Table 3).  The consequence definitions used in conducting the risk 

assessment were based upon consequence categories used by the Western Australian Department of Fire 

and Emergency Services (DFES) (Table 4). 
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Error! Reference source not found. shows the risk matrix used to assess the fire risk (combining likelihood 

and consequence).  This risk rating system is also based upon a fire risk assessment method recommended 

by DFES and differs somewhat to the environmental risk assessment matrix used in the Fingerboards 

Mineral Sands Project EES.  The resulting risk assessment is presented in Table 4 and is based on the 

mitigated risk (i.e., once the standard risk controls and procedures identified in the project’s fire 

management plan are implemented). 

Table 3:  Likelihood criteria Note 1 

Likelihood Description 

Unlikely Fires occur infrequently and are not expected to spread and reach assets. 

Possible Fires occur frequently, but are not expected to spread and reach assets 

Likely Fires occur infrequently, but if they do occur are expected to spread and reach 

assets. 

Almost 

certain 

Fires occur frequently and are expected to spread and reach assets 

Note 1: Likelihood descriptors based on VicRoads rating scheme (2013) 
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Table 4: Consequence descriptions Note 1 

Consequence Health & safety 

impacts 

Impacts on services, community, cultural and environmental assets Impacts on property and business; 

financial impacts 

Minor No fatalities. Near 
misses or minor 
injuries with first aid 
treatment possibly 
required. 

No persons are displaced. 

Little or no personal support (physical, mental, emotional) required.  

Inconsequential or no damage to assets, with little or no specific recovery 
efforts required beyond the immediate clean-up. 

Inconsequential or no disruption to community. 

Inconsequential short-term damage to infrastructure or disruption of service 
delivery. (Repairs occur within one week, service outages last less than 24 
hours.) 

Inconsequential or no financial loss. 

Government sector losses managed within 
standard financial provisions.  

Inconsequential business disruptions. 

Moderate Isolated cases of 
serious injuries, but no 
fatalities. 

Some hospitalisation 
required, managed 
within normal 
operating capacity of 
health services. 

Isolated cases of displaced persons who return within 24 hours. 

Personal support satisfied through local arrangements. 

Community functioning as normal with some inconvenience. 

Isolated cases of short to mid-term failure of infrastructure and disruption to 
service delivery. (Repairs occur within one week to two months, service 
outages last less than one week.) 

Isolated cases of damage to environmental or cultural assets, one-off 
recovery efforts required, but with no permanent adverse effects to asset. 

Localised damage to assets that is rectified 
by routine arrangements. 

Local economy impacted with additional 
financial support required to recover. 

Government sector losses require activation 
of reserves to cover loss. 

Disruptions to businesses lead to isolated 
cases of loss of employment or business 
failure. 

Major Isolated cases of 

fatalities. 

Multiple cases of 

serious injuries.  

Significant 

hospitalisation 

required, leading to 

Large number of persons displaced (more than 24 hours duration).  

Significant resources required for personal support. 

Community only partially functioning. Widespread inconvenience, with some 

services unavailable. 

Mid to long-term failure of significant infrastructure and service delivery 

affecting large parts of the community. Initial external support required.  

Significant damage to assets, with ongoing 

recovery efforts and external resources 

required. 

Local or regional economy impacted for a 

significant period of time with significant 

financial assistance required. 
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Consequence Health & safety 

impacts 

Impacts on services, community, cultural and environmental assets Impacts on property and business; 

financial impacts 

health services being 

overstretched. 

(Repairs occur within two to six months, service outages last less than one 

month.) 

Significant damage to environmental or cultural assets that require major 

rehabilitation or recovery efforts. 

Localised extinction of native species. This may range from loss of a single 

population to loss of all of the species within the management plan area (for 

a species which occupies a greater range than just the management plan 

area).   

Significant impact across industry sectors 

leading to multiple business failures or loss 

of employment 

Catastrophic Multiple cases of 

fatalities. 

Extensive number of 

severe injuries.  

Extended and large 

number requiring 

hospitalisation, leading 

to health 

services being unable 

to cope 

Extensive displacement of persons for extended duration. 

Extensive resources required for personal support. 

Extensive damage to assets that will require significant ongoing recovery 

efforts and extensive external resources. 

Community unable to function without significant support.  

Long-term failure of significant infrastructure and service delivery affecting 

all parts of the community. Ongoing external support required. (Repairs will 

take longer than six months, service outages last more than one month.) 

Permanent damage to significant environmental or cultural assets. 

Regional or State economy impacted for an 

extended period of time with significant 

financial assistance required.  

Significant disruptions across business 

sectors leading to widespread business 

failures or loss of employment.  

Note 1: Consequence descriptions adapted from Guidelines for Preparing a Bushfire Risk Management Plan, WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services, Office of Bushfire Risk 
Management, 2015. 
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Consequence 

Likelihood Minor Moderate Major Catastrophic 

Unlikely Low Low Medium High 

Possible Low Medium High Very high 

Likely Medium High Very high Extreme 

Almost certain High Very high Extreme Extreme 

Figure 3: Risk matrix 

 

The risk assessment included six main scenarios: 

• Fire starting onsite and spreading offsite – with loss of life and/or injuries in adjoining areas. 

• Fire starting onsite and spreading offsite – with loss of property and/or community infrastructure 

and/or environmental or cultural assets in adjoining areas. 

• Fire starting onsite and spreading offsite – with loss of business, forestry or agricultural assets 

and/or causing economic loss in adjoining areas. 

• Bushfire burning into the site– with loss of life and/or injuries on site. 

• Bushfire burning into the site– with loss of property or business assets and/or business 

disruption. 

• Fire starting on site– with loss of life and/or injuries on site. 

• Fire starting on site - with loss of property or business assets and/or business disruption. 

In all cases, with implementation of a fire management plan for the project and appropriate consultation 

and coordination with adjoining landowners and other stakeholders, the residual risk associated with 

each of the scenarios was assessed as medium (Table 5). 
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Table 5: Bushfire risk assessment 

Risk event  Impact 
Standard mitigation Likelihood Consequence Risk rating Likelihood / consequence comment 

Fire initiated on site 
spreads offsite 

Health & safety 
impacts offsite 

▪ Emergency preparedness 
and response plan (and 
associated procedures) in 
place and communicated 

▪Site infrastructure designed, 
sited and constructed to 
current fire standards 

▪Water balance factors in 
requirement for fire 
suppression water supply 

▪Bushfire preparedness 
audits completed by 1 
October each year. 

 

▪Routine fire emergency and 
response drills (including 
collaborative training & drills 
with local emergency 
responders) would be carried 
out to test emergency 
preparedness 

▪Establish 'mutual aid' 
agreement with 
neighbouring emergency 
response organisations. 

▪Include fire response and 
recovery scenarios in 

Unlikely Major Medium Likelihood is 'unlikely' because mine 
site fires are not frequent in surface 
mineral mines and they would be 
unlikely to spread across cleared 
areas between operations areas and 
surrounds. 

Fire initiated on site 
spreads offsite 

Offsite impacts on 
municipal services, 
community, 
environmental or 
cultural assets 

Unlikely Major Medium 

Fire initiated on site 
spreads offsite 

Property, business or 
financial impacts, 
including impacts to 
forestry or agricultural 
assets 

Unlikely Major Medium 

Fire initiated on site  Health & safety 
impacts on site 

Unlikely Major Medium Even with a fire preparedness / 
prevention / response plan, it is 
possible that a serious injury or 
fatality could occur (e.g., tyre fire on 
haul truck) 

Fire initiated on site  Loss of assets/ 
business disruption 

Unlikely Major Medium Fire impact on a key asset (for 
example, a conveyor or a critical plant 
part) could cause serious business 
disruption 

Fire initiated off site 
spreads onto mine 
site 

Health & safety 
impacts on site 

Possible Moderate Medium Likelihood is 'possible' because fires, 
although frequent in East Gippsland, 
are unlikely to spread to habitable 
areas of site due to width of cleared 
areas. 
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Fire initiated off site 
spreads onto mine 
site 

Loss of assets/ 
business disruption 

Fingerboards business 
continuity plan. 

Possible Moderate Medium Consequence is 'moderate' because 
structures will be designed, sited and 
constructed to contemporary fire 
standards, other controls include: 
▪ Communications systems to alert 
personnel and emergency services; 
▪ Fire response capability; 
▪ Fire suppression systems and 
multiple water storages 
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8 Recommendation 

A fire management plan should be prepared that addresses bushfire risks and project-related fire risks.  

The plan should include mitigation measures to reduce risks to the project, project area and adjacent 

land, for the construction, operation and closure phases of the project. The fire management plan 

should include: 

• Overall aims and objectives of the plan 

• Assessment of bushfire risk for each stage of the project 

• Mitigation measures to address the risks and reduce the residual bushfire risk of the project 

with reference to specific bushfire mitigation, workforce awareness, preparedness and 

response procedures. 

• Planned engagement on bushfire risk mitigation and planning with adjoining landowners, 

broader community and other key stakeholders (including local government and emergency 

responders)  

• Clear processes for reviewing and updating the risk assessment and associated mitigation 

measures as the project progresses 

9 Conclusion 

The project area is located within a mapped Bushfire Prone Area where bushfires have occurred in the 

past.  Plantation forests on and adjacent to the project area will carry significant fuel loads over the life 

of the project.  The western part of the project area has a large interface with native vegetation, as 

opposed to the eastern extent, which adjoins agricultural land with a lower fire risk. Fire spread through 

the project area will be limited by mine infrastructure and active mining areas during active operations. 

Rehabilitated areas will need to be actively managed to reduce the bushfire risk, especially in un-grazed 

areas. 

A fire management plan for the project, with appropriate mitigation strategies (as outlined in this 

memorandum), implemented (and reviewed) over the project life, will reduce the residual risk of bushfire 

to life, property, and the environment associated with the project to a medium risk level.  The 

implementation of the project will not materially increase the existing risk of fire in the project locality and 

may confer some benefits in the form of additional accessible water storages, improved communications 

systems and the presence of trained emergency responders and fire suppression equipment (which could 

be made available to assist others through the mechanism of a mutual aid agreement).  Ongoing vigilance 

and scrupulous implementation of the fire management plan will be required throughout the life of the 

project.   
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Abbreviations  
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CGE Computable general equilibrium 

EBITDA Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 

EES Environmental effects statement 

ERF Emission Reduction Fund 

FTE Full-time equivalent 

GDP Gross domestic product 
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GOS Gross operating surplus 

GMI Gross mixed income 

GSP Gross state product 

GSI Gross state income 

GTAP Global Trade Analysis Project 

GTEM Global Trade and Environment Model 

GRP  Gross regional product 

GRI  Gross regional income 

GVA Gross value of agricultural production  

ha Hectare  

km Kilometres 

Mt Million tonnes 

Mtpa Million tonnes per annum  

NPV Net present value 

Pa Per annum 

ROM Run of mine  

TERM The Enormous Regional Model 

TBC To be confirmed 

tCO2-e Tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent 

TSP Total suspended particles 

VURM Victoria University Regional Model 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The proposed Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project has an approximate footprint of 1,675 
hectares (ha) in east Gippsland, Victoria. The Fingerboards operations will extract a total of 
170.8 million tonnes (Mt) of ore, with a total of potentially over 8 Mt of concentrate.  

The Project has a 20 year life span, with the capital intensive phase in 2020 and the operating 
phase from 2021 to 2035. In undiscounted terms, the capital expenditure of the Project is 
$266 million that is estimated to yield $4.9 billion in revenue. 1  

The Minister for Planning has decided that an Environment Effects Statement (EES) is required 
for the proposed Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project, as described in the referral accepted on 
15 November 2016.  

This Report provides an economic assessment of the Project using two methodologies. The 
first is a cost benefit analysis (CBA), considering the costs and benefits of the project to the 
State of Victoria.2 The second is an economic impact assessment of the Project based on an 
application of a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model.3 

Cost Benefit Analysis 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a technique for assessing the economic merits of an initiative or 
course of action (such as undertaking a mining investment) from the perspective of society as 
a whole. A CBA compares all costs and benefits attributable to the initiative, discounted to a 
common point in time, to arrive at an overall assessment of whether the initiative is ‘net 
beneficial’, that is, whether society will benefit from its implementation. 

A project is net beneficial if the net present value (NPV) of the sum of benefits minus the sum 
of costs is greater than zero.4  

The proposed development is estimated to provide a net benefit to Victoria (Table A). This net 
benefit is estimated to be $392.4 million in net present value (NPV) terms. This is comprised of 
$158.9 million and $234.45  million in direct and indirect benefits respectively. The Project will 
also generate $0.85 million in incremental indirect costs (GHG emissions and losses to other 
industries). The direct benefits are a combination of company taxes accruing to Victoria and 

 

 

 

1 All dollar values in this report are $2018, real Australian dollars 

2 The approach to preparing the assessment is consistent with various guidelines published by state governments, 
including the ‘Guidelines for the Economic Assessment of Mining and Coal Seam Gas Proposals’ published in 2015 
(the 2015 Guidelines) by the NSW government. 

3 The content of this report has been reviewed and approved by Dr Brian Fisher whose qualifications can be found 
at http://www.baeconomics.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/Brians-Full-CV-Feb19.pdf. 

4 All NPV figures reported are in real 2018 Australian dollars based on a 7 per cent real discount rate (unless 
otherwise stated). 

5 Totals may not add due to rounding. 
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royalty payments.  

The indirect benefit includes $25.0 million (in NPV terms) of net economic benefits to Victorian 
workers and $209.4 million (in NPV terms) for suppliers. These benefits accrue over the 
operational phase of the Project over the period 2021 to 2035. While there are benefits 
expected to accrue to workers and suppliers during the construction phase, these are excluded 
from this analysis, as it is the accepted practice. 

The total indirect costs of the Project are $50.2 million (the majority of which are incorporated 
in the operating and capital costs). The incremental indirect costs of the project are estimated 
at a little over $0.85 mllion, largely associated with a loss in surplus in the agriculture sector. 
On average the Project will displace 443 ha of agricultural land, generating an annual loss of 
Gross Margin of $57,750 to $83,000. 

Table A. Net Benefits attributable to Victoria (NPV 7%) 

Costs 

NPV 
(A$ m 

real 
2018) 

Benefits 

NPV 
(A$ m 

real 
2018) 

Production related  Production related  

  Company tax, producer surplus, royalties 158.9 

  Net economic benefit to existing landholders 0.0 

  Net economic benefit to Local workers 25.0 
  Net economic benefit to Local suppliers 209.4 

Total production related 0 Total production related 393.3 

Externalities (costs)  Externalities (offsets^)  

Air quality 1.6 Air quality monitoring 1.6 

Greenhouse gas emissions 0.01 N/A  

Visual amenity 9.8 Visual amenity - bund construction 9.8 

Transport impact 9.6 Transport impact - transport controls 9.6 

Net public infrastructure cost 0.0 Net public infrastructure cost 0.0 

Surface water impact 19.4 Surface water - infrastructure        19.4 

Residual value of land 0.0 N/A 0.0 

Biodiversity impact 4.1 Biodiversity offsets 4.1 

Noise impact 0.1 Noise monitoring 0.1 

Loss of surplus to other 
industries 

0.8 N/A  

Water 4.7 Water licences 4.7 

Aboriginal cultural and 
Historical heritage 

0.0 N/A 0.0 

Total externalities 50.1 Total externalities 49.3 

Grand total 50.1   442.6 

Net economic benefits 392.4     

Source: BAE estimates. ^ These costs are included in the operating and capital cost of the Project. Totals expressed at 
1 decimal place may not add due to rounding. 

Senstivity analysis shows that the estimated net benefits are robust in the sense that they 
remain (strongly) positive after testing key assumptions around mineral prices and discount 
rates underpinning the analysis.  
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Computable general equilibrium modelling 

The economy-wide impacts of the proposed development have been assessed using a 
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the East Gippsland regional and Victorian 
economies.  

CGE modelling is the preferred technique to assess the impacts of large projects as they are 
based on a more detailed representation of the economy, including the complex interactions 
between different sectors of the economy. The model projects changes in macroeconomic 
aggregates such real gross state product (real GSP) which is an output measure of the Victorian 
economy, real gross state income (real GSI) which is a welfare measure for Victorian residents, 
employment, export volumes, investment and private consumption. 

That noted, by assessing the economic impacts of the Project, the CGE modelling undertaken 
should not be considered a replacement for the detailed CBA, rather another lens through 
which to estimate the potential benefits of the Project under consideration. 

A summary of the key macroeconomic variables projected under the core scenario is shown in 
Figure A.  

The results are reported as deviations from the reference case (that is a scenario in which the 
Project does not proceed) and represent the change in a particular variable as a result of 
investing in and operating under the proposed development assumptions. The results for the 
East Gippsland region are outlined on the left hand side of the figure and Victoria on the right 
(Victoria includes East Gippsland).  

The annual results from the CGE model generally move in-line with the proposed development 
capital expenditure and production activity. Real GRP for the East Gippsland region is 
projected to peak at $225 million higher than the reference case in 2022. This increase in real 
GRP is a function of the higher levels of activity within the region associated with output at the 
mine and the flow-on benefits of purchasing inputs to operate the mine. Real GRI is also 
projected to peak in 2022 at $315 million, the increase in GRI is driven by the twin factors of 
higher wages for local workers and the repatriation of profits out of the region to the non 
Victorian owners of the mine and the company tax outflows and the royalty payments to the 
rest of Victoria. 
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Figure A: Projected economy-wide impacts of the proposed development  
East Gippsland Victoria 

  

Source: BAEconomics estimates, based on Fingerboards BFS Model Kalbar which assumed construction starting in 2020 

Employment in the East Gippsland region is expected to peak at 135 FTE in 2025. These results 
are driven by the direct employment within the region, the flow-on impacts from local inputs 
and any crowding out of employment in other sectors. 

Moving to the state-wide results, real GSP for Victoria is projected to peak at $375 million 
higher than the reference case in 2022. Real GSI will peak at $246 million, in 2022 and 
employment of 189 FTE in 2022. 

Over the period 2020 to 2035, the Project is projected to increase GRP in the East Gippsland 
region by just over $1.4 billion in NPV terms. The projected increase in GRI over the same 
period is projected to be just over $2 billion in NPV terms, while the increase in employment in 
the region averages 93 FTE. 

For Victoria as a whole, over the period 2020 to 2035, GSP is projected to increase by just 
under $1.6 billion and GSI by $2.4 billion in NPV terms. The overall increase in Victorian 
employment is around 110 FTE on average over the period. 
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1 Economic Impact Assessment 

BAEconomics Pty Ltd was commissioned by Kalbar Operations Pty Ltd (Kalbar) to prepare an 
economic impact assessment of the proposed Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the 
Project). The Project has an approximate area of 1,675 hectares (ha) and is located in the 
eastern part of the Glenaladale mineral sands deposit, in East Gippsland, Victoria.  

The proposal includes the development of a mineral sands mine, mining unit plant, wet 
concentrator plant (comprising mineral separation processing and tailings thickening and 
disposal plant), water supply infrastructure, tailings storage facility and additional site facilities, 
such as a site office, warehouse, workshop, loading facilities and fuel storage.   

Proposed mining methods involve open pit mining to extract 170.8 million tonnes of ore over a 
projected mine life of 15 years. Mine products are proposed to be transported via road or by 
rail for export. The Project would require up to 39 000 kilowatt hours of power likely to be 
supplied from the electricity grid and annual water requirements of 3 gigalitres on average. 

1.1 Objectives of this study 

The Minister for Planning has decided that an Environment Effects Statement (EES) is required 
for the proposed Fingerboards Mineral Sand Project, as described in the referral accepted on 
15 November 2016. To complement the EES being undertaken by Kalbar, this economic impact 
assessment establishes the framework for considering the costs and benefits of the Project to 
the State of Victoria. 

In accordance with the Ministerial Guidelines for assessing environmental effects produced by 
the Department of Sustainability and Environment (2006, p.17): 

An EES needs to assess the potential for significant effectson the economic well-being of local 
areas, the regional and national economies, as well as for key industry sectors.  

In the case of public sector projects, a benefit-cost analysisof net economic effects might be 
prepared as part of anEES, including economic valuations of effects that are notpriced in 
markets. A benefit-cost analysis may sometimes be appropriate for private projects, such as in 
the case of private developments on public land. 

This report addresses the following EES scope requirements: 

▪ Assess the potential economic effects (beneficial and adverse) which couold result 

from the project, including opportunities for business and for existing business. 

▪ Assess the project feasibility including the economic costs and benefits from 

construction and operation of the project, including capital investment, operating 

expenditure, employment and business opportunities, taxes and royalties to the 

regional, state and national economies, and temporary and permanent impacts on 

agriculture, forest resources, tourism and businesses. 

The approach to preparing the assessment is consistent with various guidelines published by 
state governments, including the ‘Guidelines for the Economic Assessment of Mining and Coal 
Seam Gas Proposals’ published in 2015 (the 2015 Guidelines) by the NSW government. 
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In this assessment, the NSW guidelines have been adapted for the project, and considered in 
the context of Victoria. This is because the NSW Guidelines are a well developed and applied 
methodology on which to base the cost benefit analysis (CBA). As such, the assessment 
establishes a public interest test in the form of a CBA to be undertaken to assess the net 
benefit of the project to the Victorian community as well as any potential costs (market and 
non-market) associated with the Project. 

1.2 Project Description 

The Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project (the project) is located in East Gippsland, Victoria and 
involves mining of mineral sands from the Fingerboards resource, which lies within the more 
extensive Glenaladale deposit. Kalbar  proposes to mine areas of enriched grades of mineral 
sands occurring close to the ground surface within the Fingerboards resource. Kalbar proposes 
to construct, operate, rehabilitate and (ultimately) close the mineral sands mine and 
associated infrastructure that form the project. 

The Glenaladale mineral sands deposit occurs within unconsolidated sediments and contains 
heavy minerals such as zircon, rutile, ilmenite and rare-earth bearing minerals (monazite and 
xenotime). The project area is approximately 1,675 ha and of this approximately 1,350 ha is 
proposed to be disturbed. 

The mineral resource estimate for the Fingerboards resource contains 1.19 billion tonnes (Bt) 
of ore at 0.5% zircon, 1.4% titanium minerals and 0.05% rare earths. Kalbar plans to produce 
eight million tonnes (Mt) of heavy mineral concentrate (HMC) from 170 Mt of ore.. The mine 
life includes approximately two years for construction and commissioning and 15 years of 
production at full capacity (12 Mt/year) followed by decommissioning and rehabilitation 
activities. Final closure may require an additional five years of management to ensure closure 
objectives are met.  

Mining and mineral processing 

The mining method is open-cut dry mining using conventional earthmoving equipment 
including scrapers, excavators and trucks and tractor scoops for topsoil removal. The mine will 
operate 24- hours-a-day, 365-days-a-year.  

At peak production, the ore will be fed into two mining unit plants (MUPs) for slurrying and 
pumping to the wet concentrator plant (WCP). There, the slurried ore will undergo onsite 
processing to produce HMC, which will then be separated using wet high intensity magnets to 
produce magnetic and non-magnetic concentrates. The concentrates will be exported for 
secondary processing in mineral separation plants in Asia. The concentrates will be stockpiled 
at a loading facility adjacent to the WCP before being transported to port via road, rail or a 
combination of both. 

Transportation 

The new rail bridge over the Avon River at Stratford is due to be completed in 2021, prior to 
commencing transport of HMC from the project. Kalbar’s preferred transport option is to build 
a purpose-built rail siding close to the project area at Fernbank East and to use a private 
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haulage road within the infrastructure corridor to access this siding from the project area. The 
alternative to a nearby purpose-built rail siding would be to upgrade the existing rail siding in 
Bairnsdale. This option would involve haulage of HMC via Bairnsdale-Dargo Road and 
Lindenow-Glenaladale Road to the Princes Highway and then to Bairnsdale. For both options, 
concentrate will be transported by rail from the rail siding to the Port of Melbourne. 

In the event that the upgrading of the Avon River rail bridge is delayed, approximately half of 
the concentrate will be transported in bulk by road from the mine site to Port Anthony or the 
adjacent Barry Beach Marine Terminal, and the remaining concentrates will be transported in 
containers from the project area to the existing rail siding in Maryvale. Containerised 
concentrate will be transported by rail from the Maryvale rail siding to the Port of Melbourne. 
No more than 40 trucks containing concentrate, either for bulk or container shipments, are 
expected to leave the project area every 24 hours. 

Tailings 

Overburden and tailings (non-economic sand, silts and clay) from the mining and processing 
will ultimately be returned to the mine void as part of the rehabilitation process. 

Coarse sand tailings will initially be placed in Perry Gully until sufficient space is available for 
depositing tailings directly into the mine void (approximately four months). The tailings will be 
covered with overburden and topsoil prior to rehabilitation. 

Fines tailings (less than 38 µm), equivalent to about 23% of the ore tonnage, will initially (for 
approximately four and a half years) be deposited into a constructed temporary tailings 
storage facility (TSF) on the future mine path. As mined out areas of the void become 
available, the fines tailings will be placed within contained cells within the mine void. 

Following backfilling with coarse sand tailings and fines tailings, overburden (including 
manufactured subsoil) and topsoil will be replaced during rehabilitation. At least 3 m of 
overburden and topsoil is expected to be replaced on top of tailings. The land will then be 
returned to pre-mining land use and capability, or native vegetation.  

Water and power supply 

Approximately 3 GL of water will be required on an annual basis for processing, dust 
suppression and rehabilitation. Water for the project will be sourced from surface water 
(winterfill from the Mitchell River) and groundwater from the Latrobe Group Aquifer (from a 
borefield south of the project area).  

 

The power demand for the MUPs and WCP is estimated at 9,000 kVA on average. During 
construction, power will be sourced from six diesel generators, and during operations and 
closure from the 66 kV network. 

An infrastructure corridor containing a private haulage road to the proposed Fernbank East rail 
siding, 66 kV and 22 kV powerlines and a groundwater pipeline from the borefield, will be 
constructed from the WCP to the railway line south of the project area. 
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1.3 The economic impact assessment guidelines 

The Guidelines released by the NSW Government in December 2015 set out a cost-benefit 
analysis (CBA) framework to measure the net benefits to the community. This approach has 
been adopted in the economic analysis outlined in this report. Table 1-1 provides a summary of 
how these net benefits are measured and how they apply to Victoria. 

Table 1-1. Cost Benefit Analysis framework 
Direct Benefits Indirect Benefits Indirect Costs 

The net benefits that accrue to 
Victoria from the direct 
operations of the proposed mine 

The net benefits that are 
generated for parties that 
economically interact with the 
proposed mine 

Social costs generated by the 
proposed mine, borne by the 
Victorian community 

Includes: 

• Net producer surplus 
attributable to Victoria 

• Royalties payable 

• Company tax attributable to 
Victoria 

Includes: 

• Net economic benefits to 
landowners 

• Net economic benefits to 
Victorian employees 

• Net economic benefits to 
Victorian suppliers 

Includes: 

• Net environmental, social 
and transport-related costs 

• Net public infrastructure 
costs 

• Loss of surplus to other 
industries 

Source: NSW Government (2015). 

The direct benefits are those that accrue to the project proponent and payments made to 
government. The indirect benefits are those that accrue to the Victorian-based economic 
agents that engage with the project proponent. These include employees, suppliers and land 
owners. The employee benefit is the difference between the wages an employee can earn 
working in the Project compared to alternative employment. The supplier benefits are 
estimated as the gross operating surplus (GOS) for those Victorian-based firms that supply the 
Project. 

The indirect costs are the costs borne by the Victorian community, through environmental and 
social impacts or public infrastructure costs.   

1.4 Cost benefit analysis technique 

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a technique for assessing the economic merits of an initiative or 
course of action (such as undertaking a mining investment) from the perspective of Victoria as 
a whole. A CBA compares all costs and benefits attributable to the initiative, discounted to a 
common point in time, to arrive at an overall assessment of whether the initiative is ‘net 
beneficial’; that is, whether society will benefit from its implementation.   

A project is net beneficial if the net present value (NPV) of the sum of benefits minus the sum 
of costs is greater than zero. 6 

 

 

 

6 All NPV figures reported are expressed in real 2018 Australian dollars based on a 7 per cent real discount rate 
(unless otherwise stated). 
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1.4.1 Reference case and project scenario  

A CBA requires that the economic merits of a project are compared to a meaningful 
counterfactual. The CBA prepared for the project therefore considers the incremental (net) 
benefits that would arise if the project is approved, referred to as the ‘project scenario’, 
relative to the counterfactual, referred to as the ‘reference case’. For the Fingerboards Mineral 
Sands project, the reference case is to ‘do nothing’, whereby the land owned by Kalbar and 
required for the project would continue to be employed in its present use and no mining 
would occur. 

1.4.2 Net benefits of the project for the State of Victoria 

The purpose of the CBA is to estimate the net benefits of a proposed development for Victoria. 
From an economic perspective, the extent to which a project contributes to the welfare of a 
country or state differs from a private benefit calculation, which focuses on the consumer and 
producer surplus. The public benefit of a project is measured with reference to ‘value added’. 
Value added is the additional value of goods and services that are newly created in an 
economy, and that are available for domestic consumption or for export.  

Value added is a central concept in the Australian System of National Accounts (ASNA), where 
it is referred to as ‘gross value added’ to emphasise that this measure is gross of the 
consumption of fixed capital (that is, depreciation). Gross value added is the difference 
between output and intermediate inputs (the value created by production), and equals the 
contribution of labour and capital to the production process (ABS 2013). Subject to 
adjustments that need to be made to ensure that valuations are internally consistent by 
accounting for various taxes and subsidies, the sum of gross value added across all industries in 
a country or state equals gross domestic product (GDP) or gross state product (GSP), 
respectively. 

Given the objective of the CBA is to identify the net benefits accruing to the State of Victoria, 
the economic impacts of the project have been evaluated with reference to its contribution to 
Victorian GSP. The focus on value added as a means of measuring the contribution of the 
project to Victorian GSP is based on an internally consistent economic framework that reflects 
standard public accounting rules (United Nations 2003, Lequiller and Blades 2007). In 
particular, this framework avoids double-counting and enables a clear line to be drawn as to 
the factors that constitute a public cost or a benefit, and those that do not.  

As discussed in the following sections, within a value added framework, the Project’s 
contributions to GSP fall into the following broad categories:7 

• the additional salaries and wages paid to the Victorian workforce, which comprise the 

additional disposable income accruing to the Victorian workforce and the Victorian 

share of personal income taxes and Medicare contributions;  

 

 

 

7 No account of the benefit associated with upgraded public assets (such as roads) is taken into account. 
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• the share of the project’s ‘gross operating surplus’ (GOS) that can be attributed to 

Victoria, including mineral royalties, the Victorian share of company income taxes, and 

the share of the project surplus that would accrue to residents of Victoria; and 

• Royalties paid to the Victorian government (other additional taxes such as payroll 

taxes, land taxes, local rates and levies paid have been excluded). 

1.5 Information used in the analysis 

To assess the net benefit to Victoria we have used several data sources, including a detailed 
financial model of the Fingerboard project, provided by Kalbar, employment numbers and 
wages and data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics. A summary of key inputs relating to 
employment and capital expenditure from the financial mode is presented in Table 1-3. 
Employment at the mine during both its establishment phase and operation are key drivers of 
any economic benefits for Victoria.  

Employment at the mine is expected to commence in 2021. Direct employment averages 60 
full time equivalent (FTE) workers over the period 2021 to 2035, peaking at 67 FTE in 2025 and 
2032. The contractor workforce is more significant than the direct workforce, averaging 120 
FTE over the period 2021 to 2035, peaking at 139 FTE in 2025 and 2032. Over the life of the 
mine, the average employment averages 180 FTE. 

In terms of capital expenditure, the mine is expected to have a relatively concentrated capital 
expenditure phase that takes place largely in 2020 where just under $200 million will be spent 
to establish the mine. It is expected that the construction phase of the Project will directly 
employ 200 FTE.8 

  

 

 

 

8 This figure is based on information contained in the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment undertaken by Coffey 
(2018). 
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Table 1-2. Capital expenditure and employment 
Year Direct employment 

(FTE) 
Employment by contractors 

(FTE) 
Capital expenditure 

($ million) 

2020 0 0 198.9 
2021 52 97 18.4 
2022 58 114 12.0 
2023 56 108 4.9 
2024 65 134 0.4 
2025 67 139 14.8 
2026 64 130 0.0 
2027 64 132 0.8 
2028 52 96 0.0 
2029 55 103 1.3 
2030 61 123 1.7 
2031 65 135 13.0 
2032 67 139 0.0 
2033 60 120 0.6 
2034 62 126 0.0 
2035 55 105 0.1 

Source: Fingerboards BFS Model Kalbar  

1.6 East Gippsland labour market conditions 

A key issue in relation to the net benefits of the mine, either during the construction phase or 
the operational phase, is the additionality of the potential employment the mine will generate. 
Any new activity in a region that requires workers will need to source these workers either 
from existing employment or from the ranks of the unemployed. Establishing a mine in a 
region that has low levels of unemployment might be expected to draw labour from existing 
employment, putting pressure on those existing businesses. 

Figure 1-1 shows the most recent data on unemployment rates in East Gippsland, the 
neighbouring regions of Wellington and Latrobe, as well as for Victoria in total. The data show 
that the unemployment rate in East Gippsland as at June 2018 was 8.1 per cent, which is 
significantly higher that the Victorian unemployment rate of 5.3 per cent. The unemployment 
rate in East Gippsland represents some 1,700 people out of work. 

In addition, the neighbouring region of Latrobe, due to the closure of key assets in that area, is 
9.5 per cent (representing 3,500 people out of work). The unemployment rate in Wellington, 
which is closer to East Gippsland than Latrobe, is 6.4 per cent and while this is only one 
percentage point higher than the Victorian average, it represents a further 1,360 people out of 
work in that region. 

This implies that there is a large pool of unemployed people in the East Gippsland and 
surrounding regions who could potentially benefit either directly from working at the mine in 
some capacity either during the short-term construction phase or the longer-term operational 
phase (or, indeed, replace those workers who might be drawn from the existing workforce to 
service the mine). 
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Figure 1-1. Unemployment rates in selected regions 

 
Source: Department of Jobs and Small Business (2018) 

1.7 Opportunity for skills development 

The mine development offers an opportunity for those in East Gippsland to enhance the skill 
base of the region. Figure 1-2 shows the skills profile of the East Gippsland region and 
compares that with the skills profile of mineral sands mining. The analysis shows that as a 
region, East Gippsland has a relatively high proportion of those who have attained secondary 
education either year 9 and below or year 10 and above (but not further education).  

The skills profile of minerals sand mining does require a relatively high proportion of those 
educated to Year 10 and above, these operations also require a higher proportion of those 
with Certificate III and IV education (as well as bachelor degrees and post graduate 
qualifications).  

The mine therefore offers an opportunity, indeed the incentive, for that proportion of 
residents in East Gippsland to attain further education, notably Certificate III and IV 
qualifications to gain employment in the mine. 
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Figure 1-2. Skills profile of Workers in East Gippsland and National Mineral Sands Industry 
(percentage) 

 
Source: ABS (2016) * LGA – Local Government Area 

1.8 Direct Benefits 

The proposed mine’s financial model provided the details for each of the 15 year life span, 
with the capital intensive phase in 2020 and the operating phase from 2021 to 2035. In 
undiscounted terms, the capital expenditure of the Project is $266 million that is estimated to 
yield $4.9 billion in revenue.  

The financial model included a detailed breakdown of the physical operations including level of 
overburden, ore and sand produced and the saleable product output. The revenue was 
estimated using commodity price assumptions and the saleable output. 

The costs set out in the financial model included a detailed set of development or capital 
expenditure costs that included site works, plant and equipment and installation. The 
operating costs included fixed costs such as administration and rehabilitation and variable 
costs such as, overburden and ore mining costs, processing and transportation costs (including 
trucking, porting and shipping). 

In addition, the model included other financial costs including royalty payments and 
depreciation. Finally the model set out the project revenue before interest, tax depreciation 
and amortisation (or EBITDA), company tax payments and the net producer surplus. For the 
purposes of this assessment it has been assumed that the relevant company tax rate is 30 per 
cent and that the royalty rate is 2.75 per cent. 
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To model the company tax payment attributable to Victoria it is assumed that 25.7 per cent is 
allocated to Victoria through the Commonwealth grants process, based on Victoria’s current 
Australian population share. The net producer surplus attibutable to Victoria is assumed to be 
zero. While Kalbar is a majority Australian-owned company, currently the major share holders 
reside outside Victoria. 

1.9 Indirect Benefits 

To estimate the net economic benefits to Victorian suppliers we used the operational fixed and 
variable costs outlined in the financial model. The costs attributable to Victorian suppliers 
included administration and rehabilitation, overburden, ore mining, processing and trucking, 
porting, but excluded shipping costs. 

The financial model provided the total purchase value of the inputs supplied. The benefits to 
these suppliers is the Gross Operating Surplus (GOS) generated by these inputs. On average, $1 
million of inputs supplied from Victorian suppliers generates $229,000 of GOS, or a 22.9 per 
cent GOS to inputs ratio. This calculation is applied only to the direct suppliers to the mine, 
those suppliers to contractors are excluded from the calculations. The supply of goods and 
services to the mine offer a potential opportunity to businesses located within the East 
Gippsland LGA.  

The employee benefits outlined in this assessment are based on the year-by-year employment 
figures and wages paid, provided by Kalbar. On average, over the life of the mine, Kalbar 
expects to employ 60 full time equivalent (FTE) employees and 120 contractors. 

On average, those workers directly employed by Kalbar earn $101,882 per annum while 
contractors earn $76,952.9 For those directly employed by the mine, when compared to the 
average wage in the region of $49,54310, the net economic benefit for each direct employee is 
$52,339 (worker benefits for contractors are also excluded from the analysis).11  

Net economic benefits to landowners, is assumed to be zero. 

 

1.10 Indirect Costs 

The direct impacts of a project that are relevant for society, but for which a market value is not 
available need to be accounted for as part of the economic benefits and costs considered in a 
CBA. Such ‘externalities’ or ‘external effects’ are spillovers (positive or negative) from the 

 

 

 

9 These wage rates are provided in the Fingerboards BFS Model provided by Kalbar in which employment costs for 
each position have been benchmarked to mining industry standards for Western Australia and Victoria as the basis 
on which wage rates have been determined. 

10 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Census 2016, Total personal income, East Gippsland LGA (updated to 2018 
Australian Dollars) 

11 This assumption does not imply that every direct worker in the mine will receive a salary of $104,386. Rather, on 
average, the workforce will receive an additional $54,843 from working in the mine. For some workers, this 
‘premium’ will be higher, and for others it will be lower depending on their role and skill base. 
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production of a good or service, for example, in the form of air pollution or noise (negative 
spillovers). Where relevant, these have been considered in the specialist studies undertaken 
for the Project. 

External effects give rise to non-market impacts that are difficult to value. A variety of 
techniques have been developed to quantify these effects, including surrogate market 
(revealed preference) valuation techniques and hypothetical market (stated preference) 
techniques. 

Market-based valuations (direct revealed preference methods) infer an implicit price that is 
revealed by examining consumer behaviour and/or prices in a similar or related market 
(Department of Treasury and Finance 2013), market-based valuation techniques include the 
use of: 

• defensive expenditures: the costs incurred by individuals to mitigate the impact of 

changes and/or to recreate a situation that existed before a change; 

• replacement costs: the cost of replacing or repairing a damage, for instance, to restore 

the environment to its previous condition; 

• the productivity method: this method is used where an impact leads to a change in 

production levels, costs or prices; and 

• other market-based approaches: including the damage costs of greenhouse gas, 

biodiversity offsets and water licenses 

The indirect costs are the social costs generated by the proposed mine, borne by the Victorian 
community are summarised in Table 1-3. Included in the capital expenditure and operating 
costs of the mine are several defensive expenditures to mitigate the impacts of externalties, 
these include the construction of water infrastructure and visual bunds on the Project site. In 
addition market-based damaged cost approaches have been used to measure the impacts of 
greenhouse gas emissions and the impacts on agriculture. 
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Table 1-3. External effects associated with the Fingerboards Project 

Category Evaluation approach 

Loss of surplus in other 
industries – Agriculture 

Market-based productivity measure, reduced 
agriculturual output 

Housing Discussion of market conditions 

Ambient noise 
Defensive expenditure including the purchase of noise 
monitoring equipment 

Surface water and 
groundwater 

Both defensive expenditure, including the construction 
and decommissioning of surface water dams and water 
management and the on-off purchase of water licenses 

Greenhouse gas emissions Monetised damanages using a market price for emissions. 

Air Quality 
Defensive expenditure including steps to monitor air 
quality 

Biodiversity Offset costs, using a market-based valuation 

Traffic and transport 
Defensive expenditure including the steps to mitigate 
against potential traffic and tansport impacts 

Net public infrastructure 
costs 

No residual public infrastructure costs 

Landscape and visual 
amenity 

Defensive expenditure including the costs to construct a 
visual bund 

Heritage 
The residual impact to the three Aboriginal cultural 
heritage sites is acknowledged and assessed qualitatively 
(assumed to be zero) 

1.10.1 Loss of surplus to other industries 

Agriculture 

This section describes the direct agricultural impacts that are expected as a result of the 
Project. This section draws on two assessments: 

▪ An Agriculture Impact Assessment (AIA) for the Project undertaken by Hamilton 

SierraCon, their findings are outlined in Fingerboards Project Agriculture Impact 

Assessment.  

▪ A Horticulultural Impact Assessment (HIA) for the Project undertaken by RMCG, their 

findings are outlined in Fingerboards Mineral Sands Project Horticulture Impact 

Assessment 
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Agricultural Impact Assessment (AIA) 

To measure the impacts of the Project, the AIA outlines the: 

• current agricultural activity within the Project area and within the local region; 

• describes the value of the local agricultural production; 

• impact the Project has on agriculture land, production and gross margin 

o the gross margin is the gross farm income minus total variable costs; and, 

• possible action to reduce or avoid significant impacts on agriculture and to monitor 
and manage the Project’s performance 

The Project has a footprint of 1,675 ha. In total 1,180 ha of this area will be disturbed for 
mining, 55 ha for Project faciltities and 440 ha for buffer areas. 

The Project will have a direct impact on 19 private landholders due to land access and 
disturbance. The primary landuses of these landholders include grazing and blue-gum and pine 
plantations. There is no horticultural production within the Project footprint. 

The AIA concludes that, on average, the Project will remove 443 ha of agricultural production 
during a 20 year timeframe that includes construction, production and rehabilitation. 

Based on the compositional make up of the landuse activities that will be displaced the AIA 
estimates that the loss of gross margin will range from $130 to $187 per ha/pa, as summarised 
in Table 1-5. Beef cattle grazing makes up 40 per cent of the Project area and it is expected 
that the gross margin loss for that enterprise will range from $128 to $230 per ha/pa. 

Table 1-5. Average Project area Gross Margin/ha 
Land Use Proportion of  

Project Area 
Gross Margin  

($/ha) 
Low High 

Beef cattle 40% $128 $230 
Wool Sheep 9% $84 $151 
Meat Sheep 9% $117 $229 
Blue Gum 15% $99 $99 
Radiata Pine 12% $369 $369 
Remnant vegetation 7% $0 $0 
Road reserve 4% $0 $0 
Other 3% $0 $0 

Weighted average  $130 $187 

Source: Hamilton SierraCon Fingerboards Project Agriculture Impact Assessment 

With an average removal of agricultural land of 443 ha, the loss in agricultural gross margin 
ranges from a low estimate of $65,000 to a high of $93,250 per annum. Under the central case 
assumption the economic assessment is based on an average annual agricultural gross margin 
loss of $79,092, a mid point of the high and low estimate. Using this mid-point estimate the 
loss of agricultural gross margin is $0.84 million (in NPV terms using a 7 per cent discount rate) 
over 20 years including rehabilitation. 

The AIA also provides a discussion of further flow-on impacts to agriculture output including a 
discussion of the potential impacts on neighbouring landuse from impacts of dust, 
sedimentation and water borne contamination. The discussion includes comments from local 
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consultation suggesting that landuse competion may involve early sale of livestock or 
processing of plantations or restrict landuse development. 

In addition, the Project may involve the loss of agriculture infrastructure including fencing. 
Replacing this fencing could cost between $500,000 and $600,000. 

The AIA outlines a number of modification and mitigation measures, including directly 
compensating landholders that suffer a direct impact in accordance with the Mineral 
Resources (Sustainable Development) Act 1990. Kalbar is still considering options and may 
include the purchase or obtaining a long-term lease over the Project area land. Other options 
may include compensation. 

Other rehabilitation options are outlined in the AIA, including a land rehabilitation program.  

The AIA also outlines a number of practical steps to minimise agriculture impacts. These 
include progressive rehabilitation and environmental management of Kalbar land by: 

• weed and vermin management; 

• biosecurity procedures to avoid the importation of weeds, which may include cleaning 

equipment brought in from other parts of the State; 

• early notice of land access; 

• fire management; and 

• operations to minimise environmental impacts, such as managing dust, noise and run-

off. 

Horticultural Impact Assessment (HIA) 

The main horticultural production area in relation to the proposed Project is the Lindenow 
Valley which is characterised by high value irrigated vegetable production. The crops grown 
include beans, broccoli, capsicum, carrots, cauliflowers, sweet corn, lettuce, spinach (including 
baby leaf), peas, pumpkin, and onion. The HIA reports that the estimated value of production 
in the Lindenow Valley (based on ABS data for the Bruthen-Omeo statistical division) was $62.6 
million in 2015-16.  However, it is noted in the AIA report that Agriculture Victoria has 
communicated tht local vegetable industry estimates of the local farmgate value of production 
is around $120 million per annum (Hamilton SierraCon Consulting, 2020). 

The EES scoping requirements in relation to the HIA require an assessment of: 

• effects on the land uses and landscape values of the site and surrounding areas; 

• effects on soil productivity associated with the construction and operation of the 

Project, including rehabilitation works; and 

• both positive and adverse socio-economic effects, at local and regional scales, 

potentially generated by the Project, including indirect effects of the project 

construction workforce on the capacity of local community. 

Through a combination of desk top research and community consultation, the main landholder 
concerns raised in relation to potential adverse impacts on horticultural production were: 

• dust generation and deposition; 

• contaminates in dust particles including, radionuclides/radiation; 
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• surface water quality; and 

• access to water supply for irrigation. 

The HIA identified that concerns around dust were justifiable given the prevailing south-
westerly winds in the region and would affect drip irrigated or under canopy irrigated crops 
such as wine grapes. Based on the technical assessment of dust emissions, the conclusion 
drawn in the HIA was that when dust was managed on the site (via the appropriate mitigation 
techniques employed), and monitored in accordance with the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) protocal, the physical aspect of dust generated on the site was unlikely to be a 
significant risk. 

The concern that radioactive dust paricles, uranium and thorium, being present in the rare 
earth minerals being extracted could present a health and/or reputational risk to producers in 
the area was also assessed in the HIA. The conclusion drawn was that as long as dust was 
managed appropriately on-site (as well as being monitored) that radiation exposure would be 
below published dose limits. Further, based on the adoption of comprehensive passive radon 
and thoron monitoring conducted as per Victorian Radiation Regulations and adherence to 
dust mitigation protocols recommended, contamination of vegetables and soils would appear 
unlikely. 

In relation to water quality, a concern was raised that contaminants, especially radioactive 
particles from the Project site may enter waterways (surface and/or groundwater) via leaching 
or direct runoff from the site into surrounding waterways. The HIA concluded that a 
comprehensive stormwater management plan and proposed abatement measures have been 
suggested to minimise the risk of offsite movement of water carrying contaminants to 
downstream horticultural producers’ land and irrigation water resources. Adherence to the 
site and water quality monitoring and reporting regime should be sufficient to deal with 
foreseen risks. 

The Project has an estimated water requirement of three gigalitres (3 GL) per year. This water 
is to be sourced from both groundwater (Boisdale Aquifer) and surface water (Mitchell River). 
Particular concern to a number of producers is the proposal to extract winter flow from the 
Mitchell River and how this may affect existing licence holders. The overall assessment was 
that as the amount of water available to different use activities will be managed by the 
regulator (Southern Rural Water), it will determine whether any additional water is available 
for allocation from the Mitchell River or from the Latrobe/Boisdale Aquifer. Any additional 
water allocation released for the Mitchell River would be available to the market and there is 
no preference on the allocation of licence entitlements to one industry over another. 

Based on this assessment a reasonable conclusion is that given effective mitigation and 
monitoring, the impacts of the Project on horticultural production in the region will be 
negligible. 

The other issues raised in the context of the HIA were: 

• road traffic and safety; 

• competition for labour; and 

• Impacts to landscape amenity and ‘clean-green’ image. 

In terms of road traffic, the HIA concluded that with the appropriate road upgrades the Project 
will have limited impacts on horticultural production and transport. 
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In terms of competition for labour, the HIA recognised the potential for mining to compete 
with horticulture for workers because mining offers, generally, higher and more stable 
employment. However, as discussed above, the labour market conditions in the region 
(particularly relatively high unemployment rates) would not suggest that competition for 
labour would be a major issue in the region. In fact, the Project, if approved, will offer much 
needed opportunities for employment. 

Regarding the impact to the landscape amenity and ‘clean green’ image the HIA outlines the 
wary attitude of the horticultural producers in the Linenow Valley. The HIA concludes that the 
potential financial impacts from ‘image’ or crop losses cannot be predicted due to complexities 
in the supply chain. In addition, direct losses would only occur where an incidence caused 
contamination, however the HIA concludes that the risk of serious direct offsite impacts is 
considered to be low. 

The HIA discusses the potential impact of a mining operation on the region’s promoted ‘clean 
green’ impact. The HIA concludes that the extent to which retailers or merchants may or may 
not be concerned by a mine in the vicinity of a vegetable production region is unknown and 
difficult to predict. 

Regarding agritourism and food tourism the HIA also discusses the potential impacts of the 
mine. The HIA states that consumers appear to be mainly concerned about production 
practices on the farm and the impacts on food safety, the environment and people. However, 
if the mine would greatly affect visual amenity, and the environment, this would likely have an 
impacts on agritourism and food tourism. 

To reduce the potential costs of visual impacts to the surrounding region, the Project operating 
costs include the costs for building a visual bund. Over the life of the Project, these costs are, 
$18.5 million undiscounted or $9.81 million (in NPV terms using a 7 per cent discount rate). 

Tourism 

This section describes the direct tourism impacts that are expected as a result of the Project. 
There is no tourism impact assessment undertaken for the Project. As outlined above the HIA 
does outline the potential impacts to food tourism (as discussed above), and the landscape 
and visual impact assessment (the VIA) (Urbis 2020) does discuss the potential impacts on 
tourism. 

For the Lakes Tourism Satellite Account region tourism contributes $114 million12 (year ending 
June 2017), of total direct gross value added. The Lakes region is similar in size and coverage to 
the East Gippland LGA and is likely to include tourism activity that is well beyond the scope of 
potential impact from the Project. 

As outlined in the VIA tourists can be sensitive to visual impacts, although these impacts are 
likely to be low where tourism activity and accommodation is beyond 5 km from the mining 

 

 

 

12 Tourism Research Australia https://www.tra.gov.au/Economic-analysis/Economic-Value/Regional-Tourism-
Satellite-Account/regional-tourism-satellite-account, accessed 05-03-2019 
The Lakes Tourism Satellite Account region, is similar is size and coverage to the East Gippsland LGA 
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area. For the most sensitive tourism/ accommodation receptor, the Old School B&B, the VIA 
concludes that the Project will result in no to low visual impact. In addition, at the Den of 
Nargun Car Park and Picnic Area, the Project is fully screened by foreground vegetation, and 
the VIA concludes low visual impacts. 

As a result of the low impacts on tourism and accommodation land users it is unlikely that the 
Project will have an adverse effect on tourism activity or output and, as a result, we have 
assessed the potential impacts on tourism as zero. 

1.10.2 Housing 

As discussed above, mine construction is scheduled for 2020 with operations to commence in 
2021. In the construction phase of the project, 200 FTE are expected to work on the project in 
2020. Following that, direct employment averages 60 full time equivalent (FTE) workers over 
the period 2021 to 2035 while the contractor workforce is more significant than the direct 
workforce, averaging 120 FTE over the period 2021 to 2035, peaking at 139 FTE in 2025 and 
2032. Over the life of the mine, the average employment averages 180 FTE. 

In relation to housing, particularly the likelihood of increased rents and property prices due to 
an inflow of workers to service the Project, there are both short term and long term 
considerations. In the construction phase, housing issues relate to the availability of short term 
accommodation for those workers who relocate to the region. In the operational phase, 
housing issues relate to the overall availability of housing in the region for those relocating 
long term. 

During the construction phase, Kalbar expects to source the majority of workers from the local 
region (implying very little impact on housing availability). For those required to relocate for 
the year in which the Project is established, the Socioeconomic Impact Assessment (SIA) 
undertaken by Coffey identifies a number of short term accommodation options available 
including hotels, motels, bed and breakfasts, caravan parks and serviced apartments in the 
region. In addition, there were 300 properties available to rent in the region as at July 2017. 
This implies that there is more than adequate capacity in short term accommodation in the 
region to cope with the construction phase of the Project. 

In the operational phase, Kalbar expects that 80 per cent of the workforce will be drawn from 
the local region (particularly lower skilled workers such as operators, truck drivers, machine 
operators, supervisors, tradespeople, administrators and clerical staff. Those with more 
specialist skills, such as metallurgists and geologists, may be required to relocate to the region. 
In total, over the operational phase of the project, less that 50 people are expected to relocate 
to the region, increasing the demand for housing and potentially increasing house/ rental 
prices. Given the rental availability of 300 houses and an additional 1,000 houses available for 
purchase in the area, there appears to be more than adequate capacity to accommodate any 
additional employees in the local area. 

1.10.3 Ambient Noise 

Ambient noise is measured as the increase in the Project’s (extraction, processing and 
transportation) contribution to the increase in noise as measured in decibels above 
background (i.e. without the Project) for households located near the Project.  

Marshall Day Acoustics (2020) have undertaken a noise assessment for the Project (the NA). 
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The analysis included consideration of several noise legislation, guidelines and publications 
including the Noise from Industry in Regional Victoria (the NIRV) to assess the Project impacts 
on the surrounding region. 

The NA notes that the operations have been modified to account for predicted noise impacts 
at nearby residences. These modifications include, restricted night activities when operations 
are closest to dwellings, construction of earth bunding and inclusion of specialist noise-
reducing packages for mobile plant. It is assumed that the cost of implementing these 
modifications are included in the capital and operational cost of the Project. 

The NIRV provides recommended maximum noise levels, measured in decibels (dB) Leff  for 
Earth Resource projects. 

The NIRV recommends maximum levels for nearby residential locations of: 

• day – 46 dB Leff 

• evening – 41 dB Leff; and 

• night 36 dB Leff 

The NA identifies 13 noise sensitive receivers to include in the analysis, one of these receivers, 
R3 is a Kalbar owned Property. 

To assess the impact on these sensitive receivers the NA uses the following study method: 

• Measure the existing noise levels 

• Quantify the noise levels at nearby residential locations from the proposed 

construction and operational activities, considering 

• Avoidance, mitigation and management measures to reduce potential noise impacts 

• Residual impacts following implementation of these above measures 

• Inspection and monitoring programs to observe and report on the performance of 

avoidance measures. 

During the operations, the NA outlines that during day and evening times only one residence 
the Kalbar-owned R3 receiver will experience noise levels above the NIRV recommended level. 
The report notes that this dwelling is occupied by Kalbar staff and will be decommissioned at 
the commencement of the Project, removing it as a potential noise-sensitive receptor. 

At night, two receivers, will experience a predicted level exceedance of 1 dB. The NA states 
that further noise controls were explored, however further reductions of 1 dB at the two 
properties R2 and R4 using screening were found to be beyond reasonable and feasible 
measures at this time. 

The report notes that noise modelling is inherently conservative and it is very likely that the 
predicted levels would be lower in practical terms. The NA recommends that residual noise 
impacts are managed through a dedicated noise management plan, in consultation with the 
community.  

During the construction phase, the Project will have short-term exceedances on local 
residences. During the evening The NA concludes that: 

• Noise limits are likely to be met at all times at 4 locations  

• Noise is likely to exceed the limit at times at 7 noise receptor locations  
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• Noise is likely to exceed the limit all the time at 1 locations, R4.  

During the night period the EPA recommends that noise from construction is inaudible inside a 
habitable room with the window open. The NA concludes that: 

• Noise may be inaudible inside habitable rooms at 4 locations  

• Noise may be, or is likely to be audible inside habitable rooms at 9 locations.  

To mitigate these construction-phase impacts, the NA recommends a number of noise control 
works including appointing a principal contact for community queries, providing 24-hour 
contact details, keeping the community informed of contruction stages and noise reduction 
measures, giving notice for periods of noisier works and scheduling noisy activities for less 
sensitive times. 

The noise assessment modelling shows that noise levels will be controlled below the required 
limits set by the Victorian EPA and noise mitigation costs are included in the capital and/or 
operating costs of the Project. 

The capital costs of the Project includes $0.1 million (in NPV terms using a 7 per cent discount 
rate) for noise monitoring equipment. 

1.10.4 Water – Groundwater and Surface Water  

The extractive operations are underpinned by various water management structures and 
works and may include dewatering facilities and tailings dams. Where relevant the economic 
assessment includes the costs associated with any water losses, or the purchase of water 
permits or the mitigation steps used by the proponent to restore water quality or to manage 
these potential water impacts. 

In addition, the Project may have an impact on the market for water licences.  

Kalbar expects to pay a one-off cost for a water licence of about $5.7 million in 2021 (or $4.7 
million in NPV terms using a 7 per cent discount rate) to secure an allocation of 3 GL per 
annum of water. This figure is included in the operating costs of the Project. 

In addition the operating and capital costs of the Project includes , $19.4 million (in NPV terms 
using a 7 per cent discount rate) for the construction and decommissioning of surface water 
dams and water management during the life of the Project. 

1.10.5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

The project will give rise to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Consistent with Australia’s 
international obligations under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
the level of GHG emissions resulting from the Project is measured by the: 

1. Scope 1 emissions, the direct emissions from the project, for example the GHG 
generated by the use of diesel in plant and equipment; and 

2. Scope 2 emissions, the indirect emissions generated as a result of the Project 
purchases. These are generally associated with the purchase of electricity. 

The estimation of GHG emissions over the life of the Project was undertaken by Katestone 
Environmental Pty Ltd (2020).  A summary of the GHG emission estimates, for both Scope 1 
and Scope 2 emissions is presented in Table 1-6. Annual GHG emissions resulting from mining 
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operations range from 59,354 tCO2-e (Year 9) to 81,972 tCO2-e (Year 11). Emissions from the 
construction period give rise to 18,609 tCO2-e (in Year 0) and the decommissioning period of 
5,285 tCO2-e (Year 16 and Year 17). Over the life of the Project, GHG emissions are projected 
to be 1.074 Mt CO2-e.  

Diesel usage in mining equipment accounts for the majority of Scope 1 GHG emissions (88 per 
cent) and almost half (47 per cent) of life of Project GHG emissions. All of Scope 2 GHG 
emissions and approximately 47 per cent of life of Project GHG emissions are associated with 
the use of grid electricity. Land clearing accounts for approximately 10 per cent of Scope 1 
emissions and 5 per cent of life of Project emissions. 

 

Table 1-6. Summary of GHG emissions over the life of the Project 

Emission source Total emissions 
(t CO2-e) 

Mining Equipment 500,971 
Rehab 4,656 
Light Vehicles 9,141 
Generators 87 
Electricity 501,895 
Land clearing 57,575 
Total Scope 1 572,426 
Total Scope 2 501,895 

Total emissions 1,074,321 

Source: Katestone Environmental Pty Ltd (2020) 

To price the GHG emission we have applied the latest carbon price resulting from the most 
recent (June 2018) auction undertaken by the Clean Energy Regulator (CER) under the 
Emissions Reduction Fund (ERF).13 The results of this auction yielded an average carbon price of 
$13.52 tCO2-e abated. While this is an average figure, it represents a useful proxy to the 
marginal cost of abatement under Australia’s current emission abatement policy represented 
by the ERF. 

The externalities arising from GHG emissions associated with the Project are derived by taking 
the year-on-year emissions estimated by Katestone Environmental Pty Ltd (2020) and 
multiplying these figures by the $13.52 carbon price under the ERF over the life of the Project. 
The impact of GHG emissions are global in nature and generate an externality on that scale. To 
measure the impacts on Victoria, it is appropriate to scale the externality back from the global 
scale. The typical approach is to apportion the externality generated in Victoria, as a ratio of 
Victorian population to global population which has been undertaken in these calculations. 

 

 

 

13 The results of this auction are summarised at http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Auctions-
results/june-2018 which was accessed in September 2018 for this analysis. 

http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Auctions-results/june-2018
http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/ERF/Auctions-results/june-2018
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1.10.6 Air Quality 

Mining and extractive industries may have an impact on the air quality of those living adjacent 
to the project site through the generation of dust and particulate matter. These may arrise 
directly from shifting or driving over loose gravel or from stockpiles of ROM product. These 
activities my generate Total Suspected Particulates (TSP), particulate matter output of less 
than 10 micrometres in diameter (PM10) and less than 2.5 micrometres in diameter (PM2.5) and 
other materials that impact on air quality in the adjacent area.  

The air quality assessment for the Project was undertaken by Katestone Environmental Pty Ltd 
the findings are outlined in Stage Two Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Assessment for the 
Fingerboards Minerals Sand Project (2020) (AQA). The AQA complies with the requirements of 
a EPA Victoria Level 1 assessment, as outlined in the protocol for Environmental Management 
– Mining and Extractive Industries. 

The AQA concludes: 

• Ground-level concentrations of respirable crystalline silica, heavy metals and dust 

deposition rates due to operations and ambient background concentrations are 

predicted to comply with all sensitive receptors 

• Maximum monthly dust deposition rates due to operations during 2027 and 2031 

comply with the guideline of 120 mg/m2/day all sensitive receptors. For 2024 

operations, maximum monthly dust deposition rates are predicted to exceed the 

guideline at one receptor only 

• With the adoption of routine dust controls, concentrations of PM10 are predicted to be 

above the PEM assessment criteria, at 6 sensitive reseptors in 2024, 2 in 2027 and 5 in 

2031. At most, 10 days are predicted during which 24-hour average concentrations are 

above the PEM assessment criteria. Additional dust mitigation measures will be 

implemented to prevent these exceedances. These additional dust mitigations will be 

implemented through management plans that incorporate actions based on a site-

specific weather forecast, and real-time air quality monitoring at key sensitive receptor 

locations 

• Twenty-four-hour average concentrations of PM2.5 due to the Project are predicted to 

be above the PEM assessment criterion of 36 μg/m3 on one additional day compared 

with existing background levels at three receptors in 2024 and 2031. The additional 

dust mitigation measures that will target PM10 will also prevent the additional 

exceedances of the PEM assessment criterion for 24-house average concentrations of 

PM2.5 

The cost of monitoring, $1.6 million (in NPV terms using a 7 per cent discount rate) has been 
included in the capital and operational costs of the development. The remaining costs 
associated with the exceedances outlined above are acknowledged and assessed qualitatively.  

1.10.7 Biodiversity 

The Project may generate biodiversity impacts through reducing the land available for natural 
habitat, or having an impact on the availability or quality of water. These biodiversity costs are 
usually measured as the cost borne by the proponent to mitigate these impacts, including 
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through the purchase of appropriate biodiversity credits. These credits may arise from state-
based or Commonwealth obligations. 

Ecology and Heritage Partners (2020) undertook a detailed ecological assessment for the 
proposed Fingerboards Minerals Sands Project. The assessment outlines the terrestrial and 
aquatic flora and fauna impacts within the study area. 

The assessment was based on desk-based and field methods to assess the ecological values, 
and included field surveys across 1,674 hectares. A majority, 90 per cent, of the land surveyed 
within the study area is classified as modified and disturbed and includes a timber plantation. 
The remaining areas support native vegetation, which is concentrated around roadside and 
gullies. 

The report outlines in detail the key ecological values within the study area including the 
species diversity, vegetation and the wetlands. 

The report also outlines the key threatening processes within the construction and operational 
phase that will (or have the potential to) lead to loss reduction or reduced viability of 
ecological values within the study area and project locality. These processes include vegetation 
removal loss of hollow-bearing trees and proliferation of weeds and pest species. 

To reduce these potential impacts, the report includes a detailed mitigation and risk 
assessment, concluding that, detailed mitigation measures have been developed to address 
each key threatening process. In addition, a risk assessment compared the impacts associated 
with the project between the un-mitigated and mitigated scenarios. 

The ecological assessment finally outlines the residual impacts that a likely to occur and the 
biodiversity offsets required. The offset requirement is The State offset requirements will be 
determined in accordance with the guidelines for the removal, destruction or lopping of native 
vegetation. The Victorian offset requirements are outlined in the Table 1-7. 

The cost of meeting these requirements are $4.1 million (in NPV terms using a 7 per cent 
discount rate) and are included in the operational costs of the Project. 

Table 1-7. Offset requirements of the Project 
Species Off-set Requirement – Species Habitat Units 

(SHU) 

Australian Grayling 29.975 
Flinders Pygmy Perch 60.031 
Sticky Wattle 92.054 
Yellow-wood 38.170 
Thick-lip Spider-orchid 46.867 
Purple Diuris 98.059 
Bushy Hedgehog-grass 102.403 
Rough-grain Love-grass 98.532 
Slender Violet-bush 67.568 
Slender Wire-lily 102.403 
Star Cucumber 28.189 
One-flowerEarly Nancy 97.586 
Limestone Blue Wattle 87.671 
Thin-leaf Daisy-bush 57.395 
Gaping Leek Orchid 0.048 
Forest Red-box 94.446 
Heath Sider-orchid 40.749 

Source: Ecology & Heritage Partners (2020) 
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The ecological assessment concludes that there are no offset requirements under the 
Commonwealth Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act (1999), but the 
Act may be triggered in the event the project is deemed to have a significant impact on a 
matter of National Environmental Significance. Any offset requirement would be assessed by 
the Commonwealth Department of the Environment and Energy during the Environmental 
Effects Statement process under the bilateral agreement. 

The costs associated with offsetting these residual ecological impacts are included in the costs 
of the Project.  

1.10.8 Traffic and transport impact 

Transport or traffic impacts may arise from increased road use from cars and trucks entering or 
exiting the Project site. 

Typically these impacts are measured as the increase in travel times (or wait times) associated 
with increased traffic. In addition, there may be associated discussion regarding any relevant 
safety impacts from the traffic assessment. 

Arup (2020) undertook a detailed Traffic and Transport Impact Assessment (TTIA). The 
assessment takes into account the existing conditions, the proposed Project and a route 
assessment, then outlines a: 

• Traffic performance assessment 

• Road safety assessment 

• Road pavement assessment  

• Traffic operations assessment during road upgrades 

The ARUP report outlines the potential impact/ hazard, the pre-mitigation risk, the mitigation 
measures and the post-mitigation risk. The risk assessment is evaluated using a likelihood-
consequence matrix. Impacts that are assessed as a negligible consequence and are likely to 
occur rarely have a low risk. At the other extreme, events that have extreme consequence and 
a almost certain to occur are assessed as a major risk. The TTIA summarises the potential post-
mitigation risks, many of the potential impacts are assessed at low- moderate. Table 1-8 
provides a discussion of high impacts. 

The cost of the mitigation measures as outlined in the TTIA are $9.6 million (in NPV terms 
using a 7 per cent discount rate) and are included in the capital and operational expenditure of 
the Project. The impacts on road users, that is, any potential delays experienced, are 
acknowledged and assessed qualitatively (assumed to be zero). 
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Table 1-8. Offset requirements of the Project 
Impact assessment Summary risk assessment 

Traffic performance assessment Risk associated with traffic performance is 
expected to remain low to very low. TTIA 
outlines a number of mitigation steps including 
upgrade to roundabout control 

Road safety assessment TTIA outlines a number of high potential post 
mitigation risks. These include: 
• General driver safety risk – the TTIA outlines 
that a transport operational management plan 
(TOMP) should implemented 
• Pedestrian Safety risk – the TTIA outlines a 
number of mitigation steps including pedestrian 
survey, limiting B-Double operation, speed limit 
revisions, and driver training 

Road pavement assessment Moderate pre-mitigation risk is reduced to low 
risk with an asset protection plan to be agreed 
upon between the Project proponent and the 
relevant road authorities 

Traffic operations assessment during road upgrades The TTIA identifies the potential of high risk to 
the performance of the Princes Highway during 
peak times 

Source: ARUP (2020) 

1.10.9 Net public infrastructure costs 

Where it is identified that the Project will generate an impact to public infrastructure including 
roads, water, waste or rail these impacts are outlined and analysis undertaken on how the 
Proponent proposes to address these costs including voluntary undertakings to address these 
impacts. 

We have assumed that the Proponent meets these requirements and that the costs will be 
included in the development costs of the mine. 

1.10.10 Landscape and visual amenity 

These impacts are generally assessed qualitatively considering any reduction in visual amenity 
for those within the vicinity. It may also include discussion of the steps being taken by the 
Proponent to reduce visual amenity impact, though the use of visual bunds or the location of 
infrastructure or progressive mitigation steps. 

Urbis (2020) undertook a detailed landscape and visual impact assessment (the VIA). The 
objectives of the analysis include: 

• Define the criteria relevant to the study 

• Undertake the site inspection 

• Prepare visual simulations 

• Assess the potential impacts 

• Identify and propose design responses and measures for the reduction, mitigation and 
management of potential visual impacts 

• Prepare a VIA 
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The VIA includes both quantitative assessment, that includes analysis on how the development 
will be visible from particular viewpoint and a qualitative assessment. The qualitative 
assessment, takes into account: 

• The visual modification – how the Project will contrast the surrounding landscape 

• Sensitivity of the surrounding viewers 

• Initial visual impact – with out mitigation or amelioration 

• Residual visual impact following the establishment of amelioration measures. 

The VIA outlines that the existing landscape surrounding the Project is highly modified 
agricultural and forestry landscape, with powerlines, major and minor roads and scattered 
buildings. The Michell River National Park is located 6 km north of the project area, with a 
number of visitor nodes and scenic attractions located within the area. Tourist accommodation 
is located within the region also, including the Coonawarra Farm Resort. 

The existing landscape scenic quality is generally classified as moderate to low scenic quality. 
For example the foothills in the area of moderate scenic quality with the report concluding 
that the land forms “ridges and peaks that are not visually distinctive” where the vegetation in 
the foothills “offer some visual diversity.” 

The VIA includes a robust qualitative assessment for 23 viewpoints, these include local 
attractions like natural landforms, picnic areas, roads and residences. Of the natural landforms, 
for example, Viewpoint 4 Bluff lookout and the Viewpoint 6 Coonawarra Farm Resort, views 
are screened by topography and the VIA assesses the overall potential visibility as “Non-
apparent.” For Viewpoint 7 Lindenow Recreation Reserve the VIA assesses the overall 
potential visibility impact as “Visibility not likely due to distance and surrounding vegetation.” 

Only one receptor at Viewpoint 21 a residence has a high visual prominence, although the VIA 
notes that any residual impact would fall to low as landform rehabilitation measures are 
established. 

Overall the VIA concludes that the Project will result in only a minimal visual impact on the 
surrounding areas once mining process is completed. During the mining process, impacts will 
be similar to broadscale soil cultivation associated with agriculture. 

The impact will be minimised through screen planting and the construction of vegetated 
bunding at strategic locations around the perimeter. Lighting will be subject to lighting design 
and will where ever possible be focussed and be shielded or have baffles installed to reduce 
the potential of light spill. 

As outlined above to reduce the potential costs of visual impacts to the surrounding region, 
the Project operating costs include the costs for building a visual bund. Over the life of the 
Project, these costs are, $18.5 million undiscounted or $9.81 million (in NPV terms using a 7 
per cent discount rate). 

1.10.11 Aboriginal and historical cultural heritage 

The general approach is to measure the Aboriginal and historical cultural impacts qualitatively. 
Attempts in the past to measure these impact with quantitative analysis have been seen by the 
community as insensitive. Discussion can be provided on the potential impacts in three parts, 
first a discussion of the site within the disturbance area, then a discussion of the overall 
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cultural importance of the sites and the potential impacts on those sites. In addition, a 
discussion of any mitigation steps undertaken by the Proponent to reduce potential impacts 
and how the Proponent engages with the community is generally presented. 

Andrew Long and Associates (2020) undertook a cultural heritage impact assessments for the 
Project (the CHIA). The purpose of the CHIA is to present results of the Aboriginal and historical 
cultural heritage impacts of the Project. The assessment included an evaluation of the 
construction, operation and decommissioning activities of the proposed project design. The 
CHIA took into account the existing conditions, heritage registers, land use history and site 
surveys. The analysis included a disturbance mapping that took into account the Project 
design. 

The CHIA included a detailed impact assessment that included the following steps: 

1. Established the context 

2. Identified potential impacts and issues 

3. Consequence analysis 

4. Likelihood analysis 

5. Risk analysis 

6. Risk reduction 

7. Residual risk analysis 

 

The CHIA outlines a total of three Aboriginal cultural heritage places and nil historical cultural 
heritage artefacts are situated within the activity area. Table 1-9 provides an account of the 
sites that were included in the formal risk assessment. 

 

Table 1-9. Description of Aboriginal and historical cultural sites 
Site Description 

Aboriginal  
   VAHR 8322-0090 Scarred tree – destroyed by fire, located within 

the proposed mining area 
   VAHR 8322-0226 Low Density Artefact Distribution, eight flaked 

stone artefacts, at various sites 
   VAHR 8322-**** Low Density Artefact Distribution, 45 flaked stone 

artefacts 
Historical Nil 

Source: Andrew Long and Associates (2020) 

For each of the Aboriginal sites the report concludes a high un-mitigated risk of impact, based 
on an “almost certain” likelihood of impact (from vegetation clearing and a loss of ground 
surfaces and substrates). 

The CHIA outlines a number of measures to reduce the un-mitigated risk assessment. These 
include, for VAHR 8322-0226 and VAHR 83322-**** – salvage the collection of flaked stones 
by a qualified archaeologist and at least one representative from the the relevant Registered 
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Aboriginal Party. For VAHR 8322-0090 no mitigation steps are proposed because of the almost 
total destruction of the site. The report concludes that taking these steps will reduce the risk of 
impact from high to moderate. 

While no historical heritage sites were included in the risk assessment, the CHIA does identify 
one site that may include late 19th or early 20th century components. The report concludes 
further analysis may be required to assess any historical value. The report also outlines a 
number of steps to be undertaken where additional historical heritage sites are discovered. 

The residual impact to the three Aboriginal cultural heritage sites is acknowledged and 
assessed qualitatively (assumed to be zero). 

1.11 Results of the Cost Benefit Analysis 

The CBA is based on comparing the net direct and indirect benefits and subtracting the indirect 
costs of the proposed development compared against the reference scenario where the 
proposed development does not occur. The results are summarised in Table 1-10. 

Based on the CBA methodology and information provided by Kalbar, the proposed 
development is estimated to provide a net benefit to Victoria. This net benefit is estimated to 
be $392.4 million in net present value (NPV) terms. This is comprised of $158.9 million and 
$234.414  million in direct and indirect benefits respectively. The Project will also generate 
$0.85 million in incremental indirect costs (GHG emissions and losses to other industries).  

  

 

 

 

14 Some rounding errors may occur if sub-totals are added. 
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Table 1-10. Net Benfits attributable to Victoria (NPV 7%) 

Costs 

NPV 
(A$ m 

real 
2018) 

Benefits 

NPV 
(A$ m 

real 
2018) 

Production related  Production related  

  Company tax, producer surplus, royalties 158.9 

  Net economic benefit to existing landholders 0.0 

  Net economic benefit to Local workers 25.0 
  Net economic benefit to Local suppliers 209.4 

Total production related 0 Total production related 393.3 

Externalities (costs)  Externalities (offsets^)  

Air quality 1.6 Air quality monitoring 1.6 

Greenhouse gas emissions 0.01 N/A  

Visual amenity 9.8 Visual amenity - bund construction 9.8 

Transport impact 9.6 Transport impact - transport controls 9.6 

Net public infrastructure cost 0.0 Net public infrastructure cost 0.0 

Surface water impact 19.4 Surface water - infrastructure 
19.

4 

Residual value of land 0.0 N/A 0.0 

Biodiversity impact 4.1 Biodiversity offsets 4.1 

Noise impact 0.1 Noise monitoring 0.1 

Loss of surplus to other 
industries 

0.8 N/A  

Water 4.7 Water licences 4.7 

Aboriginal cultural and 
Historical heritage 

0.0 N/A 0.0 

Total externalities 50.1 Total externalities 49.3 

Grand total 50.1   442.6 

Net economic benefits 392.4     

Source: BAE estimates. ^ These costs are included in the operating and capital cost of the Project. 

The indirect benefit includes $50.0 million (in NPV terms) of net economic benefits to Victorian 
workers (excluding contractors). As outlined above, the benefit is derived from the increased 
wages earned at the project, when compared to alternative employment. The indirect benefit 
also includes $209.4 million (in NPV terms) of net economic beneift to Victorian suppliers 
(excluding suppliers to contractors). 

The total indirect costs of the Project are $20.1 million (the majority of which are incorporated 
in the capital costs). The incremental indirect costs of the project are estimated at $0.85 
mllion, largely associated with a loss in surplus in the agriculture sector. On average the Project 
will displace 443 ha of agriculture land, generating an annual loss of Gross Margin of $57,750 
to $83,000. 
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1.12 Results of the CBA – Sensitivity Analysis 

The results of the sensitivity analysis are summarised in Figure 1-3. This sensitivity analysis 
shows that the estimated net benefits are robust in the sense that they remain (strongly) 
positive after testing all key assumptions, of mineral prices and discount rates underpinning 
the analysis.  

The estimated net benefit of the project are sensitive to the mineral price assumptions 
underpinning the analysis, but even assuming prices are 10 per cent lower than under the 
central case assumptions the net benefits are estimated to be $365.4 million in NPV terms 
(using a 7 per cent discount rate). This is a 6.9 per cent fall from the net benefits under the 
central case assumptions, because only the direct benefits are affected, while the indirect 
wage and supplier benefits remain unaffected. 

The lower bound, or worst-case, estimate of net benefits, which takes the most pessimistic 
assumptions around mineral prices and using a 10 per cent discount rate, yields an estimated 
net benefit to the Victorian community of $289.3 million in NPV terms. The upper bound 
estimate, based on the most optimistic mineral price assumptions and using a 4 per cent 
discount rate, is $540.2 million in NPV terms. On the basis of the sensitivity analysis it is 
concluded that it is very highly likely that the Project, if approved, would be of net benefit to 
the Victorian community and to the local region. 

Figure 1-3. Sensitivity analysis 

 
Source: BAE estimates 
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2 CGE modelling framework 

The economy-wide impacts of the proposed development has been undertaken using a 
computable general equilibrium (CGE) model of the East Gippsland regional and Victorian 
economies.  

CGE modelling is the preferred technique to assess the impacts of large projects as they are 
based on a more detailed representation of the economy, including the complex interactions 
between different sectors of the local and state economy.15 As a CGE model is able to analyse 
the impacts of the proposed development in a comprehensive, economy-wide framework 
meaning the modelling captures: 

• Direct increases in demand associated with the proposed development (short term 

construction activity) as well as the assumed increased output attributable to 

increased mineral sands production. 

• Indirect increases in demand, or flow-on effects associated with increased economic 

activity relating to both the construction phase of development and additional 

mineral sands production. 

• Labour market displacement caused by the direct increase in demand from a project 

of this nature (and the associated investment) on other sectors of the economy 

bidding up wages and ‘crowding out’ other sectors of the economy. 

• Revenue leakage associated with the expropriation of profits from the mine to non 

Victorian based interests (in this case, the Fingerboards Project owned by Kalbar 

Operations Pty Ltd domiciled in Western Australia). 

The inclusion of the complex sectoral interations and the economy-wide framework (in 
particular the labour market displacement) makes the CGE model a preferable technique to a 
partial local effects analysis where costs and benefits are apportioned to a local region, to 
model the local economy-wide impacts of the Project. 

2.1 About Cadence Economics’ CGE model 

The estimates are based on the Cadence Economics General Equilibrium Model (CEGEM). 
CEGEM is a large scale, dynamic, multi-region, multi-sector model of the global economy, with 
an explicit representation of the East Gippsland LGA and the Victorian economy. CEGEM is 
based on a substantial body of accepted microeconomic theory.  

The model projects change in macroeconomic aggregates such as real gross state product (real 
GSP) which is an output measure of the Victorian economy, real gross state income (real GSI) 
which is a welfare measure for Victorian residents. At a regional level the model projects 

 

 

 

15 See for example the Policy & Guidelines Paper produced by the NSW Treasury (2009). 
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change in real gross regional product (real GRP), real gross regional income (real GRI). The 
model also projects state-wide and regional employment, export volumes, investment and 
private consumption. At the sectoral level, detailed results such as output, exports, imports 
and employment are also produced. A brief description of the model is presented in Box 1.  

Importantly, in terms of interpreting the results as well as for consistency with the CBA 
analysis, real GSI represents the preferable welfare measure to the commonly reported change 
in real GSP (a measure of production). As a measure of income, Pant et al. (2000) shows how 
the change in real GSI is a good approximation to the equivalent variation welfare measure in 
global CGE models such as CEGEM. This measure is widely used by practitioners and can also 
be decomposed into various components to assist in the analysis of results. Real GSI is 
computationally more convenient than an equivalent variation, and a more familiar concept to 
explain to decision makers (Layman, 2004). 

As noted by Pant et al. (2000), in considering welfare results in global CGE such as CEGEM, the 
main components are the change in: output (measured by real GSP); terms of trade; and 
payments to foreigners. Of particular relevance in the discussion around estimating the net 
benefits of the proposed development are the terms of trade effects. These can be closely 
linked to changes in labour market conditions because any increase in real wages as a result of 
higher levels of mineral sands exports will result in an improvement in the terms of trade and, 
hence, welfare. 

Box 1: An overview of CEGEM 

CEGEM is a multi-commodity, multi-region, dynamic model of the world economy. Like all economic 
models, CEGEM is a based on a range of assumptions, parameters and data that constitute an 
approximation to the working structure of an economy. Its construction has drawn on the key features 
of other economic models such as the global economic framework underpinning models such as GTAP 
and GTEM, with state and regional modelling frameworks such as VURM and TERM.  

Labour, capital, land and a natural resource comprise the four factors of production. On a year-by-year 
basis, capital and labour are mobile between sectors, while land is mobile across agriculture. The 
natural resource is specific to mining and is not mobile. A representative household in each region 
owns all factors of production. This representative household receives all factor payments, tax 
revenue and interregional transfers. The household also determines the allocation of income between 
household consumption, government consumption and savings.  

Capital in each region of the model accumulates by investment less depreciation in each period. Capital 
is mobile internationally in CEGEM where global investment equals global savings. Global savings are 
made available to invest across regions. Rates of return can differ to reflect region specific differences 
in risk premiums. 

The model assumes labour markets operate where employment and wages adjust in each year so that, 
for example, in the case of an increase in the demand for labour, the real wage rate increases in 
proportion to the increase in employment from its base case forecast level.  

CEGEM determines regional supplies and demands of commodities through optimising behaviour of 
agents in perfectly competitive markets using constant returns to scale technologies. Under these 
assumptions, prices are set to cover costs and firms earn zero pure profits, with all returns paid to 
primary factors. This implies that changes in output prices are determined by changes in input prices 
of materials and primary factors.  

That noted, real GSI does not capture some non-market effects that can have an impact on the 
living standards of Victorian residents. These could include, for example, the noise impacts for 
residents or pollution as considered in the detailed CBA above. In that context, by assessing 
the economic impacts of the Project, the CGE modelling undertaken should not be considered 
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a replacement for the detailed CBA, rather another lens through which to estimate the 
potential benefits of the Project under consideration. 

CEGEM is a recursive dynamic model that solves year-on-year over a specified timeframe. The 
model is used to project the relationship between variables under different scenarios over a 
predefined period. A typical scenario is comprised of a reference case projection (or the Base 
case scenario) that forms the basis of the analysis. In this instance, the reference case assumes 
that there is no proposed development investment or mineral output. Set against this scenario 
is the policy scenario (or the Project case) under consideration. 

2.2 Overview of scenarios 

The Project has a 15 year life span, with the capital intensive phase in 2020 and the operating 
phase from  2021 to 2035. In undiscounted terms, the capital expenditure of the Project is 
$266 million16 that is estimated to yield $4.9 billion in revenue.  

In addition we have also factored into our scenarios the benefits that flow from the proposed 
development outside of the East Gippsland region and the Victorian economy. This includes, 
the repatriation of profits out of the region to non Victorian shareholders, along with the 
payments out of the region for royalties to the Victorian Government and corporations tax to 
the Australian Government. We have assumed these royalty payments accrue to the Rest of 
Victoria. 

2.3 Economy-wide modelling of the proposed development 

A summary of the key macroeconomic variables projected under the core scenario is shown in 
Figure 2.1. The results are reported as deviations from the reference case and represent the 
change in a particular variable as a result of investing in and operating under the proposed 
development assumptions. The results for the East Gippsland region are outlined on the left 
hand side of the figure and Victoria on the right (Victoria includes East Gippsland). 

The annual results from the CGE model generally move in-line with the proposed development 
capital expenditure and production activity. Real GRP for the East Gippsland region is 
projected to peak at $225 million higher than the reference case in 2022. This increase in real 
GRP is a function of the higher levels of activity within the region associated with output at the 
mine and the flow-on benefits of purchasing inputs to operate the mine. Real GRI is also 
projected to peak in 2022 at $315 million, the increase in GRI is driven by the twin factors of 
higher wages for local workers and the repatriation of profits out of the region to the non 
Victorian owners of the mine and the company tax outflows and the royalty payments to the 
Rest of Victoria. 

 

 

 

 

 

16 All dollar values in this report are 2018, real Australian dollars 
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Figure 2.1. Projected economy-wide impacts of the proposed development  
East Gippsland Victoria 

  

Source: BAEconomics estimates, based on Fingerboards BFS Model Kalbar, which assumed construction in 2020 

Employment in the East Gippsland region is expected to peak at 135 FTE in 2025. These results 
are driven by the direct employment within the region, the flow-on impacts from local inputs 
and any of the crowding out of employment in other sectors. 

Moving to the GRPstate-wide results, real GSP for Victoria is projected to peak at $375 million 
higher than the reference case in 2022. Real GSI will peak at $246 million, in 2022 and 
employment of 189 FTE in 2022. 

Over the period 2020 to 2035, the Project is projected to increase GRP in the East Gippsland 
region by just over $1.4 billion in NPV terms. The projected increase in GRI over the same 
period is projected to be just over $2 billion in NPV terms, while employment in the increase in 
employment in the region averages 93 FTE. 

For Victoria as a whole, over the period 2020 to 2035, GSP is projected to increase by just 
under $1.6 billion and GSI by $2.4 million in NPV terms. The overall increase in Victorian 
employment is around 110 FTE on average over the period. 
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